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AW-I RACT

'This is the second in a series of reports describing the wc k of the
Lincoln Laboratory phased array project. This report ,,-vers the
period fromn I July 1960 to I July 1961; the effort prior to this time

is covered in Lincoln Laboratory TeKhnics,1 t-eort Zo, U8.

Th, pro3".-cr e'fcl *-. mainly ..>^ected toward investigation of com-
ponents, techniques and the fundamental theoretical limitations of
arrays for long-range radar applications.

Research on components fo . arrays continues to cover a broad spec-
t iun ui effort, !' luding such diverse topics as low-noise RF ampli-
fiers, high-power modular trar-nittersi high-speed buibling blocks

for data-proceosing systemr, high-speed micr ,v'.. sritches and

several types of phase-shifting devices. The techniques work has
seen increased emphasis on low-loss simultaneous bei.m-forming
techniques for array receivers, with decreased interest in configu-

r-Ations requiri.Z a complet.. eceiver behind each antenna. Studies

of various radar po'b;.e,'. i"terest-to this group have indicated
that the most technically feasible appr .ach to the transmitter prob-
lem remains that of a separate transmitter behind each element.
Several innovations on this technique point toward realizing relatively
inexpensive transmitter modules. The techniques of controlling and

monitoring arrays making use of the transmitting and receiving ap-
pronches outlined above are also under investigation.

The linear test array continues to be operated as both a usable test
radar and a useful test bed for already developed components. The

results obtained to date on life tests of some of the earlier compo-
nents are reported, and modifications suggested by the experience

with these components are outlined.

Studies of th.i fundamentals of arrays have been largely confined to
efforts toward better understanding of the phenomena of mutual cou-

pling in antenna arrays and the effects nf "errors," both unintentional
and intentional. on the properties of array patterns. The question of
the bandwidth of "phased" arrays has also received some considera-
tion as reported her. in.

All these activities are guided and directed by continuing studies of
systems applications of long-range arrays. Since these studies are
classified, they are not reported in this document.

ii' Best Available Copy
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PART 1

INTRODUCTORY MATERIAL

CHAPTER I
PRWECT &M.D REPORT ORGANIZATION

J. L. Allen

A. INT1RODUCTYON

This report describes the activity for the period I July. i960 to t July 1961 of the phased array
radar program carried out by members of the Special Radars Group of Lincoin Laboratory. This

is tie second report of this project. the first being Lincoln Laboratory Technical Report No. ZZ,

This report, like the earlier one, is An the nsitirm of a progress report and rsports all work

c'irripd ouit during the stated period, plus work AUIl1 In progress. The work is reported in con-
aiderable eetail, each nectior being written by the engineer directly responsible for the investi.-
gation ,The report is largely intended ior cther workers -in the field, and is A0 written.

B.. PROJECT PHkILOSOPHY

The pant few yeare have seen a marked increase in interest in array radars as a solution to

long-range radar problems. This Incre~ased interest has further served to point out the need for
the dovelopment of izu,,roved techniques and components for array radars. This project Vwas con-

ceived to help fulfill this need by conaenitratIng ef. orts on the conception, design, construc tion
and continued improvement in techniqiies and components for such arrays.

Whereas a separate project concerned rnnly veith the development of components and tectiniques
might sometimes have been of questionable value in the conventional radar environent, it in clear

that isuch work assumes a. new important stature in the array radar environment. The justi fication

for thir. statement lion in the fact that array radars are composed of very large numbers of dupli-
cate parts, with ouly a few- distinct types Whiig used. Thia situation is directly analogous to that

covinonly encountered in dij,'tal computers. That is, just as manufacturers of "building blooks"
for digital ooarkputars have maat pomr,-ible the cconomic and speedy construction of such computcrs,
the development of such componei.. for arrays can makce possible the reasonably economical and

rapid construction of array radars. Tndeed, with the present interest on "one-of-a-kind" array 8
on the part of the various using agencie.1, an effort toward standardizing components for =.rrays
may represent the only method for realizing the mass production ec'onomics commonly assoclaied
with array construction. For eyample, our tetudies and conversations with tube manufacturers
have indicated that the ultimate low cost In transmitting tube devalopment is not realized until a

manufacturer reaches the level of a sustr Ined production )f hundreds or thousa n tuh es per
month. Thus, it Is clear that one large array, even if any associated development coats are dis-

counted, cannot realize true production economy on a olno-of-a-itind b6.-ais.
Thus, goulded by syntems studies of potential loag-range radar uses (such as satellite surveil-.

lanno and tracking, and missile detection and discrimination), the memnbers of this proje~t are

attempting ti., help fulfill the ned for "building blocks" for long-range array use. Toward this

J.L, Allen, .ej 21., 'Phased Array Radar Studies, I July 1959 to I July 1960," Technical Report No. 228 101,

Lincoln Laboatory, M.1. T. (12 August !W);~ ASTIA 249470. H~-33-:,.I



,, in addition to the direct wo' !tn "fnnponem g n and development, special test facilities

', been constructed for thoroughly lesting such ts in appropriate environments over long

.ods of time. These test faci ities are modif', -'rom time to time as i.equired to keep ti-ack

" nanging parameters in c~mrc.nent t evelopn::,i ,.

:In order to guide the technique and compoac .: i %,velopment, in additiun to the systems studi.es

p:.'eviously mentioned, a continu: ag pro farn of " i. of the fundamental limitations of arrays is

cz. rried out.

- To be o.' maximum benefit t.; the ov,'r-al! S*. fort, a project such as this rnus: -ointain

a high degree of information intbrchange with oil: v--rkers in array technology Members of

th,s c+ hAve contnued ^hei- attr-,apt to mah.. i ciose contact with similar work by otlier or-

gr~iTat3.-ns ai. , ha,-, en. -,.rar. I ct'-. rs tu be-:: . is oiliar with this effort.. Publication of re-

Ip. " .. . . t ,, r r..'t ,' aa Qt -t in this direction. W. atternpt to maintain

S-;-.. cotaCt Witli.-hc:' r,:verrunent-s ipported i. ay work in the country and have in the past

: -, o ; ;. - e --nmenL and indust,-. -: visit with us here at the Laboratory. De.-

spi -F the burdei Lhat such visits im,:)ose upon the avi..hle tirme :f personnel, it is felt that the

- ".. .. e bter y .'.l 4.tr- " ,... i'' ii:.. t,, cvtinue tnis poiicy in the future. In

ord.:r to, .iaxim.,ze thc utility of iu'iArc meetings, however, it is hoped that those contemplating

discussion with us will first avail themselves of the background information contained in this re-

port and in TR-228 on subjects of interest.

C. REPORT CONTENTS AND ORGANIZATION

As stated in the Introduction, this report is in the nature of a progress report, describing

the work both completed and in -rogress during the reporting period covered. We have attempted

to report all the significant work in detail, including projects that were unsuccessful, where the

lack oZ success would be meaningful to others in the field.

Since the responsibility for various facets cf the projects has been undertaken by individual

engineers, the report has been written by the people directly concerned, with 6 minimum of alter-

ation on the part of the editors. In order to promote further interchange on the topics discussed,

the authors of the individual sections have been cited with the appropriate sections. Where no

author's name appears on the section, the author is the same as the name given on the next high-

est division of the report.

Sinr'e the individual sections of the report are written by people quite close to the material

on whic., they are writing, the report runs the usual danger in that authors may be guilty of pre-

suming considerable prior knowledge of the subject on the part of the reader. The editors have

attempted, within the bounds of reasonable limits, to encourage the authors to give sufficient

background information or references to enable the interested person to profit from the material

contained herein. Also, each chapter of the report has been preceded by a brief summary of the

materfil contained therein. These summaries, along with the Table of Contents, should enable

the casually interested reader to easily grasp the over-all content of the report and hopeful-y di-

rect the interested reader to material of primary interest to him.

The report is divided into three parts. The first contains the introductory material, a sum-.

mary of the test facilities of the project, and the information that has been gleaned from the past

year's operation of various components in the test farility. The second part deals with the com-

ponent and technique development of the project and is subdivided into one chapter for each ma-

jor area of component and technique development. Part 3 deals with the supporting studies of the

array fundamentals.

2 Best Available Copy



CHAPTERII

F TEST F, ILITY

A. ITRODUCTION AND SUATIYhkRYdidby.SperI

This chapc; provides a brief description of the current Group 41 facilities for tht! testing

of array c-ompotients and techniques. The over-all performa-;ce of the linear array ra&.,r facitl-

The test facility descriher! in TR-228 has been -xpanded anti improved since the writireg of
that report. The origir, equipment complex is referred to here aL the linear array ratAr facil-
ity to differentiate It froma the high-power testing fiacility and the transmitter test facilit.? which

have now been added.I
The lint-ar array radar facility o-ouples one large roon, Gf the Building C penthousce in ad

dition to the 55 -foot rigid radome (Fig. -1-1). The tratiomitter test facility is ho'used in a ntew

penthouse which was erected to the right of the main penthouse. The high-power testing facility
occupies a room adjoining the linear *array facility In the mnain 7oilding C penthouse. It is cen-

trally located between the various RF power sources whoode nutputs are brought tnto the room
through high-power transmission lines.

A mnore det-niled dcre'-iption of the various test facilities Is given in the following sjections

by the persona primarily responsible.

B. LINEAR ARRAY RADAR4 FACILIT-Y S. Spoerri

1. Descriptive Summary
The linear array radar facility is an outgrowth of the test facility deseribed in TR-27-8. ThisI

section provides a brief dencriptior of the cornponento that makce up the linear array radar facil..

ity. More detailed ueacriptions of some of the parts are provided In other sections of thia chap-
ter, in Part 2 of this report and, In some cases, in TR-Z23.

Receiving Antenna and Feed System:~- The receiving antenna for the linear array rqdar

facility Is a solid-surfaced, offset-fed, parabolic cylinder, The reflector, shown in Figs. 1-2

and 1-3, has a vertical aperture of 15 feet, a horizontal width of 22 feet and a focal length of
f fPet, The reflector is prcvvided with mounting arms capable of supporting a 10 foot linear arrrty

and the associated electronic equipment mounted in a box suspended below the antenna array

bridge.

The present feed consists of (nominally)* vertically polarized, log-periodic elemnerts spaced
0. 58 X. The 16 log-periodic elements will be replaced b~y dipoles in the neiar future.

Tht, entire structure is mounted in a 55-foot rigid radome on the roof of one of the Lincoln

Laboratory buildings. _________________________

Radar Transmitter and Tranamitting Antenna:-- Figure 1-3 shows the transmitter an-

tenna mounted on the back of the receiving =nI:enna ruflector. It is used with the radar tral's-

Tetransmitter antenna, constructed by D. S. Kennedy &k Company, consists of a waveguide.

fed array of vertically polarized dipoles.I

*See Parti2 Ch. 11,
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Fig. 1-2. Ph~otograph of test facllty reflector
and airoy mount (through wide-anigle lems).

Fig. 1-3, Transmitting .3ntanno rnounlod nn
preee,,t mrutna refleoctor.



The r ,d.c srn,.,r produ-es up .o ZO kw of peak power and 200 watts of average power

at a pul~w, . '" ±sec. Tie oDeratirLg frequency is 900 Mcps.

Thi6 trP..--a tting arrangement will be relaced by an electronically scanner', 16-element

transmitting array (see Pa. Z, Ch. V., Sec. C).

Receiv,;i s:- The receiving array equipment box containr . receiver strips which have

fina't outputs -.t 2 Mt.ps (Fie. 1-4). '-hesc outputs are conbined in a resistive adder to provide

L.e receiver be , output for tl e display and data-processing eqtpment.

Dig; .-l Diode Ph :e Shriilers:- The receiver beam is electronlcally steered by means

oi ,.,ntrolle ,1 phace fronts in.troduced in the 28-Mcps local oscillator voltage3 , to the re.-

ceiver strips. "The steering plase shifts are generated by the digital diode phase shifters located

on a platform :ehind the receiving antenna reflector (Fig. 1 -5).

Bearn-Steering Computer and Display:- The phase shifters are contrnlled by the beam -

steering computer located in the receiver equipment room of the main Building C penthouse

(Fig. 1-6). This computer also provides transmitter trigger pulses and a receiver gate signal

(for the receiver shunt-diode protective switches).

The display equipmert provides a choice of a PPI radar presentation or an array antenna

pattr.rn display. Switches are provided which allow any of the receiver channel outputs to be dis-

connected from the beam-forming summing network so that the effect on the array antonna pat-

tern can be observed.

Test Equipment:- The local oscillator signals for the receiving array can be obtained

from independei.t crystal osciliator/multiplier chains located in a box back of the antenna re-

flector (Fig. 1-7). Alten=tr.'. y, a coherent set of local oscillator and test signals can be sup-

plied by the coherent frequency s-nthesizer (Fig. 1-8) in the rectiver room.

Other test equipment includeb automatic phase and amplitude -nonitoring equipment (Cig. 1-9),

an antenna pattern recorder, and a remote control test transmitter (Fig. 1-10) located 1700 feet

away at Katahdin Hill. The last two items are used for antenna pattern measurements. Anc..ire.

antenna test facility is located in Bedford, Massachusetts.*

2. Receiver and Test Equipment Details

The equipment box of the 16- element test receiving array has been modified (since TR-ZZ8)

to facilitate installation of a second generation of receiver strips. All power supplies were re-

moved from the box because they proved to be difficult to maintain in their former Iccation. A

new power supply harness was fabricated which connects to each receiver strip through a single

power connector instead of the cumbersome barrier strip which was used previously.

The receiver strips are now divided into two distinct sections. The RF amplifier and crystal

mixer comprise the first section (Fig. 1-11), and the IF amplifier, second mixer, and phase shifter

make up the se-ond section (Fig. 1-12). These changes have greatly reducod the time required

to replace a defective receiver strip, since it is now necessary to replace only the section of the

receiver strip which is defective. In addition, the changeover from the 7077 RF amplifier/single-

ended mixer combination to the Adler electron-beam parametric amplifier/baanced mixer.

which is due to take place soon, will be facilitated.

*A. Cohen and A.W. Maltese, "The Lincoln Laboratory Antenna Test Range," Microwo"v J. 4, 57 (April 1961).
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Fig. 1-4. Receiving array squl~miont box.

Fig. 1-5. Digital diode phase shiftert.



Fig, 1-6. Boom-steering computet and display equipment.



Fig. 1-7. Local oscillator cabinet
anid pmm.r sunpiles~.

Fig. 1 -8. Cohereii frequency syntk.osixer.
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Fig. 1-9, PF'oe and aIMPlitUde monitoring
equipment (rest system).

(a) Fronit view. (b) Reaor view.

Fig, 1-10. Remote test transmitter.



(o) 7077 RF amlifier.

(L~) Ete~htm-6umm paraimetric amplifier.

Fig. I- 11. RF secilon of receiver str~ps.

Fig, I. -2. IF section of ecelvor strips.
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The tiew versioa of the IF amplifiers i , described in PaiL Z of th~is report. The special-

purpoee test equipment which was developed for testing and monitoring phiised. array ve'

and components is also covered in Part Z of this report.

3. Radar Transmitter Details M. Siegel

The tk'anbimitter for the linear array radar was implemented !c~r the purpose of irnestigating
tho. behavior anti properties of the phased array receiver and data-proces!ing equipment in a ra-

dar' environm,.,.t prior tc the construction of R phased trsnsmitting array.

A fan beam ifz produced by foedng the transemitter antenna from the output of a crystal-

controlled klystron power amplifier. The beam can be moved by mechanical rotation of the an-

tenna. The final amplifier i.9 an L-batnd (modified to operate at 900 Mcps), elect rostatically
fozused, 3-;cavlty. isO-db gain klystron (modified Sperry Gyroscope SAL-89), It produces up to

60 kw of peak power and 200 watts uf average power at a pulsewidth of 10 1iisec. Provisions have
been made in this sysitern to parallel two of these tubes if this is desired at a later date. A block
diagram of the radar transmitter is shown in Fig. 1-13. Vigtu-z 1-14 is a photograph of the com-

pleted transmnitter. The crystal-controlled exciter and driver rvak is at the left, the high-voltage

supply and control and monitoring panel Is at the right, and the klystron amplifier, together with
Its module (-y and ground deck amplifier, is in the center.

4. Discussion of Reiability of Test Array Coniponertn A. J. Fall*

Introduction:- This section is devoted to general observations of over 2000 hours of

test array operation and the results of specific controlled tests. Componetit failures In general,
and Also for each type of unit, are discussed rtnd summarized. Information regarding data gained~

by removing the amplifier strips from the array for electrical and mechanical inspection is sum-

inarized, There is also a discussion of a number of specific c'ontrnfllow toptA demfgnad mo annertain
variations in the phese and amplitude of each am~plifier strip, and the net effect of these ch anges

on the array sidelobe levels.

Lpomonent Failure:- The log-periodic antenna elements, the direct.,onal couplers

and the 900 -Mcps hybrid corporate feed have been intact since thair original installation. The
870-Mcps local oscillator corporate feed has had two defective hybrids. Loosta type N connector
contacts seem to havc caused th difficulty. One of theoe defective 870 -Meps hybrids caused the

last eight channels of the array to shift in phaae by more than ZO* with respect to the first eight
channels without affecting Abhe first mixer crystal currents or the aRAplituds of the channel output.

The vacuuim tutr. RP amplifiers have been practically trouble free. All but three of theme
units are still operating with the originally installed 0, E. 7077 tubes. In the first deteetor nrys-
tal mixers, which follow the RF amplifiers, two diodes have been changed for better stability.

The IF' arnplifiorn havip had no transistors or components changed. The 2-Meps phase

sh'ifters have experienced two breakdowns: one! was the result of a bad transistor; another was

causf-d by a broken connection in the unit itself.

-. --.----.--.--.-.--- -.-- - 13



E~lectrical and Mechanical In9pection of Rec~ii~er Strips:- After the system had clocked
Z,700 operational hours, thc receiver strips were removed from the array two at a time. The

RF amplifier tubes and socket connections were inspected and cleaned, and each unit was re-

aligned for a gain of 13,5 to 15 db. Each RF amplifier, with its associated crystal mixer, was
then fed into a teat IF strip - a spare of thu type used in the syetem, Each ".omhination had a

gain of 68.5 to 69.5 db.
Simultaneously, at another test bench, the IF' Qtrirps wcre ipated and alignedi '1'hp ian of

these unit~s ranged from a low of 70 db to a high of 75.5 db at maximum gain. The completed strips
-were then adjusted for a gain of 703Jh by mneans of the gain control located in each IF amplifier.

About 25'0 operational hours later, the Z8-Mcp3 local oscillator irputs to the receivel. strips

were idividu'xlly padded to make the strips limit more uniformly.

fpeclflcControlled Tests:- The realigned receiver strips were rIn service for over
1000 hours Wien controlled reliability tests were conducted to determine how much the amplituide

and phase of each receivr strip would change and how the sidelobes of the antenna pattern dis-

pify would be affe~cted under variou3 test conditions.
For the first test, the arrcay was operbted on a 24i-hour scheduie. Phase and amplitude levels

were recorded three to aix times each day. The rntenna pattern sidelobe level was nao recorded.

The first eight chnnnels9 of the array utlized the new wideband IF strips (see Part 2, Ch. V) in

thc IF section of the receiver strips. Channels 9 through 16 operated with the old IF amplifiers

(described in TR..228). The results of this 1 cJ..hour test for amplitude, phase and sidelobe

changee are listed in 'Tabies 14 FAnd --1, respentively The differential amplitude errors were

of the order of I db with phase errors of about 8'. The sidelobes were better than -22 db except

fo. one reading of - 21 db

The next test was to ascertain the effects of cycling the system on and off. Thr system was
operated during the working duy and turned off for the night, When the system was turn~ed on the

following m~orning, some channels differed considerably from? the previous day's phase and am-

plttude readings. For example, channel 2 changed 30%, channel 3 cliimge 49' arid channel 6
chanigad 23', whereas channel 15 changed only 4V, Therefore, the changes In phs.se ranged from

a low of 4' to a high of :io'. Thie amplitude changes were not so radical, Differences in amnpli-

tude from the provious day ranged frorm I to Z db. 'rho system required sbaut 3 hours of warn. -
up time to return to phase and amplitude readings comparable to those of the previous day.

In order to ascort.iz. the reason for this long warm-up time, all the power supplies were

left on e~ceept for the RIV amplifier supply which was turned off. The following morntng, phase
and amplitude were allain radically vhpnged, Indications. were that the RF amplifier required at
long warm-up time. In ardox' to ver'ify tHis, all power supplies were turned off the fcolluaIng

niight, Only the RF amplifier power was left on, The following rmLrning, when all other power

supplies were turned on, the phase and amnplitude readings were comparable to thosp recorded
during the 24-hour schoduled testing period. The cycling test dercrtbed above was repeated,

The cunclusion was that the RF nmpllfte!,s i equire Z to 3 hours of warm-up time. The G. E. 7077

ceramic triode used In the RF am'plifier wee rnn near maximum diqatpat'lon for opthinum notee

fiure, and the heat fromn the tube was pro'aLbly affecting the pje,,akc dimenulono of the output

cavit', (Q - 300), thus altering the tuninp;. A second continuous operating test was conducted for

another period rf 120 hour s. The results were approximnatcly the same a.% in the first continuous

operating test.

i4
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Ge neral Rem'arks on Array VzinJtr lnabilitr- The problemse involved In mabitaning a

16-chaunrcl phased rarray are many and varied, However, it te felt that one or two personnel ef
the technician level who possess a knowledge of radar ,'omponentry anid an ability for trouble
shooting can rcckdily hrondle tl.e problems that arise on an array of this modest size. F.or a mnuch

larger array (in t~rms of numbers of elements), it is obvious that maintenaner, dutlea would -in-

crease, that more problemsa would arise, and that morre personnel would be required. With this

point in mind, it ofnema appropriate that, .as the array becomes more complex, special thought

should be given to how to simplify the maintenance, testing. trouble shooting, recording and in-

terpreting of data, and modification procedures associated with an experimental Farray.

In order to alleviate the maintenance problem, the se~iautomattle equipment already in use

could oe expanosu. Trouble shooting pruimbly UUU!.' 'WV I,' an"ifi& ", ar f. .

points or jacks were installed on each uni.. Schematic dingrams with DC voltages, waveform

shetp-e and level.s also woule be helpill. in addition. it would be auvisable for maintenance per-
sonnel to keep tayster.iatic records of changes and failures aB a guidIe to component improvement.

5. Performance of Group 41 Linear Test Array J. It1. Teele
as a R~adar System

The Group 41 linear array has been "on the air"l am an active radar systemn for approximately

six months. During that time, the radar system has been operated In the P11I or surveillance

mode.

Insertion of Lho tsysteI-- parameters into the tracicing-radar range eqjuation gives a range of
approximately 10 n~ml for an 50 per cent probability of detection and 10- false alarms per setz-

.,nd.* Because of the high daita rate employed (5 masc) snd the integrating, raster-type displiky,
considerably higher false -alarm rates are to. erable.

Many uircraft targets have been observed out to ranges of Rpproximatoly Z5 n.mi. The false-

ailarm rate during most observation times was estimated at abou~t 10 per sscond. The lortrr~na-
mitted power Ci.0-"sec pulse, 20..kw peak power) end high system noise te'raperature (about 300I1

greatly limit system performance.
The performance of the radar system has severely limited the posiele opevational studies

that could be carried out on the linear array, Slystem changes in two arela will improve pePr-
forrnance to the point where several interesting experiments are possible.

(a) The present floodlighting scheme, whereby the klystron transmitter
illuminates an er'tire 90' sector (in a-Y~ianh), willbe discarded III
favor of a stserabiu. ty'r-itting array of sixteen 3..kw peak, 50--watt
averago, b' =ting .-.- nt....nc, -*vwill, obtain a. friurfold in-
oreage in e06-.lie radiated power due to increaved tranpimitter power,
as well as a sixteenfold increase in ER? due to Increased transmitter
antenns gain. The :.orresponding increace ir. range performance IL'
factor of about 2.8.

11b) Tho nrPQeent 7077 vae--ir ttwIhe RF aniplilerai ! the reder reo'livina
mystem are deficient In several respects These HF amrniier. have
only 13 -db gair ano a high noise figure of about 7 db. On or about,
I Septexaber 1961, the first of sixteen Zenith-Adler foat .wave Para-
metric amplifiers will he installed in the teat array, These ampli-
fiers have a double channel noise figure In the -nnighborlioixi of I rib.
The range oi the linear array radar n'ystemn will be appmi'oimatsly
doubled by this change alone,

I kp prf.



The single-hit range of the 7 adar EyuA wi'h all these improvometuts, will be Increased

to abou 60 i.mi on the same I -m 2 target. This Ir eaied performance will allow several op-

.jrational studies to be implementeo.
Certain experiments in wE,reform design, with appliuation to the problem of target detection

anC parameter estimation, will also te possible.

A rnonopulse Prig2e-ititerpolation syste-m is currently in the nardware development stage,

with a completion date to match the schedule of array improvements.

C. HIGH-POWER TESTING FACILITY L. Cartledge

A facility for testing RF components at moderately high power level has been ardd- d to the

other test facilit"zs. High-power RF sonrces include a 1215- to 1350-Mops t mpble magnetron

transmitter capable of about 400 kw peak at a 0.0012 duty ccle, and a 600- to 985-Mcps tunable

CW source capable of some 1500 watts. The ZO-kw peak, 200-watt average power radar trans-
mitter for the Vnear array (Sec. B) may also be used for component testing. Each of the sources

is provLded with an isolator so that reflected Tower from the component under test can be tolerated.

Directional couplers and instrumentation are provided so that direct and reflected power to and

from the component under test can be measured.

D. TRANSMITTER TEST FACILITY M. Siegel

A penthouse 27 X iS X 10 feet (hiqh) was coi,structed for performance testing and life -testing

transmitter modules and tiben suitable for array use. Pe'ovisions have been made to lf06 test

and performance monitor sixteen phased array tranemittOr modules simultaneously. The fol-

lowing facilities are available within this penthouse:

(1) 70 kw of 3-phase primary power,

(2) A SOOO -volt supply capable of prcvidin; up to 20kw of DC power for the
first tranomItting array (which uses tetrodeo) to be supplemented later
by higher. voltage, high-power DC supplies -or other transmitting arrays,

(3) Modulator driver racks to drive nil sixteen of the modulators included
within the transmitter modules,

(4) A water purifier and cooler capable of providing ion-free cooling water
for the sixteen transmitter modules,

(5) An RF screen room tO x 7 X 8 feet to contain the transmitter modules
undergoing ife test.

It ic expected that this faicility will be used to cona t ruct, debug and life teat all future trans-

mitter modules prior to their installation in the main linear array facility.



TECHNIQUES A.,D ~

IntroductV-. and ,,ostri&~

This se '!ion, as its title imlj.".es, OE:& Is with the hardwar( c :~

ments in the phased array project. It is dv * ed into nine chap,,:- . a:
of which describes one part of a phased a-, ray radar. hzc-h ch, p'_ r is
preceaed by a brief summary. It is hapedc that these summarif s, al~an,
with the Tablc :.f Contents, wi.1l guide the reader to material of i:.c.

to him.

CHAPT'-4 I

R*.- BEAM FORMING A) &NTENNASW

gA.PSUMMARY X.P Delaney
The major portion of this c, apter is devoted to a tbeoretical and experi.Lnentai study of an

RF beamn-forming technique. Tr.is technique uses a mtrix of microwave devIcas ' ~o simultane-
ously form n overlapping beams in space from an nl-elemrnnt linear array. Tile tht 'or etical per-
lormance oi the RF nmatrix is ilac-ssed in Sec. B-1. A general far-field relationi'hi !) is derived
and then used to study several chai-,cteristics of the rn,&tr1; beams. The techniquc. o. 'beam com-
bining to form nonuniform ape.-'ture illuminations is disctzssed in Sec. B-2. Sect~on.s4 1,'3an -
present experimental measurement-- and antenna patterns rn a 16-element beam -oirni i g matrix.
Patterns for all uniform -illumi-natior beams and several tap~ered -illumination bear.is a. k pre-
sented. The experimental results ag,.ee very well with the,-retical predictions. Somec pi -oblems
relcted to the realization and the oper:%tion of RF matrices are discussed in Sec. B-!*K

Some brief work on antenna elemneits for phased array application is reported in Sec. t Of
this chapter. A scimitar antenna is sh' wn to have certain characteristics which make 't U-,desir-
able for array application.

A. INTRODUCTION

The technique of multiple beam formi %g* directly at the carrier frequency is ,eing a-i t
gated as part of the phased array program In the past year, work in this area V sconco'ntraf..-
on theoretical and experimental studies of , \e beam-forralug sTikatrix described b7 Butler and
Lowejt and by Shelton and Kelleher.t The irtormation presented here will be ' siunme.ry ot cderi*
vations and extensive experimental results cr-ntained in arnoticer report.5

*J.L. Allen, at al., "Phased Array Radar Studies, I '%ly 1959 to I july 1960," Technical Oiport No.228 (U] ,
Lincoln Laboratory, M.1. T. (12 KA.l-ust 1960), pp. 21 230, ASTIA 2dA~i7.u, H-3,35.
t J. .,uTler and R. Laws, " ~'orming Matrix Simplifit a% Design of Elactr.iical ly Scanr* , nt.annos," Electronic
Design 9, 170 (12 April 1961).
t i. P. Shelton and K. S. cKe~t~er, "Miultiple Linams fron. Linear Arroyt, >r.IRE, PC, -.P AP-9, 154 (1961).
§W.P. Delaney, "An P.F Multiple Beamt Forming Tbclini ,)a," 41G-00U11 LI], Lincoln ;.oboratory, M.I.T.
(9 August 1961), ASTIA 262017, H-334.

Best Available Cop.
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Tile RY~ beani -Vrmirng terntinlque discussod here Pu~sessiis severtd ittV42ilagffff. It LU. 'xs
Avinuitanemis nmu .liAC beamns, ea~ch Q. .4ihinJh haoi tll litH #ai-n; of. the nrrxf apw-tura. Tht; tech-~

nique is passivu anti should be very reliabA. Since the beam fOrming is dons at the KIP .Sre

"-ciur~y, numerous phase- end gkn-ststb1e receivers will not be required in many app-teal lons.

The bcarn-4orrning mnatrix is tlieuretvalb. lknaslems and, i'i pra'tice, can be built with 1 tw inser-

Ption loss. It, essence, this heam..forming technique eliminae.t the pharse ulhifting r'eq-. lo

scan a receivetr beam Rnd substitutes instead ti.c problem ol'born selection. Tho zvul~jr.%3UW

advainces in low.level m'icrowave switching (see Ch. UI, Se. -D) make RP beam oslecti' its appear

attractivf,.

This RP baAm-formini ttcnque has certain disadvantages. It in a aismrlex ini Proonnotion

of ric -o~ave denvices, thus, f.,1brication and packaging of large matrices in a -wbirAh. Sinne the

matrix forms fixed bearnpi in epitci, cornplse flexibillty in beam positioning Is nut t oesible. The

matr 4 x As power limited, !rit 0i.e limit in not yot well denfined. These piveblem arer. ae presently

under Investigation,

H. RF BEAM FORMING W. P. Delahicy

The baiiic components :)f the beu.m-forming matrix are 3-dib direotioral cour era (oA- hybrid

rings) and fixed rphasm shifters. * iguro 2-1 shows the acoertic * of an 8-elemft it m..rIx which

can b'e tiand for referenoesin the following discussionse. This mats ix foran. eight overlapping

beams in space from an 8-alement linear array. Rome basic chazaaterieatioa s: this type of bolaw-

forming msotrfy Are -.,i1niil hohlow.

Numnber of! jjrsem:- The number of oans formed -is equal to the numbei of anteia eletnents

used. The nnniber oi antenna elements in the array imst be eQual to a povil * of 2, tnAmrily, 4, 4,

8, !6, 32 etc.

NmeofDirnctiona r.&A rThe ntimb'r of directional couplers seed lo (N/a) 101, N,

where N Is the number of elements in the array,

Number rif Fixed Phatie Shilterai- 'rho numsber o? phase shifterm requ red In (N11) (log N)-iti,

Oporal" F:Sq ng:-The operating freqiasney is limited oiq by fiF praotiorility of building

and Interconnect Ing fixed phone shifters and directiortai aoupleri or hybv:, 6 rings. At very low

frequencies, hybrid traformorw can be inad instead o1'microwave hyb Ids.

&OS~yidth:- The oomponentu of the matrix (vouplers and phase xhi tl catn be built with

bandwidths greater thani 30 per cei however, certain pi'eblenm are is-, olivad in operating phased

arrays over bandwidthst r, 03ir niza,

insiertion iog-The beam-forming forthnique is theoretiosily k~ alea. The insertion long
of the matrix will be dsterminpd by Ihc 1W loaee fin tho mairix ctoro mnents. For ,'carnple, a

16, element matrix at 900 Mcps whi,:h uses strip transiltieflion lic~e h .# an insertion loss of 0.7db.

(In this came, no attemnpt was mado v achieve a particularly low-b! jmatrix.)

AntennaTapvrt- The matrix provides a uniform Illumination ,.' the array elements. How-

ever, simple beam -combirIng tuihique can yield kco~tna)t n lim11nI.W ions.

The 9-aliemt schematic *hcrn an P.219 :f T' - c; Is In erros.



i. Themi tical Performance In in Antenna SYfltem. .

This nectit discusses thv P'ar-flreld uarformanee of a 1i;ntar arrry attenna fsdt by a beam-
fo' ming matrix, A relationship f ur the far-field rueponse ; ' found, Ptnd this relationship is th"4

uiv to study pot tions oe beam peaks. Dositions of beam nullts, sector covprago, beam, u'oas-

c .,or positions ant ',evels, an~d beam movement with changLs tri frequenny.
The diacugsic is limited to intatricas using directional cotiplerst. Similar reculta can be

btained fnr matri _ s uising hybrid rings.
The normn"'t -: magnit~ide of the field intensity in the far-field of a linear ai ray rn? n ieo-

* . ~ .urcou in gIver* by

Zw~2id/ sin ot-C 8

d meleinort. spacing,

X wavelength,

ct=angle from array r~ormal,
8 - element-to-element phrse shift,
n znumber, of antenna elements.

The element -to- elemnent phase ahifL, .1, can. bu fuuiad by rr-f nri-ing to the mrohernatic diagram of

the particular matrix under conhideration. Taking an S-element array as an example, and

tbarefore referring to the rnatrix iechexnatic of FiS. Z-1, I't is SeLn that the directional coupler
which connects to aintenna tlement I.also connects to antenna ealement S. Similarly. elements 2

etc,) with a pharm differenre of 90'. SiTrilarly, the second beam from broadside in formed when

the phase differenice is 270' and, In general, the Ktht beam. in formed when the phaso differenice

between elements i and 5 is (ZK - 1) (r/a) radians. Therefore, for Ani S-clemkint array, tho

Genera)iating this result to an n-element array,

Combining this result with Eqs. (1) ond (2), thi normalized far -field amplitude of the lth beam
from broadaide ts

sin(d 2X-i 1 11
siffsin, - (--~ -n 4

J. D. Kraus, Anitenna& (McGraw-Hill, Now York , 1950). p,78.
t K is defined as the eett number. Values of K are lI mited to positive i~onzero Integers. Whim se Yalu"s of-
K Oa used, the equation~s that follow aply only to boonis to the tight of the array normali i#a~er, tince the
matrix Forms ixuwis located symmnetricaliy about the array normal , this restriction does not hnder the u"essI ~ of the rewilts, The matetiurical srnpllclty mote than comNp~nsoas for tho 311ght lots In generality.

U .~--. -- ~7-4



where

I r. i= normalied (Peak 4) magnitudo uf fa,--field voltage,
K < beam number (K I for the firut beam to the right or left

Equatin (4)is a f broadaidn, etc.).

Equtio () I ageneral relation which cart be used to atud 1 several characteriatica 1! thiis beamz-

forming tee'hitique.

Positions of Beam Per~ks:- The peaks off'?urious beams occur at valuem nf the anile al
vich makc, the numrerator and dm~ominutor of (4,1 equal to zero. Designating these anglem no 0 a

TI (9)1

where q is any integer. A value of q Q ( yields the positior .the main beam. Nonzei'a valuies
of q give the positio~ns of grating lobeal.

Positione of Beam Nulls:.- Pattern nulls occur at those zero& of the nuirerator of (4)
which are not aocompanied. by zeros in the deniominator, Designating the angles of nulls by a a

M Inac, (ni+ K -2)(6)

where in .; 4, ?, 3, otc., but in- qn where q z any' integer.

Relative romitinnn mf Peaks and NuliM:- .nufetin (S) tknd (6) point out two Intersting
characteristics of this beam-forming technique;

(a) A I the nulls of al the beama occ~ur at certain common igles.
(h) The L(cnk of any beamn occurs at one of theme same common angles.

Theme characteristics nre suinnr in Fig. 2-2, which shown three typical matrix beam.

Sector Coverage:- The angular sector a, covered hy the multiple boarn. frurn the
matrix, can be fnund from (5), e in the arngle between the peaks of the extreme right and ex-
treme left berms,

For a large number of elements in the arr&O~ (n 5> 1),

0 o2 sin'l (A)

'nun, Jr. i lrp.# array the seoa.or coveroa is deturmined only by the olement saciong and the
wava1.e.agth.

Pisitions and lLoveifle o em Cresover- The anigular poaition at which two adjandrit
beums cross ovee can bo found from (4) by equating the amplitudes of the Vbbeam and the ad -
jacent (K + )h beam, N~finr.'- cec as the angular ponition of this crossover,

eDue to tlhe restrictIrie on tka valuai ef K discunet) earlier, 1h;a fornnwt cannot be used to rAlcvlato the cross-
over pestlo of beama I right and I loft. The crossover of these lweanm wcwt uat'a
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where

K b.oani number of beam nearest broadside,

X wavelength,

d elemewnt spacin~g,
n number or c~empnts in array.

Substituting (9) into (4) will yield~ the beamn ci masover level,

For values of n > I u,

It ahould be noted that the beam, crosaolver level is independent of beamn number, cerenaiv
spacing and wavelength. For arrays of mor'e than ten elements, the '2rosnn, .r l.evi-i qffectivelV
becomes constant at 2/7r. Since 'he peak of any beam has an ampJi~ude of I.G d'te to the noinoll-
zation of (4), the, crossovier level is approxlmittely -4 db (- 3.92 db).

Beam Movement with Changes in frqency--. As mentioned earlier, the matrix f

paxients can bu b AMl with relatively largei bandwidths. However, (5) shows thut the position oi-
the peek Df any) riatrix beam vearies with freql.ten'ny. 'lilA assiount of booin ponition variation Ma
alma a funotion of beamr position as evidenned by the Licam nurnbLr K in (5). Tb)z fact will comn-
plcate arty compenaklon schi~me depigned to allow operation over wide instantaneoui ban~widthv,.
The change in beani position with frequenoy im given. by

wheroOfp anguluv ostion of b am p iak,
XA wavelengeth,

F'or beams near broadside., Eq. (12) in appiroximated by

dA (13)

and for beams near endfire, wh -re a' , approaches 907, Eq1 . (U2) can be solved to give

A a p. a , -2(14)

2. Beam Combining

The beam-forming matrix provides EL uniform illumination of the antenna array. While this
illumination provideu the narruwest bteamwidthand the greatest dircctivity, it bra. a relatively high
first sidelohe level (-13 d1-)) Lower oidelobes can be achieved at the expense of beaniwlidth by
combining the output beams of the matrix. Simple combination of n + 1 Matrix tbeains will yield



(co~ine)0 amplitude tapers. Allen* has shown th~t it io pm-jn tV;; lio achieve arbitrary aper'ture
illumintiinis by using weighted addition of :;elected belaine.

A .. ignal arriving on the peak of a par'ticular beam exp~eriences a certoin net phsoe s)'ilt as

it proteeds through the matri% to the particular benrm terminal, The amount of net phuse shift

is 6ifferent for variue beams. IS 'feveram beamA; are to be added kform an amplitude
taper, corroct've phase shifts mizst be introduced In sorne. of the beams to guarantee a true addi-

tion proess. The amount of corrective phase shift n e-.eawy can be found by tracinit through

the mati'ix for the beamrs of interest.

Cosine Illiamination Beams:.. The addition (after phase cietn)of two adjacent bearns
will result in a cosi.ne 1tl'uninatlun or ihe apertur'e. This fact is rea~iily demonstratted by additig

the illurrinationsT of the K th and thle (K .1 t)th beams.

where

I = lumineation of Pith beam,

IT~

I =array ) ength,
x =length variable along array.

Thus, thle amplitude of the new lllumtnotian Is a cosine function. anid the phase distribution
of the new illumilwtion points a beam halfway between the K~ and the K' + I compostant beams.

The general for-field relations for a cosine beam can be found by uimp3y adding the far-field

responses of the two componeint beaims. Once the eomnponent beams h.4ve been phase corrected,

fihe addition of their magnitudes (Eq. (4)) will yielt'i the magnitlide of tho coine-bem response,

For wixample, the fair-field response of the cosine bea"'A formed by adding the I&h sad the (K + j)h

beams is r id Y I ZY- trd i

K ZK, + It6

The i/~factor is Introduced to keep the total power in the two beitms the same as In ak single

kcam ao that the performan~ce of uniform- and cosine -illumnination beams can be compared.

j. L. Atler, of al., ay.cht., pp, 221-223.
t~o on examlet 0 * phase 4trctte calculailln, itee Sec. A.1I nf W.P. Delaney, ag~t

t In the tntereit of m~athemical sltrplclij, the array Illuminotlon It~ replaed by a !in* source.



The relative gain and the beam crossov;.: level can be found by u.sIng (1 61; hov -tver, it is
e~;.d to find these values by using a graph: t'.tl approa-h. Refervnce to Fig. Z-3 s1b 'ws the addi-
tion (oa a power basis) of adjacent uniform- .2 'timinn~tion beams to form cosine-iluf j aination
bearra. The peak of the cosine beam falls tt the point where the two componenlt be! xms cross
over. Referrlnp* to (9) and defining the an, p:. of the cosine bean peak. as a~.

a; = sin-i~ (1.7)
p nd

Figure 2-3 shows that the peak value cr the cosine beam is 2,1-7ir = 0.9. (Not4, that the peak
value of the component beams is normalizt-i lo 1.0.) Thus, the peak gain of the coM me beams is
0.92db less than that of i.L ~crm-illumiia'1 'on beans. T1 crossover h,' 2 z', -e i; adjac :at

cosine beams is 1/4-2. Thid-u, C_:. crossovi~r -o"nt is 2.1 .1b down frorn the peaks of the cosine
beams. It car, also be rnoted from Fig. 2-3 tlr-. the null-to-null beamwidth of the c 4 sine beara~ is
one and one-half times wider than the unif(nd:L-tuper beex.-A.

There are some limitations on formi ig &a'Ijacent tap '3red -illumination beams a~ shown in
Fig. 2-3. Allen has siwnt that the beai- sh. j3 and the beam spacing obtainable f4 om a lossless
beam -forming matrix are not completely E.r1 i trary. The results of his analysis ir dicate Vfat if
the beam-for-ming matrix is to be lossleev, crossover level of adjacent taperel 1-illumination

beams cannot be higher than the crossov~ r I.-' iel of the unif orm -illumination beam~ . Thus, the
adjacent cosine beams of Fig. 2.-3 cannot be r. alized in a lossless manner. This I1 act is easily
recognized if one tries to build a beam ...cmb wr to sirrultaneously form the beam ; of Fig. 2-3.
Om~e typical scheme is shown in Fig. 2-4. Th-! power in, each beam is split in the ower divider,
and adjacent beams are then added in a \',br, i ring. 'When a received signal ar-ij es on the peak
of the IR + 2R cosine beam, part of the i'ece.ved enerky is coupled to the ZR + 3R. hybrid adder
and part is coupled to the IR + IL adder beclise of the power divider action. ThJ s- energy is lost
to tlji: IR + ZR beam, and thus this beanr.-con.bining tetchnique is lossy.

This beam-combining problem car. ',e re:-.tated as folloNws: if the bearnm-coml Lning technique
is to form simultaneous tapered -illum5..i ition beams iri a lossless manner, no uni form-illumination
beam can be used in more than one bea-n add.,tion* process. Thus, for the cxanr, pie of Fig. 2-3,
a cosine beam of IR + ZR can be former., but the ZR 4 3R cosine beam cannot bn2 formed sirr IA-
taneously if the process is to be lossle!!s.

The characteristics of cosine bean; wt A are fojrmed in a lossless aarn& can be found
fromr the previous comments and the p.neral Far-ficvbi relations. The 1,ositio/' L Of the peak of a
particular cosine beam for-med by thE ' ar-f the (K + 4 be..m is givz~n ( /"71. T~.eg'ifl.aInd
null-to-null beamwidth are the san 3:a; ~ fo' F~g. --.3. Si/, *--e one cosine beam is

the sum of the K thand the (K + 1.) th Oams and the cy-her co~qne be-.m il ,j3 'e s'mn cf v-. (1. - 2 )th
n rid (K + 3 ) th beams, Eq. (4) can be 7_ d to cz'iculate the anigular p,:s' "Cion Lnd th: level 3ftthe

crossover between these cosine beani. The :-esults are

sina -X( K+% I 1

*The restriction on (9) applies here also

tJ.L. Allen, "A Theoretcal Liritat7.,: 'li r'-wrw.s ui Lossless W. tiple Beams in Uneor Arrays," Trans.
IRE, PGAP AP-9, 550 (15)

;j.A pc'.k eari may bc -,sod in art cm; !Nor; and !;4tr'ctiM proc -ass such as taking the sum and difference
of two beams in a hvbrid ring.

/ ~*Best Available Copy
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where ale is the angular position of the crossover. and

where I E.1 , is the crossover level. For large ar-ays where n > .30, E'q. j 'Is ' cu-ately
approximated by

IEI L I . ka 0.30 .(?20)PCIc Wz v 3

Recalling that the peake of the cosine beam has a vajure ci 0.9 (due to the -""utaization oi the
uniform -illumination beam and the i/'fi fator W 4z .ar cL.1 ~ ro~scw- level in
9. 5db down from the peak of the beam.

When two beams are combined in a hybrid rirng, the ow ,,ut fromn the sum port of the hybrid
ring is a cosine- Illumination beam, and the output from th. r.iffereTnce pcor, f the hybrid is a
diffs-z ence beam (sine illumination) with a sharp null at the s-me angt. ' as tt*xe peak of *he suim
beam. This difference beam may be 'useful f"' increased angular-resolutxon via beam-
interpolation techniques.

Cosine-Squared Illuminations:- Thron un~iorr.-illurination bean-9 can be e~crrbined to
form a cosine-squared illumination. By a judiz.i,:nln el-Ice of how thewac ':-e7i- are comnbined,
it is possible to achieve coeine -squared -on-a -pedestal illuminations. tJU.nx An appreech similar

.to that used for the cosinc beams, the illumiations of the Kth. (K + 1) th and (K + 2) t, beamns are

I K = Ae(K)

I K+2 Ae3Z+) 1

Considering the matrix from a transmitting 'standpoint, the K" and the (K + 2)~ beams are not

driven at the same voltage level as the (K + 1) thbeamn, ns !viden.!ed Lv the factor A in the illu~m-
inations. Now, adding the illuminations,

I+ 'K+1 + 'K-11. iej(2 K+l) 9 + A e' f 0 + ej(2.K+3. 6.

Now, if A = 1/2, Eq. (21.) becomes

K + IK+1 + IK+2 =(1 +co P e VI&

= [2 Cos 2 P] e(Z ' A" (2Z)

Thus, the amplitude of the illumination is -- coz)' funct-)n, and the nhase of th~e illumination
points the beam in the same directi,)n as ti~z (Y + ) beam (the rziidU-ll ti-m of the three beams
used).

To obtain a cosine -squared -on-a-pedestal illumination,. is allowed to equal some value
less than 1/2. Equation (21) can be written as

Adoo 9jq~jieAV Isee
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I+I + I~2* It-2A + 2A +A(o-iz a jzp

a ej('K'). (I 2), 4 ZA~t~-~r~~

= eJ ~ Z 2A) + 4A L. os 2 ] (23)

k sketch of the magnitude of Eq. ',23) to shown In 'rig. 2-5. Thc jpedoatal heiffht is I - 2A. The
ratio of pedestal to peak uf the iliwnination iti

ped~estal ratlo A(24)

Thus, the amount of pedtatal in the oosInti-iquared illamination cans be controlled by the value
of A.

Figure Z-6 shows a goneralized beam-combining network which will yield (in a los.;leoa*
manner) a -'oainc -squared- on-&a-ped estal ulumination. 11he beam com!.tner is considered from a
transmitting standpoint, and the power levels at various points in the network are Indicated. It
should '.c noted that this network provides A volts, I volt and A volts drive to tbree adjacent
beams (IC, K + I and K + Z), and thus the general illumninotiom, of Fig. Z-5 nars be achieved.

Ap pointed out earlier, the peak, of a (con) 2 beam occurs at the peak of the center component
beam. It can be readily showvn that the gain of the (0053)z beam (no pedestal) is 1. 76 db below the
glain nr the flat 4flh',inination beam. Also, by using the graphical approach of Fig. 2-3, the null-
t;% nu!! beamwvidth of the (nns) 2 beam in found to be twice that of the flat- illumination beamn.

3. Descr iption and RF Performance of a 16 -Element Beam -Forming Wktriz

A 16-uiement beam-forming mnatrix hoa been tested extensively in the laboratory and in a
lt near array rAntenra system. The rnatrive was designed and built for Lincoln Laboratory by
Sanders Associates. The measurements reported in this seotion were made at Lincoln Labora-
tory at 900 Maps and at Sanders Associates at 890, 1025 and 1160 Meps. 'rhe rosults of the an-
tenna tevting of -the mnatrix appear Ins Ra-4

Description of lVs-Elemnent Matrix:- Figure 2,.7 shown the 16-eloment matriy., and
Fig. 2-8 showsi a schematic diagram of this nmtrIx. No attempt was made to achieve an espe-
cially nompact package. The use of strip transmission line techniques permitted sov& al di-
rectional coup-1.sszu asnd phase shiftars to be fabricatedl on the same board. The boards ware then
iv'.GroonnzoWo by isg coaxial fittings. The directional couplers used in the matrix sare the
coupled strip typest which M've g~ood directivity and coupling properties over a bandwidth of

30 por cent. The fixed phase shifters are also, s cupled strip typol with bandwidths greater'than
30 per cent. Theme widcaasd componei.te were viged to more fully explore tho possibilities 41 tiln
beam-forming technique. For nr.~row-bandwidth operation, brar~ch-iv dtrsoational couplers or

*If ths bewn-cv5ni q we 0 Is GMldor from a receiving etmoient. "ome power will be disilpie In the
tormtniissm on thle fourth part of the direcileooi uoupilw.. Hu%@4at, thu camhintuntm -Is coni red loss-
less becaus, this Ion. accounts for tho reduced qerjuie *I;Iclanay of the top"re Illuisnlntft. On tWsm~, no

p-4'dn in the combining net ark.
J JK. Shlinlzu, "Strip Line ~dk% Directisssc Capar 1937 IRE WESCCON Cowvmtn Record, Pori I ,pp. 4-15.
t 0. M. Sskiffn-.ar, "A riaw Clan. of Ilmimil"4n Microwave 90 Degre INVOu S1,1tarra." T,!G. IRE, PGMrt
232 (19516).
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hybrid rings a i-uld ho utind as the combining el ements, ardl differenistl trmnaxiaalon- lrte lengths
couile. be used as.,obese shifters.

Results of RF Meaurements

11) Input and Output VSWFt.: Tlhe bean-forxing matrix in a matched

device at all input and output terminals. Input iinc output VSWIL's

averaged about 1..i with a highest value of 1,48 at 116OMcps. The

highest VSWR at 900 Mcps wam 1. 27,

(Z) lactation Between Terminals: Any b~eam terminal of the matrlx in

isolated from any oth, %r bear% terminal due to the inhmrent isolstion

of the directiornai couplers. At 900 Mep., the average isolation in

about 28db, with a lowest value of 15db. The lsvlation Mtays in
this x*ionge for the othrr three frequenoies.

The antenna terminals are isolated from eacfu other In the same

manner. The avarskge isolation was tbout 30db at 9003MLpa, with

a worsut case of Z0 db. Antenna terminal isolatione were not mesa-
ured at the other frequen~cies.

(3) Amplitude of IllumirAetion And1 Tnuertion Loan: If one beam termi-
nal of the matrix is driven at a cextain power level, this power
should be split sixtocii vquul ways as It travels to the antenhok tsr.

minas, However, the Ins ertion luss of the matrix antd slight var-
iations in the coupling ratios of the direotion~l couplers will cause
deviatiors from thij ideal situ.Mton. Tho irsertion loss will reduce
the gain of in antenna system and iluorease the system noise tem-
perature. The variutions in caoupling vatiox cause error@ In the
aperture illumination which lead tc, reduced gin end higher side-
lobe.

Table 2-1 zhows the coupling from any .bvsn termlaul to all ant'itrm
termnixalp "1-equemncy ect 900 Mops. In an Weal 16-slernent me-
trix, these ojupling vaeluaes would all be 12db (16. vay power splt).
The averige of all coupling valaeo iis -iz.7446, 1ndic.t; JIMr. irA-
sortion. loan of 0.74dib Monit rif thifq insertion 1eossq in due to the
utri', Iranunmisaion line which hike a loss of about 0.18db per foot
at 9001Mopo. A new strip line matterial, Tellon 3A, har. a much
lower losn (see Cht. 11, sIec. B).I A small potflion. (about 3 per uent)
of the meajiured insertion lone in due to the nonporfeot tsolatiwA
between beam terminals. it should be possible to reduce the in-
riertion loss of the matrix by a factor of thee or four by using
the ncaw material and now construction techniques.

(41 Phase of the lilumination: Table I-II shows the differential phase
shift between antenna elements for all beams. The ideal element-
to-element phast shift is given by Eq. (3). Por a 16-element ma-
trix, Vq. (3) bacomes:

'3
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OK- (K -i 11.25

where K =the beamn number. Thus, the ideal differential phase

shifts for beams 1, 2, 3 and 4 are: 11.25.* 33. 15 *,6.25 *and

78.75', respectively. While the individual phase shifts shown in

T'ablo it-11 deviate considerably from these values, the overage

priase-shift value --f erazh 16v-ini is close to the ideal mialue.

Bins Amplitude and Phaee Errors:- The rms amplitude and phase errors have been

caiculaw d from tis previous data. Thew results are shown in Table Z-.Il. Relatively large phase

errors uonvAr in beants ZL and 7R. Reference to the matrix schematic of Ftg. 2-8 shown tbai

theee ihcans share a common directional voupler (couplo.' ?9) and phase shifter. The differoni-

tial phase shifts (Table it-I) for those twoj beams alturnate about the design value In a voiy reg-

ular manner', indicating that the most likely sourcti of t.'e large phase error is the phase shifler

connected to directional coupler 2.9. This pha~t erro?, iftnonstrates the danger of gettintg syn-

Leinatic errors in the nporture illumination when t'his beam-forrming technique is used, An a

furflier examp~le, consider what happens when a Iarge coupling error exists in ad'irea.tional

coupler at the bottom of the matrix. Injectina a ali.A' into this coupler and obsorving the a~mpli-

tude of the illumination shows a systemnatie "ripple" fin tlin illuminatin. This r~pple tendu to

support endUire beams (for element spacings cluise tc ureo..l? a velenai4h), and thue the aidolobe

levels wil be increasod in the area 90' remnovca i'ror: broadside,

TABLE 2-Il 11
RMS AMPLITUDE AND P14ASE ERRCOS I-OR EACH BEAM

haem Rm- Amiltuds Error } Rim Phes. Error
Number (6b) (er

IR 0.38 3.5
2R 0.41 3.1
3R 0.30 1 3.5

4R 0,17 4,7
SR 0.26 3.1
61t 0.33 5.6
7R 0.20 If 11.3

0,40 3

I L 0.38 3.4
2L 0.32 12.9
3 L 0.31 2.8
4L 0,21 2.2
SL 0.35 4.7
6L 0.19 2

7L0,26 6.5
SL 0.35 I 3.2

Average 0.S0 .8



Systematic errors becomer more undesirable when one considers large antenna arrays Ir.-

cause the effec, * of a zertnio sized systernatic Prror does not decrease ail the numrber of ele-
ments is increaced, whereas the eiT'act ol a certain sited random error doas d'tcrease with in-
crecoing array size.

In general, the rnis errors of Tablb 4-111 should not proc'cie aignificant increases in the
near -in sidelobp. levels of uniform -illua7ninaticn beams. In a particular system, the errors in
other parts of the RiP portion of the receiver (antennae, interconnecting cables, etu.) can be
wignhifiant compared with the matrix errors. The porformance of the 16-element matrix in an
actual antenna system lb discussed in Sec. 4,

4. Antenna Performance of 16-Elemeoiit latrix

The proof of the effectivnness of any bearn-fornling scheme ties in .te performance in an
aracnna nyntcm. This sect1,nn prnsents the antenna patternst whiub.huv been taken by, using the
16 -element beam -forming matrix at a frequency of 900 Meps. The Linooln Laboratory Antenna
Teali Ranget was uE~d (or Nkll antenna measuremunts. A Scientific -Atlanta model APR-120 re-
corder was used to take the patterns.

Figure 2-9 shown the 16-elementf array used in the antenna testing. Crossed dipoles space~d
O.58A apart and 0.2S% above the ground plane were used. All patterns shown were taken using
the vei~ldipoles, hence the arrAy is a parallel array of dip0iLes (a opposed to collinear array).
The hor~zo 1tial dipole member In well ibolb~ed from the vertical member (- 2t5db). All dipoles
had 11SWR'a lean than 1.3 as measured In the array. Tine dipulec we-re cuia.,tcd ao the mastrix
by I Z-foot lengths of RG-9B/U cable which were cut to an accuracy of *I uril A1 t.1 I 900 Mocps).
Figure ;!..10 sllows the aveajit antcnna pattern of the sixteen dipoles of the &a-ray.

In an attenmpt to awlilax mte Suin variationn moong the dipoles, tho pattern of rig. z-tt was
constructed from all the Individual dipoie patterns. The patterns of, all dipolos except thib two
end elements are contained within the shaded area. .he enJ.- elemnent n'atterna arc shown where
they excaef$ the shaded area, (This pattern "squint" is common in enld elements of an array.)
Th.- jin variptiont. are qui large at angle. greater than 72' from liroaduide. The large am.-
plifuda errorr in these regions primarily affect the fair-out sidelobe leve.Is of tie inatrlx b~"

Uniorm -lumi natio ntnna Patlern.:- Figure 2-12 shows the - -9.1n lobes of th' .i-*

to- n matrix beams. The peak gains of these beams follow ihe avse .ige ele,nt pattern ot
Fig. 2-t0 quite closely (as would be expertad from, the principle of pattern multiplication). The

a ngruir section covered by all beams ia 407', which agraes c0o,1:v w~h thr. value~ of 1086pre-
dieted by Eq. (7) for an element spncing of 0.58h.

P~igturca .t3 thrugh r'-Z8 show individual petterns for the sixteen -.vatrii. beams. The
element apaeing of 0.58X allowki grating lobes to forra ior beams farther then 45' off broadside.
The start of a gruting lobe structure is evident In. beams 6 right, 6 left. 7 right and 7 left, with
a well-defined beanm emerging in A right and 8 left.

J. Ruzo, "Physical Llmitntlons on~ Antonnus," Twchnical Report No. 240 ILI), Reseh Laboratory oF Eleatranies,
M.I1. . (30 October 1952).
t AllI patterns were taken on, Scientlii-Atlanta No. 121 pMpsi which hor 3i 40-lb scale. The haob'antaI seals
used waes 360* per c~ycle.

*A. Cohen and A. W. Maltese, "The Lincoln Laboratory Antenna lest Range," Micrewtive J1. A, 57 (April 196)).
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Fig. 2-9. 16-.Isment linear arrw.i

FIp. 2-10. Ave"ag antenoo pattern of ths 16 dipoiog:
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Fig. 2-1i Dipolo gain variation pattern.

fig. 2-12. IMin lob.. of the 16 rp4trix b.0ms.
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-Ig. 2-21. Boom 1 kift.

Flu 2-92. room 2 let.
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Fig. 2-23. Boom 3 left. 1

Fig. 2-24, Beam 4 loft.
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Fla. 2-25, Boomi 5 left.

Fig. 2-26. Boomn 6 left.
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The bounm peks~ are very close to the thfinretical positions given by Eq.. (51. The woret

4ase is been) SR which peaks at 5V instead-it the theoretical value of 54'.

The sidel03v~ performanco of all the beams is quite goad (theorotl, al first aidelohe If-val

1t3. 2db). Beai-4ss IR tiwoaugh 4R and IL through 7L, have first aidel6aes bulow 12 db.. The

worst first sidelobe (-8.5~ db) occurs In beam 8R. The average antenna element pattern (Fig. 2-10)

tends to suppress eidelobs oti one side of the main beam a.nd ampThasize them on the other side

(good examples: beams 3R and 4L).

Cosine and Cosinm-tSqxared llumination eams:- It wad shown earlier that a cosine ii-
luminati-.n of the aperture could be achieved by ndding two adjacent beamns. Antenna patterns

have been t'Ikn for all adjacent beamn cominrations, using a hybrid ring as an adder. The appro-

priate phase correction wvas obtained by the use of coaxial line stretchars. The- hybrid ring elso

provides the diff'orence of the two adjacent oeamsa (corresponding to a sine Illumination), This

difference patterjt hasq a sharp nuli at the same. position as the peak of the sum beam. Figurep

2-29 through 2-31 show sonme typical sum and difference pat terns obtained by adding adjaaent
n~atrix beams. Figure 2-29 was the beat coa ine -illumination pattern obtained. All sidelobes of

the suw- beam are below -Z4db (theoretical first oidelobe of a cosie taper In a 16-elemnent ar-

ray i8 - 21. 3db).
The iffference tattorn hits a 32-db null at tike thecretically correct position. Figure 30

shows ie. sumn and difierernce of the A right and I left beams. The highest qideloba In thia cane

is - 20 db. The difference-pattern null, which xi iPiirectly -located fit 0 " is 23 db deep. Fig-
ure 4-31 shows cosirnn-illuxnination Patterns loryned by adjacent far-out beams. Thek high side-
lobc loafcd at 9l0' !,u the right of broadoide Is due, Io addition of the grating lobts of the two comn-
ponent beemrs.

A few cosine-squared illuminations were tested experimentally. Unfortunatuly, a beam Cont-
biner auch as the one shown In Fig. Z-6 was not available at the time, and a "lash-up" of a power
divider, line atretcheret and attanuators was used to form a loony benm combiner. 7'igure a.-32
shows a cos ine -squared -illumination antenna. pattern formed by combining beams IL, 21. and 31..,
The firs idolobes are dawn 27db and 32db (theoretical = 32db). Figure 2-33 shows the pattern
of a rosine-aqusied-orn-a-pedestnl Illt- -.Ination. The pedestal height was about 24 per cent
(theoretical higheat tuidelobe =- 27 1Ib, The meacured first aidelobes are bulb - 27db. In both
nattcrrns, tha far-out sidelobes are h- .i..Ir than expected because of phase and amplitude errors
in~ mu antenna syatorn and the beai.. i.. &1 iner. As expected, the pedeatal. Illumination produces
a narrower ;'eai i tiian the pure cor ic-squared Illumination. Both beams have peake at the peak
of the middle cmvl. r: nt beam (2L.) as expected.

5. Other Invsstlgit.-a? in RF Beam Forming

Several prob'em areas presently unider study are relakted to RIP beam~ forming. Since some
of these investigations are just beginning and the others are planneo for the near Iuture, not much
ic available in the way of concrete results.

Befun-Forming Matr ix Layjout and Fabrication;:- A major drawback of the RIP beam-
forming technique is the complexity of the matrix arrangement, For example, a 64-element
linear array requires a matrix containing 19Z directional couplers and 160 fixed phase shiftera.
'lii. interconnectitin of thc.az uvinapunents leads to numnerous transzniaesion line cressovera. If

the matrix is n~ot packaged in a compact form, the insertion loss due to line lose mlay become
Intolerable.
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Strip t.-nsmiasionk line Interconnection and cron&vover techniques are being investigated. It

is also~ pianned to use a new strip transmission line rriaterial* to reduce tht, insertion loss.

Beam Selection and Combination Techniques:- Tine boar-iorming matrix provides n

beams from, an n-element array. In many a~pplications, it is not neccusary to observe the output
of all beams simultun-13ously; thub, R rceivei eould be time-shared aniong iaevoral matrix beans.

A beamo-seie,;Uon network using solid state micrm.vve switunest will be built in the near future.

This network will select any beam of the i6-.element matrix and will also provide the sum and
difference (cosine and sine aperture illuminations) of any two adjacent bearns. This beam-

forming ;ind bearn-selection combination will then be ins talled in the 16-clement iest array to

study control and! display problems in a realistic e;,vironment.

Possibilities of Hfigh-Powrer qeratior.: Tlhc Loarn-firming matrix is limited in powver-
handling capability (from a transmitting s'tandp,.intk by the high-power characteristics of the

transmission lin~e used. The complex~ty of large mutrices discouragab the use Of 0oaxial line or

waveguide, and thus the power limit Is set by the strip transmisioni line. Also, since the matrix

behaves lilon r corporate feed or power divider, the bottom directional. couplers and phase ahiftors

will have to handle much higher powers than the upper ones,

Equipment to test the peuk and average power capability ef strip transmLssion line has just
recently been asserabled, and rome early resultsl ara available. While it is somewhat unlikely

that a strip-line mattrix could '.:e used in the high-power sections of the phased array transmitters

Inning proposed these days, the matrix might be useful in the medium- and low-power sections.

Beam Interpoiation:- A possible drawback of this bc~srn '-forming technique in that the

simultaneour, beams are fixed in space. Continuous null tracking of a target using monopulne

angular resolution techniques nmust be replaced by a boam interpolation technique. This problem

will be studied in the near- future.

C. ANTENNA ELEMENTS W. P. Delaney and J. Skiar

1. 18-Element Test Array$

The log-periodic antenna elements5 used in the 16-element test array will be replaced by

dipoles. The dipoles will. allow oparation at peak powers of 10 klowatts for phased array trans-

mitter testing. Also, the dipoles should have more prediotablet antenna patterns and better polar-

Ization properties than the log periodics,

2. Scimitar Antenna

The scimitar antenna (Fig. 2-34) appeared to be an attractive Lantennta element for phased
array applications. It is easlily fabricated and can be fed direr-cly from an unbalanced transmis-
sion line. The scimnitarts travoling-wave operation suggests low mutual impedance, and its fild

the characeristis of this mwarial are discussed by D. H. !unm. In Ch. 11, See. A.
IThose soihi itate twitches arc dtlivissex by D. H. Temme In Chi. 11, Sec. D.

t Sam Chi. 1i, Ser. B.
~J. L. Allen, a i, op.cit., pp. 5-13 andl 19-24.



Fig. 2-34. Scimitar antenna.

sliape Indicates linear polarimation in at least one plane. Also, It seems tensonable that two
sctiitars could he crossed to provide two orthogonal polarizatliens.

In order to tea' th0e hypotheses and to become familiar with the properties of scimitar ant-
tennes, three rode~ta were built, All were tenter] for impedovwce characteric ties, and the hest

or~ theme wits chosen for pattern mensurementis,
The patterns resulting irom iheso- teats were not very satisfactory. The E-plane pattern

v-4 -ily arllinltPr, nff..boresight with a deep valley near the boresight direction. Tne H-plane
pattern had low gain and was ncr smooth in Ita angular variation. Figures 2-35 and .1-36 show
the. E- and H-plane patterns of the scimitar. The patterns of a half-wavelenglh dipole locat~d a
quarter-wavelungth above the ground plane are included for comparison, Both the scimitar and
dipoln patterns were measurod with the same recaivor gain. The low gain of the admn-its"' can

bG partially atii Abuted to its polarization charactcriatics. Very undcuirablo polarization prop-
erties wore found 'Or the scimitar. Extensive measurements Indicated that the angle of the po-
larization ellipse changed radically as the scimitar antenna was rotated In the azimuth plan.
Hence, when the scimitar blade was vertical And facing the transmitter (azimuth angle O ")~, the
element wan vertically polarized. At other azimuth angles, tho3 polarization became mlliptical
and the major axiti of the polarization ellipse wasn no longer vertical. For an azimuth angle of
601, the element was almost horizontally polarized. In Fig. 2-37, the angle of the major axib U1f
the polarization ellipse is plotted against azimuth angle, For comparison, the same measure-
menits for a dipole and a printed circuit logarithmic poriodic element4 are showil.

811205 all the aforementioned measurements were made on a single klimple, and since the
tested model was mounted on only a small ground plane, unqualified conclusions cannot be made.
I1owevev', the polariziton pioperties of the scimitar antenna are bad enough to make. one very
auspicious of Its value aR an array element.

J. L. AllIon, ttal., ae.cit., p, 19.
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CHAPTER II
STRIP TRANSMWSSION LINE COMPONENTS. PHASE SW&F' AND SWITCHE6S

SUMMAUrY D. 11. Ternme

This chapter is concernod with the duvelopment of phase Rhifters and microwave awitches
for array applicatiuns, and with correlary areas of interest such as strip transmission line tech-
niques for such components,

Section B reports thu results of some measurements on now low -loss copper-clad material
for strip tranamsion line and its fabricatica properties. Next, some preliminary experimental
and theoretical results on the power-handling capability of such lines are presented. The con-
cluding section on strip transmission line outlives some techniques for fabrication of such lins
which yield Fin cese or breadboarding comparable t-. thpa usually assoc!tated with lumped clrcultry.

Section D rrnnrtP; the developments since TR-2?B in the area of low-loss RF diode switches
for the control of microwave signals. Finall.y, Section E r!eports the develop'ments in the appli-
cation of these and other switches to the problems of developm~ent and fabrication of dgital phase
shifters and time delays.

A. INTRODUCTION

Two crucial . omponents of most ariraytlystems are microwave switches and variable phase
shifters, their relative importance being dependent upon the exact array configuration chosen.
The necessity of fast-~acting (microftecond time) switches capable of handling microwave signals
in a low-loss manner is apparent in systems making use of eruch tee'iniques aas the simuultaneous
tbeam-forming techniques described in the previous chapter, In such applications, the switohes
find use for signal routing from the himnultaneous beam-forming miatrix to receivers. Further,
as Outlined inT iit..~s, the development of qualiy microwave switoneh maktes pogsible the cor-
relary development of discrete phase shifters and time delays using these switches. This chap-
tar reports the develooments in these areas since TR-228.

Further, sinco the compactness and ease of reproducibility of strip transmission line appear
tn make this a highly desiruble technique for array component fabricution, a groat deal of work
during the past year has gone into the development of improved strip transmission line compo-
nnnta in support of the main area of interest. This work is also reported In this chapter.

B. MEASUREMENTS ON STRIP TRAWMKSSON LINE MATERIALS

This section reports the results of measurements on a new material for microwave strip
C tranamibuion lincu, Telion 3A, manufactured by TelV. Manufacturing, Orange, New Jersey,

Somne of the manufacturer's specifluatlonu are:

Dielectric constant ?" 31 at I Mo ps
2. 25 from i to 7Oc ps

Divaipation factor < 0,0002 from I to 7 Gcps
Dielectric strength 466 volts/mil
Operating Temperature

Continuous iOO*C
Intermittent 01

Peel atrongth 5 lb/in m ir
Solder-dip resistance 10 a ec at 4 507 min
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The experisnonts that have been conducted to verify the m anufacTurer daUL and to obtzin data
for component deign are described belnw.

1. Dielectric Constant

The dielectric in Te3.lon 3A is a modified polyclefi1. Schlabach and ColardeQu* give a
good comparison~ of the dilctric properties of this material with other strip tre-immielon line
,materials.

A check on the manufacturer's quoted valv? of the dinr'trin ."onstant was made between
600 Mcps and 4 Gcpj by measuring the wavelength in a Teflon 3A tranarwimsion line. A probe
consisting of a i.'_%mil nopper wire wss placed on the center conductor of r. 50-ohm line. The
wire probe was brought ,a pei pendicuiPxiv from the center nonductor. A tapered li-ne trans-
former was used to maetch the wire probe line to a 50-ohm, detector, Nulls at the probe posi-
tion wero deeto)C -; the 't'equencwp of tlc- sign&?. generator feeding the line was varied. The
distance from th-. pt ' 'th cri ated end of the livie could easily be measured with an accuracy
of 0.Z per cent. Frequetuty -vqs xneaured to 0.1 per cent. Any discontinuittea introduced by
the probe shnuld be negligible azcordlng to Altachular and Ollnert Thus, the value of dielectric
constant obtained, Z..25, should h.-ve a maximum errcr of I per cent. These values are plotted
in Fig. 2 -3 B.

2. Attenuation

Using Cohn's formnula,: the calculated attonuation a vs frequency for 50.,ohmn line iz plotted

in Fig. Z-39. The attenuation cf an L,:olatpd section of transmislsion line to related to the quality
factor Q '-Y$

Q

Usiag the sat- z type of probe as that uned ia neasure the diclectric constant, the Q of a line
can be devt m ined frolAS the measured 3 -dU~ bandwtdth of ax 'buerved nunl. This Q toscaoually'
the laa, - Q. However, if near a null frequenoy the input tinpedanoo of the probe and the tnt-

pedano" the generator seien from the probe position are very large com~pared with the input
imped.- oi she shortet ie a% th" probe position, the computer' 1Iaded Q, IF. prewtInolly +he Q~
of the line. rho values obtained for the attenuation are shown in Fig. Z-39. One can mee from
this figv- ; *.t the attenuation of Tenlon 3A id predominantly a copper 1dm.s at VHF and lower
UHJO s

It 'further intereating to note that strip transmission line attenuation compares favorably
with coo-. line which uses similar materials and outer conductor dimensions, Gannett, at al.,
have derivecU a simple Uneard equation for the attenuation for tranarnmijion line. For TEM lies,
this s~'mation becomj~r

*T.fl. Scha&i -h wir R.io. Cit ;Qcu, "Low Los Materil for Printed Microwave Applcations," to be pmosented
at AIEE Mi:. 1 -.2raI iWvtng, 28 .January - 2 February 1962,
t H.M. Ali,. a* nd A.A. Oliner, "Discontinuitius In the Center Conductor of Symmnetric Strip TraimInialon
Line," in. -i. ARE, PGMTT M!TT-S8, 338 (1960).
IS .1 . "Problems In Strip TranssiloIn Llne.," Treps. IRE, PGMVT MT'T-3, 120 01945)
9 J.F. 1',;tjos and G,. T. Cose, Principles of Rodoer (McGraw-Hill, Now York4, 1952), p. 624.
IJD. K. Gannett, it l., 'A Simple Geno*ral Equation for Attenuation," IProo, IR 4, 1161 (1960)..
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.) = ccnstant depending only on the intrinsic propertie. of tne
diclcutrtc,

M r constant depending only on the iatrinsic propertin o.? the
dielectric and of the conducting material,

A = constant depending on the configuration (but not the scale)
of the cross section,

a = selected linear dimension of the cross Pection specifying its
size or scrlu. all other dimensinns having fixed ratios to a,

f m transmitted frequency.

Thus, expressions for A for coaxial line and mt -1.? .i1,-aislhion line ivo. the desied uun-

parlson. For t'oaxtal line,'

3.6

for 50-ohm copper line with Teflon dielectric. The A for strip transmission line, extracted

from Cohn's atteniuation equation~f is

A=-L~-~~ I i w/b .~ I + t/b
377 + (I - t/b);i -tIJ

where

r relative dielectric constant,

Z = nharacteristic impedance,

t - thckness of center conductor,

b x ground-plane spacing,

w - width of center conductor,

For a 50-ohm Tellon 3A line -with b - 0.Z5 inch and ?-ounce copper, A is 3.5.

C. STRIP TRANSMISSION LINE POWER-KANDI,4NO CAPABILITY

The use of strip transmission line in transmitter components may b" 'l.aizted by its power-

handling capability. Some initial studies and tets to determine the power-he' :n,ng capability

of strip transmission line are reported in this section.

1, Peak Power

Since dielectric breakdown strengths are generally large, one shuuld be able to transmit

large peak powers through dielectric strip transmission line if all air voids can be eliminated.

On teats to date, breakdown has occurred with 50-ohn Tellon 3A with J-inch ground-plane epac-

ing between i0 and ?00 1w peak power with a duty cycle of 0,001Z, The resulting aorona pattet-n

has indicated that all air voids had not been eliminated even though the center conductor was

•D.K. Gannett, Ioc ,clt,

t S. B. Cohn, Icc. cit.
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coau, -, ,iih Dow Cor lg DCo4 silicon grease b6fore" ,e line war assembled. Grernar 5586 HN
connectors weru used. Work ie continuing in an effort to lind techniques to cltminate air voids.

2. Average Power

The average power-handling capability of strip transmission line is determined by the ability
of the lire to dissipate the heat due to signal attPnuation. An expression for the aver,,ge power-

handling capability of transmission line with negligible dheluctric lose Is ieadily attained by anal-
cgy between its electric field (E - TV, and its temperature gradient field (VT) This is a conse-

quence of analogous Laplacian equations,

V 2V --0 ,

V ?T =0

For the paraliel-plate electric capacitor and the paral~el.plate "hcat c- psitpaviir," naioou re-

P t re shown in Fia. Z-40. Similarly, for strip transmission line with negligible dielectric
' the map for tho electric field and temperature gradient fie.d is simailar as a consequence

of the Laplacinri expression, A plot of the strip tranamiasion line capacitance as given by Cohn*

is shown in Fig. Z-4A. Thus, by analogy for strip transmission line, f one assumes that the di-

e:loctric losses are negligible and the heat generated by the RP copper loases of the center con-
ductor all flews per pendicularly from the center conductor through the dielectric (the worst and
general case, since very little heat flows alng the center conductor),

AH 4 kw
F --- - per unit length,

Upp

where

w "center- Lonductor width,

h ground-plane spacing,

C strip transmission line capacitance per unit length,
Cpp "nonfringing plate-to-plate capacitance per unit length,

The rate of heat flow is determined by the RF attenuation of the center conductor acc' Extract-
ing from Cohn's formula* and including a correction for the change of residtivity with temperature,

___Oz(__ Cr Z°. f(t/) [I + (T-25)] I ZS)

0(cc" _ ( ttb) MAF
+(_ t/

- In( )- db per unit length

where

P temperature resistance coefficient t0.004/"'C for electrolytic
copper),

T temperature of center conductor in degrees centigrade.

Then

PDCC ZV c(neper/length) P

0.2311 C (db/longth) P

*SB. Cohn, Ic. aIt.
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Arhere

P DCC = power dirsdp.ced in center uonduztor In watts per unit length.

Ccc center conductor attenuation in db per unit length.

P power in watts transmitted in the line.

Hlowever, the O'electric loss in Tellon 3A 50-ohm line with i-inch ground-plane spacing at I Gcps

is about 15 per cent of the center conductor loss. An approximate formula which incli'des the

dieleclric loss is readily attained.

The steady-state heat differential equation is*

where

dtelectri; heat generated per unit volume,

T temperature,

K thermal conductivity.

The une.dimei.sional case of the above equation is, in general, readily solvable. A strip trans-

mission line with nonfringing electrical and heat capacitance is a one-dimensional case. The

width of a strip D with an associated unifo n field but with the same capacitance as the actual

strip of width w is
C

pp

Then, the heat equation takes the form

dx

where

g = 2aD P/Db,

"D 
= 

dielectric attenuation in nepers per unit length,

P = power flowing in the line.

integrating,

dT ZLD PXd "x - +  C

Since one-half of the heat due to center conductor and dielectric attenuation flown out of thedTj
ground plane at x = 0 (see Fig. 2-4Z), and thle heat flow in - -KD jx -x-0,

C- cc aD )

where ucc is the attenuation of the center conductor in nepers per -unit length.

*H.S. Coaraaw and J.C. Jaeger, Conduction of Heat in Solids (Oxford Univeoity Pro", 1959), p. 10.
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.r 1ating again and ap-;dying boundary' conditions,

K~b lCDC

T =T1 at x ,

2 4-K17(Zcc "a D) -

Focr the a Is in db per unit length, this expi'ussion is f
4:

A faiixly good estimate of thc accuracy )f tIs la can be made. This will be done for

a 50 .o6irn Teflon line with 4 -inch ground -p~tane at I Gcps. The contribution of ac to A~T
is Lkcb,?!e'2t and is aliout 85 per cent of the ttD part for C is correct, and this is aboutD pp
'0 per ca.nt of' the 15 per cent for aD. Thvt:-, the qyracy of the formula is well within 6 per

* .t au'c! the probability within a few per ce-it.

4 '.x er-enental verification of the above res.ult iptunder way.

SD. 91c: b ThANSMISSON LINE TECHNI~QUES W. J. Inc e and D. H. Ternme

Th e e, -e o,' eproduciblity of strip tr,.isi inline microwave components has been one
of te xnn ftractive featur, s of strip tra%'.smiss4n,. line described by Barrett.* However, an

equally i+0oi " -ant microwave design objective is tte Iability to fabricate a "microwave bread-
board' as as ~ as a "'lumpt'd-circuit bres.dboardJ Over the years, many strip transmission
line ts:ch iicue useful in brz.a'Jboard fabricAtion h ve evolved. This section contains a brief
d e ac r I-,tion z f t1., e "'minro?t.-e brcadboardi* 4" curilently employed by Group 41.

,Orrtt cut v -enter conducto'r configure.tions ouzt of thin metal foil for his breadboards. Ac-
curately cut' ing ti te foil. is easier if the foiE, is bon~ed (chemically or by an adhesive) to the di-
electric. StrclopinJ. off the undesired coppt r on many materials is difficult because of the copper
bone, st-xangth.'- TS , ue :tr adhesive -coc:. id copper foil such as Permacel ST6347 for center
conductor mate~rial. works '~- %1 for breadbo- rdinff. The additional microwave signal attenuation
over and abv.el, ) is shown in Fig., 2-43 and usually is inconsequential when breadboarding.
The~ composite cVele ihatric constant is about 7L.30; thus, the wavelength is about I per cent longer
in a breadboard t-ha';,_ in p-ire Tellon.

A height gauge i'te! iih a kn~ife edge can be used for cutting the foflt (Fig. 2-44t). It is pos-
sible to obtain accu, adles clT a few mils wi, h this technique (this is particularly important for
precise spacings be, Wv2 en laterally coupled lines, i.e., in the directional coupler depicted in

* '.M.Ba~tt,"L., ieets Sonr. as Microwav, Cornpoints," Electronics 25, 114 (June 1952).
I Tis as r'3g~t.1;' ittentir, ?:., Robert Jorr'co of Syl 4ania Defense Products.

~hee hotrP.'A ,,af t"cu k-ri cre Penrince' S"6347 * as available; the adhesive on the foil used was ver'

6'5 Best Available Cpcoy



Fig. 2-44. Usa of height a4w* for strip
transmission line breadboarding.

Fig. 2-45. Use of some MCE tools for
strip transmission line breodboeirlinG.

FL. 2-44. Us of belows Wping for
trIp fran.1 mu line biwoordng.
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Fig. 2-44), In leas critical applications, it is more expedient to use a modified Keuffel & Esser

circuit path cutting tool (K-E3310) in the KE3322 cut "N" strip cutting tools kit shown on the righl

of Fig. Z-45. 'Ihe bevei of the cut;ung edge of the b1ude has been ireased to eliminate drag, and

some spacers have been ground to obtain desired -pacings between the two cutting edges.

Two methods, both using the Grcmar 5804 connector, have been uaed for electrical eosmivc-

tion to the breadboard. In the first mrethod, the head of the brass 2-56 screw used to fasten the

uenter pins is filed until it protrudes * inch above tho bese material surface (Fig. 2-44). 'Ihis

protrusion imbeds into the center conductor when the connector hal-msandwich is assembled with

the center conductor half-sandwich. In the second method, contact between the cenfer pin of the
Gremar connector and the center conductor of the strip transmission line is made with m gold-

plated nickel bellows spring manufactured by Servometer Corporation* (Fig. Z-46). These bel-
lows are very versatile and have also been used for making electrical contact to dioden and for

slidii'" short circuits.
The techniques described above have proved to be particularly useful in quickly providing

microwave components (i.e.. couplers, hybrids, filters) needed in test setups,

2, Tellon SA Fabrication Properties

Tellon 3A is easy to punch and rivet. However, solder must be applied with care In order

to avoid heating the Tellon above ito deforming temperature. The technique employed was de-

vised by Ralph Thompson of Group 73. He has prepared a special flux with the following in-

gredients:

Per Cent by Weight Ingredient

28 N2 H5 Br

56 Polyethylene glycol with a
molecular weight of 200

16 Water

The solder used with this flux is 40% Iead/60% tin eutectic solder, Solder flow o0cure readily

at about 330'F with this flux az contrested to about 450'F with conventiosal low-temperature

solders. Care must be taken to remove excess flux after soldering because the flux ts PlightWV

corrosive, This is eacily accomplished with water since the flux is water soluble.

Tellon warps to some degree when etched. A slight reverse warp can be introduced with a

three-roller sheet-metal roller, This eliminates appreciable air voids around the center con-

ductor region when the two half -sandwiches are assembled. The use of a rigid ground plane is

also Lr ' investigated.

E. RF DIODE SWITCHES

Fast low-loss RF switches have applications of "line stretching" and signal routing i't elec-

tronic scanning radars. This section reports work on such swinthes since 'rR-228, emphainzing

the potential microwave switching characteristics of PIN jantions, and the results obtained with
Rome expe- 'mental switches.

Thi s was brought to our attentt? ky D-oga Cnionrdan,; of Bell Telophan Lohmitorls.
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1. Mle:owave Switching Characteristics of Diode Junctions

An uquivalesn c±i cult ftr a p-n junction was reviewed in TR-Z28. Some measured values of
and C were given for some computer and varactor dioucsu These data suggested that for

microwave switches the vcractor cdode is preferable to the computer diode, as wolkld be expectcd
on basis of impurity cuoicentration. hTowever, a diode with a lower operating RtC product bnd
higher voltage breakdown is needed In many IF' switching applications.

The PIN structure appears capable of meeting these needs, and the use if the FIN diode*~

as an RF switch has been discussed by Uhltr.t However, with the exception of a PIN diode de-
veloped by Bell Telephone Laboratoriess as a protective limiter, extensive application has not
been made of this st.'ccture at UHF frequencies. An investigation of the effectiveness of the PIN
diode ak. km RF switch is under way. A higher breakdown voltage Is readily achieved, anid a lower
operating RC product is expected. The recovery timne of the PIN diode when switched from for-
ward to reversed bias will be larger thai'. for a varactor dbde, but It is expected to be about
I Iksec when an adequate reverse 14:1, is applied.

2. Experimental Diode Switches

Diode switches have been reported in numerous places. Probably the nmoot recent and com-
plete article on TEM transmission line diode awliches is by Clarver.6 Thr ailtent features of
diode switches will be briefly enumeratsd below, and the performance of 11or'se experimental
strip transmission line switches developed by the writer will be given.

The serisak resistance R aof a diode sets the upper limit of the isolation loss (maximum at-
tenua.ti:,a) of a shunt diode switch and the lower limit of the insertion Ioas (mlnitnum attenuatio~n)
of a serics diode switch for a given characteristic impedance line. Simnilarly, R a and the oper-
ating reverse bias junction capacitance C determine the maximum antiremonant impedance at-
tainable with a diode, This impedance lets the lower limit of the Insertion loss for the shunt
diode switch isid tim Upspelr li-it Cf thu isoulation loss of a veries diode switch for a given char-
actoristic impedance line. The series and shunt switches are dual in nature. In fart, the dual of
an ideal diode is; an ideal diode with raverse polarity.

The realization of the performance limits set forth above is determined by the coupling of
the semiconductor wafer to the transmission line. The lead contacts tc the semiconductor wafer
have a significant inductance, and the diode case has a non-negligible capacitance. Othier effect,;
of the diode mount may be equally signtficant, For exazrple, a typical value of I Idb for isolation
at 900 Mcps Is obtained when shunting one side of a 50-ohm strip transmission line having 1-inoh
ground-plane spacing with a Microwave Associates MA.-4257 diode. A typicatl R a value for this
diode In slightly less thatn I ohm and a C of 1.5 pf. Shunting the other aide of the strip trane-
m~asion line with & sec'ond diode Improves the isolation to at least Z5 db. The analysis of these
results is not sufficiently complete to report at this ti..

*R. . Wil, "Power Rectifiers and Transisteas," Proc. IRE 49, 1$12 (1962).
M.S. Prince, "Diffused PIN Junction Silicon Rectifiers," Bell Syitor Tech . J..5 661 (1956).

t A. UhlitF, "The Potetialc of Semiconductor Diodes In High-Frequency Comnmunications," Proc. IRE g, IOW (195%).

* N.G. Cranna, 'Diffused PIN Diodez es Protective Limiters In Microwave Circuits " Tenth Interim Report en
New Jersey (January 1958) and subsequent reports.
§R.V. Garver, "Theory of TEM Diode Switching," Trans. IRE, PGMTT MTT-9, 224 (1961),
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Adiode stut' arr~ngement was Uarcd to fbr~oas X-ome 4Lwpv'k Aoetv 1c-ikitches .
for the receivers in the test nx-ray. The switc~h coitilted of one diode shunting a nearly half-

waveleiuih stub (big. 7-471. This arrangement Permitted transforming ov~t reactive effects, thus
realizing R a across the strip transmission line junction when the diode was forward biased.
Since this required very accurate positioning of the diode, a elidir!! diode znouit over the ostUb
line was uztd. Whpn the dioda ia forward biased to provide isolation, it can bo subjected to
larger amounts of power than when reversed niased. The allowable power for a forward biased
diod is the power-disipaition capability of the diode, One-half of the reverse voltage break-
cdown of the diode mets the peak RF voltage; thun, the allowable power for a reversed biased
diode.

The stub was extended beyond the diode to tuule the junction capacitance to obtain maximum
b .ub ~eu at the swrip -.rnarnIssion line Junction when the diode was reversed biased (a
Iururmg ec.'*" 'a used to vary thA4 offemnive electrioal length of th-b 01a.b to accorimodiate the var-
ia5.cr. ft Juxicticrk capkicitance of various diod',.). The expected attenuation a resulting from

31unt- .ufiAf- impedance Z neross a traiai.mission lline having a matched generator and load

11 Is14-Z

For a forward biased .M1A-4ZI7, Z Ri . I ohm, and Z. 0 Sohms, the isolation ts ZO db, When
the diude is reversed biased, thc antirceonant Impedance LICR, at 900 Mops is 13K. This causes
a nepgligible Insertion lo"s. *The frequency at which the magnitude of the atub iatpedaue iLecomen
1.4 R 4 determlnea the bandwidth where the isolation decreases 3 db from its maximum value.
Aasuiaing a tualf-wavelangth stub Pt 900 Mca terminated with a i -ohmi resistance, the bandwidth
Im 12 Mops or 1.3 per cent, The insertlon bandwidth is tens of per cents.

Seventeen units were fabricated ior the test array. P.erfonance figures were as follow:

Isolation Z5 to 3 3db, 28 db average
Bias for isolation 3 mn
Insertion loss L4ees than 0.2Zdb
Bias for Insertion -4.0 volts
VSWR Less. than 1. 1

Tho peak power-handling capability required was less than I watt, a level below its CW czapabil-
ity, No tests h'sLve tien made to detez mine the actual power-handling eekpubiiiiy. The isolation
bandJwidth chooked an predicted. Insertion about doubled at 50 Mcps from 900 Mops, the center
frequencyr.

The biasing of the diode was accomplished by providing DC isolation between the grnound plane
and the diode with an HIP ceramic capacitor, T'he ceramic is 4 mils thick, has a dielectric con-
stant of ZZO an'i is manifactlired by Mullenbach of Lois Angeles.

3. Receiver Selector Switech

If an Ur~ rnultibeamn-forming matrix is used for the phaoing fanction in a phsef array re-
ceiver, a limited number of the total numbe.r of output beams will generally be processed at one
tune. An electronic sele.-tnr switeh could reduce the number of receiver strips required. A
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(b)

Piki, 2-47. Low-power protective diode swtrmhi (a) phatogrphl (Is) equlvoI.e ch~favi.
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4-position IF diode switch was fabricated to assess its performance. The selector switch 'vas

assembled from swit hes dccribed in the previous section. The printed circuit configuration

is shown in Fig. 2-48. The insertion loss of the transmission path was less than 0.7 db, and an

isolation of greater thnn Z5 'b existed to the other ports, The teflon glass stxp tranamission

line accuunted fox, about 0. 2db uf the insertion loss in the transinission path.

F. MICROWAVE PHA9 SHIFTERS AND TIME DELAYS

1. General Considerations

The use of "electronically switched stretchers" f3r phase shifting was ,Iier'vssed in TR428.

This section extends the TR-228 discussion.

If one attempts to electronically control one or more of the transmission line paramacers

to change the phase constant (8) of a section of line te effect a change in electrical line length

[Fig. 2-49(a)], the charactcrintic isnpedance (Z.) is also generally changed. This creates an

undesired mismatch. However, if sections of such line are appro}priately used [Fig. 2-49(b)] as

arms on a balanced structure ac a hybrid, a net chang- in electrical line length results without

input and output mismhatches.

The design problem now becomes that of designing low-loss electronically variable P sec-

tions of transmission line. There are probably many types and variants, Some nonlinear ma-

terial properties may not readily be configur~ed to provide 360 ° 
of phase shift or time delay de-

sircd in one P oontrol section. Thw.. cascading hybrids rather ihan control sections in one arm

may be desirable. The choice .af discrete phase step (digital) or continuous phase (analog) shiftere

or time delay& will depend upon system application and requirements as well as materials and

technique in p con+rol section fabrication.

Table Z-IV is a chart indicating some possible devces and physical phenomena that can be

employd for 0 control sections.

TABLE 2-1V

CONTROL TECHNIQUES

Controlled Circuit Parameter Being Controlled
Illy R 0 L C

E Diode* iods* Variable capacitor
diode

Po, tube* Ferreelerh'ls
Cryogenic

semiconductor
Iorllzatlo0*

H Mognetorulialone* Ferrite
Cryatron* 

rt

F Mechantal short

* Dcrate Oase thIft step.
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Fig. 2-48. Printed-circult vonfigurati for a receivur solecto switch.

Flf. 2-49.LO EPcmi lin stNSL,(5

straight-through structure; (b) bal-
aniced struoturo. I

WNTROLUfD HYIRID 1 OWLE

SECTION AN
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Conductive Class:- With 2ow losa ax an o~bje' ive, only the two extreme valuer o' acro
anC, infinite conductivity are of interet. The diode phase shifter configurations outlined in UT-228

u"of thi, typ -_

Ferr'nma netic Claies:-- The use of a ferrite transmission line section like that reported
by Stern4' for- a switch e-ppears attractive. The ability to place a control winding end water' !ool-
ig in contuct with the fo'rrite and the effec-ts of impedance inismnatch suggest increaged power
capability and reduced temperature sensitivity as contrasted to many existing configurations,

Ferroelectric Class;- The loss and temperature a"nsitivity of ferroelectrics at micro-.
wave frequencies have recently been receiving more. careful attention.t They may be competitive
or better than ferrites at L-band and lower frequencies. Provision of corntrol power may be
simpler.

2. Current Investigations

Very little work hits been done during the past year oil phase shifterg for receiver appliea-
lions, since the parallel-fed rnultibearn-forming matrix discussed in TR-2.28 promises 1v be a
better solution for tne receiver phasin~g function because of reliability and Insertion Iona. X-~w-

ever, high-power phase shifters appear to be a better solution for the transmitter ior reasons

discussed below.
Two transmitter approaches are shown in Fig, 2-50, The phasing function in both theI

multibeara-forkming appruacii an~d We~ uwrPorafu fed ajpprootuh.i Lu ncuplishad bjy separable
phase shlifting. Obviously, In both approaches, It is desirable to keep the number -f N2a system
elements to the minimum and the element itself ase xl mple and reliable as possible. Consider,

rfor example, he connequences of a amplt' single-stign terminal amplifier. This means thatI
the input am~plifier power should be high. In fact, the row amplifier (N In number) should bie at
least as large as the terminal amplifier. The consequence of these arguments leads one to search
for methods of .igh-,,oiwer phnising (other arguments iend to the samne conclusion, but none are
known which support the opposite conclusion).

i.'urther sxarninat~on of Via, 2-50 mhown thpet the hi.gh-rower phasing function requirement ta
more severe In the multibesm-formiig appronch tha In the corporate-feed approach. The
multibca~n -forming approach requires a routing switch and a multibearn-forming matrix whioh
has a power -handling capability P. The corporate-teed approach requires a phase shifter with
power-handling capability of only P/N, Thus, the corpornte-feed approach io considered the
desirable one. Additional considerations In favor of thu corpolrate -feed approach are:

(a) It In easier to build a corporate feed to handle power than a
muttitbee m-forming matrix,

Nh As N~ is increased and one wishes to maintain a constant Y./N
powsr, the routing-switch power-handling capability and ampli -
fier output must increase. The ktllernmivo li. plaoig boaster
amplifiers tat appropriate levels (F~ig, Z-51(b)J in the multiboarn-
forming matrix. A sim-ilsir t_,pe of sai'jument applies to the
corporate-feed approach fF'ig. 2.51(a)). but the, numhe r of booster
amplifiersa i'equired is 1kma then In the multibeam -formning approach,

E. Stern, "Fast One-KIlcse~acycle Perrite wltch," International Solld-State Circuits Confsrence ProecIn,,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvai(16)
f "Investlaction of Microwave Proparties of Fa,'roviectrir Materials." Report 2732-44, University of Michigan
rMcrch 15)
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In view of the above, a development program on high-power phase shifters is under way.

Design objectives are as follows:

Frequiricy L-band

Peak power 20 kw

Average power Z0O watts

Phase steps* <6 bits (;./64)

Total phase tolerance e3
°

Insertion loss Less thwn 1.5db

Bandwidth I to 10 per cent
Reset time Less than 1014sec
Control power Less than 20 watts avorage/bit

Mass production price Less than $100/bit

The uoa ,of diodes and ferrites in the p control sections of :hese phAse shifters is the current

a hject of parallel investigations.

3. An Experimental RF Plase-hilfting Test

One binary section of a cascaded hybrid-ring phase shifter (see TR-228 fnr a functional ex-

planation) was fabricated with teflon glass strip transmission line and Microwave Associates
pill varactor diodes (MA-42,57). The measured performance was as follows:

'Wraquency 900 Maps

Insertion lose Less than 0.5 db

Noise figure Less than 0.5 db
Forward biaz 2 ma.

Revere sap -4 volts

The performance agrees reasonably well with calculated results (fox method, see TR-228,
p. 106). A closer agreemoat coild be ubtained by takingi in;o a ,curat the strip transmission

line lossea.
A t'aveliitg-wave strip transm.aission line coupler instead of a hybrid ring ahould Increase

the operating frequency hand, permit a moro compact package and reduce the strip tranomeisn
line losses, future phase shtftcra will use this configuration,

* Since the Inflvition of this prmorm, Te hes datirmined that 6 bits are not necessary for the doslgn approaeh
under Inveallptlon by Group 41 (see Part 2, Ch.VII),



CHAPTER 1I

RECEIVER TECHMURS

SUM MARY S. Spoerri

Several topics in phcaed array receiver tech-niquee are diecussed, beginning with a short

section on present receive4- packaging. The need fcr including uniform limiting oharEcteriatiou

in the receiver design specifications is emphasized in another section. Additional anblects cov-

ered are noine figure and coherent local oscillator noise. and an array application for the idler

frequency generated by electron-beam parametric amplifiers.

A. INTRODUCTION

This chapter prosents some remarks about the general topic of receivers. The observationa

are based on expeTlance obtained with the 16-element test array.

A phased array receiver may consist of a large number of identical receiver channels or
strips (if complete beam forming is not done immediately at RF). The individual channel design

must take account of physical and electricel requirements peculiar to the particular phased ar-

ray applio.tion. The physical design iW important because of the qaantity of equipment involved.

Section B discusses the receiver packaging philosophy which evolved from toot array experience.

A characteristic group of electrical design problems associated with phased array receivers

is based on stability requirements, A premium is placed on phase and amplitude stability, since
phaoc and amplitude errors degrade array perfm- anne. Assuming that aLabiliy with the kis

been achieved, Sec. C makes a case for requiring uniformity of large signal or limiting perform-

ar.-,e as well.

The last two sections are based on the use of auxiliary phase shifters to aieve special re-
oultc. Section D presents a way of redu,.hi the affacta of coherent lonal ospi1ntnr noise without

affecting the signal performance of an array, and Sec, E discusses n possible array application

for the idler frequeny /ee-ed by most parametric amplifiers,

B. PACKAGING

The complexity of a phased array receiver demands that special consideration be given to
ease of maintonance and component replacement. Comeonont and system flexibility is also im-

portant, especially in a test facility, since system requirements are often quite variable in na-

ture. A rigid system must be used an intended, or discarded, whereas a flexible aydttm nmy
be adapted to new uses with a minimum of rebuilding and now construction,

The current receiver strips for the test array are divided into two separate funqtional sec-
tions. The RF ampliier and first mixer make up the first section (Fig. i. I of Part 1), and the

IF amplifier, second mixer, and phase shifter form the second section (Fig. i-il of Part 1).
The individual units that comprise each section have 50-ohm input arad outu.t impedances to fa-
cilitate testing. Power i supplied to each section through a standard connector which then dis-

tributes the required voltages to the individual units, The units are mounted in a manner that
permits rapid, one-side removal and replacement.

The IF amplifier units provide about 30 db of gain, which is anough tu cet the receiver noise

figure without limiting the dynsmaic range. The 50-ohin input/output impedance permits ca..

cading of units for more gain. Interunit filters or attenuators may also be included if desired.
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The receiver firat IF outot~s smay be used directly or they may be frequency trAnsl ted to a sec-

ond, lower intermediate frequency by using the second mixer or converter units.

C. LIMITING AND DYNAMk 1RANGE

Phase and amplitucdo combining errors play a fundamental role in the determination of phased
array performance. The crrors can be significant, especially in a system th t includes active

comfponents between the antennas and the combining or beam-forming matrix. An a reault, at-

tention has been focused on the design of phase- and amplitude-stable array compoent s.

Implicit in the isuea discussion of array performance is the assumption of Undar operation.

A few authors have also discussed the deliberate nonlinear operation of a receiving array.* In

this case, ideal nonlinear operation (mathematical or infinite clipping without zrro-crossing

shift) is usually assumed.
In both the ideal linear and the ideal single-signal nonlinear cases, the array antenna patter,

is independent of signal level If any arnplld, iap.4ring is done after limiting. The gain of the

array on the beam center is primarlly a function of the array aperture (if the oombinL--i errors

are not inordinataly large), and the sidelohe structure ia a function of the taper and the com-

bining (phase and amplitude) errors.

' '1,P performance of a receiving array, with amplif, :ation before the beam-f:rmlng com-

biner, is difficult to determine for a multitarget or cluttered environment. The antenna patts ,n

can no longer be considered independently of signal amplitudc, since the receiver channel am-

plifiers may not limit in a uniform fashion for large signals. As a result, phase and amplitude

errors, which are a function of the signal level, modulate the sidelobe atruetture of the basic

array antenna pattern.
The net effect of strong-signal modulation of the sidelobe level is to reduce the discriminu.-

tion between turgets in the main beam and those outside the main beam. A clutter (or Jarmer)

signal which would normally be rejected by 40 db rolative to a signal in the main beam mifit be

suppressed only Z0 db if it were strong enough to cause severe nonuniform limiting. Amp~ltude

tapering to reduce sidelobes has no effect on the strong-signal modulation effect per !e if non-
uniform limiting occurs in front of the tapering network.

The gain (relative to isotropic) of a single antenna element imbedded in a planar ar.rey is

roughly 6 dbt (for 0.5-wavelength element spacing). A typical ohannel amplifier (e.g., eiectron-

beam parametric amplifier being fed by the antenna element) might have 70 db of dynam,.c range

and an input saturation level of -40 dbm.
A 1-kw jammer with a i0-db gain antenna would just satarate the receiving array ;.mplifiers

at a range of about 10 miles. This result is independent of the angular position of th#e jammer,

provided that it is within the beamwidth of the individual antenna element t4attern in the ractro-..g

array configuration,

The example given above shows that the problem is not too serious if amplifiers with input

saturation levels above -40 dbm are used. It would seem prudent, however, to adhere to the

fol?.wing design gu.de rules.

(1) Use the minimum individual channel gain (before beam forming)
which will satisfy other design requirements,

*For example, see F.C, Ogg, Jr., "Steerable Array Radon," Trans, IRE, PGMII. MIL-S, 80 (1961).

tS e Part 3, Ch. 1.
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(M Usc aMP; fisr with n large dynamnic range and high saturai~an level
* if p,)sIblc.

*(3) De Agn the array for linear operation undou normal signal conditions
bw *.equit-t that tMe. limiting lwhracteriatics be uniform tin addition
to fte usual roquirimento for phase and amplitude stability).

If beam fo nntng is; %one at a low frequency, or if the receiver channels are specificafly do -
signed to Itini. at low sti1 A .l levels, it to probable thnt the receiver channe) gain will be quite
higb. In conH, quence, thi input saturation level is likely to be quite low (- 70 to - 100 dbm), and
uniform liinli ing becomei: very important if strong-signal modulation of the antennas sidelobe
levels is to I a avoided.

The de& gn of receive r strips which track In phase and amplitude over a wide range of over-
% ~drive (or lb niting) io no a, sy task. For this reason, IF beam forming and channel limiting be-
N" fore beam :arming appear to bo inappropriAte techniiques for applications Involving receiving

array& in I stile or cluttei od environments.

~.NOISM: FI0URE AND i.WPhMN LOCAL OSCILLATOR NOISE

Prel~mInary to a discui,, vw of noise figure for a multtpurt de-ice sunh as a receiving array,
"it is wvell to review the prop .,rtieg of a hybrid ring when used as a power combiner. Such an ap-

\Ucat~nr is shown in i,..i.
Sc suni output of the hI "'Ad is regarded as the useful combined output. G I and G2are gen-

-r- with available power ou~ puts of P I and P. respectively. The generator internal imped-
r;1tu! :,re equal to the impedi tics level of the hybrid so that all the generators, available power
ie d itred to the hyjbrid rlN. T 'he available power output of ear-h generator Is considered to

co t of"cmpnns a -oherent component S which is produced by all the wsaveformr comn-
po iet a omn oGad , n random component Ni (N.) which is independent of N. (N)

e hecombinud (sum) oi -iput in 2iS + (N~ + N2 ) 2 or, in oiher worda, randujin input power
ivr ges athoupthis ful can be generalized for an n-input hybrid combiner (corporate
fed with the same result (FA~g. -5.1), In this figure, any surplus of input power over output

powar is dissipated in the hybri- difference port termination.
Thus, a hybrid combiner is seen to be losless (ideally) only with respeut to coherent

(idtntical.-waveform, narrawbar. i) input signals. The restriction to narrowband iniput signals
is required because of the blkndvt 4th IW~tittictns cf the hybrid rings (over which sufficiently ac-

1. Noise Figure in -the Absence of Coherent Local Oscillator Noise

If the properties of a hybrid combiner (discussed in the preceding paragraphs) are kept in
aind, it is a kaiiple matter to obtain the effective noise figure of a phased array receiver which
,onsists of antenna elements followed by RP amplifiers anti a khrld combiner. It is assumed
that perfet matches obtain everywhere and that all noise sources are Independent. Figure 2-54
is a block diagram of the receiver. In this figure, Nt is the available noise power from an input

termination at 2901K, N ais the available noise contribution of art amplifier referred to its Inpt,
akis the amplifier vower gain (which includes any tapering), and F k is the channel noise figure

measured with any taering pad in piece (if the taper is other than flat). Since all noiae sources
are assumed independent, the hybrid combiner preflent. the average of all the input noise power
to the output.
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The noise power out of any channel amplifier is given by FkGkNt , Of this, GkNt is the ain-
plified noise from the input termination at Z90*K, and (Fk - ) GOkNt is the noise contribution of

the amplifier.

The hybrid combiner averages the noise power supplied to Its input, (oLnce all noise sources

are assumed to be independent). The sum output Ia thus given by

Ntn n

k=i k-I

where the first term represents the nois3 power output d'ie to the input terminations at Z90K,
and the second term is the noise power contributed by the a.pliflerc.

The effective noi-o figure of tne receiving array Is then gi -n by

N n N n
- M 0 k+ E 1

n ak=I I

or

n kt OFk n Z ,j
Feffr I) F k

ef n A -

The effective noise figure is seer to be equal to the weighted .average of the individual ohati-
nal noise figures, where the weighting factor is the ratio of the channel gain to the averge. chan-

nel gain

ak
tn

If the chaAnel gains are all equal (identical amplifiers and flat amplitude taper), then ihe
noise figure is given by .he simple average of the individuaal channel noise figures.

For the come of identical channel noise figures, the effective array noime figura is sea, to
be indepenJent of the antenna amplitude taper,

2, Coh&!ent Local Oscillator Noise in * Pbasod Army Receiver

The loual oscillator (LO) signals required by the mixers in a phased array receiver are

usw.illy derived from a vingle LO source and distributed to the wixers through a corporate feaO.
This arrangement opens the possibility for noise components that are within the AIF signal band-
width of receiver strips to be 'ntrcdurcd vic .hu 1-0 pz.rtr of the mrierc irn - hrorent manner.

Thus, the discussion of the preceding section, where it was a nimed that all noise sources were
independent random noise genee'stors, daes not apply.

fkigure 4-5 shows a phased array receiver that has a mixer in every channel, followediby
two separate phase shifters (for convenienrc in the analysia) and a summationi network %vujmbiner)
that forms a receiving beam. All phase shifts are shown relative to the oorrapiadllg potnt in
a reference channel, channel 0, which is not part of the array. In Fig. A -55, tr is the (adjacent
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channel) phase Increi-.eat due to signal energy arriving from a general angle rp initsured 'rom
boresight, y is the phase increment introdimed to steer the beam to a desired positlon, and
is an arbitrary (for the prevent) phane shift introduced. in the kmixer's local osnillator port
as well am its IF output port, A typical reneiver channel (the .0h) is displayed in Fig. 2-56, which
bhows the phase vectors In exponential form, where the phAre at corresponding poInts in the ref-
erence or 0 channel arc- taken as the respecti~e references. Since the Le fre.~uency is lower
than the signal frequency, the phase of the IF output of the mixer to given by DF phase -signal
phase -TS) phase. In the cane of the mixers shown, the phtise of the TIP output due to a signal
introduced at the signal port is independent of the phase shift AWk which is Introduced at both the
LO0 and IF ports. However, a signal 1introduced from the LO source 4or LO noise in the signal
frequency band which can beat with the LO to produce frequency components with-in the 17 band.
pass) arrives at the mixer with a phase shift P3k hec tloslk inlIV~'dcda h
nignal port with relative phase P3k. The IF~ Input to the combiner willthus be akek.

Introductiunw of the P3 phaso shifters !o seen to be a manis of moadifying the phase of the IP

output due to signals (or noise) introiduced through the LO source while leaving legitimate gig-
nals, which enter the mixer through the signal ports, uns1~ected. In particular, the 0 's selected

* can be thought of as steering, or spreading, the roherent LO noise so that It form. an equivalent
spatial noise pattern similar tc an antenna pattern. This noise is eq~uivalent to a distribution of
excess noise in space, As the receiving beam is steernd through the use of the y phvAse shifters,
the coherent LO noise appearing at the beam output will vary.

The equivalent spatial noise distribution can be thought of as scanne'I by the #ignal Antenna
pattern. TXhin suggtnidu that the 13 phase shifters shiould Ite met to ouch values which minimize
the amplitude of the noise paittern in the field of view of the array. This would occur if the noise
biam were stoorod to enduire in the came of an array with h451 scan from borecight. If the an-
tenna elements were spaced 0.5)k apart, this would require P.k = 0' for it odd and #k80fo
k evon,

The mixers In in actLual array will probably not have equal phase lengths from the V) ports
to the mixer crystals because of LO injection (coupling) screws which may be set differently for
each mixer in order to compensate for variations in the crystals. Also, the LO path lengths

from the LO source to the individual mixers may not be identical, The 0 phase shifts must be
compensated for those errors.

If differential phase errors are Introduced between the antonnas and the signal ports of the
mixers (which is especiaLiy likely if RP amplifiers are used) and these errors are compensated
out at IF, then the coherent LO noise pattern willbe modified.

In the usual array, the P3 phase shifters arm not introduced, This would planee r ose of the
noise beam at boresight If there were no differential phase errors. However, it is to be uxpected
that, due to the probable existence of errore such as those mentkioned above, the actual noise
pattern may have ito main peak off-borenight with rather high sidsi~bes.

It is a simple matter to determine the actual noise pattern. A signal may be introduced to-
gether with the LO at ths LO source. Thia signal will. then simulate coherent LO noise (at a
single frequency) and can be set to provide a convenient oL.I,.ut level from the beam output. As
the array Is electronically scanned through the use of the y phase shifters, the beam output due
to the artificially introduc~ed "noiseI' signal will vary in the same manner as the true coherent
noise but at a higher, more convenient level. If the signal is then removediand the noise pattern
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exhibits peaks iW the same places as the~ signal, then Lie cohp.rer,+ T.0 mien3r is known to be
significant, If the noise exhibits no apparent vurletion with acan, the coherent noise inuav be
maicked by independent, locally genoreted noise.

The experinent. wta.iq perforrmed on the 16-elemnt i es'. trrav. A 900-Mcpo signal was added
in with the 870-M~cps L-0 tit Lhe 1-0 source, and the pattern sketched In Fig. Z-57 was obaerverl
au the array was electromiically scianned. A subsequent search for at siilar pattern twe to noise

alone revealed no noticeable '-riation in the noise pattern as the airzoy wan scanned. This tidi-
cates that coherent noine is not a pi oblem in thi6 particular array,

In an array which uses balanc~ed mixers, an improvement of sorte 1.0 db in signal-to-lO3-nois
ratio is achieved over what would havy' obtained if single-enided mixers had been used, This is
attributable to the balanced structure of thv mixers which nuu,3es signals and noise that enter
through the 7,0 port to cancel at the IF output. The efficacy of the cancellation is depend ent mt
the degree of balance in the mixers.

A "bonuall improvern'nt in slgnal-to-com-mon-LO-wmfoe ratio can be realized If' th6 IfO inputs
to all the nixcrs are adji. )ted to be in 'hase. Since the Imbalance in the mixers is raindom, the
IF outputs due to LO noise will be either ~n phave er out of phase with respeui to each other, For
0,5X element spacing, this will tend to form an endflre noise boam aj discussed earlier. (In the
case of balanced mixers, the P l hasE. shifters are all equal to 0 for u.5x element spacinig, firo-
vided care is taken with the 1A0 corporate feed so thai; It does not introduce appreciable differen-
tial phase shifts.)

3. Conclus'ions

The noise in a phased array receiver can be divided into two categories. The first is In-
coherent and represents the effect of all the independent random noise sources, The effect of
the incoherent noise can be included in an effective noise figure for the array, which is given by
the average of the noise figures of the individual rcc~civcr channels (acasuming a flat amplitude
taper and equal r'eceiver gains).

*T - necnd nolse ritAgnr~y comprises coherent noise or noise that Is not independent from
cha~iv.,2 to channel in the amrs . Thim noise originates in a single source, the local oscillator,
anft is ii'troduced into each rim' -.:,&I via the LO corporate fetid.

i' ooheren'. rnise is in'ijt as It may bet in certain frequency regtons becauso, of the
tr:-,oof local v Alletors thlu~ "a available, It can be controlled by controlling the LO phase

applited to sael nixer. In ;7.a ticular, the LO noise can be made to appear as a noise beam
po, .ated at endfire of the ar

Balanced mixers can be usad to provide a nominal 20 db additional raectlon of the coherent
noise. They are nlso attract~ve because any noise which does got through due to mixer imbalAnce
will tend to appear at endfire if a few precaution. are observed in building the array.

E. SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE SYMMEXTRY PROPERTIESl OF THE ELECTRON-
BEAM PARAMSTRIC AMPLIFIER FOR PHASED ARRAY APPLICATtONS

This section is based upon a discussion of the basic. symmetry properties of the eleciron-
beam parametric amplifier (EBPA.) by Dr. Riobert Adler,* An attemnpt is made here to outline
some special Implications of this device for pha sed array applicationa.

*R. Adler, "E~lectron-Seow Parametric Amplifier with Synchronous Pumping,"' Prr Sym~posium on the Application
of Low Noise Rte-noverg to Rader and Allied Equlanenh. Vol. III (U), Lincoln Laboratory, M. I.T. (Noveye 1940),
pp. 177-197, ASTIA 248692.
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It is asaumed that -n EBPA has been included In each channel of a phased array to serve th.

function of a low-noise yet highly stable (gain and phase) amplifier. These EBPA'S are to be fol-

lowed by filters which separate the signal and Idler components of the EBPA outputs.

The FEBPA produces a signal output whose phase 16 Independent of pump phase, In addition,

an idler uutput is generated whosc amplitud- is within a decibel of the signal output* and whose

phase is given by (Pidler = Vpump -- V egnal' Thu pumnp frequency Is ordinarily selected to pro-

vide enough frequency separation between the signal and the idler so that these can be separated

from each other and only the signal outputs used.

A conventional array weald utilize only the signal frequency outputs, combining these in

some fashiozv to form the receiving beam or beams. It is proposed here to comoine the Idler

outputs also, and then to observe what happens as synchronous operation of the XBPA's in ap-
proached (f 2! so! f

(f pump =signal' fsignal fidler
) '

A block diagram of a phased array '.cever using olectron-beam parametric amplifierd is

shown In Fig, 2 -be. Channel 0 is not part of the array but is Inelntdod as a phase reference in

order to simplify the mathematics. The separation of the signal and idler components in depicted

synbolically as occurring immediately after the EBPA's. This Is a conceptual simplification;

the actual separation could as well be performed at 1'he output of a single beam-forming matrix

such as the Butler matrix.t In such case, the ce phaso shifts encountered by the signal and idler

components could differ slightly because of difference in frAquency. The difference can be kept

small, however, by keeping the frequency separation of the signal and the idler small.

Let the signal at g tenna element 0 the reference) be e
j0 . 1; then at the kth element It Is

ejk
e . 

The -ignal output of the kt EBPA will also he e
r
JR if the amplifier gain is ignored. The

idler output of the kth EBPA will be ejk(R' t). Both signal and idler encounter the steering phase

shift, which is ea for the kth channol. The output of the signal beam combiner is thus

n

BI a ,jk(
7
+c) (beam pointed at -c)

k= I

and that of the iditer beam combiner Is

n

Z ejk ('I 
"
-) (beam pointed at p + w)

n
where a sum of the form X ckan be expresoed in the familiar form

Fn snX

a' car. be replaced in the above expressions by (180'/7) (d/A) sin j (where is the spatial scan

angle).

The above expressions slow that the idler beam can be positioned arbitrarily by introducing

a suitable pump phase slope P. Once this is chosen, the signal and idler beams move in opposite

directions in response to the steering phase slope o.

*For EBPA gain >10db.

tDIsmsed by Delaney In Po,' 2, Ch. 1.
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If a Butler matrix were usod follow.ng the EBPA's and the matrix bearf, outputs were pro-
.vided witri separation filters to separate the sigma and idler bhamr. a set of signal beanie would
be formed as usual. However, a se of idler beams would al.v be formed which could be post-

tioned halfway between the signul, beams through the choice of a suitable 0 phase slope. If the

matrix output poits were denoted by 11L (i beamwidths left., 1-L. JR, 1JR, etc., to express

tho normal or rignal beam poftions, the idler beams formed at these portso would be 2R, IR,
lb)resight, IL., etc., reupectively, when LR is set to yield a boreiaght idler beam through proper

setting Cf the p phase shiffera.

Figure 2-59 shows the main-lobe locations of an 8 (signal) beam Butler matrx and the cor-
responding Idler bean locations if fR is caused to yield an idler beam at boresight. Whereas

the signal beams croso over at the 2/ points permitting a possible signal Inas of 4db, the com-

plete set of idler and signal beams crooses over at the 0.9 amplitude points ct:rrosponding to a
l.ose of less than I db. The idler compononts also prov!de the Butler matrLn, with a boresight

beam.
The preceding dIec-',s'on ;aa dcalt w'th mle um wh ee Eie s ndl anri Hler Outputs of the

r.HPA's are eventually separated fromn eat-h other through the use of separation filters or branch-
Ing filters. It is also possible to ohuoo a pump frequency such that the signal and idler outputs

are sufficiently close in freqiuency (or the following bandpass sufficiontly wide) so that they re-
i;,in un-eparatcd from each nther.

For u gi-ien pump phase elope P and steering phase slope a, the positions of the signal and

idler beams are determined relative to the spatial scan angle *. The magnitude of the signal

response due to an incident wavch-ont originating from a particular direction 4 I gi'en by the
height of the signal beam pattern at that angle. Le this magnitude be denoted by 5 a Si ). Then
the instantaneous signal output is Re(ScWS}), which may be represented by the vertical projeation

of a vector of length S which rotates at angulur velfaity Wae (signal angu Ar froquency). In a aim-
ilar fashion, the instantaneous idler output in RP(Ta wi ). which may be represented by the ver-
tical projection of a vector of length I which rotates at angular velocity up1 (idler angular frV-
quency). The actual instantaneous voltage output n 0 le the sum of eignal and idler or Re(S#JW9 ) +

Re(leJWit) w ie(SejWS t + IeJWit). This may be represented an shown in Fij. Z-60, whore 8 is the
instantaneous angle between idler and signal vectors and ;s givers by I n At, where A mwi - W

R to the resultant of signal, and idler as a function of 0 and is given by R a (S + II + 281 Cos 0)'
S +I com 9for S>>I1.

For small a (signal and Idler frequencies close together), the angle 0 varies slowly com-
pared with w s r wot so that the resultant R can be thought of as the envelope of the combined
signal plus Idloer output, If the variable U - At is 'eplacod by d a distanee from the load in a

transmission line aralogue (d is measured in units of 2w times the distance in wavelengths), then
the signal response 9 becomes the incident wave and the idler rosponme I becomes the reflected
wave. In other words, the envelope of the signal plus idler output an a function of time has the
form of a ntanding-wave pattern on a transmission line. If the received wavefront arrives at
the array from such an angle that S Is equal to I (an angle halfway between the signal and idler

beams), then the envelope pattern will be the same as the standing-wave pattern on an opell-
circuited tranmisesion line (i.e., maxima = 21 = ZS, and minima = 0).

Operation of the array with signal and idler unseparated is thus seen to provide a form of

automatic monopulse for pulses of sufficient duration to provide Aeveral 1AInina in the vutptit
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envelope. The parLod of the minima is Zwf/A, where w W!u,3 or 4/(fi - le.), where f, idler
frequency and f. signal frequency.

If tUm irequency separation between signal and idler is made smaller and smaller, the time
scale of the enveinne variation is atretched until finally for f1  f f there can exist at moat a fiaed
phase angle or between the signal and idler vectors. This phase angle (p in depetident on thm rel-
utive phase between the half' pump frequency and the received signal at the reference or 0 channel
of the array. (This non-Ltime -dependent phaae term wan neglected up to now because it can be
made zero by a suitable choice of the time reference t 0 impliad in the time-vatrying expreemions.)

The rase where fI= fs 2ises fr..in Synchronous pumping of the EBPA I (fP a Zf r). Tho com-
bined signal plus idler output is now of constant amp~litude corresponding to a fixed point on the
"standing-wave"1 envelope of the acynchr~inous mode of operation. The iocat~on of this point is
dependent on the fixed phase shift (p. Thus, anything from the sum to the difference of the sig-
nal and Idler beam patterns can be obtained by varying (p.

Itf a is the transmitted signal frequency and f p is made equal to UfS, then the received Big-
nal may be of frequency f F + f d because of a Doppler shift fd' The EBPA's will then produce the
.1standing-wave pattern" of combined signal plus idler, but the period of the minima will now be

This discussion has been concerned with the properties of a receiving phased array with
electron-beam parametric amplifiers in t.nch channcl. However, it applied an well if thOEBPA's
are replaced by any device which ge~nerates an Idier Irequeney within its aignal pass band.



CHIAPTERi TV
LOW-NOISE AMPLIPL~fr,

SUMMARY W..'. Inca

Chapter IV praocnts the mo!3t recent work on the phased arraky project In the area of low-
noise amplifiers. This work falls into two cntellorica: an evaluation of the application of tunnel
diodes to low-noisa amplification and frequency conversion (See, A), and continuation of Interest
iu the Adler elentron-beam parametric amplifier (Sec. B). Although the electrical performance
of the electron-beam parametric amplifier Is extremely good, the package size lenves anmething
to be desired, also, HF pump power In required for operation, Becaume of its stmplicity and
smail power requirements, the tunnel diode may prove'to be a pnw*'rful competitor despite In-
ferior electrical perfornmnce, particularly with respe'ct to noise figure. The development of an
L-band tunnel diode amplifier to described, and the direction in which this effort will conTtiriiiiv

is indic'ated.

A. HiTROD)UCTION

The us6 uf tunnel diodes in amplifiers and frequency converters for phased array radars
has considerble attraction fromn the point of view of cost and simpliity, Semiconductor devices,
operated within their zpacified ratings, are Inherently long lived and would reduce down-tints of
the receiver, Power requirements are small: tunnel diodes typically used as amplifiers have
peak currents In the order of I or 2 milliamperes. Gain is auhluved by use of the negative-
revistance wwtN:&z of ihe diode T..V rhkrateristic. Due to the high doping levelso used in the man-
ufacture of tunnel diodes, they are relatively insensitive to ambient temperature variations, and
compared with transistors they are resistant to uhanges in electrical& charaoteristics caused by
nuclear radiation.

An evaluation of tunnel Mlode amplifinrs Is currently being made. The emphasis Is on strip
transmission line configurations benauae of the good reproducibility at reasonable cost which
this typ( of fabrication allows. The design center frequency of 900 Mops hua beer. chosen so that
completed de.%igas may be Installed In the linear array test facility for sysgtems operation. Also,
thin frequency is sufficiently balow the cutoff frequiency of commercially available microwave
tunnel diodes to obtain useful gain and noise figures,

Somie diode parameter measurements have been mbade. The objectivwi was to obtain diode
admittance as a function of frequeucy for the purpose of aniplifier design rather than for the es-
tablishment of an exact equivrdlent circuit. A bridge method was used, and the Measurements
were checked against admittance measurnments by using a slotted-line techniqua. Complete,
packaged tuauiel diode amplifiers have been purchased from two commercial organization. and

two of these amplifiers are undergoing evaluation in the laboratory.
A preliminary evaluation* showed that the electron-bear parametric amplifier warranted

further intlerest and development. This work has been donle on a subcontract basis. Attantioll
has been paid to mechanical construction and reductioa of the pump power requirement by imn-
proving the coupling arrangement. A number of these amplifiers will soon be Installed and op-
erated in the linear array test facility.

*J. L. Allan, ata., "Phosad Array Rader Studies, 1 July 1959 to 1 itsdy 19N-;' Tcschnico! Ps-pwt No. 228 JU],
LiioIn Lubar te, M. 1. T, (12 August 1 60), ASTIA 249470, Ht-335.
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B. TUNNEL DODES

Tunnel Diode Amplifiers:- Two possible configurations4 that have been considered are the
lwo--dlode hybrid-coupled arnplifior and the single-dlode circulator-coupled amplifier. Of theav
two reflection -type amplifirs, the circulator-coupled configuration has more iesirable properties.

lybrid-Coupled Amplifier*:- Figure 2-61 shows a hybrid-coupled amplifier which requires
two matched diodes, connected at ports 2 and 3, respectively. Uniortunat;ely, this arrangement
is reciprocal, and enhanced gain is obtaized if mismatches occur simultaneously at the load and
input ports. For well-matched diodes, it can be shownt that the power gain is equal to

where p I i ie he power gain, p, and p4 are the voltage reflection coefficionts at the input and

output ports, respectively, and 0 Ia an abiltray phase shift through the hybrid. It vait be eti

thay the gain Is very sensitive to the product pp 4 , particularly for large values of p. In order
to ensure stability at all frequencies, the condition

Ip1 2  IPtlI 1 <1 ()

must be satisfied. In a receiving systein, the input (antenna) VSWR could easily be as much as
2., Further, a gain of about 20db is a reasonable requirement for an L-band ampliiier. Hence,
ths Inad V$1WR wmild have to be eu@ thsn 1,0, This is a stringent demand in a phased arr.y
whore relative phase and amplitude between receiver channels is Important. Equally Important

Is the fact that Input and output nismatches have a detrimental. effect on the noise figure, The
offective input noise temperature T of the amplifier is given byt T O Tn + 1 p, I p' (Tn + TL),
whcrc T n I the minimum effoctlvo input noise temperature, and TL is the noise temperature cif
the load. Frnm thesne -,siderations it is concluded that the hybrid-coupled amplifier is un
suitable for application as a low-noise L-band amplifier.

Circt'lator-Coupled Amplifier:- The circulator-coupled amplifier is shown in Figs. 2-62
and 2-63. A tunnel diode is connected to poet 2 of a Y-circulator, and the generator and luad
are conn -ctd to ports I and 3, respectively. For this configuration, the condition for stability is

'P11 ' P21 IP31 <1 , (3)

where p1 and P3 are the reflection coefficients at the respective circulator ports, a.ad P2 2 is
the power gain of the tunnel diode.5 This condition is much mere easily met than the correspond-

ing one for the hybrid amplifier expressed in Eq. (I,. Also, the circulator-coupled amplifier is
nonreciprocal. Isolation between output and input is provided by the circulator.

* J. J. Sis, "Absolutely Stable Hybrid Coupled Tunnel Diode Amplifier," Proc. IRE 46# 321 (1960).
t J.C. Greene, at al., "Eighth Quwarterly ProWfeu Report on the Application of Semlconductor Diodes to Low
Noise AmplIfler, Rrmonlc Generators and FPt-Acting TR Swltch. ," Report No. 458P-t-l, Alibdme Instruments
Laboirtory, Inc. (June 1960).

"Se Pad 3, Ch. I.
§ M. E. Hines, "High Frequency Negative Resistance Circuit Principles for Eiskl Diode Apliatimm," Bell System
Tech, J. (WMy 1960).
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LxperiMcntai ktesults:- The tunnal diodes twed in the experimentalvwork were &S2lvan ia D41I s
and General Electic Z362-2.2A types which ure encapsulated In the pill-type Package. These
dfoees urn useO well below their resistive cutoff and self-resonant frequencies, where the equi-
alent circuit transformetion of Fig. 2-64 is applicable. I GI Is approximateliy equal to I Gal, and

B I ir comparable to I G1 (see Fig. 2-71).
The power gain iR given by*

(G0  I G 1)2 + B2

P (GO - Gil 2 + B3

Hence, for inaximum gain it isi nevessary to iune out the diode susceptance. An amplifier ex-
perimental setup is shown in Fig. ?-65, and a circulator- coupled amplifier In Fig. 2-63. A close-
up Vt the amplifier and its diode is shown in Fig. 2-66.

Sine the characteristics of a circulator 2re very frequency -soesitive, it is preferable to usp
a 20-db coupler, which is usable within at least an octave bandwidth, to provide the necessary di-.
rectionality during the initial trstlng of the strip transimission line circuit. The gain of the am-
plifier warn about 16db, the bandwidth wus 14Mvpv and the best noise figure was Bdb. The am-
plifier saturates at approximately -40 dbrn. A curve of the gain vs diode bias Is shown inFig. 2-67.

Two commercial amplifiers (Microstate NTAC 900) have been obtain~ed for evaluwd1on. Their
specifications are;

Frequency 900 Maps
Bandwidth (3I dii) 50 Mops
Gain %Ydb
Noise figure 4 to 4Jdb
Saturation I nvel (1-db compression) -3?dbmn
Bias voltwge 11rny
Relative phase stability *2Z instantaneous or long-term (24-hour period)

Figure 2-68 shows the swept frequency response taken for an input level of --40 dbsn. A
measurement of the gain and phase stability vs input VSWR was made with the arrangement of
Fig. 2-69. Signal is fed to the amplifier under tee, through a 20-db coupler which maintairm a
constant amplitude Input. The differrence port is terminated via line stretcher I in 100 ohms.
Thus, the input VSWR may be varied over a 2-to-I range by changing the length of the Wko~
stretcher by X/4

The arrargement Is balanced f or a null1 indication at the IF amplifier by adjustmnent of line
stretcher Z and the variable attenuator, which are calibrated for direct reading of phase and am-
plitude changes. The amplifier was also tested for long-termn stability over a period ad 24 hours,
and for temperature stability with the above setup. For these measurements the difference port
of the 20-db coupler was terminated in 50 ohmns. The results of the above tests are given In
Table Z-V. The infrmation gathered so far in encouraging.

Tunnel Diode Parameter Measurements:- In order to predict circuit performance clobsly.
it was necessary to have a more detailed knowledge of tunnel diode parameters than the information

*C Skeariad, "Interpretotian oF the Tranijnlulan Une Persmteea with a Negetive Conductance Lad," i~roc.
IRE 4, 812 (1961).
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_ _ _ - TABLE 2-V -_

TUNNEL DIODE AMPLIFIER STABILITY MEASUREMENTS

Amplifier I Ampfifio-r 2

Gain Change Isimro Charge Gain LrPlnk NhOW CI.Wn.
Test Condition (db) J (depre.) too; (door*"s)

Vorlation of input
VSWR by 2z 0.1 1 0.1 1.6

24--hour stability <0. 1 2.5 0.t 1.6

Ambient temperatureI
ci~an" 250to 420C 021.9 0.9 3

given in manufacturero' date, sheets. Rather than establiah the individujil circuit components, it
aulliced to meacure the two-terminal admittance or impedance. Admittance measuremente were
found to be more convenient to make becauie less computation was involved.

A Ge4nerakl Radio 1607A immitance bridge was uaed.* A special diode holder was constructed
(Fig. 2-70) whlch in a 50-ohmn coaxial structure. It Is posisible to introduce a disk resistor into
the holder adjacent to the diode under test and in shunt with it. This enables the diode to be
stabilized. Figure 2-71 show. an admittance plot vs frequency for a Sylvania diode. Results
arc given In terme of the equivalent circuits of Fig. 2-64. It nan be seen that the real part of
the admittance is relatively constalnt over a wide, frequency range, while this is not trust for the
impedance plot.

Admittance mneasurements were also made by using a slotted-hune method. This prcrided
a check on the results obtained on the immtance bridge. However, becunA of the low signal
levels used, VSWR's above Z04b could not be rneavured with accuracy.

Tunnel Diode Down-Converters;- A program for the testing of tunnel diode down. .onverters
will eoon be under way. The replacement of a conventional mixer by a tunnel diode down.
converter does not seein to have significant advantages in a radar whore a good low-rioive front-
end amplifier having reasonahle gain in used. The peusibility of replacing both the low-noise
front-end amplifier and mixer with a single tunnel diode opo~ated as a duwn-converter having
conversion gain, although attractive, does not appear practial;~ hence, major effort his been
given to the development of tunnel diode amPlifiers. Consideration has been given, however, to
-the use of tunnel diode down-converters having !! gain and a noise figure of 2.5db~t and lhe
evaluation of two of thee, unite is anticipated.

Congluslons2- The current evaluation of the use of tunnel diodes in a phased array receiver
has boon outlined. This evaluation, with particular emphasis on thm measurement of noise fig,
ures, will continue. The particular difficulty encountered so far has been the suppression of
undesirable oscillatory modes due to the frequency-sensitive claracteristics of the associated
circulator. So far it in felt that the tunnel diode is a promising competitor for use in a phaael
Array radlar.

*For a complete dacriptioo of this meithod, see the General Radio Company "bpsrimenter," July 19d0.
tFL Sterster mid A. Presser, "Stable Low-Noise Tun-@l Diode Frequency Convertr," 1 %1 WUSCON Convention.



Fig. 2-70, Tunnel diode mount.
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C. ELECTRON-BEAM PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER J. H. Teals

Pi-eiminary tents on the Zenith/Adler fateL-wavc p~raretric amplifir* have been very en-

couraging. The results from these tests have confirmed the excellent gain and phase stability

of +he device. A contract for the delivery of sixteer or these low-noise amplifiers has been let.
The contract completion date is i September 1961. The amplifiers will be installed in the linear

test array, and a performance evaluation program will then be carried uut.

it is desired to determine the performance of the sixteen amplifiels working together ina
phased array. Although every effort has been mnade to insure uniform perfermance of the am..

plifiers, some optirational problems are anticipated.
A second study program will, measure the improved performance of the linear array radar

syctem. The high noise figure (7 db) and low gain (13 db) of the present type 7077 vacuum tube
front endat have severely limited.the number and kind of experiments that have beei, attempted

with the linear array system.

*J.L. Alien, &t al., S.21t., pp, 42-43 .
t Wt., P . 4344.
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CHAPTER V
INTERMEDIATE- FREQUENCY AMPLIFTERR

SUMMARY J. DIBartolo, Jr.

This chapter describes the evolution of an inexpensive wideband IF amplifier- which, becaue
of its good phase and amplitude stability, is well suited for use in ned arrays. VHF transeis-
tors are used in grounded-buse stages which are coupled with untuned transformers. Effects
and limita of the transformeru are discussed. Photographs are introduced to show the bandpas
characteristic of the amplifier. Two graphs showing phase and amplitude stability for the dura-
tion n 150 hours are also included.

A. INTRODU~rION

A. 30-Mcps IF strip with unilateralIzed grounded-semitter stages was presented W~ Th-Za8,
together with amplitude and phase stability data takeii during 40 hours of operation. To sum-
marize, the rms phase error did not ex~ceed 3 *, and the amplitude rms error was less than 0.6 db.

The primary goal In the design of that amplifier was to stabilize the impedance arid the gain
and to extend the life of the transistors. Stability was achieved through unilateralization, The
life of the transintors was exterded by minimizing the dissipation. No interruptions due to tran-
sisior failure were logged in a full year's opera~tion.

Stability In r-ortainly of j-t fioaj- importaini-e Inl ArmplIpra fn- a~ phqed arraxy ranrlbut, i~i
one considers a system using thousands of amplifiers, it is apparent that such a larile number
of amplifiers will make ccst Lnd maintainability important factors. In order to reduc'e this in-
itial cst as well as maintenance difficulties, It was decided to try to eliminate all the variable
(tuning) elemente. A wideband amplifier was tried, based on a ren'nt design,* with !,O-db gain
and 70-Mops bandwidth, Phase and amplitude stability was scrutinized for r.~voral hours and,
although the results were satisfactory, it wns felt that the cost could be reduced considerably
ii a less expensiive transistor were used,

In particular, it seemed that there might be advantages from the standpoint of transistor
oosts and stability in oueating inexpensive VHIF transistors in the grounded-base configuration,
The nature of the grounded -base current gain parameter a, as contrasted to the characteristics
of P1, the gr ounded -emitter current gain, with regard to repeatability and frequency sensitivity
suggests these possibilities.

A short Investigation of available trmnisto- showed that the ZN~B0Z might suffice for such
an amplifier, using untoined transformer coupling. Therefore, a toroid transformer was tailored
to work in conjunction with this trapsistor in a grounded-'case configuration.

B. TRANSFORMER EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

The Pore used in the transformer is a 3/B-inch o.d., 3/16-inch i.d. toi'oid of Q.Z type fer-
rite ceramic material made by General Ceramics Corporation. Conventional transformer theory
etitablishes the circuit of Fig. 2-72 as the equivalent of the trausformer. In this figure,

*.l.C. deloteka.'t and R.M. Scarlett, "Transar Amnpliier Has 100 Megucycle Bandwidth," Eiactraitia 33, 73
(15 April 1960).
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TABLE 2-V1

TYPICAL VALUES OF MUTUAL CAPACITANCE AND LEAKAGE INDUCTANCE
FOR TRANSFORMERS OF DIFFERENT TURNS RATIO -

- Mutual C acitancei Total Leakage Inductance
Turns Roto (pfT (Jh)

36:9 9 1.2

366 5.2 2.1

36:5 4 2.5

3614 3,7 3.5

Fla, 2-72. Transforner equlvalent clrcuit.

P-T OUT PU

0I f2.4k 10.151 1 ait ICi 2.4k IC.1j 10 L X -C S

a -VQ. OC

Fig. 2-73. Circuit diagrom of wideband IF amplifier,
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CP = distributed capacitance of primnary winding,

r, resistan ce of primary winding,

il=leakage Induct#.nne of primnary winding,

Re = core loss,

a = N PINS (primary of secondary turn ratio),

Lp=primary inductane,

-Z uccundary leakage inductance,

r2=resistance of secondary turns,

C,. = capacitance of secondakry turns.

The parameters of the translator are such that they add a capacitor nf approximately 2 pf in

parallel with 40 kilohms to the input side of the equivalant circuit of the tratisrm'- The input
impedance of the transistor, whic.h is composed of an inductor LT and a resistor R., iB the load

for the transformer and appears in series with the leakage indveta'ice modified by the factor a
If the leakage indutt.ncebecomes very largo, the high-frequency response will be limited me-

verely. This, then, dictates limits for the highest transformer turns ratio that one cats use, Foi'
a fixed n~umber of primary turns, decreasing the number of turns of the seconidary winding re-
sults in a greater leakage inductance, Therefore, althouigh a Lgivnn turns ratio might he ideal for

mnatching transistor., this turns roalu hans to be modified to restrict the values of Ll. Table Z-VI

Shows typical values of leakage inductanco and mutual capacitance measured for transformers

of difierent turns ration.

Tile trnifuzunerm have been wound siply bylhand, The primary Luatz: a re wound in a singlu
layer around the core, and the secondary turns are uniformly spaced over the primary. Obvi-

ously, the turns m-ust b-- unfrmnly w.ounrd to assure repeatability.

C. AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT

The circuit diagram of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 2-73 and, exnept for the restriction
placed on the transformer, the circuit is conventional. The biahing current must be held within
10 per cent of 2 ma because the input and output parameters of the transistor are current sen-
sitive, Therefore, a 2.4-kilohm resist-r has been inserted in series with each emitter in order
to minimize any variation in this current, A 33-ohm resistor lhas also been placed in series with
the Signal voltage to raise and stabilize the input impedance. The noise figure for the system
whoro this IF amplifier will be used Is determined by the RF amplifier. Therefore, the losi of
sonaitivity "Iu1spri by this small series resiistor is negligible. However, for the system where
the loss can not be tolerated, other means should be used to obtain the desired impedance, Wher-
ever an optimum noise figure is desired, it will be necessary to misxnatuh tile amplifier by In-
creasing the impedanco of the scurcel' The response of the amplifier 1. presented in Fig, 2-74.
No initial selection of transistors has been made.

For a udlicussion of tronsforrmers of omnpliflers In general, 3ee R. Lee, Elipctric Trataforrs and Ciraut (Wiley,
Now York, 1947).
t R.D. H'rlivy, Junction Trataislor Electroics (Wflay, New York, 1958), pp. 103-t 18.
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Fig. 2-74, Typical IF amplifier response.
Marker or 30 M ps; 3-db points ot about
5 and 45 Mcps.

20-

Fi.2-75(a). Ring phase error.

~~~~ ~~TIME (hours)______ ig

0 r

~F F1g. 2-75(b). Rmrn ampl Itud, error.

TIME (6ous)

Fig. 2-76(o). Top trnco: 30-mnu Input pulse Fig. 2-7'6(b). Response of ampi fier to 3-mioa
(below limiting level).f inpu t pulse 20 db above l imiting leovel.

Blottom trace: cq~t waefr Scale: 0. 4 volt/cm1 0. 1 ipsec/cm.

Scale.____ ________saccm



One practical word of caution is in order: It was found that the corresponding ends of the
coupling transformer must be connected to the collecior and emitter as shown in Fig. Z..73. Other-

wise, the mutual capacitance Cm will take a higher value. This will lower the frequehny at which
it resonates with the leakage Inductance, therefore limiting the high-frequency response.

A 1000-ohm reistoi is placed across tha primary winding of the coupling traneformer. to
reduce the gain of the amplifier in the vicinity of the high-frequency peak caused by coupling

circuit resonance.
The amp)ifier specifications are listed below.

Input impedance 50 ohms

Output impedance 50 ohms
Bandpasa (3 db) 5 to 45 Mop.

Gain 30 db
Linear dynamic range 73 db (.-30 to - 100 dbm)

Noise fignire 7db

D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Phase and amplitude stability measurements of seven amplifiers were made for a period

of 150 hours. Information was printed automatically every half hour, From the data obtained,
rms errors were calculated, these results are depicted in Figs. Z-75(e and (b). A coherent
30-Mops signal was used to make this test in conjunction with the equipment described in Part i,

Ch. VI.
Another tust was performed tu observe the behavior of two amplifiers - ore usid at room

temperature an a standard, the other enclosed in an oven where the temperature was varied
from 25' to 50'C. Differential phase shift waii less than 21, and the gain remained constant
within -0.5 db.

Overload recovery of one of the amp liferm was also tested using 50-isec pulpos for the sat.
urating signal. The amplifier recovered completely from a +t7-dbin input signal in less than
ZO isee. It recovered completely from a 0-dbm signal in less than 5se,

Noise figure was measured by using a similar amplifier am a pontamplifier, a bolometer as
a detector, and the A.L noise generator model 70C. The noes fivgres of the several amplifiers

tested fell within the range from 7 to 8 db.
Finally, the transient response was tested by feeding the amplifier 30.mec video pulses

and obzervlng the output on a sampling oscilloscope, The amplitude of the input pulse was
varied from a value below limiting to one some Z0 db above limiting. The resultn are shown in
Figs, 2-76(a) and (b).

Eight receivers in the presently existing 16-elementphased array system have been equipped

with these new amplifiers in order to check their performance relative to the older IF strips,
Eight othora arc muntQ. in a test rack for continuing long-term etability mcasuroment2,

E. CONCLUSIONS

Reproduction of this amplifier is made easy and uniform by the use of a printed-circuit

board (Fig. 2-77). A careful examination of more than twenty units already built has demon-
strated that it is indeed possible to build stable amplifiers economically and to obtain virtually
identical transmission characteristics with no adjustable circuit elements.
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Fig. 2-77. We. of pdintod circuitry In IF amplifler.
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CHAPTER VI

irRANSMITTER STJDTS ,

SUMMARY L. Cartledge

This chapter describes the rcsults of elfortm directed town-d iiiaking a very high power

phased array transmitter composed of large numbers of moderately powerful plug-In elements
practical. The first part of 1he chapter outlinea a t"be development and some design studies
aimed at producIng 1300-Maps plug-in elements and a system ror using them. The individual
elements should produce ZOO kw of peak power and up to 2 kw of average power, Plug-in clemente
are to include the actual radiating elements and be usable with these radiators opaeed 0.56 wave-
length apart to form a planar array, The cabling Problems Inherenit in such at. array wera studiad,

The sound part of the chapter discusses the development of low-power, 900-Mcps plug..n
elamente for use in the linear test array. These elements will otnrate at 5 kw peak power And
constet of a phase shifter, two tetrode amplifier stages, a plate modulator, und ;Qntrol and non-
itoring cirouitry. The units are to ue arranged in packages a few feet long und 6 lnuhes square.
All excess heat is removed by cooling water.

A, INTRODUCT!ON

A large pa t of the transmitter techniques effort over the past year has been devoted to studies
of possible array xyhimm ,nanfiguratioie for vorious tasks. Some quals tive conclusiorn are pre-
sented. Two seLs of componeits are being developed int, baraiwAre, namely, parts for a high-
rnwer (ZOO kw peak rnd Z kw average per element), 1300..Mcps transmitting arra y and for a much
lowr -power (50 to 100 watts average at 5 kw poak ler el ment) array at 900 Mups. With the poo-
sible exeption of stability and reliability, the electrical requirements for these t'ansmitter ele-
nuents are within the existing state of the art. Development work in the areas or reliability and
packaging for the close apncIngs is described.

B. 1300-Mcps TRANWlTTER

1. Tube Development

No microwave amplifying device suitable for use as an output ampliler in the. 1300.Mcps
transmitter package exists. Hence, a development contract is under way on a t00-kw peak,
i-kw average device small enough to fit in a hall-wavelength square package. Detailed specifi-
cations for the device to be developed are listed below.

Requirements for Phased Array Output Amplifier

Frequency The center frequency is to be 1290 Mcps.

Power output The device must produe an RF power output over the specified bandwidth
of 400kw peak and I kw average.

Gain The device shall have a small signal gain of 16db and shall meet the power
output and other requirements when excited by RF pulses having a peak
power of 5 kw.

Pulsewdthe The device must be able to transmit puluee at its rated peak power with
any puloAwidth from 0.1 to 100I Lec, Pulsewidth it defined aes th tint be-
tween the 50 per cent voltage points.
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Bandwidth Instantaneous i-db bandwidth must b- at least 100 Mops. More bandwith

in desirable if other requiremrents are. not 3eopardIzed,

Rise time The rise time of an RF output pulse shall no' bi more than i m"ace greater

than the rilse irrie of the input RF pulse.

burst modes The amplifier must be capable of transmitting &. burst of a number (if short

pulses, each separated from the other by t0±sec or less. The burst length

may he as long as 300 sec. and the "on time' inside a single burst inay be

au much as 100 Lsev.

VSWR The device must be capable of or riating into a VGWR of 2:1 at any phase

angle (50-ohm-n nominal inpedance).

Efficiency Over-all efficiency, including heater power, magnetic focusing power and

plate efficiency must be at least 30 per cent,

Short-term phase Output phase must not vary more than 2" as a result of a I per cent change

stability in the most critical input voltage. Similarly, output phase must not change

more than Z for a i-db change in input power.

Long-term At a fixed set of input voltages, the drift in absolute phase change thro'.-h
stability the amplifier shall not exceed 6.5' over the life of the device. Similarly,

the change in saturated output amplitude shall not exceed I db over the life

of the device,

Spurious radiations All spurious radiations during trotnmitter "on time" muit be at least Z5 db

below the peak power output.

!nterpul ue ucise Wel- pews' n mit f tho Hev'ne between pulses shall be lees than 1,4 X 40
- 0

watt per cycle.

Uniformity Differential phase differences between devices as a function of frequency

shall not exceed Z* over the pass band when the devices are operating into

identical VSWR's which may be as high as 2:1 at any phase angle.

Size and ahape The device must be loss than IZ inches long and must fit into a square tube

4.5 inches on a side with enough room for ix cables A inch Jr diameter to

be run inside the square tube and past the amplifier.

Spacing Design must be such that the device can be operated without difficulty due

to mutual interaction with nio external shielding and 5.32 inches spacing be-

tween the centers of adjacent units.

Plug-in features The complete transmitter package must be replaceable while the array in

operating normally.

MVodulation Low-level modulation capable of producing single or multiple pulses with

widths varying from 0.1 to 100 isec is desired.

Life The device must be designed for a minimum operating life of 5000 hours,

End of lifti is defined as a I -rb change In caturated output amplitude or a

61' change in the absolute phase shift through the device.
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Cooling The d.evice hall be designed for water cooling.

Producibility Maximum attention Is to be given in the o.esign to economy of future rmans

production of such devicem,

2. System Considerations

System studies in the area of phased array transmitters have led to some qualitative con-

clusions. The first of there is that every element should be driven at the same power level in

order that the highest poasible peak and average powers can be obtained. Every effort should

be made to obtain acceptable sLdelobe performance by means other than amplitude tapering the

transmitting array such as density tapering or staggnring transmit and receive sidelobe peaks

and nulls for low two-way sidelobea.t

A second conclusion is that the final phase-shifting operation should be done at as high a

power level as componerts will permit in order to reduce the gain rec"'oed f-ov the fIni1 IF

ampliflor. The amount of variation in phase shift throxui, ai ikja r duu Lo uhanges in voltage,

etc., is usually proportional to 'he gain of the device, Hence, making the high-power output

amplifiers operate at high gain adds to the problems of adequate power aupply and temperature

controlA

Lastly, it seems that the best system reliability, as well as economy in weight, volume and

moay, may well be obtained by generating RF power in large numbers of relatively low-power

modules. The power level o the individual module should be low onngh to permit low-level

modulation, energy storage in the module, air or solid insulation and freedom fruns problems

due to hard x-rays. O"viouaiy, the design muet be such that individual modules can bo removed

from service and reple.ced without interrupting the system operation,

3. integrated Trauznitter System, Deslgn

It becomes apparent that if a phased array transmitter is to become economically ieasibie,

the design of the electronics and of the support structure must take full advantage of +he produc-

tion economies inherent in very large numbers of identical elements. Also, because of the very

high density of components, the electronic design must be carefully integrated from the start

with the design of the support structure and with that of the cooling system. Such an integrated

design has been started at 1300 Mcps. The device development mentioned above i one part of

thiN design effort.

Another step in the development of a 1300-Mops transmitter is the design of the cabling and

coulant distrbution systems. A full-scale wooden mock-up of an 8 X t6 element transmitting

array at 1300 Mps haa been built, This mock-up, which is shown in Figs. 2-78, 2-79 and 2-80,

is used for testing cable routing schemes, The individual plug-in elements (Fig. 2-Si) are ap-

proximately 0.5 wavelength square and are spaced 0.58 wavelength center-to-center for i-4F,
°

scan in the prinulal planos. Al connections Fire brought in at one end, and the ectual radiatin'

elements are mounted on the pluggable module at the other end. The radiator is removed with

the element so that the only electrical connection that is not readily accessible ti a break in

,ea Part 3, Ch. I11, Sac.G.

iJ.L. Allen,et al., "Phased Array Radar Studies, 1 July 1959 to I July 1960,' Tochnceal Report No. 228 (U),
Lincoln Loboatry, M.I.T. (12 August 1960), pp. 179-180, ASTIA 249470, H-335.
t See Part 2, Ch. I, Se.F-2.
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Fig. 2-78. Section of phased array' transmitter mock-up
with wter and power connections Installed.

Fig. 2-79. Section of phased array r
tronuniliter mock-up with all con
nectians Installed,
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the ground plan- behiid th'e radiators. A brief test was run to check the feaclbility of this
arrangement.

In addition to supply and return lines rnr 3 gallons per minuto of cooling water, connections
are provided for 5 to 7 kw of DC power at between 8 and 20 kv (these paramneters to be Jete~rmived

exactly by the outcome of the tube developmnent), 10-kw peak -power RF drive pulses, some twonty

low-voltage low.4requency control leads, a phase-stable RV~ cable for performance monitoring

and a sniall coaxial cable for modulator drive. Since a suitable high-voltage connector does not
exibt at present, developmnent of such a connector outside Lincoln L.aboratory has been initiated
as has development of some specialized HY" connectors for the varico corparate ieedu

Each element vwill contain two final amplifierip, a phuase shifter, an energy storage capacitor,

modulating circuitry, a polarization Awitch, and monitoring and protective circuitry. Each ole-
ment pacoe willoperate at 200 kw peak and Z kvr average power and can be built from availlable

pueis, ax' from parto prceently under developmenrt, to weigh "-ess than 100 pounds. This weight

is mande up as follows:

Pounds

P,)wer amplifier tubos '450

Fnergy storage capacitor
(0.25 tf, 20'kv) 420

Modulator circuitry <'5

Ylonitoring circuitry 5

Support and mrsllw-ioupo to

4. Planar Arraty Ground-Pane Tasts W. P. Delaney

__Tests were made on a small planar array of dipoles to invmpitigate the effect of small grooves
in the array ground piano. These grooves apptar whan the individual ground planes of the array

cac,'41Hlh5 are sepa rated by a ahort distance for mechanical conviderationm.
Antenna pattornn were takrn on a 4 X 4 array of dipoles which had grooves between Z X 2 di-

pole "modules.'" Groove widths of 0, 1/3Z and 1/ti6 inches were tried, and groove depth was kApt
constant at 1/4 inch. The shape of the nntenna patterns did not change *intiantly with groove

width. Relativa gain mesurements indicated a 0.5- to 1.0-db inrrease in Vain& af the grocrtre
width was changed from 0 to 1/16 inch. This gain increase is not enough to be concerned about
in view of the possibilities for errors in the measurement. For example, patterns for each
groove width were taker. on different days; the accuracy of the pattern recorder is a.O.?S db.

C. 900-Mcps TRANSMIUTTER L. Cartledge

I. General

A series of 900 -Mcps transmitting elemnents is being designed and bWilt fut hlusiion W, the
test array. Since this effort was started ralther late, tno ricments are presently a' the breadb tard
stage. Hence, only prelimninary results can be pregeted at this writing. In the paragraphs that
follow, the design objectives will ho cjctlirad and 1%e units will be described aa fully as possible.

The 900 -Mops units are a half-wavelength (6 inches) sqiiare in cross section to be usable in
a full powev density transmitter array. 140oh winit in pluglable and contains th'e cooling and mon-
itoring necessary for operation in a full kleneiiy erray. A block diagraip of one unit ic 3h.Jwn in
rig. 2-8?. Figurnn Z-83, 2-84 and 7.8 are photographs of various parta of a uit and of a two-~
stage breadboard, These units are to operate under the following speciftoationsn



F 19. 2-84, Expl oded view of aniIf ter stage,

Fig. 2-85. Drczdhoarded unIit.



Power output ;050 waits (a-iierage)
1.'500') watts (penk)

Center frequen-y 900 + III Alt:Pa
Slya1 banidwic~th 10 PIcps
Pulnewidth 0.1 to itaec
Phase quantum a wakvelengtth

Since the elements e fn he r -ked on hRY-wavelength centers, there to no room for con-
vection conling, All heat dissipated in the elements Is removed by water cooling. This requires
about 10 cc of water per second. Cool water Is used for stabilizing temperature -sensitive com-
ponents where necessary.

The compone~nts !n the HF chain Include the phase shifter, two amplifier stages and the mon-
Itoring directional coupler. The 4-bit diglttd phase shifter is A type that operates at at peak power
level of few watts sn'd im hased nn thfa work deecoribFd in Part 2, Ch. 11. The following paragraph.
describe the work that has been done on these transmitting elements to date.

2. RF Ampliiers

The HtF amplifiers are conventional, coaxial -cav ity, tetrode amplifiers. All the amplifiers
built so far have used tubes irilar to type 7649 uttrodes which were modified for water cooling.
Trhese tubes are used with a three-quarter wavelength cathode cavity and a quarter -wavelength
plate cavity. The grid-screen. bypassing Is Eao-onmplIFeheJ with mina wamheqrs norns 4 inch#es In
diameter. Similar mica washers provide DC~ blocking at either end of the plate cavity. The tubes
are operated as ztro-grid-biae, cathode-driven, plate and screen pulsed amplifiorr with capac.
itance coupling to both the input and output cavities, W~hen used as a low-level stage of the two-
stage chain, the amplifier is oper'atedi with a singl-9.tiined output circuit and can provide about
Vi db or gain and 350 watts peak output at about 15 per cent plate efficiency. The bandwidth of
this stagfe in about 20 Mo-pe:

The outrut stage Is operated with the plate circuit single-tuned and produces some 12db of
power gain at 50 per cent plate efficiency. The over-all bandwidth of the two stages is 13 Mops.

These amplifiers exist presently in breadboard form. The next step In the transmitter de-
velopmcnt will be to manufacture some Z5 two-stage amplifiers and assemble them Into complete
units for- life testing and use in the test Farray.

3. Pulse Modulator for 900-Mops Transmitter M. Siegel

As described in the previous paragraphs, it was decided to build 900-Mops transmitter
modules as a first approach in the phased array transmitter program, each module containing
a final iamplifier, a driver amplifier, a phase shifter, monitoring equipment and it.s own indi~vidual
modulator. Since it was desired to obtain 5 kw of peak power ouatput at 900 Mops. using a 10-"sea
pulse and a 0,01 divty cycle from tetrodes in cavities operating class B, each modulator is re-
quired to produce at least 10 kw of peak power for the plate circuit of the final amplifier, plus
the plate power for the driver stAge.

Two ways of achieving plate and a -'een modulation present themselves. The first way is to
provide a comimon bus mn..dulator and food all the sixteen modules in the linear array thrutaih in-
dividual pulse cable carrying large pulse curreni from, onie or a few large modulators capable
of providing 160 kw of peak power at 1.6 kw of average power. However, the screen circuits
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Fig. 2-86. Schomtlc dtagrani 0 pulse modulator.

Fig. 2-87. Pulse mdulaw.
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must ape,,ate ett pulse volta~ou different from the plot;- voltage: alio, the driver stage migh~t
operate optimally at a plate voltage different from the final amplifier plate voltage. Thin would
entail either throwing pulse Fower away in dropping rcsistoi~s, decreasing the efficiency and in-
creasing tho heat load, or providing many pulse cahles to each modlule, one for each different
voltage.

The other alternative. and the one that was followed, wan to make each module a complete
4~ aujnemt, ard providL an individual modulator pluis sufficient energy storage (to supply power
for each pulse) for each module.

Two iedvantages Immediately accrued from doing this. First, it is now oractical to ue a
poulse transformer, since the maximum pulsewidth neeoded is 104sto and the minimnum video
pulsewidth most likely noeded would be ipsec. A pulse transformer with several taps can pro-
vi,.ie all the various output vvitagee required by the tubaks over thiose pulaewidthn. As many as
four voltages can be provided from one trancaformer simultaneously without seriously degrading
the pulse shape. Second, since the peak power required in now o1 the magnitude of only 10 to
ZO kw, a hard .tube modulator can bc used with the advantage that any pulsewidth betwoen giald
10iLdec can be provided and the pulse repetition frequency can be adjusted. so that a 0.0i duty
ratico io maintained, (The modiulator actii only as a pulse amplilier and does not dutcrminfl Lb..
pulkiewidti., This provides a more flexible modulation arrangement. Zn addition, naoe of the
large pulse currents have to be carried around from module to module, rnnd pulse current to
uhagr wttilv uapaciiances need not be provided.

For the prototype, it wap therofore decided to design a 10. to 15-kw hard-tube modulator
capable of providing pulses of I to I1'apsec Aiel voltag~es of 4, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0 and 0,51wv. These
voltages would be capable of driving a primarily resistive load of approximately I kilohzn. (The
7649 tstraoe when pulsed to 3 itv draws approximately .3 ampero. of peak current.)

Since pulse voltages as great as 4 kv were desired, the 3EZ9 pentode which is capable of
5-icy np,..rnttnv wat! usid. It was- drtnrmined Othat to obtain the 10 to, ISkw deext'Ad, the tube's
rated plate diss.1pation would not oc exceeded, but the screen dissipation rating wuald. It was
therefore decided to parallel two 3EZ9Fs to obtain the neccssary power out with a good nmargin
of safety.

More than ZO0kw of peak power have boen obtained from one modulator without adversely
affecting the pulse shape or exceeding dissipation ratingai. The size of the final modulator peak-
age is 6 Xi 6 X 6 inches. E~ach modulator oontains its own energy storage capacitor (0.510f at
5 kv) which in sufficient to hold up a 10-psoc pulse with maxinun droop across the napaciter of
approximately 2 par cent during the pulse, In addition, in sorien with the high voltage to each
r~odulator will be a fuse capable of interrupting 5 Mv if the averi~ge current becomes excessive.
In this way, each module will have its own enCA'gy storage and Its owin protective device.

Figure 2-86 in a schematic of the pulse modulator, Irigtwe Z-89 shows the )lAtest assem-
bled versioan of this modulator, an~d Fig. 2-98 shown the modulator output pulses when operating
Into an RlC load (I itilohm in parallel with 5014gf). 171igure 2-87 shows the water tubing or ohan-
neling used to cool the chasia.

In nrd#er to provide -41dio drive power for the sixteen modulators, a driver modulator was
built that is capable cf taking a pulse of I to IDLit from the timir4g circuitry In the data-
processing equipment &nd amplifying this to provide pulses for as many as twenty m*6,.uLtor5
through a 20-foot length of cable attached to each modulator.



(b)

Flg. Z-88. Output of pulse modulator (load Impedance I klaoh In
parallel with 50 ip).
Amplitude . itl (par major cilvislon)i 200 volts,
Time scale (per maor dlvlslon)i (a) 200 pseap (I,) 2 pjsecj (o) 0. 1 pw

1719. 2-89. Bottom view of pulse modulator.



To evali&te how xm_. h cooling w.)uld bc required by the !flodulatku-, Vie following estimation
of heat generatioii was made.

Watts

Filament power 136
Plate dissipation 20
Screen dissipation 5

Screen dropping resistor 5
Transformer losses t

76

Tests were run with the modulator complately enclosed in a heat-Inmulating medium and, pro-.
duc Ing 16 kw peak power and 160 watts average power output ait water flow rates of only 1. 5cc/eec
throutwh the entire modulatur. Tnimperatures were raeazwved continuoualy at suspet-ted but spot*
which were cloctrically at ground potential, and temnperature -sensitive paints were placed an hot
areas that were at high voltage. The hottest temperature meaau~'ed (exccluding the class of the
tub) After an 6-hour per'iod was 190*F. In Faddition, no component manufacturer's maximum
allowable temperatures were exceeded nor was any component adver'sely affected after two a-hkour
periods of continuous operation. The final modulator will be cooled by much larwgzr flow rates
(at least 10 cc/iec) and will be, life-tested over much longer periods of operation time.

It might hji mentioned that subsequent to this tout, when a deutruct tuast wans performed on
this modulator, no water was allowed to flow; the first component failure occurred lin th6 high-
voltage section after 1i hours of operation.

Figure 2-90 is a graph of averagb temperature va time for an 8-hour run with water flow
ras~ of !.' ,cc/ioe., On the averange, a 126F temperature differential from inlet to outlet of the
water was ootned. As mentioned bcfore, approximately 76 watts were disuipatoid within the
modulator. The water renuired to rernovei 76 wafte4ts e ce"- n if -, ::.cn urr pa.r com , o."t-

citent w-ould be Q(val/min) P(watts)/2.64(T 2 - Tl)*K. Upon adjusting the units and subattuting
in P :;76 watts, AT = 207. Therefore, the flow rate Q - 1.6Z cc/see. It was also decided that
the large heat-producing elements should rest securely on a heat mink or slab directly connected
to the water-cooling channeling.

Since it is hoped to be able to plug in and removo each module while the other modules are
in operution, Investigation into appropriAte cabling and connector& for the modules in being con-
ducted. Such problems as locating and providing euitabl, quick disconnects for the water lines,
disconnecting high-voltage cables with complate operator safety. and proper protective devices
for both personnel and equipment while in operation and being serviced are beinar exanitned ir
detail.

4. Water Cooling

One of the primary problems In the design and construction of any planar transwitting phtaed
array is that of cooling the component parts and maintaining the temperature of the array at some
reasonable value.

Until the time of this writing, tno approach of most of the array designers has been to use
air coolhing as the main, it uiot only, cooling means. In a high-power planar phased array, how-
ever, the individual modules are usually spaced about one half-wavelength apart. hence there is
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no practical way of dtting the large volume of oir required to cool the densely packed amplfie'
moeules. in the design of the final amplifier modules to be used in the 16 ,eleniei *06 -Mcps
linear array, provision was made to cool these modules entirely by water.

A water purifier (ion and oxygen remover) ana a temperature stabilizir (which maintains
conactant array water temperature either by heating or corling the water) were assembled as a
miit with sufficient capacity to provide ion-free temperature-stabilized water to all the modules.
Provision was made to connect and disconnect tht Individual modules from this unit by means of
quick..diecoratect connectors.

The actual design of the eoling system within a module was done in two steps. Virst, it
was decided to provAde wateir jackets for the main heat-producing components such as the final
amplifier tube and the driver tube preceding it. Second, it was decided to cool the chassis iteelf
by running an tAtruded channel or pipe along the walls of the chasis and -thermally eonnacting

all hot components to generous vlabg of aluminum which were connected thermally to the chasmas.
By cuuling the chaueim, the mbicnt temperature in the module is held to some reasonable value.

Since no water-cooling jacket was available at the time for the amplifier tubes that were to

be used in the 900-Mcps array, it was decided to design a few different types of water jackets
and measure their relative performance. Two major factors were utilized in determining the
optimum design for a water jacket for the phs ied array tubes:

(a) The minimum amount of water to adequately cool the tube with a margin
of safety i to be provided.

(b) The Jacket should have low manufacturing cost.

Both of theme restrictions were placed on the choice of ti water Jacket, since large numbers
of cooling Jackets would be required for any phased array, and factors of this nature affect the
cost of a large system.

After consideration of the tube dizmenicns, the quantity of wvatcr ncc.ce'j- to carry Qff the

heat, and the flow conditions necessary to establish turbulent rather than laminar flow at the heat
generating surface, four types of water jackets were assembled (Fig. 2-91).

It was assumed that the most effective cooler was jacket A because of the nature of the
water-flow path, and the least effective was D, efficiency of cooling decreasing from A to D.

A detailed analysis was performed on water jacket A to a&oertain the proper water flow
and the dimensions ana iocation of the. concentric cylinders to provide sufficient cooling and tur-
bulent flow conditions. Analytical results were then compared with experimental data obtained
using these water jackets on tubes that were dissipating 100 watts of average power, All the
tube seals (ceramic to metal) were ceated with temperature-sensitive paint to ensure that no
manufacturer's maximum seal temperatures were exceeded. In addition, thermocouples were
mounted at various suspected hot spots on the tubes and continuously monitored. It was assumed
that the ambiet water temperature would be from t00' to IZO'F and that allowable temperature
rises h, .utar would be 20F, Flow rates per water jacket were calculated to be about 3 cc/see
to remove the 100 watts of heat generated.

Water jacket A was assumed to provide the optimum in cooling and was to be established

as a standard with which to compiare other designs. Its uhief disadvantage was that it would be
considerably more expensive to mass produce than other designs.

Figure Z-9Z shows curves of tube temperature and water temperature change vs water flow
rate, 'Ihese data were obtained with the tuba dissipating t00 watts into water jacket D ad ailow-
ing !he temperAture to Moebilize at each of the measured flow rates.
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The diffurenee. in periormance from tube jacket A through tube jachfet D wag not conslder-

able. In addition, Rt no time during the test was the manufacturer's maximum senl temperature

approached with any of the water jackets,

As a result of these tests, it was decided to use in the array the simplest water jacket to

manufacture (water jacket D) and 1,o provide a flow rate tnat was more .han double the test flow

rates. Water jacket D wan then tested for periods of 8 hours at a time at flow rate3 of 10cc/sec

removing tO watts of plate dissipation from the tubes (Fig. 4-93).

It should be mentioned that, for the murposca of the water-jacket experimentation, the water

jackets were machined from brass and cemented to the copper coaxial plate caps of the power

tetrudes. These tubes weve originally available with fins for air cooling; however, the manu-

facturer provided several developmental tuber without radiators. Henceforth, the tube manvfac-

turor will prov;ide these tetrodes with water-cooling jackets similar to watva" jacket D &ttLched

to the platcq by a shrink-fit piucess.

It is expected that sixteen modules will ioe assembled, each module containing at least two

tubes, Therefore, 32 tubcs with water jackets will be u iembled and placed in cavities, Since

no air cooling or convection cooling whatever is to be p:ovided, wherever excessive heat i gen-

erated, this heat will be removed by copper tubing or water jackets wrapped around or nearby

the hiat-producing elements. It i expected that all the water entering a module will flow past

or around the major heat-producing components in addition to flowing along cnassis sides. Eal

transmitter module thus has one water inlet and one water outlet.
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CHAPTER VII

ARRAY CONTROL AND DATA PROCESSING

SUMMARY . Ttrete

This chapter deals with ccrtain problems of the array' ratinr-crnnputer Interface. Part A

presents the guiding philousophy of the phased array data-processing effort, along with some re-

matrkst on poseible future investigstt.iwi. In Part B, a method of precise beam-position control,

is considered. MUs- of this te(,hnique may well result in large cost reductions for phased arrayI

systems where digital phase shifters are employed to form and steer the beams, In Part C. an
accurate tinie-variable, gain control circuit is discussed, Use of this control permits measure-
inent of targ.'i. cross section' Of Rutoynntic compensation for target range. Part D preents a

discuesion of a flexible, programmable, pultse-train synthesizer. TIhis device has applicationI
to thp gsnsprRI tinrgot parameter mensurement problem in conventional, as well as In itlectron-
ically scanned, radar systems.

A. INTROD)UCTION AND DATA-PROCESSING PHILOSOPHY

Effort in the area of array control and data processing is being concentrated on two geneval
problems. The firat involves studies of various twhemes to precisely control thn position of re-
ceiving and transmitting beams in electronicallyr scanned radar systemn. The second area of

investIgation embraces the general analog-digitwl myntem problemas fconnected with he operation
of a high-data -rate, electronically scanned array in a dense-target envirvincIini

The effort in those areas is expanding, with the reali~ation thrati many propneeii control Pnd
data-processing systems (for arrayb) are Inadequate in both speed and sophistication. 'rho pre-
vious statement arises from consideration of someo of the ultimate applications of array radar
systems,

Meeit propoged array data-procesoing systema consist of a large central computer with an-
sociated input/output equipment. It is felt that the computer itself will be available, when, needed,
from ona of several sources. The~ requirements on tis computer are simply speed, flexibility,
and size.

There is, however, an ar~ea that has been largely neglected. rhia area fambraces al) tho
problems that might bje lumped unde, die gtoeurel hcadling "lnptit/ou1tp't equipmmnt." It in clear,
however, that the term "input/output" hardly doit the problem justice.

Electronically scanned arrays operating in a dense-target environment, transmitting many
varied sophIsticAted wsveforma, will have a high information -gathering capability. The infor-
mation on target position and target parameters will arrive in real time at data rates hitherto
not experienced In operating radar nyntemsn, A fuw preei-day computers could conceivably
handip, the data-processing problems assouiate6( with suuh isyntemai if the wide-bandwidth analog
information could be presented In a format suitable fur direct storage or computation. r'he
"black b x" that accepts high-bandwidth analog data Ini real time and delivera compact, ordered,
digital data to the control and central processing systemi is largely A gray area,

We arc faced with a situation where the problem of waveform generation may be easier than
the problem ul' wYoiform analysis. Much attention I-. being given to the problem of wav-4form de-
sign in certain sttuationa. Many waveform designers seem to feel that the reception (matched
fllterr~g) of the received data is notning morc than a conjugate process. This view is oatisfactory
as far as it goes; however, it is clear that i d.,ea not represent a complatc molution ;o the prohlem.
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During the next year, more effort will be concentiated in the area 0~ analog/digital conver-
sion in the~ wiriet nen'n.. It Is the view of this writer that iiilr area represents a major challenge

to digital syntem designers and that it represents a major bottleneck to the realization of some

of the more sophisiticaed, elen~ronically scanned ar-ray systems that have beenl proposed.

B, A METHOD OF PRECISE BEAM-POSITION CONTROL
WITH COARSE PH1ASE QUANTIZATION

This soction describes a aimple technique whereby the beam in a phaise-scanned array May

be precisely positioncd without resort to fine quantization. In this technique, there is an in-

equality between the length of the computer control Nvord and the numbher of phase-weighted bits

in the phase shifters. The bits of the phase shifter are connected to the higher-order bits of the

compuier control word. The lower-order bits of the control word are discarded.

This technique has applicability to beamn-.positioning systems wehere the bits of the computer

control word have fixed weiglhbi iii pha~ia or Eiizt Jdeiy, wid whare dle.creta rather than continuous
values of phase shift are available. Hence, it is ideally suited to systems where the phase-

control medium is a direct digital phase sltifter."

1. Basic Considerations

Figure 2-94 shows an application of this technique in a phantom-bit beamn-steering system,
The computer control word ot is of sufficient nize to uniquely specify' the required number of

discrete bearn position.

Let N be the number of elements in a linar array, n be the number of control bits, and f
be the fraction of the 2/ir (voitage) heamwidth that th,# desired beam-position step ese represents.
Then

Let rn be the numbeIr -.f ;hase-shifting bits; then the phase quantization (radians) !a defined

no Q, Where Q ir/2' I The number of phase-shifting bits will depend on several factors. Ftor
Instance, the cost of each bit nmay well vary inversely as the weight of that particular bit. At

1300 Mcpsr (L-b~nd). phase quantization to, say, 5,625* may be prohibitively axpensive if notI technically infeasible.
The utility of what has been called "the pharttom-bit technique," lies In the fact that one need

not quantize phase to an accuracy of 2r(f/N) radian steps to obtnin N/f beam posiinn. Yn other
words, we make n greater thai~ m. Theo nature and limitations of this touthrnique can be shown
by considering a specific example.

2. Application of Phantom-Bit Technique

Consider the problem of precise control, of the beam-pointing angle for a linear array of 64
unI~nt-nly dr'ven elements, where the interelemnent spacing can assume two values-? -3 0.386k,
D = 0.8k.

*J.L Allen, at -al., "Phased Array Radar Studles, 1 July 1959 to 1 July 1960," Tochnical Report No, 221) [U),
Lincoln Laoboriiry, M.1. T. (12 August 1960), pp. 81-101, ASTIA 24947'0, H-335,
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For rhis examnple, we assume that t~eam-position control to half of the 2/ir voltage beam-
wvidth will be satisfactory.'~ This control precision would be adequate where the ar-ray is to be

a transmitting array with a fui,ctfon as an all-sky illusriinutor (i.e., to Illuminate all of a scanned
sector with it certainl maximumn permnissible amplitude ripple).

The number of control bits required is 7, which value of n yields a total of .28 beamn post-
0 ~tions. Figure 2-95 shows the linear' array gpometry. Half of these 12F. possitions are in the first

quadrant, and half are irn the second. Som-e of the positions will form grating lobes.
Wp' assunie phase quantization to 225" (Hence, m =4, the. weights of the phase-shiftifif

bits being 100', 90', 45* and 22.5".)
There is, therefore, an Inequality of 3 bits (n - ni 5 b -3) between the computer control word

and the phase-shiftei' word. Assume the connection of Fig. 2.94 and consider the phase fronts

that will be dimtributed as the bear.± of the array moves clockwise from the boresight position.

The computer control word (a) which ap.ocifica ! or'cz1ht 15 0000000. A little thought will

snow that this control word produceis an error-free phawe front acruss the array, T1hu i.bt

phase fahifter In each channel will be set to the condition 0000 by the xct computation and diotri-

bution system. The three additional phase-shifting bits are always considered to have the vklue

0 X 1i.?.5' + 0 X 5.625* 4. 0 X ?.,8i25* 0*. Hence, for the boresight position, there exists smn ef-
fective match between the length of the computer word and the phase-shifting word. The total

number of error-free rointig positions is a function of b, thc measure of inequality between

the com~puter control word and the phase-shifting word (n - m - b), and is simply 2n .b For the

case undcr consideration., every eighth ri~lt is free from pointing error.
What about the intermediate positions (i.e., positions 1-7, 9-15. 1721 etc.)? We will Sim-

ply state that, associated with an inequality of b bits, there exivt 2 b _ I different phase-front
error distributions, Error distribution I applies ta off-boresight positions: 1, 9, 17, 1.5, etc.
Similarly, error distribution 2 appliec to positions 2, 10, 18, etc,

Tlhe phase fronts distributed for these intermediate positions are not linear. The form of
the phase fr4Ont fo.r arty intearmadiatc- poaion car. bo obtained by Subtractin the prpe -. aa

front error functions from the phase front th:%t would have been distributed had there been s
many phase bits as computer bits.

The seven phape-front error distributions for the case b = 3 ar~e given in Figs. 2-96(a)
through (g). The term L9BC refers to tho least signif~cant bit of tho compuer conhrol word
(L~e., computer WOI J1, phase quantiztation),

Error rilatributione are certainly of academic interest. However, the real questions are:

(a) If one attempts to obtain prec ise control through the medium of the
phantom-bit technique, ILOW closely does the bea:m point to the
comptater-initiated direction?

(b) What, if any, effect ban the use of this technique on the envelope of
the sidelobes of the array function?

3. rThe Worst Case Pointing Error

Consider the first beam position off-boresight (a = 000000±; i.e., a =LA13C)I. We assume
tha L this position is the worst ease as far as relative percentage pointing error is concerned.

*The constant reference to the 'Wit 6* omwldth" may be confusing.. this pr.tcular beenswidth comas from the
discussion In Part 2, Ch. 1, where Delaney points out that the fiat Illuminiation beamms out of the AFt beam-fem~ing
matrix cros over at the 2/st points In voltage. We are tacitly assuming a system where the transmitter beam Is

tOssrad through the use of Phantom bits, while the receiv~ing system uses the 6Kims from "h aforementioned matrix.
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There are three qualitative reasons for thim assumption. The phase-front error function for tnin
position represents the lariest percentage error in phase. The nonuniform stepped phene front
for this position is one of the most systmatic in appearance, The number of elements in the sub-

array net Is maximum for this position, and the subarray set has its maximum in an error di-
retion, These three reasons do not in theinselves constitute conclusive proof of the worst case,
However, the assumption t4iat the first position off-borexight is the worst case 1ms been borne

out by the resolts of a computer program.*
The normalized far-field pattern for the first position off array boresight hat th lore

E- sin (/2)- Zb/N .

and

0Z Zb (ZA-D COS 0 +IB

In theory, it is perfectly possible to differen.late EtI with respect to coo 0, find the singu-

lar points, and eventually find the angle 0 at whitlh the maximum value of Et occurs. An exact
calculatlo ouf beoui-podting angle error by this method is, at beat, very Involved.

A useful approximate %,pressvit for the worst case pointing angle error is derived below.

4. Derivation of Pointing Angle Error Function

Let

D - element spacing in wavelengths,
N - number of elements in array,
o angle off array boremight,
2b . _ Actual Phase Quanttaiun

: ?'ompt r Page WImnItasion

b n - m as before,

T,n tha normalized far-field pattern amplitude of an N -elment linear array is Et, where

, I IZ sn , /2) b/ siLnN/b 2

and

b1 ZTD
Z z b ( Z i r 

-  
* , , (, + a )

Equation (1) is of the fnrm

s ilninx) silriny

*See Sec.B-5.
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We may expand sin mx as

3 3 m 5  7 7sin mx Pj mx - -- x. + "-9'T- -- L +

and m sinx as r 3  5ix 7

m snxN mx --- 7 + -

We first multiply the numerators and denontina-ors of the two factors of Eq. (2) together and then

divide. Neglecting .9econd-ordep terms, we obtain

IV- I +x( 2 (- - ) +y 2 (I ) ,,x 2 y2 (i- 2 z  +m 2 -n2)

We thun iiuamidr th firut ihree terms alone, take

and met this partil derivative , 0.

We obtain

iN Zbt t

"iamax - N

Let 2wD

Then the pointing Fnjle error function is

N2 Zb)02-- -' zzb

where c is the absolute value of the percentage error In pointing angle for the first position off

array boresigit.
If N ip !.rge, we may make further approxination. and ebtain

lb
Et ON x- ,L00%

N"
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The error can be expressed in other ways, ane of the more in.srestin. being in terra cf the

2/if beamwidths of a uniformly illuminated array (bw A A/ND).

UZ
2b

Et  - x ion% ,

where E t is the worst case .-ror exp,.'essed as a percentage nf the 2/a beamwidth.

r. Computer Prediction

A computer program, written by W. C. Danforth, Jr. of Group 315, was used ;.o calculate the

far-field patterns of a 61-element array composed of uniformly illuminated isotropic elements.

The program was run for two element spacings (D r 0.586k and D r 0.8h) for the sevcn different

error distributions (b = 3) for the first seven p'attions off-boreaight.

The cnmputed pointing angles for tee phantom-bit, nonlinear phase case were then compared

to the pointing angles Produced by an error-free, uniform, phase-front distribution. The per.

ceutage error between the two sets of seven pointing angles is plotted in Figs. 1.97(p.) and (b). It

is interesting to contrast the worst case pointing angle error predicted by the approximate ex-
pression to the computer-predicted pointing error,

The computer-calculated results for the first position off-boresight are given in Table 2-VI.

The approximate expression does a fair Job of predicting the beam-pointing errors in thip ease.

TABLE 2-VII
POINTING ANGLE ERROR

D Dm0.5Md DI .
(per cent) (per cent)

Approximate •xpr ul 1.54 1.54

Computed value i 1.i ..i, II .69" i.79 I

Returning to Figs. .- 97(a) and (b), we se that a smooth curve may bu drawn through the

error bound points, (The large error bound is a function of the angle step size in the computer

program, 0.00e.) rhin error envelope contains the true values of the pointing anglo errors. As

regards the actual shape of thd error curve, we might well be able to fit anything from a straight

line to a decaying exponential into the error envelope.

Ono statement may be made, however. The beam-pointing error is a strong hinction of beam

position off-boresight. Positions I to 7 contain the maximum -reltiv pointinq error. The truth

of this statement appears when one considers that the error func'ione are periodic with period

Z
b 
-_ I and that they are fixed in amplitude. As the beam moves clockwise from boresight, the

error functions modulate the normal phase fronts less strongly.

6. Sidelobe Str acture

The effect of nonuniform phase fronts on the envelope of the array sidelobes is of considerable

importance. Allei,* has studied thp etfect of slopped phase, where the steps are either uniform

J.L. Allen, at *I., o.c5t., pp. 207-216.



or nonuniform, in height and width. He derives an expreseif for the leveln of the high ul.delobes

that ocur as the bean is awvid wC--boresight. This expression is approxiiate and states that

the J'h near-in eidelobes have an amplitude, down 20 log0 ,ln(db), from the main beam, and that

they approach (in our notation) 20 iogl 0 Z/a, as an asymptote.

A relatively coarse antenna pattern Was run with the same nonlinear phase fronts used in

the fine structure pointing error computations. This was done for two reasons. A qurlitative

nntion of the structure of the array pattern and v. check on the utility of the sidelobe level for-

mula were desired.

F!gures 2-98(R) through (p) present a collection of oomputed antenna patterns for an array

of 64 uniformly illuminated, unif rmly spaced, isotropic elements. The horizontal point spacing

is 0.45'. The quantization in angle in the computer program causes the maximum of the beam to

be slightly displaced vertically downward from its correct position. The decimal figure at the

too of each pattern gives the correction in db needed to place the maximum of the beam at the

proper level.

The two heavy vertical lines at +45' and -45' show the ejmpi x imate field o! view of individual

antenna elernents that might be used in the array. It should be remembered, of enursa, that ele-

ments with a narrower field of view might be used for array spacing, D/26 a O.8. The phrase

"0 shifts" or "2 shifts" refers to the value of b for that particular pattern (i,e., for "0 shifts"

read "b = 0," etc.). The patterns for D/A = 0.8 are alternated with those for D a 0.586% for the

purpose of easy comparison.

I !a difficult to make any meaningful general statements about the patterns. All seven non-

linear phase fronts give rise to one or more high sidolobei either side of boresight. The height

of theme sidelobes is generally below - 20 db with respect to the main beam. The sidelobe levels

seem to folloi the (20 log1 0 jn) rule fairly well when the phase steps are of equal width. How-

ever, there are, certainly cases (a - 3, D/X = 0,586) where near-in sidelobes are not the highest

sidelobes within the field of view.

The high sidelobes caused by the nonlinear phase front control will degrade the over-all sys-

tem, noise temperature, espec ally if they pont at the ground. in some systems, they might also

cause deghostinx problems, especially if the phantom-bit pointing system controls both trans-

mitting and receiving arrays,

7. Conclusions

This brief Invostigation has by no means exhausted the possibilities in this technique, or in

its many possible variations.

Rather than simply discard the lower-order control bits, one might well Implement ome

sort of a round-off teuhrique, whare an effort would be made to minimize the integrated I"uared

error between the distributed nonlinear phase front and a true stmpped phase front.
The nonequivalence beam-steering technique can be applied to many different array systems.

It may be profitably employed wherever phase-shifter fabrication problems have heretofore pre-

vented precise control over the fine beam position in electronically scanned arrays. It is most

useful in the control of large arrays in surveillance systems, where the array beamwidth is small

enough to require precise control, and .whare a omall, predictable, pointing error is tolerable.

C. TRANSISTORIZED TIME-VARIABLE GAIN CONTROL

The function of the translstorized time-variable Main control (TTVGC) is to accurately com-

pensate for the change in IF signal level that would be observed on a target of constant cross
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* section at varying ranigei. With the TTVCIC in opernio, a signal meamurenlont Mlade At IF in
truly Indicative of target cress~ section (provided the r-eceiver is rot saturatou),

* 1. Introduction and B3L'ie Design

The gross signal variation at any point in the IF consists in variatolR due to changes in in-
stantaneous target cross section, as well as a predictable sigrnal power variation as the fourth
power of' range (signal voltage as the second power of rarge).

The design of the TrI*VGC is straightforward. It consists of two series-connoe'ted lli'eer at-.
tenuators with associated buffer amplifiers. A block diagram of the TTVGC is shown in Fig. 2-99;
Fig. 2 .100 is a circuit schematic of the device.

The open-circuit driving voltage to the TTVG1C Is of tho form

kR

where Rma, is come maximum range and kc ts the open-circuit source voltage when R Rmax
For perfect range compensation, the ares resistance of each attenuator should follow the

relation

r, S 2R 100 (ohms)

where B3 is a minimum attenuation factor,

B . o (R -Rfa

The actual resistance of the attenuator iv always positive and, can be made equal to

SOB

rower limitations In the ?IN5CZ determine the minimum value of series resistance. Duty
cycle considerations help a little and allow a minimum aeries resistanc of about 180 ohms. At

R , the lossa through the TTVGC in about 30 db, increasing to about 100 db at R a 1/50 Rmac
'lhs wor'st case for range compensation ovaurs at R Rmax, where the coruponartico error
amounts to about +0,4db for a minimum resistance value of 180 ohms.

Two points have not been conetdsred. The first concerns the effect of US& TTVGC on system
signal-to -noise ratio*, The double enmitter follower - -video amplifier combination h'as an in-put
Impedance of over IOUi kilohms, a gain of about 20 db, and a noise figu~re of 8 db. Two of thps(
amplifiers in combination with the seiries attenuator. degrade the system signal-to-noise ratio
less thlAil 1. 5db Ut It - 1i/50 Rrmax

ThA use of the TTVGC by nc mears solves the problem of keeping the system from saturating
on strong targets. Assume a syetem dynami" range of 75db (proposed modifioation.1 on tile ex-
isting system). This dynamnic range is measured up to the input to the TTV0C. It io clear that
a range vAriAtion of SO to I can abxorb almost the entire riynshnio range of the systitn. The
TTVGIC duss not, therefore, increase thr ..qnaniic range of the system per .a. Rather, it should
be used in combination with a series of 1)erha'po two or three pads in the input to each .receivc±'
"~ amplifier. These pads wonuld, of course, degrade the system signal -to -nois F. ratio ill ex-
change for tt'$ increased dynamic range.
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The ideskl time -varifible gain contrlr wOuld be o~arjted at HE' frequency In the law 'impedance
input line' to the receivur. Conductivity modul&tio:!L of a tuned varaco r clicde fct- a purely resto-
iti-, 1e chu~nge in series -Impedanr e might well bL enployed.

D). H1101-SPHED PULSE-TRAIN RYNTKESIZER

Thinaseotion describes a iiexiole, pri-mzt:e video-waveform synthesizer. Thic gen-
ertori- s capable vi genvLjitiig a great variety of pulse wave trains under external digital corn-

puter control. Thr pertinent characteristics of te device are 1:i.ted below.

Maximurn barat length 10l.Lsec (expandable)
Minimum pulse width O, 1 peac
Output pulse rise timie <5 nsec (10% to 9076)
Ouitput pulse fall time <5 nee (10% to 90%)
Coding NRtZ*
Amplitude tapers Cosine or trianagular
BRFt Up to 83 kops

The utility and need for the genbrator to considered in Sec. D1. Succeeding parts of this
section briefly outline the method of waveform synthesis and some of the problems ivolviA in

realizatinn of the device.

1. Introduction

In the past, moat radar systems have been usied to obtain a limited amount of information
about the targets observed. Typically, a short pulse of I to 1001iaec, of sufficignt energy to
detect the targtt and measurei Its range, was transmitted. 1t is not our aim to review the var-
ious changes, additions and improvements that have taken place in radar systems since World
War 11. However, one change is important. Radar systems are being required to obtain more
information on target pairamvors, to a greater )reision and in inore difficult target situations
than ever before. Much attention has been focad or. the subjlct of objoct razolution and param-
eter estimnation as It affects the choice of waveformi; to be transmitted In a particular situation*

Mok~ ryste'n specifications require simul~taneous measurement of target radial velocity and
Laigat range. Two migrals rnme to mind when one considers the simultaneous measurement of
range and veloci.y. The first of these 14 the so-called "chirn" or pulae -compression scheme
which involves either linear ur nonlinear frequency modulation in the transmitted envolopo.11

The second ua')fu' wavefrrm consists of a train of pulses of appropriate apsoing and vridth*
With prcper choice om four parameters, a pulse train can be used to measure range and radial
velocity. Those four paranterts are pulse width, pulse spacing, pulse train length (number of
pulses) and amplitude taper over the length of the pulse train. (Pulse-to-pulse phas shifts and
jittered prf's are useful In certain situations but are not considered here.)

Non-return to zsfo.
t Our it repetition frequency.
1;E.N. Fowls, E.J. K~elly and J.A. Sheehan, "Radar Systern Performance In a Dense-Target Envitonnment,"
1961 IRE Intornotlomal Convention Record, Pert 4t pp. 136-IA5.
§ E.L. Key, E.N. Fowl* end R. D. Haggerty, "A Method of Designing Signals of Large Tirm.-Bandwldti Product,"
1961 IRE International Convention Record, Pert 4, pp. 146-151.
iiC. E. Cook, "Pulse Conipiosuion .- Key toaMars Eff icient Radar Tronamisslon," Proc. IRE 48, 310 (19460).
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In the interest of brevity, we will merely state a few of the vunstraints on theee four param-
etL-rs. c'rhi reader is referrcd to the -work of Resnick* And Massei* for further discussion of

the effects of signal VArameter variations.)

CP.l! the width1 of thu individual pulses ti, and the spacing between pulses tz , Let du be the

desired range resolution, Then

2d

and

tz > ti

Consider the first ambiguity in velocity, which ambiguity occurs at Val;

V n a I -s > V rn

hence,

t z < c

max

Consider the effect of overlapping ground Plutter. Assume the ground clutter to hive an ex-
tent iR in range. The target minimur- range to Rmin' The constraint on the burst length T is

T < 2(R milt- R )
2C -

The number of pulses in a uniform burst is n, where

(T + t2 - t4)
n - 2

The pultA-train generator should have provision for implementing an amplitude taper over
all or part of the burat. There are many different possible tapers, including linear, cosine,

cosine , triangular, Taylor, ete. In general, an amplitude taper has the effect of reducing the

sidelobe levels in the waveform ambiguity function at the expense of a slightly ftatter main re-
sponse, The amplitude taper in the high-speed pulse-train synthesizer is imp~emented by chang-
ing the gain of the Hewlett-Pankard diat'ributed amplifiers, which act as buffer-drivers between
the high-spend flip-flop and the low-level bridi modulators.

2. System Description

Figure 2..i0 in a system block diagram for the pulie-train modulator programmer. The
following brief description should be referenced to thin figure. A contrul computer in assumed

to have supplied the modulator programmer with a 5-bit control word, which control word spec.
ifies one of 32 possible wave trains. 'lhe code-word/wave-train tormsat is under Control Of the
"patchboard circuit" which is simply a pluggable patch panel.

*J.B. Remick, "A Clan of Pulse-Tmin Waveforms Suitahle for Use In a Multiple-Tat9st Enviment," to be
published.
t R. Monase, "ange aid Velocity Accurcy froW Radar Measurements," Gfup Report 312-26 [Uj, Lincoln
Laboratory, M.I.T. (3 February 1955), ASTIA 236226, H-78.
t R. Monam,, "Summer/of Maximum Theoretical Accuracy of Radar Measurements," Techniai Report No. 2 [UJ,
MITRE Corporation, BedFord, Massachosetts (I April 19601.
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Assume the contre'. flip-flop t3 he "on." The next burst repetition trigger (BRF) pulse from
the BRF generator will .)ass through the fast gate. (A "fast gate" is a simple translator ANT)

circuit with vory small delay time, say, 0.0151,sec and fast rise time, say, 0.005 isec.) Thu
I -Isee pulse Is sent immediately to the high-level modulators in the transmitter final amplifier.

The overlap delay ,,Ilows for the rise time of the modulator. This same pulse also starts the

taper control which controls the gain of the video amplifiers (during the pulse train) according

to a preset specification. The i-}Lc=c pulse also passus down the delay line (terminated in its

characteristic impedance, Z = Z50 ohms). A high-impedance pulse-pickoff amplifier (Fig. 2-102)

is connected to each of the taps of the delay line. ''h,,.c ampiifiers are required for several

reasons. The so-called "taps" on the delay line are simply wires soldered between sections of

the line. Any load, whether resistive or reacflv., -!Pl'. upset the proper operation of the line.

The input impedance of the pi.ckoff amplifiers is over 100 kilohms, and the signal picktoff has

negligible effect on tap-to.-tap phase shift.

rhe nonlnfpi+-. ,ela, to-r-a-.iine ratio of the Imned-parametor delav line means that the

pulse rise time i& different at all tho 100 taps. The delay-to-rise-time ratio of the delay line

used is about 75.

The ZN697 video-amplifier doublet has a gain of about 20 db and a 3-db bandwidth of approx-

imately 5 Mcps. This high-gain amplifier, together with the 1N625 limiter pair, effectively

normalizes the rise time of the blocking oscillator trigger signal to about 0, 1 "sec.

The blo(kng oscillator ectilon of the pijkoff aiipilie, paukage pruduves a numtnsl 0.5-4uec

pulse with a rime time of 5missec into a I-kilohm, 50-pf load. The field of one hundred 0.5-gsec

pulses is gated under control of the computer control word and the pat,.h panel wiring. The en-

coded set of triggering pulses for the high-speed flip-flon are differentiated by passing the fast-

rise 0,5.. sec ptlses through a high-pass filter.

The coding of the triggering pulses is NRZ in that they are applied to the complement input

of the flip-flop. The mt-n advarilaae of thi tvne Of eOdigno 1A tht U r.ninirn.ias the nt-ber of

fast gate circuits that computer-word, decoding-matrix, buffcr amplifiers need drive, Fig-

ure ?.-i03(a) shows one possible set of flip-flop triggering pulses, Fig. 2 -103(b) whows the re-

sulting video waveform, and Fig. 2.103(c) demonstrates how long, multiple-burst wave trains

are formed through an appropriate choice of burst repetition frequency.

The systcm will track for small changes in the level of the 1 -4sec BRF pulse, The leading

edge of the pulse train may shift slightly with roopect to to , but the pulse train will hang together.

Amplitude regfulation of the TF pulse may be employed ik syatems where absolute burst-to-burst

regiatratlon is 'equired.

Relative registration tests have shown that two buffer -amplifier - blocking oscillator units

will track to within 5 rnisec for constant Input pulse level. Part of this Jitter was probably due

to oscilloscope synchronizing difficulties.

The high-speed flip-flop deserves some comment. The schematic diagram of the flip-flop

is given ir Fig. 2-104, which shows the flip-flop complete with all gating circuits and with its

cascodo output amplifiers. The configuration has a -00-Wyn output imyedsnce in either state

and a waveform rise and fNll time of 5 mjLpec. Figure 2-105 showe conc flip-flop performance

photographs taken on a Hewlett-.Packard I8SB sampling oscilloscope, It is clear that a simpli-

tied vernion of the same basic internal flip-flop could be employed where system requirements

arc Imc -cvcrc,
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(a) Upper trr::f: "I side, output
Lowt3, trace, tilgerpuus
Vorticai Xcaie: I v/cm
Horizontal scalet 5Omps~c/cm

-(b) Upper tracei "I side, output
Low.; trsuco: 50-Mcps sino-wavo

I V,: 2v/cm, His 2Omwev/scm

(c) Upper tracet "I" side. f Ilp-f lop

rise time

Lower ttacc trigger pulse
VF u0.5/cm, Hut iompac./cn
Vzi 2v/cm, Hi 110mo~stc/cmn

(d) Up~.per trace: *11 side, flp-fiop
faI time

Lower tracei trigger pulse
v : O.Sv/cm, H I IOmP.aIGC/n

I T V -2 v/cm, H f 1OMI~ISC/CnI

Fig. 2-105. High-spoad f lip-f lop performonce photographs.
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CHAPTER VIII
TEST EQUIPMENT

SUMMARY S. Spoerri

This chapter deals with the varicus types of speeial-purpose test equipment which were
developed to simplify the testing and inoaltor~ng of'phased array systeme and their omr.ponents.
The text equipment consiots of f-?iw basic test units: anl IF sampler, an automatic phase meter,
a coherent frequency synthcsizor and an automnatic data printer. One combination of these telt
ualts, used to monitor the phase and amplitude stability of eight receiver strips, is described

as a test system. This is followed by a more detailed description of the test units themselves,
as well as the nuxiliary equipment used in conjunction with them.

A. INTRODUCTION

'The test equipment concept and the basic types of test equipment were diocusped in a pre-
vious report.* Since that time, the prototype test equipinwt has been improved and rebuilt in
mnre permanent form.

This chapter describes the toot equipment in its present form. The individual teot units
may be usasd singly or in combination, depending on tho tost requirements, One combination.
the test system which im need tn rnonitnr the phase and amplitude stability of ei~ght receiver
strips, is described first. This Wi followed by a detailed description of the. individual teat units.
Two of theme, the IF sampler and the automatic phase meter, were built from speeilal-purpose
printed-circuit boar'ds which were designed for mixed (part analog, part digital) system applica-
tions. Accordingly, one section is devoted to a brief description of these boarlds and their more
important characteristics. The last sectioii covers the auxiliary equipment used in conjunction
with the basic tost units.

B. DESCRIPTION OF TEST SYSTEM

The teat system described In this section consists of four basic test unitaT into rc otieted
in a paitiular way, This arrangement I.- ueedr to monitor the outptt nt eight reneiver strips,
or portiona thereof. The amplitude and relative phase shift of each channel output are recorded
as a function of time. Figure 2-106 shows the test units that makre up the teat system.

A block diagram of the test system is shown in Fig. 2.i07. The coherent frequency synthe-
sizer supplies a set of test end local oscillator signals to the receiver test rack. The teot rack
is provided with two hybrid co.;poratc foeds to distribute 870- and 900..Mcps signals to each of
the eight receiver strips.

Two eight-way resistive power dividers are provided for distribution of lower-frequency
signals. The eight receiver atrip outputs are fed to a set of auxiliary mixers, where they are
converted to a ZO0-krps intermediate frequency and fed to the IF sampler. The IF Sampler
serven at an electronic switch for the phase meter and the diode (amplitude) detector.

The automatic data printer provides the master control for the system. It Initiates a read-
Ing cycle, prints an amplitude reading, and advonces the IF sampler to the next channel, After

O.J.L. Allen, at al., "Pkaed Array Radar Studies, IJuly 9.59 to 1 July 1960," Technical Report No. 228 (U],
Lincoln Laborniuroy, M.i. T. (12 August 1960), Port 2, Ch.Vf, ASTIA 249?470, 1--10.
t Coherent frequency synthesizer, IF sampler, automatic phase meter and outomoftk data puinter.
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Fig, 2-106. Thit aysteam.

LOCAL OCILLATOP PIq'ft AUXILIARY MIXERS

IY RIE Tal SAMPIAR
RA~JIF rAL!f

CONTAOL WIREDS FOR PROCRAMMINO IGA
TEST CONDITIONS C Ihrt heentroI

- -CONTROL -

IN4PUT$ FOR MONITORING____

Dr. VOVtAGES, TIMPERATIJRK, ETC.[.Iii~

Fig. 2- 107. Block diagram of relt syst-er.
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all the channel amplitudes have been printed, It resets the sampler and repeats the cycle to pro-
vido a act of phase readings. Provision is made to monitor additional variables, and the auto-
matic data printer may also be tined to make programmed changes in the teat conditions at me-
lected points in the reading sequence.

A va.--iation of the test system, in which the automatic data prikiter is repliteed by a mnnitor -

oscilloscope, iaLu mcd with the ifi-elamenit receiving array. The dual-channel oscilloscope pro-
vides P. visual display of the phase and amplitude of the IF ,qampler output. The IF sampler trig-
gers the scope sweep when it switches to channel I so that all misteesn channels a,- tii 1;1jl i 11,
sequence. The display can be used for monitoring the performance of the receiving array and
for periodic adjustment nf the channsl phase and amplitude controls. The system Is capable of
being expanded to handle larger receiving arrays (see Sec. F-3 on IF sampler serial connection).

C. COHERENT FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER

1 . Function

The coherent frequency synthesizer supplies the test and local oscillator frequencies re-
quired for the operation and testing of the 116-elernent linear receiving array. All frequencies
are derived from a single oscillator through multiplicative and additive (heterodyne) operations,
This arrangement makes It possible to use an external low-frequency sync for an oacilloscupt
while observing signals anywhere in the system.* All output frequencies can be maintained with
a high-degree of accuracy by using a frequency standard as the basic opcillator.

2. Design Requirements

Experience has shown that a stable source of %eat frequencies is9 a necessity for the efficient
maintenance of a phased array receiver and the testing of phased array components. The large
number of components involved inl a phased array system requires that tet. and-alignment pro-
cadurer bo sa-rAardized and as simple go popoibln. To thin ond; a test frequency source should
.Ave tho iollowing characteristics:

Ia) It should provide a number of well Isolated outputs at each frequency
of intorest. The output impedance should be compatible with a standard
type of coaxial cable.

(b) The frequency and amplitude of the outputs should be stable and well
known (preferably standardized at a convenient power level). All out-
puts of the same frequency should be phase stable with respect to each
other.

(c) Spurious outputs should have negligible effect on the accuracy of the
majority of tests to be performed. A level of -60 db rallative to the de-
sired output should be adequate. (Additional filtering can be supplied
for critical tests.)

(d) RF radiation mhoijld be minimized, and adequate power line filtering
should be providud.

(e) The aystem should bc rcadily expandable to meet changing requirements,
(f) Outputs should bet immune to abuses such as being Improperly loaded.

Oscillations should not occur under any load condition (e~g., unterminated
coaxial cable).

*A samnpiing oscilloscope cao be used for frequencies above 30 Mcpg without encountering the usuall piobiam of
providing a suitable triggering signal.
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3, Block Diagram and Packaging

Figure 2-108 is a bLock dLg -arn of th.n synthesizer in its present form. Because of the mod-

ular construction, it im ,maihlt ,. add ve fre.uzncy outputs as the need for them arises, The
block disgrana is divided into two sc-tions corresponding to the physical separation if the syn-
thesizer into two unit,

The low-frequency unit [Fig. 2-09(a)] provides output frequencies up to 30 Mcps, It con-

stats of a Manson RD140A - t.Ablu u sullatur, a Manaoii DIJ25 regenerative frequency
divider. and a number of forced sir-cooled plug-in modules (Figs. 2-109(b) and (c)]. A three-

tube configuration iA uned !or mixing and frequency multiplication, whereas the output power
amplifier modules contain two tubes. Air is forced th,'-ugh the chimney formed by the tubi com-

partments of the plug-in modules by a blcwer unit located just below the module subracks. The
blower unit also functions as the power' control and distribution panel.

The hl.gh-frequency unit, which provides outputs at 870 L:id 900 Mrps, is not shown in its

entirety, but several of the plug-in modules are displayed in Fig. 2.110.

4. Characteristics

Low-F1'uruen y Synthesizer tlnit:- The low-frequency synthesizer unit provides output

frequencies at 100 and 200 keps, and 1, 1.8, 2, 10, 28, 29.8 and 30 Mops. The freqt'noy stabil-
ity of these outputs is determined by the I-Mcps basic oscillator which is quoted to be I part in

8 9In per clay and 5 parts in -10 Per minute at 25C.
The mixer and frequency-multiplier modules hAve a nominal output of I volte peak-to-peak

lino 50 ohms. The power amplifier modules provide an output of 4 watts (40v p-p into 50 ohms)
and have protective AGC to prevelnt s rean grid damage in the output tube if the load is removed.

Spurious outputs are less than -60 (b (relative to the 4-watt output level).
Forced-Wir cooling Insures cool operation of the tubes and other components at a rel&tively

high vacuum tube packing density.
Six way rensitiv pwwar aplitivrs are employed to prnvide multiple outputs at each frequency,

with aurepelnt r'eletive oha.,. n.r amplitude .itability. These can handle 10 w-iLa uf input power

aud have an attenuation of 09.3 db * 0.5 db from the input to any one of the six outputs. Output
imoedance in 50 ohms, end the Isolatin hetween otput is 48db at 30 Mcpi (when the input Is
connected to a power amplifier).

The absolute amplitude of the outputs up to 30 Mcps was monitored for a period of ,everal

days and found to vary lees than 0.25db.

HIgh-Frequen.fynthesizer Unit:- The highirequency power amplifier modules pro-

vide 5 watts of output at 870 and 900 Mcpg, A ,MNhtrolab signal sampler tee extracts and rectiflex
a small portion of the output power to provide an output level monitor (a 0-1 ma meter on the

front panel.

D. AUTOMATIC DATA PRINTER

1, Introduction

The process of testing phased array systems and components involves the accumulation and

evaluation of a larga amount of phase and erplfude stability data. Both short-term rnd long-

term effects are of interest, oincc equipment must first be made stable over the short tern', al-
though, ultimately, long-term stability is very lizpurkant. Shui'-Lerm data present the least

t67 t 7 I
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Fig, 2-109. Low-frequency synthesizer unit: (o) front
viewof rack; (b)and (c)low-frequencyplug-inmodules.

Fig. 2-110. High-frequency plug-in modules fcr coherent frequency synthLeizer.
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difficulty because of tile short Utr:~c apnn Involved, The long-teir di~a, on the other hand, can~

presrnt a trenierdous corrrolidion aud reductiois problem, to say nothing of the initial recording

task,

A digita) data recording 3ystem simplifies tho record Lng and processing of lon~g-term data

for several reaoors. A staglte sy~tem can be made to handle a large amount of datte auwnlatt-

cally. Th~e data are reLorded in a compact form, since readiegs arc taken only when desired.

In addition, data c'an be. recorded In a ap.icific time ueqilence to simplify the correlation of cause

anid effect when the (data are processed. Finally, the digital form of the output record is that most
conveniient ne for subsequent data reduction.

The' application of digital recording techmiqaes to a phased array tenting program requires
a particular type of digital dato system in order to make full use of the potential of tile resulting

test system. A epec ial -purpooe machine in required which can a erve as the maeter control ele-

ment in the test avistemi and which makee full cse of the japabilities of the other toat equipment..

The format of the output record is o? prime irjportance, since it determines hnw easily the datil

can be procnissed.

2. Function

'rhe automatic data printer was developed to serve as a special-purpose control and d~gital

data recording system for phased array monitoring and component testing, It is a ve Y &satilo.
self -c onts Ined unit which can be used independently as a digital voltmeter/data recorder, or it
can he tied In with other units to forn a teat uystem much as the ul~e desuribed I±k $ec. B,

3. Over-All Description

The automatic data printer is an aggregate of six separate units which qhare a single 5-foot
relay rack, A front view of this rack is shown in Fig. 2-111. Three of the unlits (the digital clock,
digital voltmeter, and relay -controlled typowriter) are stanidard commercial items. The timer,
control nit, an~d puley ttre mpsental-Plirposo units which perform the system. control functions.

The timer controls the interval between reading cycles. It is interlocked with the digital
cilock so that the control unit is not started unizi the digital clock readout changes. Thin jwuveznui

time indication chance while the clock time in Noing printed (at the beginnling of a reading cycle)
And provides consistont synchronization of the reading cyclar wit h the minutes' digit of the clock.
The rep.dneg Interval may be set in one-minute steps from one minute to one hour, The timer
also determines the allowable voltmeter cycling time, If the voltmeter should fail to stop cycling
within a premet tinme (up to 60 seconds) due to noise on the input, the timer will stop the voltmeter
(via the hold line', and cause the typewriter to print the reading pre(-eded by a symbol for error.

The digital voltmeter that was selected is of the "bracketing" type. The most significant dig..
its settle firat, followed !3y the least significant. Although not quite so fast as some other logic.
this arrangement offors better accuracy in the presence of noise. If the voltmdte.t is caused to
lock up while the least rigniflcant digits are still cycling, the reading mnay 8t01l be approximately
correct, whereas a voltmeter of the "non-bracketing" typc may give completely erroneous res-
ouits. A second feature that was felt to be essential im decimal lock-u;, or f1:x.1-dacimal oper-
aiont. This allows the sensitivity of the voltmcter to be set just high enough for the test re-
quirenientst, thus reducing the cycling time. The senvitivity can also be kept below the ripple
and noise level of the DC voltages being monitured, thus preventing excessive meter cycling.
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The control unit h~s thiree fuinctions: it serves at. an input recnner for the digital voltmeter,
it provides parallel-to -serial conversion for the typewriter-, and it determines the opperoting cycle
of the automnatic data printor ano any auxiliary equipment that may be used. Jkithough the be ic
o'perating propram of the control isrut Is fixed. the program details can be taired to the test sit-
uittion through the usn of the patch. panel.

'Pho stepping switches in the control unit and the relay.-uontrolled typewriter are powered by
the pulser which supplies Z4-volt. 9O-nisec pulspa at a repetition rate of 6 pules per second.
Since qll stepping switches A"~ of the type which c _r1k when energized and adv!!nce -!hen 0-
energized, no (inductive) circuits are brchcn during the durution of the pulse; thug Arcing Is min-
imized. The puleer outplit transistor serves a. a damper for the inductive transient.

4. Control Unit Details and Operating Cycle

Thle eiruit diagrain oi the control unit is shown inz Fig. Z-i2. Only one deck of each slep-
ping switch is shown; the rest are wired to the patch panel and to the signal inputs. rhe stepping
switch wipar arms are groundc for Luniormity.

Stepping switch I serializes the clock times and makes one revolution at the beginning of ak
reading cycle. Opeoration is then transferred to stepping switch 2 which serializes the digital
voltmeter reading. Every revolution of SiS (stepping switch) 2 advances SS 3 (the input selector)
one step. SS 3 has three deck. brought up to the patch panel so that a three -vharacter code can
be assigned to each Input pooition. When the input ucleetor rcachc2 the amo poaition an the re-
set selector, the control unit is reset and is ready for a new reading cycle.

Stepping switch Z triggers the digital voltmeter through the PP (patch panel) start line. One
triggered, the voltmeter cycles until It completes a reading. Meanwhile, SS 2 is allowed to con-
tinuo to the PP stop position which immediately precedes the contacts used to serialize (and print)
the digital voltmeter reading. It can not continue past this poirit while the voltmeter in cycling,

5. Sosciai Fuatures

The revolutionu of SS 2 can be used to advance SS3 3 directly (internal advance I or thoy ran
be used to provide advance pulees for ail ext-'vnal switch (such as tile IF sampler). The external
switeh then advance: SS 3 every time it resets (external advance). This mode of Opbratlon Ws
used to take k line of amplitude readings followed by a line of phase readings (data group).

'rhe patch panel contacts of SS 1, SS 2 and .95 3 are used to print the clock reading, the digf-
ital voltmeter reading, and the three-character input cods, respectively. Ths grounded wiper
operation of theme stepping switches permits thle convenient use of unilmed C., ,ets for the control
of external relays (such as coaxial relays) to prnvl.*' prngt'ammed changes in the test conditions
at selected points lIn tile Iuidiug asquenre.

6. Alternate Controller

An alternate control unit for' the Ruizmatic data printer is shown in Fig. 2-t 13, The seqluence
of operation is completely controlled by stepping switches and mechanical latching relays to pre-
vent 1"merory lossl In the event of power failure during the operating cycle. A fourth stepping
switch has been added to Permit "one-way" control of the 114' sampler by the printer (IF sampler
advance and reset pulses provided by' the autoimatic data printer). This arrangement permit.
the printing of data groups with nonuniform aubdivisions. For example, five Inputsi might hle
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(a) Delay-line gotfe.

(b) Signal (IF sampler) gate.

Fig. 2-114. IF signal gates.
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scanned first, corresnding to selced nyatenitest points, foli - -i Ii., eight ainplituo- -nd
Phase r'eadig.

h. SPECIAL-PURPOSE PRINTIDD-CIRCULT BOAR~DS

1. Introduction and Function

A number of special-purpoee printed -c ircuit boards were dzvnioped to serve as ..
blocks for test systems of a mixed (analog and digital) nature. Twi te.qt units were dres k.
these bonrtq Find are riesertbed In the npvt twn A~wtionm. Th,ae akre the IF senipler an-. ~.it,
matif. phase moter, This section provides a brief description ol the most commonly %:, -d a aecxal-

purpose board.

2. Basic Digital Gates

A printed-circuit board containing four 3-input NOR gates serves as the pnrimry logic ele-
ment. tvwo of the Lhree inputs are direct and are uylnbalized by arrows touching unshaded sides
of the gate symbol. The third (inverting) input io syniLolizod by an arrow touching the shaded
side of thu 4ymbol. Four invertor are also provided. Those can be used to trAnsform the basic
NOR gaitibi into AND gaLtss uk- OR gates.

The logic levels are - 10 volts for a zero andi +4. 5 volta for a one. Complete transition of
gate or inverter outputs occurs with an input owing of (leas than) -4 volts to +0.S volt. One gate
or one inverter will drive six otner gatee or Invertcra.

A diode I0R) gate board with three 3-input and four Z-input diode OR gateli io used in con-
junction with the NOR gate boards to provide more efficient transistor and space utilizat ion when
more than a few gate boards are required. Each diode gate is capable of driving one inverting
and one direct NOR gate input, (The NOR gate restores the logic levelsl.)

3. Remote Control Gates

The remoto control gates utilize special 24-volt relays which are designed for printed-circuit
board use. These relays have 5-muec pickup and dropout times and require 15ima of control cur-
rent, The use of these relays simplifies the remote control of solid state logic circuits (such s
the NUR gates).

The Control Ile-lay Board is a relay logic board which provids the mode control for the IF
sampler.

The Beset and One Pulse Gate provides remote control (through relays) of the binary counter
stmte (count) which will provida a reset pulse. 't also provides a separate output pulse on the
count of one. The use of relays removes the necessity for transmitting pulsed waveforms over
long cable runs.

4. IF Gates

Two types of digitally controlled analog signal gates (1-00 kcps) were rieveloped fuir special
applications. Both types are controlled by a 5-hit binary word. Figures 2-114(a) and (b) are
photographs of thie gates.

The Signal Gate B~oard (lIP sampler gate) containn two gates with separate signal inputs and
a common signal output, Thu input impedance is 8 kilohins at Z00 Itcps, and the output is designed
to work into a Z-kilohni reahL&Lui to grou~ndI. I'he (gfite on) gain is constant at 0.45 from 100 to
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300 kcps, and the (gate off) leekage is down 60 db. The maximum signal input is 2 volts pesk-to-

peak. Amplitude and phase trimere are prnviaed so that &11 gates can be adjusted for identitol

characteristics.
The D.lay Line Gate Board (for the automatic phase meter) contains two gates with common

signal input and eignal output connections. Provtsion is made for up to two delay lines in each

gate's aignal path. These delay lines are chosew to provide phase shift multiples of 2Q* at -2
Z.uj-kcps signal frequency. A set of five gate boards (ten gates) will provide 20' phase inorements

from 0' to 160 °. The gates should be fed from a 2-kilohm source, and the output line snould be
terminated In 2 kilohms (to match the Z-kilohm characteristt-ic imptedance of the delay lines).

Both the signal and d-lay line gates were Lestee; over the temperature range 25* to 50"C. he

amplitude and phase changes were les than 0. a db und i, respectively.

5. Other Printed-Circuit Boards

rhe Delayed AND Gate Board contains two 4-input AND gatee. Two of the inputs are direct

aid two are invarting, The gate output is delayed 0.5 to 61.sec, dependini oil the delay line used.
The Dual Driver Board contains two cable criving amplifiera capable of 4 volts peak-to-peak

into 50ohms. The gain i Z at ZOOkeps, and the 3-db points occur tit ,i and 600kcpa.
The Fast Trigger Roard contains 'two shaping circuits with a gain (slope multiplication) of

1000, The inputs are designed for 2-kcps to Z-Mcps sine-wave signals with a minimum amplitude
of a volin p-p. The output waveform ia a 10 to +8 volt square wave with 50-nanc rise time and
i-"ec fall time (with an nput frequency of 200 kopa and an output load of S0 pf).

The Sine Trjer Flip-Flop Board utilizes one of the shaping circuits used on the fast triggsr
board, The shaper permits triggering of a flip-flop (located on the other half of the board) with

a sine-wave input of greater than 4 vo)lts p-p. The frequency range is t0 kops to I Mops,
The Forward,-Backward Counter Board contains a flip-flop with gated carry output. When

the add (gate) line is energized, the output pulse occurs on the flip-flop transition to a zero,

whereas the subtract (gate) line causes an output pulse to occur on the transition to a one.
The Dual Voltage Comparator Board consists of two separate comparing circuits. Eaoh 0i'-

cult provides an output ("ouis") when the input voltage exceeds a reference threshold. The son-

aitivity for a complete switch is 10 my.
The Integrate and Store Board provides a voltage output proportional to the integral of the

input current (rise input) when the duinp circuit i released, The dump circuit returns the out-

put voltage to zero when it is energized.

The Multiple flifferentiator/Adder Board has ten inputs and one output. A 5-volt (rair),
200-volt/sec (rise slope), positive-going step at any one of the Inputs will produce a 0,5-plesa

pulse in the output.

F. IF SAMPLER

1. Function

The IF sampler serves as an electronic switch for low-frequency (100 to 300 Rops) signals.

It finds its primary Application in the monitoring of a number of receiver channel output. Each
channel output is sampled in sequenve and fed to a cortunuri output line. The output line provides
a composite IF signal (the receiver channel outputs in sequence) frrm which phase and amplitude
information may be extracted, The phase and amplitude detectors may be made quite complex,

since only one of each is required.
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2. Construction

The IF sampler rack is shown in Fig. 2-t-15. The sampler itself consists of the printed card

Rubrnck (near the bottom of the rack) aM the control box located just above it. A romote control

box Is not s.own. The panel below the printed card subra..k contains the auxiltary mixers for

the IF sampler. These aixers (described in Sec. 1-i1) extend the range of the sampler inputb to

coor frequencies up to 30 Mops.

The IF sampler circuitry can be conveniently separated Into two furitional catelories, One

uutgory includes the signal gatcs (nce Sec. B.4); the other encompasses all the control circuitry.

The signal gates were designed for uniform transfer functions when conducting and high loss

when nonconducting (low leakage). In addition, it was desired that the svtchlng transients be

held to a rinimur.

Th p7tmaly onncern, however, was the IF mampler control circuitry, A versatile control

with a variet of operating modes was desired which would enable the sampler to be used it. aon-

junetion with other tpst units. Figure "-116 i a block diagram of the IF sampler control cir-

cuitry. Figure 2..17 shows the local alid remote control box connectons,

3. Modes of Operation and Psriormance

The IF sampler signal gates are divided into two groups. These groups, the A gate. and the

B gates, are operated either sigly $n sequence or concurrantly in pairs. The SINGLE/DUAL

switch determines whether the sampler functions as a single-pole, 16-pnsition electronic switch

or as a double-pole, -position switch, The double-pole (DUAL) operation, allows switching of

both the signal and reference inputs of a phase meter to permit time-shared nonitoring of iii-

dependent test setups.

The gates are nontronled by a binary counter. The A gates are set so that one gate opens

on each of the following counts: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1-05, 16-31. The B gates open on the
'ut.ts 8, 9, 41, , 1, 11 t, 16-31, 0-7 nn &LNOUR. A mi ts counts 0. 1. Z. 3. 4. S.

6, 1, 8-15, 16-31 on DUAL.

The pertinent (ate char&LteristLcs are:

Tranaicnt disturbance i v peak, 5 "ec maxl

Signal output 2 v p-p nmx into 50 ohms

Leakage -40 db (at 200 kops; all channels
fed in phase except for selected
channel Which is terminated in
50 ohms)

Gate input impedance 8 kilohms at 200 kope

Channel voltage transfer ratio 0.9 from 100 to 300 kcpm

The binary counter which controls the sampler gates in controlled in turn by the CHANNEL

SELECTOR (binary switches) and the MODE switch, On the MANUAL mode, the CHANNEL

SELEC'R stops the counter on the selected count. On all other modes, the CHANNEL SELEC.

TOR functions as a reset selector and reacts the counter on the selected jount.

On the rON'"MINOUS mode, the counter is triggered by an external sine-wave input (SINE

INPUT) with I volt p-p minim.nm ampli.uaa and a irqnency range of 2 kops to I Mops. The

SAMPLE TIME switches control the number of binary countdowna that oncur before the triggers

are applied to the gate-controlling counter, Sample tit-nag of 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and 912

times tho bane-wave input period may thus be obtained.
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Fig. 2-i15. IF sampiev rack.
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Thc CONTNUOUS TRIGGERED mode is seimilr to the CONTT.NUOUS mode except that the
gate-controlling counter is advanced by pulses applied to the TRIGGER INPUT,

On the PULSE THIGUFRED mode, the counter Wii also advanced by pulses applied to the
TRIGGER INPUT, provided an arming pulse has first been applied to the START PULSE INPUT.

When thn counter reaches the some state as the CHANNEL SELECTOR, the counter .n reoilet to

zero and all suhuequent titor pulscua utr - . , p thi TRIGGER OUTPUT (until the applics-
tien of another start pule ).

The counter may be reset at any time through the EXTERNAL RESET INPUT, The sampler

providet; an outpat pulse when it resets (RESET OUT) and while it is on channel I (ONE PILSE

Figure 2-118 shows the iaterconnections for cascading a number of IF samlor units to Iin-

dlremore thenre1 i th n R eingi eariplor ib cApable of handling. Each sanpler ,canm in turn
until ull have donr so; then the cycle Iq repeated.

0, AUTOMATIC PHASE METER

1. Irunction

The automatic phase meter U a fully automatic, nonambiguous, U-3o- phase meer wiih a

digital readout. It is designed to read the phase between two 200-kaps ignale with an averilge
reading'thne of I meec.

The automatic phase meter (FiA., Z-109) can be used independently jav a XDO-kawa phase

meter) or it can be used In conjunction with the IF sampler and the automatic data printer (see
test system description in See, ).

2. Design Philosophy and Over-All Operation

The design of the automatic phase meter ia based upon a "two-step" meaeuring technique.
A coarse!e utinate of phase (to the nearest 20*) is made first. A precision, digitally controLud,
phasie shifter is then used to insert the nearest multiple of Z0' in the reference circuit of a phase
detector which provides a DC output essentially proportional to the remaining phpae shift. The
complete phase reading can then be obtained by taking the sure of the coarse and fine phasmo read-
ings. The "two-step" measuring technique offers several significani advantages in a phase meas-
uri ,g system,

Phase shift modulo 2w is a discontinuous function at multiples of Zr. This presents a rel
problem in the dvAgn of a nonambiguous phase meter, Excessive raditig errors in the neigh-
borhood of Zir can best be prevented in a dynamic (null-seeking) system, The coarse phase esti-
mating (tracking) %iicuit prm'1a,. a coarse oase reading which is always correct to within a
nominal W*O" eveA near 360",

The fine phiise meter is a dimple, all solid state, digital voltmeter which reads the DC out-
put of the phase detector. High-speed, relatively high accuracy operation (1) can beobtbined
with a simple circuit because it is only required to operate over a small phase range (*15' is
provided to allow iome overlap of the fine and coarse readings).

The combined-ion of the f!im nid coarse circuits provides a higher-speed circuit (with aim-

pier circuit elements) than a "one-step, null-seeking, digital phase meter with the same phase
resolution (V.) would require.
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3. Ci-ruit Details

]Roth input r'hannele (signal and reforenco) of the a-ato-natic phase meter Contain a limitor
atrip aiid filter (Fig. 2-120) combinattor which eliminates uniplttude variations while preserving
phivic (zero erossing~a). Tb' limiter nstr were' denigned for minimum zsro-ctssing al,-ft over

a -.0-db Input dynamic range (60 my to I A v p p). The low-pass filters (fc 300 kepo) convert the

limTiter~ strip 200.kcps square-wave outputa. back to 200-kepa sine waves.

The block diaoran?) of' the coarse phase tracker is shown in Fig, 2-121. The delay impo gates
(aec R'c. E-4) are coritrolled by a forwuard-backward counter. Asieooiated control cirtnltry Staes
the oocuntmr until the phase detector DC voltage is w111IIn lImito rcan pp%adlZg LQ -L10- Of pitaqo.
To eliminate the phase detector ambiguity, a second phase detector (auxiliary jms detector) to
offset 90' from the first, If the first phase detector is nea~r the correct null, the second phase

detector output %will be near Its maximum (positive) value.
The coarse phase tracker hp.a two modes of operation. In the TRACK mode, the tracker

will restart whenever the phase changes by more than -k1O'. The READ mode requirbs a atart-
Ing pulse at the COAPiS) ItEAD PULSE Input. The tracker will then run until 11 matches the In-

pu hnve w.'thi- *4n" !t car not be re'tarted Ly another coarse read pulse.
A FIN4E READ PULSE outptzt is pa-ovidacd for the fine phaec meter. Thin pulac io coincident

with. Lite completion of the coar'se phise track cycle except for an adjustable delay (nominally
100 IReea). The delay is provided to allow the phase detector transients to die down before a fine
phase reading i3 made.

The fine phane meter block diagram is shown ir. Fig. Z-122, A binary-coded decimal (BCD)
counter to coupled to a digital -to -analog converter, which provides thirty possible refs o~ nce volt-
ages for s, voltage comparator. The counter to stopped until the reference voltkge level is within
one step of the phaso distector DC output level. The state of the indLidual counter sta~ges io then
an expression of the phose detector DC level in binary-ooded decimal form, Thle fl no phase
meter may be operated in a TRACK or a READ mode in the same way as the coar#'e phase trackcer.

The digital output, of the coarse phase trrcker end the fine phase meter are Oonnected to the
readout gates shown in Fig. 2.42Z3. These gates sumn the overlapping portion of the two readings
and convert tho complete phase reading to straight '1CD form for 1he readout lights.

H. AUXIIAflY EQUIPMENT

1. Introduction

The test equipment described in the prooeding sections forms the nucleus of spetcial -purpose
teat units requirad for phased array system. and component testing. Some of the auxiliary equip-
Mont used with the basic test units Is described in this fettion,

2. Auxiliary Mixers for IF Sampler

The useful freqiuency range of the IF sampler is 100 to 300 kcps. A simple, stable mixer is
required which can convert trequencles of up to 30 Mops (frequncies above 30 Mops can be con-
verted to a 30-Mcps IF) to the 200-keps sampler IF frequency. The mixer should be compant,
since ona is required for each input channei of the IF sampler.

Diode-znixer, low -pas& filter (fe n 300 kopa) packages are shown in Figs. Z-124(a) and (b),
Thbe signal and local oscillator lnxputs are coupled to the mixer diode thr'ough a resistive adder
so that any signal frequency up to 30 Mops may be used. The 1A) must be Z0O keps away from
the signal frequency and must be well isolate from the L0 inputs to other mixer units.
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Fig. 2-124. Auxiliary mixers for IF samFier.

Fig. 2-125. Receiver test rack.

Fig. 2-126. Phase and
amplitude controller.
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Thbe performance of eight mixer unitts was checked, ; wl~ the stability reults are given below.

'rest cond111ova3

F-ignal input 0. Sv p-p at 30 Mcps
Local oscillator 3 v p-p a. ' M~upH

Peak output phase and~ amplitudc vuriationA

0.5* and 0.5db for - 6db LO change
I' and Zdb for -.i db LO ebange
V and 0.1 db from IS to 5 0:C
V and 0.3 db differential Stability over 3 days

S. Receiver Teat Aack

Figure Z-125 ts at photograph of the receiver tast rack which in usea to test tho phase and
amplitude stability of eight receiver st.,paE at a time. It wt~ found that %be us! Of the 16-QUMrnnt
receiving array s.cj part of an experittiental 7-.dar made It difficult to gather detailed stability data
on roccivor ntrips located therein. The receiver test rack provide an independent teat setup in
a lose confusing environment, It is provided with the power aupply, local oseillator, and teaft
signal distribution system necessary fox- the operation and testing of eight receiver strips.

The receiver strips are divided into two ections. One RF and eight IF seotlons are shown
in I'ig. Z-125. Frequencies below 30M.cps are divided eight ways In special rusistive power di-
vid;ara which will handlir 40 watts itiput'and provide 50 db Isolation between outputa. One hybrid
corporate feed distributes the 670-Mops LW to the receiver strip RB' sectionst. Another Is used
to provide 900-MOP3 test signals for the HP sections.

4. Channel Phase and Amplitude Control

The sixteen receiver channels of tbe linear teat array were provided with motor-driven
phase knd amplitude controls. This wse done to permnit rapid, convenient adjustmnent of thle re-
ceiver, amplftude and phase from a central point, Figure 2-iZ6 is a photograph of the phase and
amplitude controller used to operate the motor-driven adjustmentE, -Figure 2-127 shows a cir-
cuit diagrarn of thia controller.

Th otolrsplts2-otple to a stepping switch located In the receiving array
equimen bo. Ths soppng sitc toused to switch the phawe and amplitude control lines to

any one ol the sixteen receiver chkannela. The stepping switch is pulsed until its position matoehes
the setting of the decimal channel selector switch (or the binary chaninel selertor switches, when
the decimal channel selector in on B).

Three operating modes are, provided, On PULSED, the remote stepping switch is advanced
one step at a time by the channel advance pushbutton an the controller. Indicator lights show the
stepping switch position in binary form. A DISPARITY light in it whenever the channel selector
switches and the remote stepping switch are in disagrement. The PARITY pushbutton may be
depressed to bring the remote stepping switch into agreement with the channel solector.

The MANUAL mode provides automatic tracking of the remote stepping switch with the chan-
nel nalector. It is used to switch directly to a particular channel,

The AUTOMATIC mode requires a nervoamp"' er unit and an IF sampler - phase detector
combination. The WF sampler Io slaved to the controller so that the aorv-ranplfter can be pro-
vided with phase aknd amplitude error voltages corresponiding to the channel whose motors are



under cautvol .he the ph c-. and ainplitude of a particular' channel nave been adjuisted to desired A

refvrmnfe 1~..,the corit1'OcX' advanc.vus the rcmote wepptrg swit(,h (anti the IF sampler) to the
nex~t channel, This process continues Autotnatic ally until all the chautelsd have beter. av~usted,

irher-nistors for Tem~perature MeaL.,remeflt
Thermniskors are tnsd for the mneasurement and recording (oil the automlatic data printer)

of tc.nipprature because extreme accuracy is not required, 'I'he use of thermistors Inmteeti of
thermocouples esliiinies the ne,.*d for cold junction correction and special leads.

It was fund that the non' Inear characteristic of voltage divider output vs resistance (of one
resistor In the divider) could be used to compensate somewhat for the nonlinear ronista&'ce vs
temperature Pharacteristir! of the thermistor. Thet optimum resistor for u~se with the Bendix
IPriez 523391-..3 termieto' In 12 2 hms. The maximum temperature error obtained ovnr the
temporature range -30' to +4-, wau nuu a Iat C.

ts. Diode Detectors for Gain and Amplitudep Measurement

The me'aburema'nt of ~'eceii'er gain Is complicated wh.enever frequency conversions are in-
Vulved. Calit~rntcd 5ignal ur1.247O at the receiver RF Input and intermediatc, frequencies are
noirmally reqiiired, and the calibration accuracy to typically *1 db.

The Tolonic X'D-3E RP detector )s* a response vs frequency characteristic that to flat within
Zdb from ZO0O kupa te- 900 Mcps. The use of such a detector' enables gain rdeasur~ments to be
made conveniently with a calibrated attanuator and a DJC indicator. Unoalibrated signal sources
may be uni6 nnd ttv mentsoromont accuracy is comparable to that obtained with calibrated sig-
nal generators (*I db).

Although a diodn detector has a nonlinear amplitude characteriiwtic, its behavior may be ap-
iroximated by a linear characteritic over a small region. Ton detectors were tested for DC
output vs flF input, Although the absolute DC output for a given input varied from unit to unit,
the incremental output change for a givon input chZ~nge wan found to be uniform, provided the de-
tector inputs were padded to give the samo DC output for one input level. Therefore, a single

calibratiorn chart can be used for iLicromei~tal sensitivity (DC output change in millivolts for a
i-db input choange in ThF level), The detertors are -thus useful for naeasiirin8i amplitude stability.

An output DC change correspollding to leas than 0.1 db input change was obierved ovor a
temperature range of 251 to SOIC (I and 0,1iv ring input levels at 2 and 30 Mcps).

7, UHF Mixers for Phase Measurement

The uats of the automatic phase meter for phase measurements at frequencies other than
Z00 kops requires two mixers -* one for the signal channel and one for the raference. The aine-
Mlary IF sampler mixers rn--y be used up to 30 Mopr.. Empire Devices CM107B singl...ended
mixers are used at 900 Mcps. It was found the% the Insertion of a iO-db pad at thej mixer signal
input provides a great improvement in the phase and amplitude stability vs 1.0 drive level. Two
misers tracked within V' phase and 0.2 db amplitude over a 6-db LO range (crystal curr'ent Irom
0.1 to 0.6 ma). The absolute change of one mixer was 6' phase and 4db amaplitude, If the -.iixer
- .yatm rurzents initially differ by 0.2 ma, twoi mixers trackwithin V. and 0.5 db for a 6-db LO
change.
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8. Sidehand Separator

The sideband aeparat..r oaeitts of three double-btined filtere which are driven from a coin-

mon input. The filters are centered at 150, ZOO and 2 0 keps, and eae) har its own 50-ohim

output driver.

if the RIP tHset signal fo a phased array receiver is modulated a a 5O-kcps rate (a diode

modulator will suffice), then the sideband separator can h usad to separate the IF oainpler cut-

put into the tt.reo frequency components corresponding to the carrier (ZOO kepe) and the two side-

bcwde. The phase end amplitude tracking of the array can thua be ch .-. ked at ihree frequencies
situltanoualy

9. -Standard Power Control

A e.tandard power control box was designed to control both high.- Lnd low-voltage commorial

reguiated power supplies. The control system ut'11.es 24-val. DC rt4ys to permit remote con-

tro] opa,vlor of a nursiber of relay racUn of equipment. All euiprment may e ahut off with a

#L1LjjM ,iaster switch by shutting off the Z4.volt control polver. The 2Z4..volt ,elays were chosen

for mpatibility with the other special-purpose test eqi~pznent as will as their quiet operation

and reduced shock hazard (over tO v AC relays),

Relay-.switched AC outlets arc provided for rack -:rn.,tlng conzdarcial tast squip.:t. A

3umper plug may be removed and replaced with a special unit w ich senses powr, supply failure.

This unit will shut off all power if any power upply voltage drifta out of toleran"c. Turn-on

time deloys can also be provided.
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CHAPTER IX
PHASED ARRAY SUPPORT STRUCTURES

SUMMARY E A. Dav'idson

This rhaptu r decribes x-ome pralimiur..y design Rtudics of oupport structures for trenarniting
arrays. Two arrays are considered: a low-power 900-Mopv array arnd a higher-power 'i3DO-Mcpo
array. In both cases, the structure was designed to allow most of the electronic equiprnnt to he-
mountei in phvg-in modules directly behind the radiating elemorita.

A. INTRODUCTION

No study of phased array technaiques in complete with it -orougfh consideration of the me-
chunical de!:ign of the arraoy s-upport ntruntnrtr I~n a phascd urrmy, the sidclobu level of tho an-
tenma pattern In dependent upon both electrical and mechnnical errors; hence, the mechanical
tolerances are more stringent than in a conventional antenn& designed for the *ame sidelobe lewrel,
since some of the allowable ring phase error must be Allocated to the electronic equipment in
the phaspd array,

The problem im further complicate' by the fact that the space immediately behind each ra-
diating element contains an eleotrcmiiw Lilodulo. This equipmn-t Is heavy and leaves very' little
room for the actual support structure. The structure must be diesigned to accommodat.s all the
cabling and to support the Individual electronic modules in such a way that they can be. replaced
easily.

B. PRELINMNARY STUDIES

In considering the mechanical dcsign for phaaed arrays, many discussions were held with
repreeentatives of the electronics section to ascertain basic design parameters. At that stage,
however, there wero many unknowns in the electronic requirements which made it difficult to met
forth definite meohanical design criteria. The design described below, although very general In
nature, WAs Agreed upon as a bmpkv configuration, and preliminary Iriv4iliption was initiated.

It was decided that two arrayt would be required: one would be a transmitting array. and the
other a receiving array. Am ths t.asamitter appuarad to be the greater problem froin a jne..jhamt-
ical viewpoint, the major offort was axpanded on thiv unit. rhe array would require a large
billboard-type grourd plane, tipped Ibank at approximately 451rcam the vertical, to tho rear of
which would bt., mounted several boxes arranged renlilinearly. Elach id' theme boxes wuiuld contain
a removable electronic packvage complete with radiators (dipoles wire taken an #In example) that
would protrudo through the ground planie when in the installed position. All cabling and cooling
hoses would be attached at the rear of the pankages to facilitate maintenance and permit servicing
during operation of the array. A Auitable structure would he required to support this array in Its
inclined position.

With the general coittiguration in mind, It wasa decided to evolve an initirAl concept based On a
32 x 32 element statlonari' array at 900 Mopai. An eleament-to-element spacing of approximately
0.55). (7.7 innhes) w-as assaumed. Figure 2-128 shown a model of a partial section of this prelim-
inak-y design. The ground plane consisted of a series of 1-inch thick square aluminum plates,
%!th openings for dipoles, butted together and attached to an Adjustable, welded -alumninumn tubu-
lat, frame. Aluminum extruslons, approximately 7 inches square and 40 Inches long, were
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Fig. 2-128. Maol of pnrtlai aol c of phased gnWm anterna.
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ittached to the bUck uf Lh ae plates to huuse the remo%,t, 1e electronic paakag-es and their dipoles. j
Initial extimnaten of the weight of these packagea rargd from 15 to 20 pounds. Tr sses made of

rectangular alurninurn tubing, spaced at every fourth raw, supported the ground plane -. module

complex from a sturdy base stri.cture inade up of structural beams. The truases were neces.-

sarily of sufficient depth to permit removal of tha electronic packages fronm the extr-ided boxes
without interference with the base structure. Adequate catwalks and ladders would be provided

on the base structure for servicing and maintenance. Since each of the packages wotlld have five

connortnre for electronic cables and two connectors for wae;r ooollng, it became evident that
considerable thought mhould be given to the rout.ing of these service. Space between the housing==

would have to be utilized fur cable runs in order to pernit unhamptired removal of the packages,

The use of the trusework tubes as water manifolds was considered, and efforts were made to

combinz rnrnion electronic circuits. Weight estimates on this preliminary design, with alkml-Ti-

nuai siructuro, were as ioliows:

Pounda

Ground plane t,310
Extruded boxes 13, ia
Internal electronics

(1024 units at 15 pounds each) 15.360

Trusses 2,200

Adjustable frame 1,100

Same structure 4,600

Subtotal 37,94Z
Miavoellaneous connectors,

adjacent devices, eta. 8,000

Total 45,942

The above weight did not inelude any of the cabling or coollng hosa.

The preliminar; design was based on the assumption that the array would be a low-power
900-Mops radar. Further investigation by members of the electronics section indiuated that a

higher-power 1300-Mp. radar would provw more useful fron their standpoint and that othqr

preliminary studles should be made.
A shipboard application that invalved mounting different artay Muen abrArd a vessel of the

C-4 class was also investigated. The problems connected with shipboard mounting were neces-
sarily compounded not only by the major physical modifioatlons to the stuperetrueture of the ship

but also the resultant effect that these large, heavy structures would have on the center of gravity,

center of buoyancy, and the metacenter of the ship. Other problems were the pitch, yaw and roU

of the vessel. An investigation was made into the neressary bearing for azirnuth irotation of the

array, and it appeared that an $-inch gun turret bearing would be adequate.

It was later decided, however, that the most useful tool for immediate needs would be a Ata-
tio ary land-based radar with 0.58X spacng (5.26 Inc;hes). It was also assumed that the array

would be radome-housed, thereby eliminating wind loading. The number of elements had been

established as 4096 (64 X 64).

In order to more roalistically determine loading on the structure, the electronic package
was reviewed, and its size and weight were re-eatimated according ta latest component dvelop-

mont, The new estimate shows a weight of approximately 100 pounds per unit, arnd the
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minirum external dirner,&,'nas apne;r to. be 41 X 4- x 42 inches plus, of course, the protruding

dipcie.a. Figure 2-129 shc'.'.s a sketcl- a proposed package. The dipoles have been rotattd

to 45' tn .ie withi" Lhe cross -secticn of 4 'e package.

ice the package dimension was 4.!i inches with an element-to-element spacing of 5. 6 inches,

P, ..zhg space of 0.76 inch was av.,ilable for housing and support structure. An initial ap-
proact. ." i'ntyirig interlocking stacked -:.7trusions, behind the ground plane, with a confininjg ba.od

around the periphery of the 28-foot squa. we, array w .s investigated. Since the nverage thickness

of -the extrusions was 2 inch, it was fou.d that the weight of the extrusions themselves amounted

to 144,000 pounds. Also. when each of the boxes was loaded with the 100-pound package and un-

supported across the entire span, the d, . ection would exceed the allowable 1/64? or 0.142 inch.

Shear between boxes was difficult to 5,vricome w.rithout precise machining on shear bars and slots.

An approach that appears feasible iq one that employs jig-welded grids of i-inch aliim--un

bar ,,ock at the front and rear of the arr cy which are interconnected with thin-wall (0.1 inch) ex-

trusl-,'. Unrits of 4 :-* eenements can be shop-fabricated for precision and erected on posts sup-

p ting common corne,.- The posts stand off from a concrete foundation having access stairs

Tor servicing. The bottom row and one side row can Le precisely located by means of accurate

base rails. As the units are stacked, clips interlock adjacent units and the supporting post. The

front ground plane can be attached directly by screws to the forward grid. Figure 2-130 shows

a cut-away sketch of the configuration.

Assuming this type of construction, with 0.1-inch wall thickness of extrusion, the weight of

the grid and extrusion combination would be 44,000 pounds. By decreasing the wall thickness to

0.06Z,' i-oh, the weight woild drop to Z8,300 pounds; however, this latter thickness appears to

be slightly marginal for extrusion tolerances. Preliminary calculations indicate this type of con-

struction to be capable of supporting the present assumed loads.

The receiving array will be similar to the transmitting array in over-all size and will employ

a like amount of elements. However, unlike the heavy transmitting elements, it is estimated that

each recei-ving element will consist of lightweight printed circuitry, which will minimize the prob-

lem of support structure. Therefore, the details of this design have not been pursued.

C. DETAILED STUDY PLANS

Further studies will be undertaken on the support structures described above and on other

configurations, which will be directed toward an ultimate design encompassing more efficient

use of materials combined with ease of fabrication and erection.

*See Part 2, Ch.VI, See.B.

est Available Cop.
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Fig. 2-130. Proposed phased array structure.
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PART 3

SUP-PORTING CTUDlES

Introduction and Abstract

Part 3reports the work of vitrioits bacic invest~gations into the fundamentals of array

antennas and array radar faystern. Th# studies -we~ grotiped into three chapters, and a summary

can be found at the start of each ceiapter except Chapter WI. Because of the length of that chapter
aii a dlvirsity of' topics taken up therein, the summaries will be found at the beginning of the
appropriate sections [indicated by capital letters iA 6, C, etc.) In the Table of Contents].

C'h. Ppttr I reports the results of investigation into the effect of mutual coupling on the gain
and the impedance as a function of angle of mcan of dipoles In planar arrayn. for variouil Vlement

spacings and hoights of the dipoles above the grouitd plane. This wvork is a continuation of work
reported in the previous technical report, and. will undoubtedlv be continued in the future, branch-
Ing out into elements not so eanily analyzed aii dipoles,

Chapto, 11 deals with thtj limnitations of phaeod Rrrays from the bandwidth standpoint, In par-
ticular. tne effects of an array antenna on range revolution and range measurement accurucy of
tho received waveform art! reported, Detailed results are given for the case where the trans-

mitted sigfnal in ik rectangular pulne.

Lastly, Chapter Ill dcals extonvively with theo ff et of random nerrorn," both unintentional

and Intentional, in array antennns, The previous "small error" theory in extended to acmotwt for
large phase errora which may be deliberately introduced for reasons brought out In the chapter,
sad several topics are Investigated using this development. Among these arse (1) grating lobe
suppression by element position randomization, (2) far-field shaping by varying the density of the
element. of an arra~y rkther titan their amplitude, and (3) s review of the effects of errors of,
sideloba levels, Including a new and simpler result for the gain degradation arising therefrom.
Finally, th* offer.ts of random errors on painting error ire examined, and formulas useful for
the effects of both the sum and difference pattervn of monopulse arrays arc presented.

CHKAPTER I
THE EFFECTS OF MUTUAL CQUPLIhNO CM THE GAIN AND MEDANCE

OF SCA1NING DIPOLE ARRAYS

SUMMARY J. L. Anoen

Thin section is devoted to the requite obtained during the paut yeatr from the continued invac.-
tigation of the effects of mutual coupling in arrays. In the previous technical report*O of this
project, an approach to the evaluation of mnutual coupling effects through the wine of the element
pattern concept wks outlined, aid some resiiltp wera giWven for lirnoar arrays of dipoles. Although

this concept is norL restricted to dipole arrays, at least ats an experimental tool, it is amutnable to
analysis only for such simple elements. Therefore, priur to attempting to get a better under-
standing of more "exotic" elements (such as logl-periodica), we have attempted to thoroughly in-
vestigate coupling in dipole arrays, particularly in planar dipole arrays. The reaults of this In-
veatigatirin are reported in the following section.

~J, L. Al lvn, It 9J., "Phased Armay Radar Studies, 1 July 1959 to 1 July 1960," Tochnieel Repeit Ne. 220 11J),
Lincoln Lahorclary, mi. i. r. (12 August 1960), ASTIA 249470, H-335.
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To go~t a sufficiently broad picture 10 the eff acts of mutual couplIrg on Oipo, urt gan rd
oetaat Lnpcchtice ae K Fuwio f 9vaki angle, 61 -inalyato of thctlc! '-f~vct has beer -zrrird out
w.t-n the aid *f a digita computer and a amnll tea-t array. In ordeor to maximivl- ttna "Insight cein-
ten!" of the resgul& .,i ranges of -_ '01 nte-a were' used. rox. oxamplo, oleuttlLt' spiinB
rannging from 0.5 to 0.11 wavelength were usedi, and tho hpi~ht cif the' dipc~- afwv~ thr ground plana
was varied from ,/8 te IN /8 in steph of A/16.

In ctdvr to simnplify the cornputation, resultis ware obtained for the t'qrtisof thtt can-
ter Plement of two difforont arnall arrays of 63 and 25 clornz-rit. The coznparlson of theme results
with known reasuts for "irdinite I arrays confirms the validity of thin approach, both analytically
and expeiadnitanly, btit with cortain reservations &a pointed out In the te'tt

It is shown that the gain of the array as a functioai of scan anglD deptnost primam~l:y upon the
elemont-to-ele~cnt spatcing alone and in quite innertotive to oiltlr por.'tnetea, Lmuch ats the height
of ilit' uipulio abo~ve the Ervind plane. The gatti variation .,f the array uhen the Plo.Aeaitaf amr fed

from constant ianpodanvor sources ao showxn to be very nearly that predictable on a diructivity bmau
fro-i the wall-known pain vs area relationship, modified to account for the grating lohe formalipor;
with scan. On the other hand, it is seen that the change In element F .'peda~e JI cosderably
affected by prranietors which have little effeei on thw array gain behavior, ati pcuxIl 4ittuufnr
minimizing mibroatah -mumed by scanning are pointed out nw.king use of this result.

A. INTRODUCTION

Although the phenomenon of mutual coupling between diol antenree waga long ago reduced to
mathematical formulation.* t tthe recont upsurge of interest in phsoed array Antennas of largo
numbers of radiators han served to emphasis. t019 taut that the offsets of mutual coupling on the
various aspecta of array performance are not, an yet, reduced to "handbook engineering" lovels.
Although several racent papat-a have been published on the sukJact of nmtuittal lImpodance offeats
In dipole erraya, attention has usually been) ratrictod to half-wavolongth Mpading between eieuentul
and qua rter-wavelength spacing frorm dipole to ground plane. Fu'rther. explicit attention has Won
concentrated almost excluvively on the effect of the mnutual cotmpiin3 on the variation ao larrien
drivingi Impedanoe with mean angle, ignoringt explicitly the iparlant question of the effet on array
gain with moan angle.

The primary purpose of the Investigation reported hers was to examine both those itst In
planar arrays of reguliarly spaced dipoles, ovsr r. range uf element spainhl. and a range Of dbpolit.
to-ground-piana spacings, in order to facilitate nmore ehligtviert doxtgn of fisinng dipole arrays,
Secondarily, morni information about the off octoe f array size on mnutusal cupling phenomrena was
obtained indirectly by calculatig relevant ditao for two different 9cued arroayo,

As outlined i tbu text, the array elcment ;Mpedenoe variation. woot caloalated biy the usual
mush equation &jppromaah, mnaling use of uortain approxirnatlme appropMiAte to lorl arrays, ro
Iniveetigato tho effortst mf coupling on the array gain, the ooncept of an "clvmnenl gain funtior"
(the gain vs angle of a typical Plement in a passive array) Is tused, and Its retation to the variation
of array gain with scan angle Is pointed out.

*..Plitolkon, "The6 Radiation RaeikTanco of Bear vifm,' Prme. IRE JZ, *2 (19M.)
1 P.S. Corter, "Circuit Reletlorn In Rodiaing Syitei n nd Application. I* Antea Piabtea,' Ovoe, IRE 29,
1034 (14,21.
4 R. W. P. King, Tha Theaq- of Linoar Antennas (Heiverd Unvetnity Prmi, 1940):
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Comput i,. data for the center element of planar arrays of 63 and 25 elements are compared
In order to eo imate the effects of finite size on results obtained from both formulatior, P.nd

expertmentzd checks of the results for the smaller size will be presented. Comparisor.s of the
results of thia study with the results of other writers will be made.

It will be seen that there is a consistent 1rend in the results indicating that the effects of
mutual imped.&nee on array gain are essentially dependent only upon element spacing and produce

results easily predictable 1rom array directivity considerations. The good agreement of the ex-

perimental rE ;ults with the computed data, despite the use of dipoles that were poor apnurnima-

tions to the di..oles theoretically considered, emphasizes this fact.

It is ali. o pointed out that even though the gain as a function of scan results cepends essen
tially only cn Aement spacing, other vuriables have a significant effect upon the element VSWR

variation w: scan, and that the VSWR can be held to quite reasonable limits by judicious choi,-e

of such paramiters as the height of the dipoles above the ground plane.
No expdici, consideration will be given in this i --port to edge effects. Rather, attention is

bolely directed toward the questions of the effects of mutual impedance on the interior elements
.A 'I a,e arrays, and the ability to predict these effects by the use of data taken on the center

element of a small array. Some examples of edge effects on dipole gain functions can be found

in another rep.-rt* (for linear arrays only), and data on the impedance variation of edge elements

for one particular array configuration are given by P. S. Carter, Jr t

B. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF MUTUAL IMPEDANCE EFFECTS

1. Basic Concepts and Definitions

It is well kPnown that the currents and voltages existing at the terminals of the elements of a

dipole array cmi be expressed by circuit equations. For a two-dipole array, as shown in Fig. 3-i,

these equations are of the form

Vmn Z mn,mn Imn + Zmn,pq pq

I ()Vpq Zpqmn Imn + Zpqpq Ipq

where the notati.on is d-1 dIcated in the figure (double subscripting is used in anticipation of appli-

cation to plana: arrays,). The quantities Zmnmn and Zpq,pq are the self-impedance of the two
dipoles, while Z mnpi and Zpq,m n are the mutual impedances between the two dipoles and are
equal for reciprocal cOpoles and media, as will be assumed throughout this section. If the two
dipoles are completely isolated from other antennas and other reflecting surfaces, the self-

impedances wi!. be tb normal radiation impedance, Zr, of a dipole in free space.

The mutual coupling between dipoles acts in the manner of a generator of open-circuit voltage,
1= Z I q aa indicated in the equivalent circuits of Fig. 3-2, and either increases or de-rmn mn~pq pq'

creases the cur'ent t.hrough the antenna (in comparison to the current in the absence of mutual

effects), depenc ing -.!on the induced polarity.

To an observer looking into the terminals of the antenna, the presence of the generator leads
to un elteration f th't antenna impedance. This impedance will be referred to as the element
driving impedance, ZD, which depends upon the relative current flowing in the two dipoles:

'J.L. Allen, et al . Ct.

P P.S. Carter,, Y 'M%: Il Impedance ffects in Large Roam Scanning Arrays," Trars. IRE, ?GAP AP-8,
276 (19601.
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Fig. 3-2. Equivolmnt eircuit Oil Fig. S-1 dipole.

Fig, 3-1. Dipoles and n~tali@n.
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Fig. 3-3. Dipole above grounid plans and its Image. Fig. 3-4. Dipolim spocind normnciotum.
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F11D. 3-5. Gimometry ok dipoles aboym pound plan. (Z" 0 Is arcud ploiw).
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mn.mn mn1o Y" In

I i banu, &',=rnt &i t*h~ study will bu sk dipolw ribo~ve ti ground plarne, Re indiuated in Fig. 3-3.
Htowever, iorr..s ia nd tablesI of muhual imnpedance are a.lrawol. e.4clisively stated In terme -4im

pedance betwoen Isolated dipoles. Data for "free-spaoe"l dilpo,4.m are roadily adapled to ouir
11claeont" by imago theory. Il can be resdily verifled* that the se2.f-iinpedanzue of. such an ele-
rncnt ia A

Zmn' Zr -~ 7n(4fs.,) (4)JI

where 2 ris the iiormal dipole r~adiation impedance, and Zm Ind, hi) Is the mutual finpedence be-
1ween two dipole&. Tedipules are oriented ao ;iti~ated in WFig 1-4, where d Is the veparation
between dipole axes in the pl~ine of the dipoles, and h measures their' aentew displacumont por-
pendipular to d. By writing "our equations irh a manner aimilar to Eq, (1) fnr two diples plus

two imoages, th" mutual Impedance between two suah basic elon'snts, Zmpq is s'.en to be the
difference of the mutual betwseen the twt% dipole. of the same orievitalion in free space and the
mutual between one dipole and the image of tho other in free apace. In the geomntry of Fig. 3-15.
one can write

Z . Z(Im -PI1 o, In --qID ) -Z(lm -p 2 13 2 + 4sZ# In q1Dmn,pq xy X y

By the use of Eqs. A4) and (5), then, mesh equations such as (1) can be .vritten directly for an
armay considering an elemental radiator to be the combination of A dipole and the ground plane.

2. Some Important Assumptions About the Sufficiency of NIdta iImpedance
as a Description of Coupling

It Is apparent that ilationship-i smunh an Eq. (1) give eirly tiorminal Information about the an-
tenna currents. In order to apply the roculi. of~ a atudy ofmistual impedance to array pattern
effacts. aome asauiutions muxt be made regarding thu distribution of the current on the antenna.
The usilial ausumption in that thai mutually Indljoed currents are distributed in a torn, ;42,,rMtcat to
that the current would assiume on a ingl* dlriv~en dipole in free dpacv. It Is further assumed
that the measuremint of the terminal currant given a true indication of the magnitud of the nur-
rent on tho% Antenna.

For dipoles, thersi appears to be sufficient justification for the lter asqumption if the cou-
pling between feed lines carrying traveling~ waves, which may give rise to directional empling,
in iiatfilgible. The former assumption In generally conceded to be valid for very thin dipoles,
and was found (see below) to produce good agreement with experiment even In the case of rela-
tively thick dipolea.

3, Special Assumptions of this Study

An additional requirement for straightforward application of Eq. (1) is that ak suffizient de-
scription of thce networks which drive the dipole. be taken in the equationsi. It is assumed that

J. D. Kmus, AnLtenas (Me Grew-i11111, New York, .1950).
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Fig. 3-6, Equivalent circuit of dipole arnd drive circutt.
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the ditpoles are fed b~y independent uolnhthflt voltage' generators, with the Indapendetily a~djustmble
npwe~ircri± voltages. Hichematictilly, the circ'iit oi eavr'h Hpl19 then of tt: iorm .1Fig. 3,6

ithe shorLirig switch is provided for fut ire use). For simplicity, and shoee It 14 the uioual came
for large arrays, all generator impridances are considered eqaI and all _ csiuent at-rpdne
as viven by Ea. (4) are alian const.Ieied equal IZitmr= Za, 0L) Yr. and n) implyig tha.t the
ground plane Is enough larger then the array to neglect grouni plane edge effects, It is aumned

-htZ aincludes any matching imopedances.

For this type of drive, Eq. (1) can he rewritl )n in terras of the drive voltages, Vmn~ ,a

v (Z + Z ) +Zp I
inn g(6)

vpq zpq,mn In E . ( a )Ipq

The- amssumption ui indepordent drive is valid in arrays uning a urilateral Wapliziar 4011ind

each elemeit. It is further well approximated in aiuiaym u8ing p2.8uivo RF feod natworkA with
direotional-coupler Junctions. It is, oil the other hand, cominly not vialid for slotted wavegulde
arrays and certain other types. While some analystpA have been xnade In general terms of such

Mructlroxqt ill11 not be attempted hare.
It to alan assumeod that no AC Lnpt is made In the arruy driving voltages to compensate for

mutual coupling effects, The larray elemnents~ are taken me equally spilced, am indicated in Fig. 3-7,
and the element drives are supposed to be progressively phased aknd amplittudo tpaimrd so that the
eirive voltages are related to, ths. desived pointing angle by

Vmn (T* ., t a mn c 1  c ye (7)

where the a rn are the real amplitude tapar coefficients, and , 010 deffneu the angle at whisn
it to desired to point the beam (in the geomotty of Fig. 3-7) through the equivalenoces

mine 9.3 1o

0 0 0.

Lastly, At is assumed that reciprocity applies throughout, and the entire arl.ydOis carried
oul: irom the viewpoint of a t~ransmitting array.

4, %n Exact Formulaiot of the Elemoint Currants

The relationhhips of Eel. (6) cmii be expanded to include any number of elements. For large
numbers, it is cenvanient to use matrix notation

v) -r(zIz , (9)
where vJ and 11 are columin matrices and [Z] is a square, symnmetickal matrix, the elements an
the diagonals being Zg+ Z a- A typical equation of the matrix is

'J. Ekecs and 5.1J. Rabinowltz, "Muhja Coupling In Two-Dimonstmowl Artcys,' 1957 IRE WUSCOM COW.ustion
Mtc.d, Part 1, pp. 134-139.
t 1. P. Kamlnaw end R. J. Stevmn,"Wavsguide Slot Army Daseiln Tehnical inmumidum NO. S4, slugh Alraeft
Coenfeany, CUlVer City, Callfornia (I July 1955M).



IVmn= nn~pcl Ipq (

Pq

nnmn Zg Za-
To e .fly (within the previously stated assumptions) formulate the currenta in terms of the

drive voltages, we formulate an admittance mritrix (Y) such that {Y) (Z] " 1, and then wa have

typc Oly

x (-r0 "0 hs , JYnpkqi o)mn~ 1 )Ymn, pq 'pq'o 0o

Pq

or using (7) lo- VM:

finnr.. j - .
"  "pq "'mn.pq x -Ji'PDxro qD0L0 ) .(41)

pq

Equation (A ), wihtlo it lend., little phy ical Insight into mutual offects, will be useful later.

5. The "Element ain Function" Concopi

IX one utilizes Lhe shorting switches Indicated in the equivalent circuits of Fig. 3-6, any @I*-
mnt of the array can be separately energimed, while all others are terminated in their normal
generator impidsncu. U the radiation pattern of cc.h Iemjoi to alk-.r Wnd under theme aondi-
tione, the total array field will be the sui of eaoh pattern with the proper phana delay am a ftun-

tion of position:

P117,O.) . f (1r, p) I ro, p [ k(rnDx + 4 nDy ,)]()

in n

where

fan(', 0) in the pattern of the mnth elemnot when all others are properlypasively terminated, per aimnere of current into the terminals
under this nondition,

trn I thv curr4,nt into the terminals of the mn he olement with all others
properly terminated (it is only part of the YI i reviously used;
hence, we can rider to in as a 'partial c etfl ,nt).

This method of array repieveintstion has the virtue that the partial currents are independant
of each othur and ammignI the mutual coupling efeots almost entirely to the *l4ment pattern (the
qualification "almost" is required since even with all other elements passively terminated, the

antenna driving impodanca is not exactly Za.
Dafinirtg the gain of the array as the ratio of the main beam power density to the total power

available to the array from its generatorm (thus prup*rly including mismatch effectm in the lain),

we can write the gain as a ftr.,otion of pointing angle ne

4ir I F(r o lt % ) 2 (n)

Z a,

m n 4R 9
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-here R, is the real part of the generator impedance, and therefore
a

is the power ava1able to the array.

The partial murent imn is given by the value of lrn when all a - 0 except a end is

thereftwe, by (i)

i V *arn anmn eJkjifD r +nD Y o

V mn' rnnn

ThUG, (1' 1 bt Qowa

(-.) Z Z fmn(T',I) am, Ynn,mn exp (JkfmDx(,r - r,) + nDy (l, - o) (14)

n 11

Both f and Y -"n,mn depend upon the oaher (non-driven) dipoles in the array only to the ax-
tent that the parasitic currents induced in the other elements couple back into the en t h

. It 03n

he established* that the mutual coupling between dipoles located a dl.tance o above an infinite
ground plane decays asymptotically with separation R as

:t P-- (1 Ba)
exciting R)

for parallel dipoles, and

I d -ejkRiwn" A KasZ -- T-" (15b)

exciting

for coilinear dipoles, where KpandK are constants, with these variations becoming quite
accurate for spacings as small as a wavelength for a of the order X/4. Thus, the parasitic

current varies as i/R to I/R3 compared to the driven ourrent. Consequently, the effect of the

parasitic current on the driven element varies as i/R 4 to i/R 6 .
Thus, both Imn and Y n,an should be relatively insensitive to edge effects, for even a

moderate sized array, we should be able, with little error, to approximate fIn and Ymromn in
(14) by f0 0 and Y 0 0 ,0 0 and write

P(,P) " too( ) Y0 0 06 am,, exp{k[mDx(, - T) nD(i - 1&0) 1)

in n

From (013), we hove then that the gain of an arr&y which in large enough to justify these

ass nptions will be

4wjt o('ro.il~)12 IYo 00[ rz :am~ 6
O(7o , 00 OR 0 0 00 • 06)

J, L. Allen, at al., ap.elt., pp. 17-193.
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The ratio of 'he summations iu just the prduct of the efficleney of the amplitude t1aper q times
the total number of array etementc Nr. rurthe,, the gain of a single driven element in its arrgy
environsnent, with all other elements terininatud in Z is, by the defnitlon of r (,), given by

4r If (i o )Z l n y ,n1 2
gnn(To. _ o

) mn innn
vmn

ComFarlon vith (16) gives the simple reault:

G(T 0 .1,) go80 0 (Tw o ) nN T , 8)

indicating that for a fixed nunber of elementv and a fixed amplitude taper, the array rain i

r~et1 ipeeififdi ',y the elamcnt gub - .ctn 70 Go "o0 ), of tyTical f~rleynent If the array
Is large enough so that almost all elements have essentially identical pin funations, Nowv that

the element gain function angular variation is determined solely by the pattern of a single typical

eletuent in the passively terminated array, IfO(r, t) 12, as is apparent from (t7).

The gain function onnapt has considerable practical utility and was used extensivly in this

6tudy. Ttie prime reason for its ttility lies in the fact that while (18) is only accurate for Arrays

in which essentially all gain functions are identical the pin function can be determined (experi-

mentally or analyticolly) from an array whiah In on.y large enough so that the Main function of the

usenter element Is essontially un.ffected by enlarging the array. Az justified bclow, for example,
a 9 x 5 dipole array is often sufficient.

For oomputational purposes, it is useful to have an exact analytic expreslov. for the 8ai
function %kt a utenter ulamsai t. Fiuan (17), it L weon that all that is required is a formula for

f i). By the definition of fon and Eq. (it), it is seen that the parasitic current in the mnth

element with only vou non-zero is such that the elment pattern of the center element con be

written as
(io 0(,r , P) " f1(,r4) 0 Y " V"',, exp (1ktm x- i, nVyp

m n

where f1 (.r, ) is the pattern of an isolated alement (Above a gar"nd plane). We have thlht

o a a 00 Y 00.0t '

and therefore,

ou Zc z Ytnn, Co exp [Jk(mD,7 + nDY1A)]

Further, we nole that the maximumr galn obtainable from an isolated element in

a

where K is the real part of the isolated ele.menl's self-impedance. Thus, we can write the

ratio of the element gain function to the maximum gain obtainable from a free-space elemlnt as



.. R..D+.

max U1 1

For 6N' _ s rnnunted F dislance e chovw the ground plane, the valu of g,, (O, 0) can be
shown to ofe

gi (O, 0) at 4vd(O 0) - "11 Iss (ZO)
max a

where ,d(O, 0) Ic the broadside gain of j .ingle dipole in free, pae, aid Rr in its radiation re-
sistance [for thin, half-wave dipolev,t qd(o, 0) - 1.64 and Rr - 73.Zohmhl. Thus, the broadside

jlain-function value in

•19 (0€, 0) Rg 9R. YrnFo 2 ia t,(1

As the array beoomea infinite, we shall demonstrate [fea Eq. (29)] that

DxD
g0 0 (0, 0) 0

if the elements are matched when phased such that the bean points at broadside.
In passing, it shrnold alqn b noted that the derivation of Eq, (18) need not explicitly involve

any m AtuAl impedance concepts. The quantity Yein,mrn appearing In the derivation caneel, io

in the final result, and since its reciprocal is the circuit impdunc.e o the mith element witth an

otbars termitated it is certainly non-zero. Thus, Eq. (0.) I -valid without some of the rqstric-
tive assumptions about the sufficiency of mutual impedance ie u ;oupling description mentioned

in Se. B-3 and should be e vrlid description of gaiii for any large array of nc,-nlially identical

equally epac., olemonts. Tho specific form of the gain function given by Eq. (19) Is, of ocurae,

dependeint upon the ,ufficiency aoumunption.

8. Some Large Array Appro imations

As pointed out in the previous section, the effects of mutual coupling fall off rapidly enough

with element separation so that one can, in principle, build an array large enough for any pre-

scrted fraction of the total number of eimants to see an environment which in arbi:arily close
to the environment that an elerent would see in an infinite array. Put another way, the array
can be made so large that a, negligibly emall number of elements suffer from "edge effects." For

almost all the elements of such an array, one can greatly simplify the expressions for element
current, element drivinmg impedance and gain function. How large an array Is required to justify

these assumptions is a question that we will attempt to answer below.

If the arr'ay Is essentially infinite, all elements will have identical driving impedances and
gain functions, and we can confine our attention for convenience to the center element. We fur-

ther assuma that an infinite array has no measurnble, amplitude taper over any finite portion and,

consequently, we can ignore ihe amplitude taper snd write all drive voltages in the form

Vmn = v 0 0 exp [- Jk(mDxr, + nD yIo)L

*J.D. Kraus, Ap (MOrmw-Hli, New York, 1950).

fIbid.
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fOr pointing the beam Rt. T" Vr -ir her. kiiau " will now h.",. tn,' 4'i]n -4 *; i :Z', & .

drive voltages, and we can ai.. t ,

I .n = I ex [-jk.(ryO r + nDf )

In this cave, Eq. (10) becomes

Vo = Io Z Z z e"-, r P- .exp i." J .' ~ k lX x -o  + n D00 . 1]

Tr. n

Since Zoo,0o Z + Za, the driving Impedance for the large array case is simply

= za + E E zoo,mn evp f-jk(mDxTO + nDY o)] , (23)

m n
mZn,4o o

where rn,n ? o,o implies the sumrimation excludes Z, c'

For deriving an expression for the gain function for a large array, we note that an an alter-

nuative to Eq, (12) as a representation of the array far-field, we could formulate an eXprelsion

using the mn' s and the pat~ern of an isolated element, fI(r,[).

IT (7 )M t(r mn exp [jk(mD X + nD Yj4 (24)
'm n

Since, for almost all elements, the 6na's are related to the Vmnn1 by the same driving mpedance,

vrn " n a mn. op -k m D

We can rewrite the array gin expression (f (13) in the lorm:

4n Ifi(r., .) I (En 
a
mn 

)

G(' 01 E Ea z9+ Z3

The maximum (matched) gain obtainable from an isolated element with driving Impedance Za in

from which we can write the large array gain as

17rc 4- n,
=  

max
( ° 

o } n T

Comparison of this result with Eq. (18) for the arroy gain !,e's a verrion of Tj (, 9) oppropriate

for lar.e arrays:

?toI
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C, 0 'Zg .!T , DiO"LO

Since tis~ forr. c.f the gain fu~nction exprvesion aiatly tiev tive arra~y gan n e, element driving

irnpedrtnne together, it has a iiurnber of prnettrl ties First, It is eaily establinhed that to

ryirsiii. tti'e ratio -f ithp array g.xii st a particuler artgle t to the gain of the Isolated element, one
should choose

Zg 'sZ (r 26

whY t represents the angte at which It iW desirel '.0 ma~ximize the 1:atio. 1: Z Iuiso chosen,

'he rptit) re,11tve5 at the nngIC tr question to

If weC choo~z to maiil0 Eq. (271" at broadside, from Eq. (ZO), w-t can write

got, (0. 0) - 4,d(? 0) kTO (0 si4k 8

where~7R F ) ndm r the hroaclbide UIri nd rnrI~atinn rsaitancid of a ingle (o woun Dane

jt;.latad &iPolo, reopectvely. Numiriarily, for thin, halr-wave dipolec as pruvI~uaW st&aid,

61ark~ I hows thAt for azi Wninito array of thin dipolas at loeth L,

1 t- T Pir, '.s

,1hus, for L. , 1/2, for the array matched at broaside,

g~~~1 D0(.0 -4 9

Thus, by (18) one has the ftmiliar expremuion for the gain of a large array matched for the beam
pointing at broadside:

AT

since NTrD xD y A, 'lie total at-ray area.

As a further ramiRt1.ton af tho ft~dne tif flu. EPn indtiofl on tho W drin impedance,

consider a typical matahing circuit for a dipolet In ihe array, which matohos a real generator

tAn a~aemats criterion --Me might Invititgats Is th. question of mo axrniaing the esVqr gain over a wide. scoring
angle. Due to 1he periodic nature or zi(i,), 1t "vld appt=~ that ZO F Z should be a clasn OMApIeOiionti
to the proper Imipscdncl.. This criterion wav not pursued In detail, howevr.
t L. Stark, "Radiation Impedaiic* of a Dipole In o Infinite Armay," Formai T'chnical Document FLdC-4L3,
Hughes Aircraft Conipany, Fuilartun, Calicrnia (I May 1940),

alla
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impedanice P.('l.Y to the Pantenna w-h;: -Iya is phaL s.d to loolk et the angle 'r, jL ,s shown £
in Fig. 3-8. The voltage reflention ecc. -~ itookirr2 into t,..: matching network is deti~ned t-

where Zf is the impedance senloigfor -d into thec match ng netwo,.k tc--arf. t~ ;L. ru
It is easily verified that r is (zero line ;,7 - .- umed)

D (,a)Z,('r p

The antenna sees the generator impedanE: (off Fig. 3 -8) as Z*(- and thv'i, we can
write (25) In the form

R

thusclerlypointing out that the elementi misrt. itch dep .,ndn' u-on the difference between th,
ment.. pattern in the array and the elemnt patt-rn ..n free e~r~a

By the use of the relationships '5'ns'loped ,, ove, it i;.i~il to compute gain functlo
driving ~~In impedances, giver exp'er,;lons thp W. - rnd mutual impedances bter~ d~e

in free space. Even for a relatively sviallp i-k t1i'r *,;. the~ calculations rapidly becom( (, oer-
;tech-.whelming if attempQted by hand. Ftor a .Ivrge rL:-a,, :s ..Fculations even requl.e '

niques in programming for a large dlgiiail cf a'dater. Fortunately, the gain functAion cor Y~et f
fers the possibility of obtaining rr-ean~zit;ful ret,,s '.or- large arrays on a modest pdized ry

consequently, such computations can b'e rn[ ria: . ?. straightforward mamner with a optr

C. THE COMPUTATIONAL PROGRAkM
,Jimi.edances

A program was written for the Wh!4 ' 390 to rcnupute gain functions and drivn ' t s qa
of the center element of planw.- arrsayr ur. t.o 63, 1-tpnents (limited 'by storage). GCtrs qa

;-Wlelm were usedtions for the self- and mutual impedance!3 of irfl'Jte.y thin, half-wavelength dip'
in the progran. The ground plane -was ixccourntfv" for by use of Eqs. (4) and (5) The parameters

of the progra. were:

'i.bject to(1) The number o!' elemints !-i the arrv (M and N of Fig. 3 -7), s' ;." colhumns,
the restrictioi that "lare &1ways bi' 3n. odd number of rows an, sr'to

(2) The element- to-eleraent npacing.. ssvlr Dy,, subject to the r
that the elerrent grxi be .r'ctang' Ia as in Fig. 3-7,

(3) The height r- of the clpoti!5 abire t!.graund plane, ~ ~ ici
(4) The .-alue 6" the ge'-*-i-r o r circuit i,, jeds-ance of the equivale Itciut

of Fig. 3 -.6,
.,round plane heights

Single-dipole patte.-ns and a elf -'.rapedanrces Nx-.re fir~it computed for ca-ue
sA =0.125, 0.187, 0..Z50 and 0.31Z (A to -1 in s-r C1 ILI Patterns wei ~~d>rEpa~'
H-plane and diagonal .45 ) cuts.

Two different size.i arrays w- - ef ~tb-V't
7-element (collinear di )-..: V 9-elf,:en.' _1~u arrwv. a,- inl- I~ kS.'-p i
5 X 5 array.

IAs given in J. D. Kra j., op. cat.
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Vaues of the rge array driving-point impedance were comprted usingt he larg%. array ar-
_ xltonof te. _\, J) for E-plane, H-plane and diagonal scans. Smith Cha t plots were madei ~1-i, xirations [J~q. (2.1,

o his "mpede- 1  ' nalized by (see Fig. 3-8)

N, ZD (on'(, ) -j iD (0,0o)

z 0)"RD( 0)

*. . o• -TR ,--- :an angle determined. Imp,-lance data were determine! for s/x 0,125,0f 8'W. ..0, and for square spacings IL D '. of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 md 0.8 x-:avce&4gAh.
0 :.in functions t wr , 0.-,ompifed from Eq. (15) and normalized by dividing - D::,-in functions w ere "" ".o p .

o th e gain fui7.'on at 0 0 represents an estim.,4e of the sufV -
so tr.,the alu of he1orm-, o

coenby the varra osizhe no projcstions to large arrays. The value shoule be unity (seeciency L f the array size for MAS i

Eq. (29 since the value of Z elected for the impedance matrix was

Zg = Z (0, 0)

(compute. I as described above) in order ; to maximize the large-array gain at broadside. Also to

cc ectiuns were computed for the 5 X 5 array i')r anotherhk xu gn were computed for the values of s and D given above.
value of ., as described in Sec. F. Value

' WITH NNOWN RESULTSD. COMI .'RTSON OF COMPUTED RESULT. -
FOR I. iFINITE ARRAYS

in -1rde- to estimate the confidence with whic, one may extrapolate the results for he two
C' ks are available. First, as pointec' out above,smyall array,! tc; lmarger arrays, two theoretical che a

the normaliz.., broadside gain function should approa, ..h a value of unity for an infinite a " ay when

the generator ,ircuit is matched to the broadside driv impedanceof m''ondly,.' l prediction of the value of 7-" ,1.by virtue of Sk.rk's' results, we have a useful theoretic. - r
Since the calck,'at'd values of driving impedance were u. . to we w enetr acmirut y
pedance in the 'iatrix calculations for the element gain

of the impedanmt calculations first.

'.:.dance of a Large Array
1. Accu-a :., of Ginall Array Estimation of Driviig Imp Kay

Since the elh m'ent driving-point impedance ras calcujlato, from a formula which is stri,tly
t\alues of Z with known expr, -valid only for infin te arrays, the comparison of the corn.pul'e( I\ D it o w sxpe or
oirf the effect of array size or;sions for infinite :.'rays appears to represent a meaningnul "es.,

~-'tcexpressions for the corrp. ;tecomputations of di "ring impedance. W1hile Stark has gi ve" n
part is an infinite series; hei. e,driving impedance. the r-'t--ting representation for th: reac- .'9

of little help. His , ,:pre,,sion for the resistive part of f'bs ,,..ng impedance, however, consi,',-3, / he particular spacing and scan ar& e.
of only as many tert-is as "here are visible grating lobes 4lo e ptu s and ".. . . ?n tri'cted, giving the drivin re lj -

Utilizing his exy - ession, the curves of Fig. - 0 mereC'i L ssten that the riror g b etwee o

ance with the array j '.ased to point the beam a,: broadside. ,

computed results and !Ae reaults for a truly infinite array eases with s For values of
than a quarter-wavele tg thie 7 X 9 array prediction is corre It with"i a few pe. cent, whereas

the error in the 5 X 5 -r ray prcdiction in most cascs reaches value of 10 to 15 per cent for that

spacing. For larger v;Jucs of s, the 7 X 9 array gives close eults f or smaller values of D,

but in the case of D 0 it gives a value in error 1,y almost e

lAs given in L. Stark, o,:.'.
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The d.'crease in accuracy with a is due .c the ir~crease i" mgutual coupi" that results ;.

the elements are raised off he ground screen~, increasing the %adiatior of the dipolets ;.;. angles

nepr 90* from broadside [see Eqs. (45a) anc' (15b)] .

1tie ability of the ;~mall arrays to accurately predict the dri ring impedance for "widel, angles

of scan was al1so checked. Driving resistsacnes for 50 0scans in 'he E- and H-pLanes for D a0.5s

wcre plotted in Figs..7-11(a) and (b) and are seen to exhibit the fanie degree of comparison as thf!

d&ta of Fig. 3-10: good agreement for the 7 X 9 array and less ap;reemnent for the 5 X 5, parti;Z-

larly for larger va~lues of s. Also computed were F- n.n.i H-pla-,,c resistances for D =0.7 .for an

angie of Z0'. The eata a.xhibit the same degree of agreement a~previous results.

inr order to check the computed values of the dipole reactr,!nYe, as a function of scan angle, the

data given by Carter *for the driving irmpedance of the cernte jelement of a 61 -element (parailci

direetion) planar v.rray, infinie in extent in the collinear dirt., ction, were used. Whlen. Carter's

dat4 are transformed into the coordinate system used here :=4i~Lote gis urcmue aa
the curves of Fig. 3-12 result, for tht case of D =0.5%, W . '0 the only case for which Carter

preseris results'.

Thu ageemnent is generally good. Although for some sca,i angles the percentage error in

Xj(. D 0 is qui'.e large, these errors occur for angles for' whijch the resistive part is large, and

the subsequent exrr in th' impedance vector is quite small i'

2. A; tracy of Small Array Ratinate of Array Broaer'vSide Gain

As previously pointed out, the rebults of Whtaeler t inr; .iAcatc that the value of the elemnent gain

function at troatlside, when mated for maxiraun-, value ,"It this angle, should be unity. Fig-

ures 3-,*3 and 3-14 compare the computed values of go i, 0) for the. 7 X 9 array and ttitm 5 X 5 ar-

ray, respec2tively. The 7 X 9 array is seen to produ .e ,;ivalue of the normalized gain fanction

that is within, per cent of unity fcr a less than a qua, Iter-wavelength hl h cuayo h

5 X 5 prediction is about 10 per cenr It should be r'ailed that ithe vallue of the generator im-

pedance chiosen for the compui.'tion of the gain functi 'n wac, that p:,Pdicted by the mutual irnped-

ance calculation using the large array fzrmula [Eq. (t13)]. Consequently, the va) Je of the gain

function is subject to the pi e- riously described diffe' 1ences between the actual inf -nite array driv-

ing imp, -ant~e at broadside aind that calculated by ( 13) for the array 31ize it, questionr.

rhthe gain functions given are those obtaint ble with whateve.r built-in mis'.,atcli r- ir.'.lted.

The fatnt that some mismatth was present appears *0o be borne out by the: fpzt thiat f:or tnose cases

for whch the computed vamue is considerably less "'.an un.Ity, the gain function computed was

actually greater at some h:.rn.11 angle from broadsic than it was at broadside by a few per cent.

For exampie, Fig. 3-15 eshows the computed diagor al -plane gain function for D = 0.5, sa 0.375

for the larger array in wh ich this effect is apparr nt.

3. Cont4usions

Based on the above comparisons, it seew. reasonable to conclude flrat thE 7 X 9 array yields

q.iite accurate "large ;.rray1 data for s up tr 'a quarter-wavelength and reasonably ac curate data

ior t7reater s. While the information that a 5 X 5 array yields is Drobably within the bounds of

*P. S. Carter. Jr. -t -1 I P;mcc~.: fEfoc in L 4rge Be=i Scanning A;-roys, Trcn + K~, PGAP A?-8, 276 (1960).

jH.A. Wheatar, "%,% F.sxiiction Pesistwire of c i Antenna in an Infinite Array or Ww.)Wd." -m.:.~36
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the usual expe --mental errors x;'' c, t', is somewhot suspect if the dipoles are mtc Aed
more L1han a ,uarter-waveler;.; ltbt ,- 1 ~ also is seen that the use e~ the dri'n*vQ -2171

pedance of Eq. (23) in the calctyution -~ aiment gain. functior shrf dd be w--d if aziurate
gain function maximization ix c' e -le:native is Lo program the computer to chc e
to directly maximize (19) at the,-. -aired

Z. SUJMMARY AND b!SUTM' 0;1 -!YAFZOPUTED RESLWM

In this section, the digtL '1P'-2 lacts 'aeared from the computations will be described. Te
broadside driving-point !mp-:'i&~rv-e -will lot platted and compared with the impedance that a rda~g,
dipole above ground would ha,-,' rt Ir-te !ipa-.e. The &.ngles over which the array beam car. lkie

scanned with less than a 3-- r'b ItP in 1 In from the broadside value (assuming the elemen:ts

matched at broadside) w4U m :.'r fe- he !principal planes. Finally, the maximum VS1,1LRoh-

tained in scanning to the gm iobe for,-mation angles will be presented (for D = 0. 5, the data
will be presented for an. arbitr:~,nrj oi' 50*). and it will be shown that an optimum value Of -~
exists for minimum VSWR fw,. r. giver D .Aid given maximum scan angles.

1. Variation of Br"-U). e Dt)l nu.inencwihDada

Figure 3-16 shows the coin-,uted ctr4ving impedance of the dipoles ir. the array wh~j it is

phased to radiate in the broads-ide dir,.,ctlon. Also shown is the value of the ;radiati " i~pdanc
of an isolated dipole above an infirite gr,.und plane. Tt is apparent that the ar ray w /ronmen

completely dominates the element, and the Jimpedance of the dipole in the array vi '-ies widely
from its free-space value.

The resibtive component is seen to decrease monotonically (for the spacit'gs 4*nvestigated)
with D for a fixed s, as is necessary , cause the broadside element gain function' to increase
in direct proportion to the area allotted to the element.

2. Effects of Coupling on Scan Anigle Correspondilg to 3-rib Decrease in Gain

The gain function 3 -db points describe the solid angle over which the beam of a jarge array
can be scanned with les~i than 3-db d' -_rease in array gain.

The 3-db beamwidtl, of an isole.ted dipole depends on how one defines beamwidt~il particularly
for large s, as can be seen from Fig. 3-i7, which illustrates the H-plane pattern c/f a dipole 3/8%~
above ground. The curves of 3-db isolated-element beamwidth vs s of Fig. 3-18 c/An be generated,
depending upon whether --ae beamwidth is taken 3 db down from the broadside gain, f or from the
angle of maximum gain. In any evert, the beamwidth is quite sensitive to s.

When the dipole is r.aced in tht array, however, the environment takes overl almost com-
pletely, as indicated in Figs. 3419 and 3-20, for the gain function 3-db H- and E -)plane bearnwidths,
respectively. The gain fuinction Leaviwidths are relatively insensitive to s and , orrespond roughly
to the included angle, 2Emiax' over vi'iich the array can be scanned without gratling lobe formation
for D > 0.5kX, given by

D
I+sn6max!

*Some of the computed gain functions wid impedance plots from which these data were &e 1'fcted are presented
in Appendix A.
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The angloi of ,-db gAin 6dcra-- and the angle o:' grating lobe formation occltr almost simultatne-
ously f-or iriost caeni the 1-pltne- Tin the E..pl-ati, i jood mrraty pattrr control ia nocosaary.
tho grating lobe fornition angle Wiii dictate th. roiimurn ;,aable scan angles.

The galn .±un~tions fvom whi~.h thesp data were plotted were coinputed under the assumption
that rt-1r eC- i:i drives -were matched to iL~ ,lamont driving Impedance with the array phe Red for

lwoendAidc rdirtion. Itu riv1r.tzng thr. hroadside gain of the array. It is apparent from Eq. (301
that the shape of thr gain 7),netions will be altered at the expense of broadside ghir. if sone other
value of goncrator circu~t impodrunce is ch~osen. Although a detailed study of this effecl, was riot
ioc-ndunnted, pat~erna were computed for the 5 X 5 array for a generator impedance matched to the
impedanc- of a stngle Isolated alement (see See. F). It was generally noted that.in akddition to the
expected broadaidie gain decrease, this mismatch cstuad an incrsaae In gain for nnrtakin other
angleo (vorresponding to aiiglcys for which the element arive impedance was approximately equal
in the Ampedance o; an ib,,dated element,) and a conbiqaent broaidening of the gain function beam-
width. These results indicated that the element generator impedance may offer an Interesting
tool for accomplishing a certain amount of "tailoring" of the array gain ye angle Cf pean char-
acrictics and is perhaps worthy of further investigation.

3. Maximium VVSWR Incurred During Scan

From the computed data for the '1 X 9 array, the maitimum VSWR that would be incurried in
z-&-;i..j to th~z irating lobe' formation angle Aemax' jeffmod abova. -arn nnrnplated: asuuminir the
dipoles Nver- matched when the array was phaaod for broadside an, for example, by the circuit
uf Fa. 3-8. For D ) 0.5, since no gritting lobes oocur for any scan angles, a value of 0mxO

30* was arbitrarily choaen,

The recoulting VSWR plote for scan in the two principal planes are shown in rig. 1-21. Ex-
cept for r. - 0.5, the maximum VSWR Is relatively Insensitive to a for scan in the E0-plane, but
increames for e for mcan in the li-plane.* Consequently, there are value. of a which art opti-
mum In the sense of mininum, VSWR fox, a given spacing for specified moan limits in the two
pi'ineilpal piano. This values are indicated in the figure for equal scaann in the two principal
plans, and It is man that the wider the dipole-.to-dipole spacing, the closer the dipole$ shouldl
be spaced to thc ground plane. It is also apparent 1hatfor all oases, one can ahoosa. mucth that
the V5WH dopto not axaced P value of 3:1 and, for many cases, it can be held to about 2.

It should be borne In mind that theme VSWR values assume that the dipoles were matched for
inaximuuma array gain. at broadmide. It seems lPkely that the maaximum VSWIR oould be still further
redvued by s choice of gemerator impedance other than that assurned, at the oaoet of a small de-
crease in array gain, While this possibility was not formally investigated, several triai caeos
v'ere examinned by a lliut and try" process, using the computed impedance data (see Appandix A),
without marked improvoinsnt. Hlowever, this was by no ryisans formal Inguiry fito the possibili-
ties of much a teoihnicue.

F. SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Tn 4-rder to verify the validity of the kvregoing rcalculated results, and alen to test tile &*emi-

tivity of the effects of mutual coupling on the exact characteristics of the dipoles.. some experi-
mental eltnnent gain functions were neasired.

*The dIffervma. In the r ' of the E-plons curves fer D/h a 0. 5 and hoss for ather spacing% Is premaypabiy due
to the fact tt tha dIpoIe aide ors, Infinitely close (touching, thet Is) for half-weveisngth spacing.



Fig. 3-22L Crassod dipole.

FIg. 3-23. Front viow of planar tett array. Fig, 3-24. Rev- vla.w of Plan~ar teat arr'aY 61howing
single clipi- as gain standardil.



Cjo &ddPo*., were Llsee to' Tfciltate rneuurement of B- and U1-plane patterns, sinae only

~~~~~ Vy.i~ t l dipoi._ ft; 0ht-r !Z! Fig. 3-22. It is "ean to be a poor

approximnation, to the mathemarca models asswIrued ;n th~ computations; namnely, a thin, half-
wavelenhth dipole, with negligible fRed strticture. The dipole length is 6 Inches, or at the operat-

lug of 900 McpR, 0.467.. 'lie dipole t.rma are of k-inch stntk for a ratio of length to thiekres!!~

*,Z 24. The feed structure Is a conventional X/.4 balun. rpeslting in an appreciable feed structure.

The base plates are constructed so that they will fit through square holes in the ground plakis.

facilitating veriaiion of the height of the olowment above a ground plane.

The dipole feeds were designed to provide a nominal match at s - X./4, Measured VSWR;e

ranged ap to 1 .4 for this value of a f~or all such dipoles, with .. 2 being a typical number. Cross-
coupling between orthogonal dipoles was typically -:tOdb.

The dipoles were arrayed on a large (16 X 16-foot) ground plane with interchaiageable

6 x 6-foot center sections, as shown in Fig. 3-23. The ceater alpole woo selected to be one with

a smell VS3WH when Isolated at s - X/4. A dipole with good Anatch waki mounted a quarter-wave

above another large ground plane Find used as a referene, as shown it'i 3-24. All measure-

menta were rmade on the 600 foot rang,? of the LincoliA Laboratory Ground Reflection Antenna

Rather than attompt to match all dipoles for each li and s, it wan decided to leave the dipol&.v

unmatched. It was assumed that the dipole feed systems matnhed a 50-ohni gonerator to the selif-
Impedance of a thin, half-wave dipole at s a X./4; riamely, 85.6 + j 7.4 ohms. Vut another way,

it was assumod thai the generator impedance wus R5,6 - j 7/2.4 ohmna. ".he computatione wore then

re-run for this value of Z for- a 5 X 5 array.

Experimental element gain funntions were measured for m1% w 0.125, 0.250 and 0,375 for
DX-0.6 and 0.8. The pertinent comparisons between the calculatad and ineasured gain funetions

are Indicated in Table 3-1. PFxcept for a a 0.3 75, the agreement is seen to, be very good with re-

gard to gain, and all beamwldths check closely.

TrABLE 3-i
COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED GAI N F1 NCTIONS FOR 5) x ARRAY

Broadide Gain Broadside Gain ksmWldth Benmi
(ceisulated) (MMeUwed (mlaulatad (meaursd

DA __________ (db) H C H I

0.6 0.125 6.11 6.0 90 03 in iF
0.280 5,8 5.5 93 103 96 10

1 0.31____ 3,58 4.5 128 1i9 100 120

0.8 0.26.0 -i.0 69W 72 64
0.250 9, V2 9.0 44 63 44 66
0.375 7.8 8.25 34 6.6 30 68

If thb broadaide gain values are adjusted for the assumad mismatch, vAIli within 10 per
nent of 4wD /7. result except for the came DA 0.6 u/7. - 0.375, for which the repult In In error
by 15 per cent (on the low side).

'A. Cohen and A. W. Malaes, "The Lincain Laboratory Antenna Teo~ Rsn.u* MWaawr'vs J. 4, 57 (Dj II 1).
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It was also obaorvc-d that the effect of the 'nifmatch, whila lowering the broradside gain, in-
creased the gain at caorne other ungle, and the laIn fivactions tended to "peak up" tt soine angles
other than broadsidti, since a matched con~dition im approached for this ongle . Figares A -25(a) and
Wh D11;5trato such a case.

0. CONCLURIONlI AND OBSERVATIONSI

It is apparent fromn the foregoing results that the array onvironinfnt, through nuotual coupling,
dominates the Individual elemmnt in iixing the array bohavior; that ',a, the properties (gain, bcam-
width, impedance) of th'e individual dipoles are drastinally altered when the elements are placed
in the array. Roughly speaking, the effects of the coupling on array gain are to:

(1) Render the broadside olinnent pain function equal to 4rDz/XZ, essen-
tially regardlaois of the gain of the rilement wvhen isoolteel (starning the
elenents matched at broadside),

(Z) Force the beamwidth of the gain funation to conform to the grating lobe
formation angles of the array.

These mtdificationa are accomplished through the mechanism of an element driving 1witt'ri-
aiwe which varies with at-ray pointing angle to modify the isolated dipole pattern to conform with
the ai~cytt.

Thus, one might make the observAtion that mutual coupling, rather than being a curs, Is
at leso -Partial bles'ing in the sense that it makes ani a±ray behave .accm-ding tv logic fmoriR
apprr~'lrtatzly, perha, acuording to directivity cons ide rations) -

FinvIly, it to seeni that there are still degrees of freedom available to aid in redilaing the
most troublesorme aspect of miutual impedance, at least to the transmitter eng~neer: the VSWR
ir the feed line. B3y virtue of Eq. (30), it is apparent that to minimize the VSWP.J one ishould at-
tempt to choone a radiating "element" having a pain pattern, when isolated, that closely approxi-
mates the element Main function that directivity considerations indicate will prevail in the arriay.
S~uch a c'hnios uan consist of either selecting an approprlate value of a, an explored above, or
more ea~ric schemes, suoh as placing "fencos" between the ends of the dipoles,* an indicated
in Fig. 3-26.

If the fences' height, h, extended to infinity, the dipole would be imaged as indicated, and
is partially imaged for h Z . Thus., a single "element" (dipole, ground screen arid fences) Looks
likz an array in the E-plane directiort, phased f or broad.4ide, and the Isolated element patternk
ahould vury closely approxtrmate the gain function. Such fences in the H-plans do not perform a
cirnilci' function, since the imajes alternate In sip,.
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APPENDIX A

Figurep 3-27 through 3-50 present many of the computed gin funotiona and 8mith Chart
plots of the normalized impedance looking into a feed oircuit, as shown in Fig. 3-A, for the
7 v 9 array. Since several disadvantagna of usdrig dipole heights much greater than s - X/4 have
been pointed out, corresponding plots are omitted.

The gain function& and Smith ChartR are pres.nted fo' E., H- and diagnnAl-plane soans,
with the numerioLl values representing the angle e measured frot broadaild (Fig. 3-7). Te
Smith Charts also indicate the Impedance of a single dipole above ground, siornalizod. and the
gain funotion plots indicate the angle over which the beam of the array can be canned with less
th n 3-db lose in c g t-'.' gzin,
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Za nt Z, 32.3 +170.9

N~. 3-27. Variation in normalized driving impedance, ZD(* 6)/RD(O,O), with $can angle

for center element of 9 X 7 array for elemert spacing D = 0.5X and element height above

ground plane s=0. 125X. Also given are t~ie impedance of an isolated element, Z0, and

the volue of ZD(,) The no-malized yoke of Zis indicated an the chart. a

1.0

*0 H- LANE----

0.9\ 45 0-PLANE -

9. 0* E-PLANE -

Fig. 3-28. Normal ized gain fun~ction, goc(ti,0/4fDA0.

for cen ter element of 9 X 7array for el ement spacing D =0. 5X~
and element height above ground Plane s -- .125X~. Also in- -?G 76 \13

dicated is the included angle over whidih the array may be *04

scanned in each plane with less than 3-rib loss in gain.0.

0 20 t0 sCo0
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Fig. 3-29. Variation In normalized driving Impedance, Zo(*, 801)(0,0), With Scan anIGe
f.r center element of 9 X 7 wray for element spacing D -0.5h~ and element height obove
ground plane s a 0. 187%. Also given are the Impedance of an Isolated element, Z., and
the Value Of ZD(0,0). The normalized value of 7aIs Indicated an the chart. 0
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Fig. .-31, Variation in normalIzed *ivlng Impedance, 8)/k (O,0), with scan angle
for center element of 9 X 7 array fee element s"€ciDg a I 05X amd element height above
ground plane i - 0. 25.OX. Almo given are this Impedance of an isolated element, Zo, and
the vAILe of ZD(0,0). The normallined value of Za Is Indicated an the chart,

Fig. 3-32. Normalized ioln function, a(q ,Oy)/(4wP2 / 2 ,
for center element of 9X7arrey for element ips, cIng Dm05,) . a.
and element height above ground piano i - 0.250. Also In- , ,ioe
dicated is the Included anglis over which the array may he 0 1o'11

scanned In each clane with less than 3-db loss In gaih,
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Fg.~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~j* 3-3 aGto nnroirddiigipdne )/tD(O,0), w Ith Won one 1a

far center element of 9 X 7 array fo~r element spacing D). O- .6,\ and elenmnt height above
ground plane s - 0. 125X. Alo given are thle Impodaeioie of an isolated eent, Z., and
the value of ZD(O,0). The normalized value of ZaIs Indicated an the chat.
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Fig. 3-35. Variation in normalized driving Impda&Mce, ZD(*,)/RD(QO), with ion angle
for ioentar elomrnt of 9 X 7 array for eloment spacing D - 0.6A and element height above
groundi plane & - 0. 187N. Als given ore the impedance of an Isolat" element, Z a , and
the value of ZD(0,O). The normellzed value of Z Is Indicated on the chart.
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Fig. 3-36. Normalized gain fumefian, go(# 0)/(4wD /x )# sofor canter element of 9X7*rray for element spacing O-0.6) |'
and element height above ground plane 1 0. 187N. Also ;n-
dicated Is the Included angle over which the areay rmy be \ ksann d n ech plan e w ith e ss th an 3-db Io sa In g an ." i
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Fig. 3-37. Variation In normali[zed driving irnitkunce, ZEA4, e)/RD(OO0, with sean anVle
for center element of 9 X 7 array for slarnent spacing D a 0,, and element height above
ground plano s' - .25OX, Also given ore the Impedance of on isolated elernent, Z6, and
the value of ?.0(0,0). The normalized value of i. Is ndicated on~ the chart.
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C. \ Fig. 3-38. Normalized gpin ftinctIon, gw(, )A4wD2/X~),
so. \s~oi.far center element of Worray for Mioment spacing b'-O.6X

' and element height above ground plans s 21 0.250N~. Also In-
4\ dicated Is the Included anglat over Which the tway may be\ ~ scanned In ea.l plane with lieu than 3-db lows In gain.
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Fig. 3-41. Variation III nc1maiiZed &IvngC impWdima, ZD(j, O)/Rb(0,O), with icon ongle
for center islemsnt of 9 X 7 array for element uWoing D a 0.7% and element height aoe
ground planes 0U. 187X. Also glym or^ the limpedancii of an Isoiated element, ZO, and
th. value of ZO(OO). The normalized value of ZaIs IndIcated on the chart. 0
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Fig. $-45. Varliutlan In nurmaltized driving Impedance, ZO( 8)/RD(O,O), with moan angle
for center 6101,0"1 of 9 X I ay for elerment Moaing D ZIA On elemnent height abo
ground planes a 0. 125h. Also given are the Impedanmce of an Isolated element, Z., and
the value af ZD(OO). The normalized value OF ZtIihdicated an the cbmt.
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Fig. 3-47. Variatlon In normalized driving Impedance, ZD(*,O/R(O,O), wrlth soan angle
fof Center alement of 9 X 7 array for element spacing D - O.M) and alement height aboave
ground plants m 0,187X. Also given are the Iireclance of an isolated Oelment, Z0, a
the value of ZD(0,0). 'the nemillzod value of Za Is Indite on Chart,
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Fig. 3-49, Valatlin In normal ed drIvl Inimpedonce, ZD(q, 0)/RD(O,O), with am vngl
for center element of 9 X 7 array for element spacing D - O. M aJd olement helght above
ground plane sm 0.25M . Also givn are the Impedance of an iolated 4m1oent, Z and
the value of ZD,0,O). The normallzed value of Za Is Indicated on the chert.
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CHAPTER TI
SHORtT-TIULSE LIMITATION OF PW4BXID ARRAYS

SUMMARY J. It. Sklar

'hr nrformance of at large phased (as cuntranted to deli-yed) array radiir to known to
depreciate as a result: of the propagation 'Erne across the array it short pulses are transmitted.
In this chapter. these effects are analyzed. and quantitative etiatesuto of their wagnitudes are

determined for, ar'rays u~lng frequency..insensittve phQae phifters. 'The studies will be made
for a linear array; similar effects mnanifest thnemselves in plan""r arrays.

Under the assumption "Nit the array uses consrtant phase shiftern for bea=. pouitiozdInS and
infiniteirnel dipoles for radiating, the Impulse respornse of the radar systemn is derived. The
upiraioni of the array radar with uniform amplitude trApcr ancl rectangular pulses in then studied
in doitail. An energy loss which increases as the beamn in pointed farther offt-broadaide is shown
to exist, and curves art, plotted for the migiei.to-uaise ratio at thV, receiver output as a function
of the pule, lengt~h for two types of matched filters. Ontu I@ ri.atched to the rectangular pulse;
the other is matched to the distorted return,

i3adai' rosolution capabiity Is also stuaied. Waveforms of the receiver outputii are calocu.
lated and compared with the outputs In the undistorted case. For very short pulses, resolution
In ranelly doaprontied.

.Finally, aceuracy limitations are considered. A curve indicatingi the vsrisnr-A of range es.
timates is plotted as a function of pulne length.

A. IN4TRODUCTION

Electronicbilly scanned arrays can be classified according to the technique used fMr rom.
bining the signals from the separate antenna elements into a single coherennt array output. If
delay lines are used, a delayed array resulte. If phase shifters are employed, the system is
called a phased array. 'The principal difference between these methods to the vartation of car-
rier phase shfft with frequency. A delayed array operates using phase shift that ts linear with
frequiency; a phaesed array uses phase shift that Is insensitive to frequency changes. Although
the first system isn more desirable for wideband signals, it is d~iicult to Instrument when rapid
scanning is desired, and phased array. are often selected linxt,.ad. In this report, the operations
of a phased array and a delayed array are compared for the wideband signal case.

PoIOk has alialyzed the behavior of large -aparture antenne and has given exprenqions for
the antenna pattern as a function of time far stoppedi sinusoidul excitation. His analysis reveals
an initial transient for the pattern to be established. B. R. Mayo, et 11.,? have maore recently
determined the Impulse response of a cotitinuous aperture and have applied their results to ob-
tain a generalized iibiguity function, By using similar methods, the Impulse response of a
£IixtnAte lnow arraky using phase shifters inseneitive to frequency will be obtained here.

S. ASSUMPTIONS

Trhese assumptions apply In the following analysis:

*C. Pol1k.. "Traiuitnt Behavior di Aperture Antsnnos," Proc. IRE 46, 1281 (1960).
tB.R. Mayro, PW. Howells and W.B. Adams, "Generalized Linear Radar Analysili, Microwave .J. 8,

(uut161).
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(1) The linear' array its oriented al~ong tho y-v.:is of a 'nctangular coordinate
system (Fig. 3-51).

Z~) Thp pffeets ofs interest are due to pherturneria In the x-y plane.
(3) The coordinate system~ of itere is thv %uircultar uylindrleai syitem_

with 0 ineasured ;rom the x-axit, of ihw retssxsulas- nyMer..
(It.; The radiating elements arfe. infiniteitinal dipolpps polsrl?.el In the

z-direction.
(5) 'P~hu phase Ahiftern operate independently of freq*.criy.
(6) 1"he exporkential repregicntation of signal* im uined throughout, takinsg

the real part to assumed.
(7) The letter K. iubacripted 1)v an index. is used as a constant i~tid Is

different for each index.

C. SIGNAL REMPONSE OF PHASED ARRAY A14TZNNAS

1. Imnpulettoeponse of Antenna Byatomn

We wiln consider a linear array of length L, with element upacing D, of N infinitesimal
dipoles polarizod in the z-direction (Fig. 3-~5A), The n th d~pole 0i fed by a network which ampli-
fica the signal by a g~ain m(n) and plaae shifts the carrior by art angle 0(n) am In Fig. 3-52.

To -determine the impulse response, assumne that an impulse is fed into the array' feed not-
w,:'rk. All antuna elvirionis ;Ar siniu)tanciously oxcited by Impulos Now cunside-o the signal
receivedI at a point P, which in locatod In tho x-y plane and has the cylindrical coordinmt
(r.. 9 , 0). Each separately excited dipole will act as an indrapondent sirnal source (ignoring
mutual coupling efferts) and therefore sn Impulse will arrive at P from each of ths antennas.*
However, the N imprulse will nat arrive simultmneously but will be apratod in~ time by

t 0itd ,siZ

Thia time delay is due to the differential distance between array elenienth. The impulse from
the r. h element will have a magnitude s (n) And, an a reivilt, the Impulse train received ait P will
have an envelope proportional to the avray aniplitud,. ditirf bution,

If there is a target located at P, each impulse will be reflected back to the antenna miyatam
where it io received by the N dipoles. A particular inipuAse will be receivedl by succesve an-
teinnam with a timA separation t d' The signal at ibach element will be weighted and phase-shifted
alrain before ssltnmation in the array tsmd myottem. Therefore, If at single irmpulse in transmitted,
tie output of the array feed system is it series of 2N impulaes with envelope equal to the convolu-
tion of the array amplitude distribution with itself. Mahematically, this may be represented by

K wL./D W 11r)
h~) 6 +Lf c iiU(- ~i~e tnn

-- -~ aap na -L/Mr

This expreatelon Is readily Interpreted as a series of ZN Irapulmes spaced 0/c sin 4 apart, Each
is weighted by a facteor R(m), aod the untire group In delayed by 2r 0/c, the two-way travel time.
A carrier phase shift term is included wvhich Is necesmar to determine the response to modu-
Lated carrier 8igrials.

The results of thls insultlve argument ore verified by a more rigorous analyis ins Appendix A, usift areesa omd
signal. theory.



The lmnpultcn nrlnTpc' FxnO (is defined by

6a(n) a(m - n)

Thiis e sen t - bei the r'onvo'tution -.1 thc array amplitude taper with itself. For a uniform taper,
thorterorn. E(1,( ta triangulav. Other' arplittc tapers result In other impuilse -invelopos whi~ch
can be com-puted from the above definitions.

2. Rlesponse to Signals

Using the Impulse response determined in the previous secton, it is wpible to calculate
the- response, O(t), to a radar signal, s(t), by convolution:

0(t) Mr~() --(t - r) d-,

However, h(t) consists of a train~ of Impuls with an envelope proportional to the convolution of
the array amnplitude tkper wit~h itself. Exact computAtion of 0(t) Involvcs convolving s(t) with
each Impulse, weightiig %ho result, and then summing over-.all Impulses, This le~h to

Sums of this type 5tre tedious to compute. Therofore, in the remnaInder of this report, h(t)
will be approuimated by the continuous envelope, This approximation Is equivalen't to assuming
that Oft) lis 1io-pans-filtarati nftrr vre~ption and is reksonable If the signal can be considered
wall-sampled by samnples mpaced D/c sin j hipart.

It has been demonstrated that h(t) Is a series of impulses spaced D/c min 4 Apart In ti and
that the nt impulae has weight E(m). When assuminj a continuous h(t), it Is readily apparent
4h~at the value of h(t) at time t w I(Zr,/c) - mD/c min4 io E(m). That is i

or

/Zre - / -

h3t axl D- I

arrypllumthatio In) 1 thersaey uaratitg vale reneal agthen ansre obtinal delye ovyu
tionof te atualimpuses Uonequetly

(2r.,- ToO~t ~ r) (' -T) .,r - at - ) 1
715 sinThe nrmaliation

J-L Z a() Z x =



Z1 o/c, the radar ran xig timn. For 0, the return 1a no longer a i'eproducttun of the trana-

miasior,, but has a transient whikh Increases with Tite effect of the transient vill be examirmd

in greater detail

3. Respons to Square Pulse

Throughout the remainder of thia chapter, discusmiun will be limited to thu phenomena re-

sulting when a square pulse is transmitted, hnd received with a uniformly illuminated array.

ThL will serve to Illustrate the more general results obtained in the previous sections and to

Indinate the extent of the andvo'a Ofecta broughz on by the tranceint, Other casen could be cal-

culated by the name teehniquies: however, tht4 particular one is frequently encountereM1 in prAr-

tico, and the computations can readily be cerriid out. Por this case, Elm), the convolution of

the uniform illumination a(ni with itself, is triangular. Assuming unit power to be distributed

acrosq the array, a(n) =, I/NE, where L is the array lenath. Conuriquentlv, the triangular E(1)

h.s bec ZL and h-pight 4. To obtain the returr, signal, we convolve the square pulse with E(1).

Stice the uonvolution of a step and a ramp is a parabol c section, it is clear tht the rsturn Is

composed or parabolic arcs. Howev.er, all pulse lengths do not yield the &*nie uutput- as the

pulse length varies in comparison to tf.a traverse thint, different returns are obtained. Theme

are given in Appendix F., and are illustrated in Fig. 3-53. T in thu pulse length and 8 is the trav-

erse time Le sin Z .

Ig, 3-53. Distorted radar return,. (T ri pvis3 lenqth,
8 = traverse time ocrou array.) 1

1' *

D. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DEOGADATION FOR SHORT PULSE8

1. Enargy Loss

It haa been shown that the transients due to buiid-up phenomen lel to p4arabolic signal on-
velopas instead v( reu.taujiulsv pulses, The extent of the transient to a etmitoidal function of

angle off-broadside. In determining the energy available to the recexver, the signal vnvelope

must be squared and integrated. It is clear that the parabolic signal envelope contains less en-

ergy than its rectanrgular counterpart. An a resilt, less energy 'a available to the receiv-er for

detection.
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The~ extent of this energy loss will now bu invcottg'xaed. Ir r'adar aystema, tha ratio of
eignal-tu -noise energy in the key' citarlon for ou1eiitof e,ergy lcias,* Therefr-re, the

signal -to -noise ratio (S/N) will be computed and compared with undiatortocI behavior for two
digtin,7t caer-n:

(a) .i('peivci* is rnatvhpO tc' the ditt,,rted %%aveforni. In thi. 'e' thle
matched filter wo~uld bc .zhanged fur each beamrpointinp angle of
Interest,

Mc IHc(ciccr is matchedi tW a 'qarc pule. Here the SIN obai;z .
not so great as in the first case. However, the Implenientatton
would be loss complex, mihce the same recnh'v.r could be used for
all boamn-pointing orgies.

Reggiver Matahed_1o Distortsd.AWavpJ gni:- Definei

v(t) aundistorted signal (square pulse),
w(t) adistorted signet,

S/N of d~stortedr vifa with receivrr .matche dii'{ortivn
'? S/ f alre1 -whE receivei/rna~tche&i -square Pee

Matched filters are designed to maxtmi-te the SIN at thei~r output wh~ra the noise Is asmumf-d
to have white Glaussian statistics, A It is well kniown that the optiAtiura filtlr subject to this cri-
terion hKss ;in impulse response thal Is proportionail wo %he expeated signtal b~ut runs backward in
time, Therefore, If there to no distortion, tho output of the matched filter In the presence of

x(t) v v(- T) v(t - T I di- + C $ v(-fl n(t - r) dr

where n(t) is the noise waveform and C io a constant. The maximum ratio. of iiignal-to -noise
power In the output with the receiver matched to the. square pulse and no disitortion (SIN) toi

001

C 2 fv 2 Mdt 1

where N0is the noise spectrg.l dimsity. However, if distortion occurs which can be prediated,
a filter can be used that Is inat. hed to this distorted signal. Thnn the output of the relatched
filter i&)

MIt C$SI w(-'r1) w(t -T) dir + 4 w(-,r) nit - r) d1

In this output, the ratio of iiignal-to-niotse power, (SIN) DD, is

c 2rw' (t) dt)2
(SIN) DD -.' - '-'t dt

C N. f w (t) dt N

Consequently,

f w(t) dt

Jv t) dt

'W, . Daovenport, Jr, and W. L. Root, An Introduction to the Theory nf Random Signals and Neibo (Mc~raw-HlII.
New York, 195$9).
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Ree.eivvr Matched to SqreK P e: - Define v(t? and w(t) as above and

' /N of 'ldi~ortd signal witi re4 vlver xn alched to _9pareyuise ~"Do

if thern i no distortion, the output cdf the mnukI.hed filter is still x~t), However, when di~tortion
vernirq, the output becomea .r r~Cj~-~nt-7

wi -'I T) rC +~ L:N7j ~t-T -

In this output, tho unui'zum ratio of axnal-to-noise energy in

(.1) CZ(f vwi w(t) dtj2

T1i0 *forN., Z (0t) '

(f wdt) u"lt]2

[V"t) d

It was indicated osrlie;- that the distorted waveform, w(t) varis Ps a func'tion of the pzrr
distortion pulise length T "rd the angic off-brotidaide 4. If we define 6 as the traverse time,

L,/c min it b-comn convenient to measure diiUuby Liat itLameLveI T/,' thet ,julge liibqI1
in xuultiple., of traverse tinw,. 144ing this nota~tion, Lim integrals above wave caliculated as runc-

tiona of T/4, and il and n I wort~ plotted agaiinst r/a in Fig. 3-54. The curvus drop chivply
Laward zero fot- T/6 < 2, arid there Is about I rlb difference between 17 and v) I in this eiritical
region. At I/6 - , the dintortion causes about 3 db drop In SIN using a receiver matched to
mhe distorted wavaforn and another I db it no match to attempted. On).- large T/6, there is still
a noticeable loss.

2. Lose In Resolution

Radar resolution, the ability to distinguish between tho raturno frolm two individual target.,
depends on the shape of the matched filter output. If rectangular pulses am transomitted, re-
ceived, and matched-filtered, the reisult is a triangle with height proportional to the signol fn-,
ergy. Since the base of the triangle equals twice tile pulse length, it is clear that short pulses
gild high power improve resolution capability,

However, the losm And tranaiont phaomiena discutised In the previous mection tend to limit
performance. T'o Indicate the extent of theme limitations, matchod filter output waveforms al-e
sketched in Figs. 3-55 anti 3-56. In Fig. 3.55, th-e outputs of filters matched to the distorted
waveform and to the transmitted rectangular pulse are compared, Due to bandwidth omimidaa-
tions, the rectangular filter gives a slightly better wavcform for revolution purposes, even though
the S/N is not so good.

In Fig, 3 -56, the outputs of matched filters matched to rectangular pulvs are sketched for
different tran'lmitted pulan lengtho. It is clear that the resolution drops off rapidly as pulse
length becomes very ihort

?49 *
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3. Loss in Acctracy

Range accuracy is the thir! aspt.:c °, of thc ra.ar "-' " . which is 0a orpcip'o! by the dis-

vortion considered in this repo:,t. Reed, Kelly and Root*' discuss the measurement of range

and take as an accuracy criter;on the variance of the range estimate around the true-value. The

principji result is that this va-iance is inversely proportional to the product of S/N and the square

of the effective bandwidth B o. Here E 0 of a signal with spectrum g(f) is defined by

0odf) 0/

Thus, B 0 is readily calculated by using the properties of Fourier transforms.

We have seen that a system's response to a pulsed signal is found by convolving the array

amplitude taper with itself, and then convolving this result with the pulse. In the case of a uni-

form ifluminatiorr and a square pulse, this is the convolution of three rectangular pulses. Since

convolution corresponds to multiplication in the frequency domain, the array output spectrum is

the product of th t.A,: . ir. 'vlual spectra. Each rectangular pulse has a sin x/x frequency re-

sponse; therefore, the output frequency spectrum is the product of three such functions. Our

final concern is the width of this spectrum- consequently, the locations of the pulses do not affect

the results, and for simplicity It will be aesumed they are centered about the origin. The spec-

trum of the illamination is given by

L' sin wL'Z
wL'-T-

where L' = L/c sin , and the spectrum of the transmitted pulse is

w T
T sin

wT

where T is the pulse width. The above argument leads to the output spectrum:

8 sin2 wL1 sin T

IH(j ) I =  3

2This is centered about w = 0, making the second integral in the expression for B o0 equal to zero.
The first can be integrated by parts to yield the bandwidth. In Fig. 3-57, the reduction in B is

0
plotted as a function of T/6. A rapid drop in bandwidth is seen for T/6 < 2. For T/6 > Z, there

is virtually no reduction.

Finally, in Fig. 3-58, the increase in measur- ment variance is plotted as a function of T/6,

taking into account both the'reduction in S/N and in. bandwidth. Again, a rapid drop is seen for

T/6 < Z.

*I.S. Reed, E.J. Kelly and W.L. Root, "The Detection of Rc dar Echoes in Noise. Part 1: Statistical Preliminaries
and Detector Design," Technical Report No. 158 [U], Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T. (20 June 1957), ASTIA 150665,
H-238.

t I.S. Reed, E.J. Kelly and W.L. Root, "The Detection of Radar Echoes in Noise. Part I: The Accuracy of Radar
Meosurernents," Technical Report No. 159 [U], Lincoln Laborytory, M.I.T. (19 July '1957), ASTIA 150866, H-215.
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E. C014CLUDING PEMARXS

W~fects which depreciate the performance of a large array radar have been shown to exist.
7Th~se effectu become sianificnnt in thn. rrr.Re T/d < ~

The Importance of Uheme phencinena Lo~ illustrated by a simple oxarrnple. For a ro~diar Oper-
ating at L-bNmO, hoving a 1)ON aperture, and pointling Rt 4 Vcff-broad side, 6 equnlf a,,joiit -#% rk-
socandL,. Hei,cc, the phpniena discuaued haia b.,tcame a consider~ation for puhte larg h14 Is,*:
than. 14D nanoseconds.

In quimrary, it can be said itzit there Is ax very rapid depreclation in peit'ornanco for shlv-
pulses below a certain critical length. Above thie threahold, the effects are eaa*.t%11y neglIgi1 e



A'P!VNDIK A

ANTENNA SYSTEM IMPULSE RESPONSE

*ro dotermin the Imnpilqe rRponigo of tkh antenna systeni,, assume an arbitrary itnusoidal

signal cureont ;s(t) = ej wt to be tranimitted. 'hlir eina1 i6 vLUitrd tu vuh f the N antenna feed

aystern (Fig. 3-5Z), where it ae fiist phase-shited by 0(n), then weighted by a(nl, and finally

)eit to the antenrna element where radiation takes place. 0(n) and n(n) are functions of n, an

tm.'cx on the antenna elements. Assume thrmt the N antonna elements are intinitenimal dipoles.

linearly polarized in the z-direction. Consequently, the current distribution across the array
it proportio|Al to

L I ao ~ejo(n)uo(x .- nD) a.,[ IL- -L/ZDI

whore K Is sn all-purpose eonstant to absorb all factors of proportionality, and D is the Inter-

element spacdng. Once this distribution In Icnown, the field strength in the fo.field can be de.

termined by integration, using the well-known vector potential relationship*
jX sv° -V5"Jkr

, S - - dv

Fn ,- ri d ,In ultion. where r la very large tf,,,:red to array size, r can be taken out-

side the integral. Then the vontor potential becomes proportional to

- r+L/2D +1,. /Z j.,/,.i.,. 
-.A n K t eJLt 1(n) IJd(n) c-'/' u0 (X - rD) dx %

in- -L/ZD .L/2

In the far-field, at a point P, r can be approximated by ro - x gin 4, where r o its the distan e
from the center nf the array to. P, and t its the anglo botwoen the normal to -the array and a
line to P from tho array center at, in Fig. 3-51. Making this substitution,

0 j-wr 0 /A) +L/2D n+L/'Zi' uw-rJ) iA I'€ QJ u t  0 , E l1 (11) dj o ( ri V eJ~o / c) .sin UoN - r"O) dx

nu - L/ZD '- "/I

Denote the bracketed part of this expression by A. It is apparcnt that f'om this expression for

ve tor potential, the electric and magnotie fields in the far-fieldf enn ht enletilatedt t 1Udn, 1A

E a

This last vxpression results frnm the approximate planc-wave charactoristic of the wave in the
far-field. Poyntisig's vector is therefore

*R.B. Adler, L.J. Chu &nd R.M. Fen, Electromegnetic Energy Trinsanlulon and Radiation (Wiley, New Yoiit 1
1960). -

M. F.,o, L.J. Chu md R.t. Adler, Le r-KemiWil F;ivts, Enw y. ud Fraes (Wiley, New Yoik, 1960).
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The ma-n,ie of g reprcsroits the power density in the far-field pripagating iWi tho dirt)elian of
S. Introducing o. the I.aeL cross section. we can determine the power intercepted by the tinrge:

i lk ~P =--aS

When this powAr Is radia-od isotropically, some of it returns to the artona system which
is now beihg operated Irt the receiving mode. Currents are induced an the dlp,.1a alementu. Ttmte
currents ai e weighted, phase-8htfted, and summed in the feed sys.am in identically the arme way
as when the antenna was operated !n tho trainmitting moie. Let Si be Poynting.' vector for the
scatterrd field. Then its magnitude, SI, i given by

where R to the distance from the target to the observation point. If E, is the scottered electric
field,

F i - KZ S -, K. (,A

Calculation of tho dipole currants is readily accomplished by it]fflz4 the applicable equiv-
nlcnt Oritt for t r'ceiving, dipole (.ee Fig. 1-59). When matched, the i.nd impudence nquals

tho compl x conjugate of the dipole input impedance Z1 n, and the load power is

PL + z 4 Rini(Zn in) i

where Ei the electric field incident on the dipole and d is the equivalent length vector of the
dipole.

r"

+c . I I'
Fig. 3-59. Equivalent cIrauit for rieuilvin dilels 0,oL v -

I -l

Thie power is available at each dipole or trio array for combination into a single coherent

beam in the corporato feed structure, Consideration of power rather Lhan clrrent is neocssary,
since transformers can alwnyu be used to change impedance levels. It to as.pne, that all such
transiformiers %sed in thn antenna system operate Independently of frequency over the bandwidth
of interest. Thin permits us to assume that the currents on the dipole are proportional to 4L

t R.B. Adler, L.,. Chu or, R.M. Pouno, op.alt.
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and that no new requew:, .erm enter the .nalysis. We n-,w cuulate the currents or tht' dipoles.

Since for a Ehor, dipole Rln i- proportional to w5,

PA
L .4Rin

where a is the angle between aild . Hence, the dipo!e curre;it iv

I d  K5 A

'ne constant K5 accounts for impedunce transformnationa and constants independent of frequency.

It is clear thai the electric field at every dipole i not the same. Althoughthe amplitudes are

very close to identical, there is a pl ase difference oi lwc) D sin I (or a delay of D/c sin t) be-

tween successive elements which muir, be considered in atimizilta the outputs of the N ree-lvinq

dipoles. This phase term doei not affect the power relattionnhipm determined above, Consequently,

the curren at the Ith dipole it,

Id(I) . KSA expti W . -- + LR sin )J

The output of the antenna system becomes

L / Z.D r r

1 1. ~) K KA exp jWi -2 f . Yi.n I
I - L/ZD

6 Z a(l) a(n) sin 4p+jl(1) e 4(n)])

In - L/2.D n-"- LD.

.'! L-/ a' 0
In -L/e'D nr -L/ZD

x expfj it (14 n) P sine] s exp ,I/

This expression repreenits the output of the antenna system in response to an input sinusoid of

frequency w'' To obtat n the impulse rosponso, the following theorem from Fourier theory can

hb utilized,

I1 a system hain the rosporse HI(jw) to aun liput n t 
then the reepusOle or the iiyetem to an

Impulse is tho Fourier transform of 1I(jw) given by

h(t) S lIQjW) eH'
t 

dw

*RB. Adler, L.J, Chu ont R,, Fano, op.clt,
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It is also desirable at tht point to make the usual assumption of 1iuear phase tape,' fPr O(n).

We assume that the phaao 3hifters are independent of frequency aad cortmequently operate in a

band around some carrier irequency A3o0 Puinting the Ltum at an angle g o requires, then, that

w
. : - -C sin 0

Fixally h(t) con be de trmined;
+L/ ZU +L.,/. e o

h ) t, a(f) Mn) expi -- (1 + n) ) sin o

X OX x Jw t - -6"
+ (I + 

n1 .- c-- drA,

U-.. L/D
SZL aj aj 1T&D U(

I,.,

& (n) a (mn )
C 1I,/ZD
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APPENDIX B

YISTORTED WAVEFORM FORMULAB

T<6

w(t) 2 Ct+ -6 t'<-8+ T

(t + 612  (t -.- + T 4 t' <0

2(t+ 6)" (t t6-'r) t- 04ct'< T
(t+8 (t 4 a - T<T tz  t 2<

=- ~ -T*- 2 + (t-T T~t"<8

t + 8)z (t + - T)z  2z t 6)2
T " r- t +(t- T+ +L t'<8+T

0 elsewhere

HI. 8 T c26

(t + 6)2a t'<0

(t + 6)z _04 t< -6 + T

(t +)t T), -6 + T4 t' <8

Lt4 6)2 ( + 6- T)z (t - 6)z T

Lt- + i i J T)2  T,.t' -5+ T

=0 p l4ewhere

UI. 26 T

w(t, T±.L -8 6 t' < 0

(. . _ t2  0 : t; 8

Lt4 8)2 2 (t) t0-)
---- +1++-

(t - -) tZ ( . - t - T) -..A + T 4< t' -r T

t +. ) . 2Z (t _- 6) z  (t + 8 - Tn z

t + '- ( + (t - r) T. t < + T

0 elsewhere
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CHAPTER III
SOME EXTENSIONS OF THE THEORY OIF RAND'OM E.RROR EFFECT'S

ON ARRAY PATTERNS

SUMMARY j. ,Allen

This chupler de-0- wi"' spveral extensioens of the theory of random errors in arrayz:

(1) A rigorous derivation of the If.r-fieid probaiity denelty fu~nction.
without the us'ual restriction (if rinal -ind/o;, Gausuian philse errors.
incAudinp elreent pattern Irre-giarity rffortsP nr rAnrly elenieril

k2 A brief tOuvO4W or the effecta of such uvrors on Midelobe levels, both
individtially and collectively, including a new, simple result for
dii'ertivity degz'adatioin;

(3) An investigation of the potentiality of using random element spacing
for grating-lobe suppres.!ion;

(4) The limitatioits of "density" tapering of arrays;

(S) The effectm of random errors onl the pointing accuracy of both "sum"
and I'difference"l liiasms of molopLulutt arrays.

Detailed surrmaries appeav at the beginning of each section, with the exception of Sees. A
and B3.

A. INTRODUCTION

1. Survey of Previctis Investgatlons

Many papers huvo boon publisher] on the effects of raindom errors on tile performance of ar-

rary antenna.D. Ruzo published the fire', comprehensive work onl hic subject and pursued the er-j

amisurniptior, of Small Gausi38anl phase errors. Morn recently, Elliottt has given an anaslysis of
ori-or effavtm Inuluding error In the mechsanicil orientation of the raiators, subject to the re-I
striction that all errors are mmail and fromn a Gaussian dliistribuixun.

In their dinciustton of error effects on sidolobe levela, both Ruzri and Elliott confine the bulk

of their attention to the statistics of a'ny one particulkir point in the sidelobe region and investi-I
gate thle question or what firnetion uf a large number of arrays with the given error' statistics
would produce a level greatax Ilin some proaclcactod valuc at thin prvedetormined point, The

array designer IA usually more concerned with the question of what percentago of cidel-obee of s

particular array one should expout to find above a vartain loviii. Elliott briefly indicates an ap-I
proximate answer to the problemi Rondinvilit puriueft thih question in detal, under the as-
#gumption that the individuecl s;Idolobe levels are independent randoin vaiablex.

The pointing accuv'acy of arrai s in the presence of random erroi-i hAm been a subject of

papers by Rondineili and Lelkhtor. All these investigations have concerned themsstlves with

bcanis having a rnaximurn In the desired dirction (thn "sum" beam, in systema ucing mionoipuise).I

J. Ruis, "Physleml Liritallarts an Aisainos," Techricoi Report No. 248 1 U], Research Laboratory oF Electronics,
M,..T (30 October 1952).
f R.S. Elliott, 'Misckaical and Electrical Ilolaranciii for Two-Di'aensioriol Scwnng Antenna Armys," Tra. IRE,
PGAF AP-6, 114 (1958).

4L. A. Roclninll1i, 0Eft~cis of Ranidomr Ereors an the Perforanivice of Antannai Arrys aF Many Elements," 1959 IRE
Notional Convenion Revord, Port 1, pp. 174-189.

§M.Lallit,,"Utirn Pninting Frrors oF lo"g Line Sources," Trons. IRE, PGAP AP-9, 268 (1960).



2. Scope of This Investigation

This report is concerned with several extensions of the theory of random error effects and

a critical "second look" at some of the earlier results.
First, the potential sources of error are examined, including th- previously no'glecteul ei-

fecid of non-identical element factors (for example, see Fig. 3-61) and the poasibility of cata-
strophic failures. It is shown that all error effects can be characterized by three parameters:

(a) The expected fraction of operating elements,

(b) The total amplitude variance,
(c) The characteristic function of the element phass errors.

Simple relationships are pointed out between the last two parameters and the corresponding
statistics of the various errors possible in each element, under the assumption of independence
of the various contributing sources.

A critical derivation of the probability density function of the far-field follows, in which
some of the restrictive assumptions of previous derivations are omitted. The derivation given
herein is valid !or any assumed distributions of the various error sources, with only the restric-
tions that the errors are Rssentially independent from element to element, and that corresponding

errors in different elements are samples of the same random variable (the error statistics are
identical for all elements). It is shown that the pattern statistics may be markedly different in
the principal lobe regions and in the sidelobe regions and that two distinct probability density
functions are generally necessary for satisfactorily describing the field everywhere.

A brief review of the effects of random errors on sidelobe levels follows, with emphasis on
the error effects in regions where errors predominate the design pattern, and a usefel "rule of
thumb" for allowable errors is presented. The allowable errors for maintaining all sidelobes
in this region below a preset threshold with a desired probability are examined (or alternatively,
the allowable errors in terms of the percentage of sidelobes one would expect to find below the
threshold, from a large number of similar, arrays). The assumption of the independence of er-
ror effects from sidelobe to sidelobe is critically examined and shown to be only an approxima-
tion which tends to yield pessimistic results.

The expected reduction in array directivity due to small errors is derived, and it is shown
that a • "mpler result than that of Raze * can be obtained.

The question of grating-lobe suppression by randomized element placement is then investi-
gated, using the previously derived probability density functions in the form appropriate for large
phase errors, and curves are presented giving the probable grating-lobe reduction as a function
of the degree of randomization for one particular randomization scheme.

The shaping of array patterns by altering the density, rather than the amplitude, of the
elements in an array is analyzed from a probabilistic standpoint, and qualitative comparisons
are drawn between "density tapered" and amplitude tapered arrays. Although the idea of density
tapering is not new, no general qualitative restlts have been previously published, to the best
of this writer's kncwledge.

k . uze, op.!t..
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Lasetly, the effects of random en'rors on the p~ointing accuracy of itr, ays are examined.
wniple, general expi'f'asions in terms~ of no-crror illumination functlowt arv derived for the

errors in

W~ 'rue lo(ifition (if ZM rnwdinurn cl, a nionopulso aurn" pattern (applicuble.

or uou'sc, to the hearns obtaiied from syntems not uning ma0pulac),

jb) The location of the: zern of the usunl eitimating iunctiont icir monopitime
Fingulsn interpol~flon u~sing the vatic of the 'jum and difference beam
outputs.

Tho resultingformulaai arv simple, but applicable to nyrk amplitude taper (in contrast tuflondinallf

and Leichter, although Ltichior's result is actually exprerisible in the samne form), It is sh1own
thtit Leichteri-, result for the auxit beam error (derived for a line source) is possiiniatic for ar -
rays hy a factor v( 11%r~. Tihe relations for the difference bearn error are believed to be new.

3. Section Or'ganization

This sec.tion will begin with an outline of some at. the mathema~tical relationships that will be
used frequently in the derivations to follow, The romainder of the section follows ernuentially
the order given above.

For the casual reader, a surnnary of the impor-tant results anti underlying aauriptlonb t
each investigation will be givon Fit the beginning of each major division of the dincussion (those
rating upper case titles),

B. MATHEMATICAL PJRELININARIES

In this section are set forth some mathematical relsktionuihips and definitions that will be used
frtiquontly in the following derivations. Whorc; the proof is not evident, it Is avalable in. standard
texts on the appropriate subject.

1. Statistical Averages

If x itoa mamplo of A random variable x, having a probability densitty function (hepreafter
referred to its pdf), p(x), the expected value of some function of the samples of x, ay f(x n is
giver, by

fr(X '. f(x) p(x) dx ,(j

An special casen, the mean vrnlut, of x n Is

and the variance a.Is

a2  (X --X n n

x ---. (3)



where

x n  : pkx) ax

Otvriously. if x 0, Ox -X

2. Characteristic FnciHra

An avcrage playingi an impo:tant part In thu following deri',ationa is of the torm

-a p(T) aJT dr (4)
. I-W

Thn quantity, recognizable as the Iourier 'rrartform of p(i) into ek-hpoce, is called the eha ',-
teristic function for the rndtpi- variable "r

but Is a function of ci only.

Several properties of C .7(a) are seful. First, since the absolute magnitude olt an Jntegral

is always equal to, or less than, the integral of the magnitudo of the integrand,

JCr ~~ l. pJT)," dr(O L (0))
r}

If p(r) is an even function of -r, CT'ac) is real, and "

C (- ) , .Cr(rV) (7)

Note that dhis Impliem that IF = 0; however, if p(r) it even about some non-zliro T., a e inple

change of variabl nan he affected to utilise (7),
V IL.'.. , e uvi.,. +hP intogral mign in (4), integrating term by term and

using (t),

c .(,), Z' (ja) T --T.. ,(8)
M..

We will be concerned with either confined pdf's fp(t) a 0 for ' outside some finite interval].

or pdflu s encentrated" in a confined region (e,g., Gaussian distributinrs) me that, in thl calme of
It 2(3, thie Pe,'hu is rapidly convergent for r n c t 1, and we can approximate

7 2

1. Averages of Multiple Summations of Indspendent Samples

We will frequently be concerned with averag:es of the form

m n

Zl Ji



wvhere: a mand a. are non-statistinal rlia ntitie5. Obviously. .ir m n, we have

mn

for x 11aurnplea or the random variablo x.

Mn ii 11 .fl 1
rn n Tyl11a

Thus,

t~~~ ~~ arbx~f~ Lf% X a~l
m n n v 4jL m m 1r

mnar

This process can be fo.'a~ly handled by wvriting

V V :m. - LJ-r '- 1 . -

m n L ynn m J

whoe the extra term In the brackets excnidps the m -in taorm from the aum.nmatlon multiplied by
x mo that It Is not counited twfor.



C. ERRORS AND THEIR EiTATIMTCAL DESCRIPTION

Hiumm~ary

It iz shcv.,n 1iW..tli nf PvlAr eficte rt bo cavttod out in
ternii tQf

(1) An "apparent" elem~ent amiplitude, bri, UiVoik by

where fdO 0) in tbe element factor, 1'0. 0) to the
average element factor, and an to the no-error
drivq amplitude~,

(2i) An apparent elemrent phase error,

On + kf in G eus %6 .1t y.in 0 sin o

+ (nt - nD) cogo 0

where 0,, to the element drive pha.e error, Xn.
.Yn and z are the errors in elemaent radiation
contez' ;1auement, and kit s the wave number,

The resulting apparen~t error statiatica arc related to the statiuttcu
ue thet Inivi1~dual crror sources by

b V1 , 0) M P11 4 AB)a 1

where, Xar sis-al amplitude error,

&Z M 2 z

2tho sum of the variances in element drivin amplitude error, a., and
elemtent fa~ctor ampl*itucfk a P 1,, G). P 4s thes fraetloil or elements
actually operasting, Frinally, the pwau,,a Jilujtic of importance in

C *(0 9) (O) M C a 0 Cx(a k sin 0 :on @)

C -y r gnAin #) C(z-n0 ) (clk Uos 0~)

where C,(a) in the Ohukracteristle funntion I-or the random vftriable 6i,
and similarly for' the other random variables.

1.Smurces of Errors iAfcoUng Array Performance

The possible releIvant sources of errors in arrays c~an be readily recognized qn'ine a doetsfon
is reached about just what situation constitutes "no er~ror." For the purpix elf Mpl rerport. It:

will be assumed that the t"no-erruril far-field riaFl of a mi~. rray in the gometry of Fig. 3.60
is that given by the exteseon

*Elthey the E- ort H-field, the vector nature at wich will be 19igod.
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N-f D ;n -~ 0

411C 31)

assumning the array to be linearly phased to point the mnain bean). li tht: dtmiction 0 .The viuatitity
f(, ), rt-prexonts the "eltsmurt factor"; i.. The av~ttfrage pattern .if tha a~rray elontrt: In lt.ar-

ray environmoi.i. (opeciflcally, the average of' the patterns obtutnd by driv~ng cte elen;,nt at a
time witas all others terriutned in their nornao drliviig iakpadancLe). The qlunt.-IAY a e , W ith
both a n Lnd P Q real, dewl~isi the oiiiplitude and phatme of the current that would be flowing in the

nhelement with all others teritated In their normnal driving impedance, The rn elementr
uposed to U, licated at. x 0, y w0, aD.

Instesid of ex~actly realizing this far..tield, one would in praen~ce obtain a field

N-1 .n'j
=W 0) Z )a a aJy e61 e lIZ)R

n~ n

whpre 'n~ p ;) is thr actual pattern of the n~ element n its array environmenbt, with respect to
a coo-. dlnate systom cetntered n the n th element, which may differ considerably' ftom the average
eltiment factor as shown in Fig. 3-61 for a particuelarly extreme cams. Thu quantity a n represents
the valkle of F with error and 6in the phame error of the n th vlonstnt drivn. Finally, the ex.
ponential expressing Liao phase delay of ilia alantents at thc far-ici' point has been generalized
to allow for mechanical error in aritonna, plkaement. Thu vector "dot" pr~iduct Is related to the
usual spherical ccordinat*z by

5n R ax, 1) in0 cc 0 4.y0 min 0 mn + an cooe (a

where the "center of radiatlon~t of tho n th ao1&nrnt in at Xn n'2n

2. Reduction of Variousn Errors to Puzre Phase and Ahiplitude Xrrors

It is Intuitlvely aipparent Norn Sq. (12) that the many mom-nwe of posible error ultimately
rffu'isUot tisammialveY3 La phaim antd/or. amplitude error in the illuminaition of the partinoslar sic,.

mt' % quintion. This can he meen by rawritig Fq. (121 in the form

n

where, fat, particittlar tingles * e, the apparent amplitude of the nthelement in given by.

*Ahhitougr lineo.r armuy notation *III be used 1hrougkoett this discussion, the reulhti re directly uppllaes to
planar anayi with~out modification In most cases, and can be used In man y other coas withi minor unedIFIcallon.
t In the ont'8t of tWs refart, the 'contar uF radiation" will be talen. as a nwehuniaul risfetn e"Cit a t. in.,
14cents.- of gravity' of an element and it Image (a prounJ plans Is asumwed). Strictly, speking Ihen, ,q,)
should be tiklen s o(1) :omplex, since the element facor may be irregular In boths amplitude Mnd pint W
tpeat Is this rmeehanical tefarnct point, and (Z) *" a veftMr qunftt'%o a-ount ka eIment rotation, Howitver,

via il Wi~e fn(#, 6) to be a mawlgstude only, wI*i any 'veriaono In OawhsdIn with theow htv, 6 n. Not

Frodue IOmN WWttII dlstctlOn tha traeisletfiwil pasitlonlng errors and will not 6e exolclt Y considre e
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Fig. 3-61. Suparlq;ipomd saent factors of eIementi co ilawanuy
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and the apparent phone error term. 0 4, ),b

0,P. 6 1+k(x n Gio Cos4 0 .1 sine~ sin 0) + -~znD) conf 0 (i6)

where~ k r4

In. th.' aniilyais of the effects of errors on arrays, it will bt: seen priisently that the quanittteti

of significance are the RtatiltiCS Of thle apparent phase arid amiplitude of the elements. Under
fairly rea~iatic saumptions, tite statistics of the .ippar'nni amiplitude ereor ani' the uppmr'ant, pha"~
error associated with each element can be quite simply reltdod to ti' atitition gf the individual
errors.

First, thy' statistic a of bn Will be durived. The illement factor of the nth element for part(,

ular angles 0, e can be wri~tten Pa

f n(, fa) + [a n 4)

where the 4 0 e) are sampies of a random vartahli- with masn z.ero and vartice a', whinh nunn
In IL

be estimated by taking simple element factors its indicated in Fig, 3.61.

Trhe amnplitude urrur of thh drive 1o the n 1 elenment van be handled in a tirailar manner by
asscigning a random component. 4 n to the drive am~~fm ince it setm .yialylkl that
the amplitude error will be proportional to thep no-uirtor drive? aflibidq,,* this riindon component
is usually assigned in iL multiplie&tive manner:

al (1 + An a n
n

This form of &v is not readily adaptable to the analysis of compilete element failu.re (or dole-
tioti). however. To handle this case, it will bw assumed that the a n'i are modified by a reliability
factor, r , such that

where r I with probability P, anid izro with probability i- P. 7or investigations at dolibaitto
Plamont omnisdion, we will later mak~e. V' a function of position (see 8'ec. U~), butt for analysts of

random failures, it *comne reasonable to make the probability of a T-ihitarp indtirandent of position.
Thus, wa have

With these aasuxnptions, the mooen and mean-s~quare of the n th element apparenit timplitudeo
can be readily calculated as

b M (, 0)-a a P (9)

z z 2 2 12bPz a P.11+17++ +. a (20)n p! A 1

Fly separating the catae-trapIc failure oce from the A n factor, the variances in fi and A will be
much less~ than unity In practice. Hence, the croms-product term can be dropped 'With little loss
of accuracy. The mean-square value of the apparent amplitude is then "an to be aproxiipte*~

the uum oi thsP variances caused by viewnae pa'Atern irregularity and error in drIve amplitude.

*Fon CKCcn.fi, Q sormewhol 'eneothed" mrodel of the uligrnent errors one would eipect If tle amnplitudes ore d
juitad using a vulhl-rcnge test rieter.
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Den oting tho sunr. ul the individual variances by a, which vill henceforth be called the araplitudip
vtxri~tn(.. wu n~irt write

b P( + o, 61)) it

Fo" the apparent phase term, 0 ) giveri by I~q. (16), we will generally be interested in

avrrages of the form , rather than statistics of' 4, itself. By Eq. (5) defining the oherac.-
terictic funrtion of a random vakictble, it is seen that

eja n(O IJ)C

For n (0 ) an given by (16), if all the ; indom vei'Isbles are indepenkdent,

p(On') p( Ma p(x n) P(yn ) 41 - II

fknd

*~ 0 p( ' d6~ p(x ) exp(jak x, minO cosn ) dxc

X~ p(ya) exp[j, k Yn uin&E uin 0 dyn

x3 P(Zri - nD) exp [ja k(&n - nD) coo 0 don ,(22)

(-- which it follows that

C -l)(kcor. 6) (Z3)

Thus, it is soen by (2 t) and (23) that the analysis of orrior effects ran he carried out with
complete generality in termsi of An apparent amplitude bn and an apparent eflement phase on both
of which involvo errors which in general ate functlions of angle., The results or a statistical anal-

yi~tebe~ud on and 0, will then involve the statiatrki quantities F, anCyrdsbkod onbn A an C#(a), The first,
* I', is the probabla fractfon of operatiaig eknrntt. The laist twvo P-rc related to statistics of the

indivkHuri error, sources by Eov, (21) and (21), an(] ure, in ge-neral, also angle dependent.
The remainder of the analysis will then Lie carripri out in terms of the atittatics of- the am-

plitude and phase orror without explicit referenoie to the individual components which miake up
theme errors, Needless to any, however, the firriy dusignpr s~hould carofully bear in ;mind tba
many pousibte acources which can entribute to each error.

Dfloi lawing this topic, onr point should bc craphaisized. As mentioned above, if the ele-
mnents are mounted above a ground plane, the factor zn f Eq. (16) must relate to the position uf
the center of radiation of the element which is on the ground p~lane. Therefore, while displacement
of the antennas parallel to thr, grnimhl plftnp contributes phase error, errors in height of the ele-
ment abov*e a cround vlano directly ceintribute only amplittido err-or to the quantity ft (3) e (al-
though the accompanying variation in antenna impedance May L21nce further effects).



D, THE PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION (pdf) OF THE FAR-FIELD

Summary

It ts shown that a, pdf for the far fie)d amplitude, p(Y) l m( r

be closely app;'oxtmate by trie use ot tw.zo distici pi" valid in diffuL.-
ant r.gionG or the f.sr -flelt, havir,& diferent vmsne,t, The fiar-fRL#d

Nd'rt art shown t- be valtd without restriction on the error pdf's, so
long us the (rray is sufficierttly large to juatify the une of tho Centrel

Limit Theorem.

In the region neatr the peak of the main boam (and also any grating

lobes), the field Is approximately Oausesan.

pp) . ..... L. - o FA 12(p
(rX ' 4 Ui: ] (principal lobe region)

where, ignoring ths, d.pndence or the el.sment factor, whhih we ;an

thbeit write as f(p),

n

7o(,) is the no-error fax -field pattern, and

12Xg MPAY + S(i,)1 a

A(v) and S(p) are related to the error statietice by,

A - 2A( ) M 1 + -( ) (01

B(W) 1.it + eUP,,) C 0 () 12) - P( 01, Mtl I

In the sedolobe region, the amplitude in di:ributed Ni a modified
Rayleigh distributton:

p(p) ex +e4 z-

(41delobe rdgian)
where

F*f(iy) PC 1, (1) L nU 0

n

;PC sip, (1) Fo(p),
f7 () (v) PA &

n

Therc results are waoivi to bc satisfactory ipprox ina tIona as long sm
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the error statistics and number of elements, N, satiafy

ZP[ch

where 77 in thut no-error tap..' efficitency of the array.

1. The Central Limit Theorem Approach

It would be an extremely difficult, if not irnposaibkc, task to directly dertue the pvrobability
density function of P(4O, 0), given the doesity function of the variol; P errors Fortunately, an
point&'d o~ut by Huze,11 the apioroxiznate form of the pdf van be inferred under candttins finvally
rnest In nractIv' .

It was seen in Mfe preivious section that malny R' virces cmn covntzibxttv iii ie tutrl .er~i, i a

particul.hr element's contribution to the array' fer field. if ona delves into douiiloil ipecto of the

causes of Individual errors (e.g., the possible components contributting to an error in eloment
drive amnplitude), the sources of error become even more nuniorous, Titus, it is not unreason.

able to amsumc that the errors in one elvament will be only loosely corr'elated with errors In other

olententa. If we go onei step farther and assume the errors in any one element are independent
of the errors in all other elements, we can mnalto an appeal to the Cenitral Limit Thermosta for

the distibution of tho rnr-fleld. This thuurem states that under fairly goneral conditions, a roal
variub1le compoxed of the sum of N cz radw v-M i.~.ariablcc auch az

N

nwo

tends to a Gausuian (n, rmaJ) probability derinity funottion,

P6s N becomes large, TIhe inn value of will he given by the aunt o'f thoo Indlvidual means:

(24)
n

and tk -.*ance of x.,rZ will be Riven by the sum of the variances of the Individual ournonent:

2 V . . z -7 -

n nn

2. Statistics Gf the Far. Fivid

To apply the Central Limit Trheoremn to Eq. (44). noto that F(O 01, can be conaldered to be theI
sum of N comiplex vactors or phasors. each of which is ,f the forim

J. Rut*, .c.I

t H. rrmmir, Mathtnattkal Methods of Statistics (Princeton University Press, 1946), 5"c. 17.4.
$ We wil I henceforth suppiLu the *i dependence of the variables under the assumption that oil measurements amu
made Ih the principal -pica oF thmelement pattern, end expfeas all 0 dependence fit terms of v' a 2sDA cat B.
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Vn fi)bn e e

as illustrated in Fig!. 3.-(#, The x and y compoorntst of this vector arf theli real ranIdomn var-
tables glven by

x 11 Ro[Ii ()jI

yn IniF 1(p') (2i)

and quiadriiture coponents. nL

in order to compute the iaien and varianon of these quantities, it in uneful to assume thkt
the orroir in phase and error in amplitude are Indepondent of oach other, Where each alement
contaik~i many possibilities fez' both phase and amplitude error, this assumption ts probably no%
groraly irwccurate and will be made throughout the rematndor cf thin report. Thus, the mean
or xis by definition

nn n0

ThO elI: from Eqs. (5) and (19), to

In a similar mannnr, the average vailue of Yn ia t:411;ly "'"11i 6vI

* t (1) Mli) an min n(i'- P') (30)

Thus. the means of x and y are, by Eq. (20),

KW Pco (1 a)aco ( (31)

PC (1) f(p') L e 1, !n(i - 1, 132)

ur, In terms r the no-error fur-field, F(Y),

PC () oP0(

To compwute the variance of en nd y., we note that

~ 2 . o ' [a (rM + n(-

E~xpanding the cosine tern t
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*......

and noting that the averagp, of the real part of a complex quentity 1q the real part of the average,
.... , (.[ (i') + A(U - ')] - U e p{J.[ n v' + 1,0 - )O ] - ........... . .

we have, by the nbove and Eq. (M1).

2 2 2
Xn P[I + a (V)] I a n f + W4 v 7?).:, n(p - 1

Similarly, for y

3' - Pr + fr.(PI 1 2(2)) a I I - C.", (?.) coo2n( - I,-)

'ItThus, since aT~ ):n* - 0

z -i t'(UI I Pf z 2 f(~]a~t+'

-P C ( ) an + cos Zn(' - o)]

Rearp'anging given

? 1
a f 0.) a~ P(4 I -L C, (0 - NO( (4)) j [(A + 2-(1) 2

x n n(' OWt))C(

_p(c 00 )  cog 2n(y-- po))  (4)

For aimpltcity, (34) aitn be written

f A(p Ps 2{A(z) + B(v) coo ?.n(v - s11 (35)nx0

where A (s) a I + ¢ ' 2(& - V[C () (1)] 1,(6)

(1 + ()] C*(v) (2) - PiC (,) (1)) (37)

Uting the us,w procedui e, we nan show that

ta 4 fa(j') Pa ?IAl') - B(O' coo 2 n(p -pYnn

Thas, the patturn variances are

0, 1 (LI) N, a 2+ B3I V) ~,a c os an61 - s,(38)
2 1 2w I 11 I(9

x =  z '  p '( ) - n

ay = I fz(,) PJA(v) a B IL cog Zn(v - p (39)

The quantity of intorust Lo the ar'raydea gner is the amplitude of the far-field, which "-e will denote

p. given by
z2

p x +y

Since p I. . t,n.,tinn of both x and y. it will be necessary to formulate a "joint" dintrihution of

the variahl.e. It ic therefore necessary to know the correlation of x and y, a . By definition,



r

For terms for which m n, we can use the fact that x.nd Yr re the rbai and imaginary parts

of independr,t vectora to arrive at

M n2 f2(P)  a : s n(v - P ) sin m(v - P ) (42)

directly from (29) and (30). When n = rm, fronm th definition of x and yn. and the identity

Riln ) cos 0 , 4 in.' ,

I -.Z:hi z______X n :," = f (P) bn ~v (r) Z n( , + " (P - "o IjW

Since

sin -n() + n(P - e] in[ '4 n I c (2) in nr -v0)

where Im onot s the imaginary part, we have, using Eq. (ZI),

-~=1 2 a,~ 2X . [ + ] C.*(v) f ( ) an sin Zn(v -. v( 4)

Th s, by the technique of Eq. (10), it follows thpt

-P C (P,) 1)) E ani c r, n(v -- 1) a. minm( - v
nM

- PIC~I ai) n cco MY 'n dini oh> -P

n

Changing the order of terms, usini the double anglo idbntity and IVqs, (31) And (32) fir W and :,
we hae w 17 a 

- .(- V 
(46)

xy I 1 C1
n

whprr B ',a Jefined in Eq. (37),

rhus, we ha're a complete set of etntstitasm for the real und imalinary eompcnsnts of th far.

field in Eca. .13i), (02), (A), (39) arid (46). These FtatiatIoA and the Central Limit Theorern al-
low the expression of the far-field of a large array in the foirmn of a joint Q ,ussian distribution

of x end y.
However, what is realy desired is a distributiu, of p. Approximate distributions can be

obtained fairly easily by cxmirnnhg the statistics murt closely in various region# of the far-field.

3. The Far-, Field pdf in the Region of the Principal Lobes

In the re-Ion ncr the pcak of the muin beei, ow, lte peak oP aniy grating lob-- -f ;the no-error

field, v - vr 12w, where I is an integer. Thus, the irgume.nta o: the trigonomietric terme of



the equvntionk of the ftar-field statiLeotic are approxirnate'ty multiples af Zir. Thus. in theei re
gl,.ifu, we ur write tho approximate ,elatluis

Y P 1.. (, ) f(.) E a (4-7a))0

t (4 b)

x ?.

t[ n (4.?d

Sxy w0 (47e0

when p - o  tr; i - 0, *, W, et. (prLnulpal lone regLi.m,

It IN observed that the correlaton, cr.., is essentially zero in this region. Hence, we can

write the approximute joint density fanction of x and y in the main. lube or gratir4J-lobe regions as

Y'y +x airy

The arglrment of the expor ential in seen to be of the form of en ellipse in the x, y-plano centered

at x y % 0 having semi-najor axc x aand r. am shown in Fig. 3-63. It is apparent from the
Yfigure that the ampltmide of the fee-field, p, will be affected very little by the error in the y.

component, so long as both crx and ay ave quite small compared to R. From (47a), (47c) and

(47d), It to seer. that

i..2 ?PIC+) (4) z.- 0. 4. SOT (49a)
c

- (49b)

where N Wa the Lota] number of elr+ments In the array, and n is the no-error efficiency of the
array Amplitude taper defined ty:

M+g. 3-63. Comtmur of probabIlty demlty ,onetlon of
lor-flald fw moan-lobi an gruatli nml IoeoatI',

STANDARD 02VIAtlON
CONTOUR

/
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,i L" " : . " " ' '~ ~~~ ~ .... ... . i " " " " : !" + ° . .+' " .

(Z a )

n

From Eqs. (36) and (37), |': is -een that the above relationnhlps are equivalent to

ZP(C (0)J2
2 (54)

Qx 1 - .( C O (Z)j ZP[C ON) (1))

y , .
1  - c (,..

An the errore approach ,ero variance, Cj.() ( - i., ald, ac w.Id tQ ....... -n
grounle,

x 2

'C7 y

As the errors become large, CO(W) (a) -. 0, and we can w'rite the r'quireme-nt that If

-"2" e" - ," PU - > ( 3 )

r~t +

the effect of y on p will be negligible, and the far-field distributioii in the main-leo and gratil-

lobe region* can be well approximated by

geP xp ~ V - 0 V zi (54)

where 'J .ind ax are an given in (47) for the appropriate angles. If (53) in to satisfled, it is ob-
vious that x is not iormipwy dietributtd; anld we havu, I., faw, aom array which in too srnall in
terins of the errors for the Central Limit Theorem to be a good approximation.

4, Far-Field pdf in the Sidelobe Region

In the uldelobe regionh of the pattern, the terms of MqP. (38) and (39) involving the oamine

factor will be small everywhere'. compaa-co to ?riC ilteLuL t~tiuf& aquw.w~f,. Yp'" h...; N

region ul ai'p,.oxh.uatul one bo&inwldth halfway betwoen principal lobes (satce the argwnant of

the trigonometric term is the second harmonic of the original pattern), Ignoring this atter re-
gicn lumpravtily, it is Beef. that in the aidelobe region the variances in x and y will be approx.
imately slivor lj

a2 W 12f y Av (5)

and the cross-corrolation is small by comrparton to the variances. Thus, the joint P:-obebiiitv
density funr'tion of x and y in this region can be written an

*By the sIdelabe mile at the apprzprlate duble anglo -f on antoenno with i'plltude lo.er a".
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:~,Y)u~L axpl_

"L3y the trfgnmometric &boltutone,

X P ' POav

y p sin 0

one can derive by well-known meins the pdf for p in the form

p(P) = -P 1o PR exp i-,j +, [Le V, 6i~f(

wh•ore IFI -s the average maguitude of the far-field relited to the "no-error' field magnitude.

fFI, by

I' PC ) () IFo(,)I

and 1o(x) t the nessel Function of the flrat kind of .irder zero, of imaginary argument. The

form of this distribution is indicated In Fig. 3-64, The distribution Is commonly referred to as
"rodified Rayleigh."

a.-. I

o 5 Fii, 3-64. Prcabtllty d~.ruty functlon of p,/14 - IFemm 5.0. P.1o, "MathO.0l: Aralywio
Rundam Nolte,"
WMf, N.ax, 1w. vrNwok

0 2 4 1
D/W

For angles corresponding to nulls of the no.error pattern, I1 -0, the distribution is the

familiar Rayl]*igh distrihution

p(P) 2 " , Fl - 0 (s
or

having statistics

p!. Al wherll =o

*W.R. tnnaff, "Meto: of Solving Nolue Problemsa, Prix. IRE M. 609 (1956).



- .. -' -•...,- -. -

In regins where ~/.r in laurge Pic 'rnpt.Yni~.- of T. (:0 ,,an be us ad to show that the
disitrihuilon appr,'ahee Gauasian (as to !,ppare-4 irom Tig. 3.64)

having mean

and variance Z. In the trannition region, the statstics 're ditert -ll, t come 4y directil, but

cian be obtainoci frn'. tabulationa (nee Sec. N).
For the speial r-glon halfway between i'atinj lohes, It la notvd that the variances in x and

y take on the fnrvn approprIate fe'" the princital maximum ]oationa given by (47). while both 3I
and a are essntiully zero. Thim. Ir. ihim leagi!". the !! !P the cnmr. -o that of Eq, (-40). Hw-
ever, in this regton, 3 will be small (of the order o i/.N compared 'go Its value ^t to 0 ) and
negligible compared to ax in uaca vf iiierait. If Is taken as ca entilly zero, then x =

a 0, one could mrke the subshtutloia made in (57) and arrive at a pdf for P for this region.
However, since this region Is so narrowly confined, special attention will not be further devoted
to it, and we will generally proceed with the aspumption that the distribution of Eq. (57 is sat-

Isfactory throughuut the widulooe rsgion.
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X, THE EFFE CTS OF RANDO'M E.1OP- Th THE S41'DELOBR RATIO

OF LAtME AIUAYS

Summary

It 1!' u h.wn that 4 the pdf tl the aidelobe ratio Of a large array st a

specific angle, P, is of the forra of a modified Rayl-eigh distribution:

)P R r B R
where RW (P) is .elitted to the no-error M.idelohb, level At the angle P

through the characteristic fun'ion of the phase errors

C~ 11) F (A'

(and consequuntly, is approximately the no-error uidolobe ratio,

Fo ()/Fo(Vo), if the ohareotrist ic fun .loas are only weakly angle d&pend-

ent), The parameter a R is given by

2 2 fIk) 2  A±

For the came of small errors in phase, It In shown that c 2an be written
appiiixiiutaly] as

The probability of the aidelobe ratio at anty given angle exoeedingl or

not exoaeedinj~r morne arbitratry threshold value, RT, is givern by the curves
of Fig. 1-65. it ii shown that for large arrays, in order to matah the +a ide-

lobe lovel at o partioular angle in the reion of the pttern far from -the

main beam (where errorti tend to predominate), the numerical value of

20 logi 0 trR must be hold about I0db below the desired Lhroshold level.

Numerical examploe t.re giver, of the implication of the curves of Fig. 3-65

on allowable todarannem for I oo- alenent arrays And I O,0130-opier.nt aerayc,

The qupif.Wn of tha allowable errors in r rno of holding eunentially MA

far-out sidelobs bolow some threshold value is discussed, and it is shown

that a somewhat donservatve error requirs-nent can be Juetified. For an

N-clement array, one hould choose the probability f any tingle sidelohe

in the region exceedtng RT to be I/N of the desired probability that no aide-

lobes exceed R.T , and determine the allowable errors accordingly. The pre-

vious numerical examploe of allowable error are reworked to conform to

this upecification.

Thd ew,1t. In thh Willa ni* -,me e teM!, !!e wn, ci them obtvone by prmk.!ou outha!,, exce for tm rejlt
for the dlre*clvlfy degiodatlort.
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Fnliy. the effe,-t of randorn Prr *rn onr array rdirecliv;-y a -
.$dereai, and it Is shotyn t'~nt if the~ pan&enter Iii') is nnt !'frtiy 'nsrit

o0_

Tit,. implication of this rusiit vii the lo~ss oi- z~(tion of a large! fraction
of the elamer'tm in a raudon ,nanneir Is glv!ai.

I. Some Reniqrke on the WF~xtension of tine lteaulta of Milt 13ocin 0- Palau Arrays

in this section, we will examine the. cifecta of the raidor errorn 018ousaeed onl the sidelobe
3. r-t r ge arrayn.

Alfhough the -il~~l hF- fnrrmndited i, lin"-- Array notattinn, the reault. are cliewuAY P m-

&Acable tu planar arrayn if the annumptions regerding elernant-to.eal-rient eormy- Inclpendmnce
are rn't. In knany plenar arrays, nowo'vir, the physical atructurii of th~e array is such that the,
(.lemeinis aro first combinecd into mubarrays and then the outp.ut of Ome oul;Arvra combined, e.g.,
com'bining first by rows and then by rolumna. in tisI cas, there mny be errors lit the column
cimnbining networks which affect an entire row of the planar array. Tihis situation can he handled
wa necesadry by considering tho second combining network to be a linear arrALY, inc element of
the' column linear array being in itself a linear array which has been Analyzed by the previaum
method. fItuitively, It in apparent that the effect of errors in the second level combining equip-
ment would be to raise the vidolobe level primarily in the column principal plane, with little
effect in the sideilobes of the row principal planes.

2. The pdt of the Sidelobe Ratio

In this saction. we will Inventigete the efftucts of errors on the ratio ol ii power at tApr
ticular angle on the ioidelobe region to lte power density at tho peak of the main bourn. This raillo,
which we will denote it, fl; given by

R(&,) .lI JYLF (63)
1 V0)

Since the jjdfla of quotients are difficult to work with, we first niote 6ramn Eq. (53) that the
ratio of the expeetod value of the pattee'n at the peak of the maKin bieam to the variaricas In x and
y is likely to be quite large for' reasonable values~ of error. Thus, the percen tage error in the
denominator of Eq, (63) will be very smnall If we replace I F(Y 0 )1 by Ito averago valuf. 19, flu

given by Eq. (47a), Under this assmptIon, (63) can be written asn64

where we assume C O( () 0 0, But Ii'iP~l p(P) of the previous section, and thus, of nourse,
R is merely a scale factor of pi hence, the same pdufls apply. Therefore,

in. x nu(65)

0 EBO



where, by (641 and anhlogy to Eq. (57),

15-0

iroin which it is eeen that Rm(v) is the eidelobe ratio of the no-error pattern it Co(f&% (1) to ap.
proximately ii;dependent of angle, and f() t flt ever the region of triterent, More 0noraIxy.,

C. (1) Po t

Since the ,ni;enna engru*,er Js nurrnally ilterestod ir, cbtaiudng low avIsiobet, thp vaiist

In R must be kep.i with;tsrtnntl hourd.'v, imnplying. that thte e'rrei variuncenj muit aluc I%* )imi,u.
TJnidtr tlth attic pt jiiL, the factor Involving the e v'ox can be naomwhat iI'nplLd. By uoa c4

Eq. (9) in Sac. B-2, and Xq. (36), we hawvi that for smaD nrrortv ((F I< 0,

2 2

where .e opproxtZate N - t ) *e .ea. This rtLeadt can bo further ivmplifiod' by nalgWriti n
( o ) in the denominatr, and rewritten as

A 0 ... P) + U 2() I popP)

Thus, we can write u7, far small phase orrors an

where, for brevity, we let

c C() (I - P) + a( (1)) + Pty(()

Nute that it no elements are missing, the relationship for cz In that prevlnusly givo by Ru aa,

It is seen that for small phase errors the variance in the sidplabu ratio is dieet~y propor-
tional to tWe fraction of failed elements, I - P, and tho sur of the total amplittde And phase
variance for small ph eo errors. On te other hand, thc ;erlanco In inversely proportionti tu
the number of 2tt elenrnrtu, P. It Is also weighted by the ratio or the element factofr fff

the angle In question to the element factor at the center of the Inian betim.

,.8C



3. The Probabili t~O~i thp Sidelobe Ratio Not Exce.i.: a value ET
at a Speciffied n~)e

In this section, we w~ 1 efi,-cuss th.fr:a''4'd of errors al owahle iia terms ofhioi~ing the
sidelobe ratio below sor.4 aroitrary value, RT1 , at one -., rticul.-r art- le. Specifically, we desire
a statement about the outc -Io-'a of an experiment in whic:- we:

(a) Construct a "ylarge number of arrays, 1-:ienticp.. in their no-error
characterviY.if. including their no-error ratlern, TM

(b) Inseri U1,1 i' ir each array, all errors b-ing choscn from the same
error dis tpribution, which is characterize... by a specific value of c;

(c)~~ Pic a rticular angle, v, and measur.,' the sidelo'je ratio of each
array at ., Rhandgle;

(d Compute If 'r-ction of arrays -yielding .. 1delobe r. .tio at this angle
less thar(.1 s'.ax;a desired R.

As the number of arrai I )rs tested approaches infinity, re'designate cie fraction having R(v 1 R T
by the cumulative PjwoqjT ability P[R1(v 4 ) < R-.

Note that the resi., ,It -of t-his icxperiixient yields i-#.rrnation only about the sidelobe ratio at a
bingle angle. R(v). 1* 'te extension of this experirne ., to ai range of angles will be taken up later.

The above eprmntis mathematically perfc rmed simply by integrating Eq. (65):

P[ ~)< R ), (L 1)I- expI- 2 dR (4

The performance 'of the experiment on paper is quite so easy as it may appear, since the in-
tegration cannot I ,e performed in closed form. "Towever, since the function in question also has
beer, extensively t itudied in detection theory, it s tabulated.*

The result h I s also been plotted many timc~ by many writers. This writer's contribution
appears in Fig. 3 5in a form that has been fo,,nd uscful. The probability of R(Y) exceeding (or
not exceedin..g) I iT is plotted against the ratio (--7 R T to OR n db. The ratio of the no-error

sidloe lve,1 Rm to (7is used as a param.Aer.
Aogof her features, this plot make's e- dent previous statements about small percentage

error in patf ,ern regions where R /R >> 4. It is seen, for example, that in a region where
R aRsr . h order of3dthe obtained value of R will almost certainly be within :4Ldb of

R . On Pleother ha.id, it is apparent that il- regions where R is essentially zero, the pattern0 0
may actvally cbtain values of 10db or more above (

Th,,'s, the places one would expect to U id the most noticeable effects of small errors are i
the farI .out sidelcibe regions of array patte--ns and in the no-error pattern nulls. In particular,
if one Y'onsiders the no-error far-field of he uniformly illuminated array, the lowest -sidelobe
raticl will be on the order of I/NZ power, and lower still for low sidelobe amplitude tapers.
Thusyl , it can be seen from Eq. (69) that ur less cis of the order of 1/N or smaller, the effects

of *;rrors will predominate the far-out s-'Jelobe level anid, over a large region of the pattern,
the., average value of the far-field will ofV en be negligible compared to the variance in the side-

lQb -e level.

. Marcum, "A Statis~ical Theory of Target Detection by Pulsed Rcdar: Mathematical Appendix," Report
R- 113 1U), RAND Ceirporation, Santa Monic4 , California (July 1948).
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Ta be more ex~iot, and to further Illustrate the use of Fig. 3-6-n.. if it is clenired tr, hold a

40-rib far-out sidelobe power level (R 0) at a point with a probability of 0.99 and It im 1ni-
sumred that the ratio of elemo.nt fautorR to apprortmately unity at the value of P of Interest, then
the igure Indicater, that

Indicating that

'Qlgt R4__0d: r v~3A 7 X 10'

If Ave aawuine s, 10(-elenvit array with a aiforvn toper, we have

c t .

To got a feeling for 'tiab number, It implies that in t~qe absono. of arny other arrora, wo ean

(a) Essentially no failed element., Mnr

(b) Approximately 0,35.db rins ctiplltude e,'ror, W
(c) 0.045 radiar, (2, 56') ring phanip error,

Trhus is seen the diffioulty in maintaining a vary low far-o ut sidelobe level with a anl~l flwnbar

of el'11uaorkto.
On the othev hiand, Fig. 3-65 suggests that If we use a 1"rge numrnr of ilementa, -.,he roquire-

moint on f car. be reaaed. r'oil examplo, with a 10, 000-elernent array, we could tolertte:

,a) p i 0.8, or about 2000 failtid elements,

(b) 2.67-db rinu amplitude error, or
(c) 25.61 rms ph~ijc error.

The effect of this errvr on portions U( the pattmrn whnre the no-error sidelobb le.',l ill larap.
compared to the atandard ditviation, insmaiall. On the - 13 db first midlobp of our muforndy Il-
lumiinatied array, the error would be iixpactsd to bae loam than a fraction of a db, 111wavetr, in
regions whera t --30 db, Fig, 3-65 indicates /a~ AR aw 00) that the 30-db aiolubev will on the
average (P * 50 per camd) bit no greatetr than 30db, hut on about one out of t00 such arrmyn, it
m P3, be only - 28db.

Figure .1-66 wompares the predlitont, of Fig. 1-65 with the actual offe-tia of am@L plie~ eI'.
rorie on a 16..eleinent linear array. * 4%dicated on each riatlern to w R 6) in cib vs delermined by the
Inscrtrd phnse orrorn and the average element isator,

4. Allowable Errors for Maintaining the Sidelobe Ratio O.ver a PAng. of Angle

U~p to this point, we have been concerned ordv w'ith the pnrb~lit of the siriclobee exceeding
a certain threshold leve-I at one apeoffiri point . Thc quA~iio of most direct interest, however, is
usually that of tlt.e error toluritnoe requirtid to hold -:.hc zldelobea below a, acrtain threshold level
over P region which may include all vlcible apanc of the anteia. An O'Cact gohjution, to tide problena

"W.P. Delonay In J.L. Allen, #f gl., 'Pttl, Artay Radar Sludlse, I July 1950h to I July 1%0," Technical Ne"
pert N~o,228 PAJ. Lincoln Lalmratuwy, AA.I.T. (12 X-117:0 I 960), ASTIA 249470, I+33S.
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hms never been obtine~t, tu the besy of the writer's knowledge, n.,A I' i e prv ably not amenable
to uxavt solution. A -ruople approximate soLutio cin tia obtained rz,iher easily, howevor, alnco
we have PRe htwhed the protballitivu for individual points of the patiern. Let ua inquire into tha
correlationl froi point to point through the autooo.,rvelation function of the arx.ors of the ftr-field,

By deftnitIc.ii, tlv ttocorrulation functipj& of the I'vi-f".. - irror IR

A. F.( ') = F(PII- (P-1)i [Fl4 + V }.F",(v + Vll d~ i  7

\vheri tfh Integral i- taken over one period of the array factor. Substituting the far-field ex-
pression. of E'. (14), negleotng the element factor and poasiblo anglilar variation*I 'the errors
in the Interest of getting a ueeble approlinmrte anower:

A. 1'.(v) e b a' a C (b (73-)) jm~441

n

n M

Tho integral tn brackets ins teen to be a delta function; thus, one can write cit the autocorrela-
tus functho of , i gven by

A.F. (v) I (e) -:m(o)IZe*-mrn , (75)
n m

where I (e) In tho eiLvo to the mi" element in the preaenoe of errors, and (m(o) Is the no-error
Orive, The quantity I im M) .- i,(o) I ? in certainly positive. Thus Alps) io of the form of an over-
auu pmttarn from an ar ay ho ing iin amplitoido taper ak I m(a)- m M 'phased" to point

the beam at broadside.
Since the "amplitude taper" of this "beam" is quite rough, thi width of the main lobe of the

bt-tocorrelation fun.tton is liwoly to be several beamwidtha of the "no-error" array pottern. Thu,
the corrmlailon between aed A'Ott aidelobes may be appreciable.

The probability of holding! the sidelobua over a region all below some thre;xhold level thus
lies aomewherit between the probability of holding all sidelobos below this level (under the as-
bumption of omnpluta C'ocorrelietion) and the probability of holding aRv one point beow thue level
(which would prevail for the whole rogion if the correlation were untty throughout). The previous
result on the autooorrviation i t'..in - ,culd tend to inchoate tha- thie true probability lies some-,
where in between.

If we tentatively protwed under the approximation that the arrors are nompleteiy decorrelated
from sidelobe tn uidelobe, we could etate that th probobility ofr holding n sidlobee, the i t 1ho-
cat-Ld at Pi' below some threshold !evel, RT, which we will dentote PnR, < R T1, 1,

PfrR 1 : R TI I. [R (t i ) <' RT] (TO)

For a large array, moat ol the Ridelobea will lie in the far-out region pr 'loualy dixiuased, If
almost all thieue sidlAue, lje iv thw reilo witero errors predorn.nate, we can approimate thmt
the probub!lity of holding the entire lr-out rogion below RT is g!ven by

T8



vmvhpre It dea':gnates tie uidelobw i'atlu Lut ume "',pical" 1,oint It the far-au' region. V t lirge
tnumbeir of sidelo.'c are i.nvoivel, Thia a, ,Llon should be fairly reasonable if tl.e statistics

,--f " asatwined rnreo nt an everaj valup over, fie gion of inrereat (thce. t-,% ttioU tiU vary
,'i1h anglo d:ue tc. -!-: clemert facto:',. if fov rl. other reason). Thue, by the Illowing manipulation,

,ime! rning that the p!rtb~ability of aq inylIvLiua , toielobe ex, eeding R T is vry small, we can arrive

wf the r;-.:!h

P[N.9 < R.Ij - t - .rR T (80)

-rhqs, fov eitample, If it is desired to hold oaentiAlly the entire far-out ragi..n cf a i0o-el ment
aerray Lelow R T with At probability of 0,99, one muat ehonew the er&,w bowido suoh that the prob-
iiabi~lty of any" Individual sidelobe In the hash region heing below RT is 0.99919. With this Mrodifi-
i-iIon, Fig, 3-65 Is app"OlAuble to the approximate calculation of the errors allowable for IMguo
msidelohe control over all viiLle spaue.

Taking the previous example in which a 0,99 protability of one sidelobe being below 40aIL

-map dewired and changing the requirenkent to ona of holding all smdelobes below that le',,el with the

-oame probability, it in soon from Fig. 3-65 that we must now hold aR to a value about 3 db below
Othat allowable to hold one point below R T for a 100-element array. The allcwable arrora in the
&absence of ll others are then:

Flor the 100-element array,

(a) No elemenis missing,
(b) O.23-db rms amplitude orror,

(a) 1. 0 rms phase er!Por.

For 10,000 elements, oalaulations indicate about a 4.4-db decrease In CPR, and approximate
uatlr.wable *rrora:

For the t0,000-element array,

(t 100 elements mlsing,

(b) 1.8,db rma amplitude error,

(u) I.h. t' rms phase error.

Aain reoalling the previous remult about error correlation, these values are probably. paul-

rdiit.a, the truly alluwablo eoror lying between these values and those previously given for the

single aidelobe' eas 8.

B. Effect of nidom Errors on Arn-y Directivity

, ordes to cornpute the ,ffect of random errors on the directivity of t0e array, It in etsful

to formulate the average powar pattern of the array normalized to a no-error pealk value of irtty.
By ilefiiiiio, thin average power pattern is given by

iy) .iF(P) IF , )I : V - fit
Inartini the value of the far-field in terms of the illumination as given by lq. (14), and perform-
inr the indicated averaging, gives the result

.aar



IF(V)I 2  P C' (1) f M.) 0 i PAI W (82

wvhere Aii'. in given by Eq. (36).
'rhe factD. In barr Iz the no-error power pattern. F (Y)I. while the second tornisi di-

r,-~tIf~na only by vir'tue t:) the r'dsinent fm -. r and any angviar vartation of A(P).
!'ince, v'ar directivity calci-it.ion, the absolute vialue of P(mp) I'is iirniaterial, lot ;a divide

Z8) by P 2C (1) anti use tho form

PC 001M

For amadl en'orm, we have frorn (68) thkt

A (FL _ ~ + I. ) yf + ?

F'urther, by Eq. (50),

so) thttd

FO 1 If( 0) 12 1It RI.1

Therefortt, wo can write (83) am

I 1')2 -Ir'()I A + I r (V )I2 & f 'XL (84)

We have previouly mean that the peroentage pattern error nea r the beam maximumn im triv-
ill (or else the Central Limit Theo-ism is not applicable), Further, Yt the array is; large and the
correlation Interval ci'the far-field is small, we would ex~pect that the total radisad power would
vary ordy ininutaly froon the avera~le for nnarly all-muc~h arriays with the random error. Thus,
ovic woul~d oxpent that 4 directivity value derived umiiNg (84) at the actual power denity diotribu-
tion over al! space wouAld be a satisfactory ajlapzroimation, The main bto*m directivity is given by

4rVI-j-. 0..--.. dA a emn de d# (84)

all
saceto

Inserting (84), r#nd neglecting the eeonnnel tmrrrn of CtI4) in the nunrraaor, we have

U(vO = _- -- - -- . (16

I F~f f)'I I
0(" '1a 4 L2. j I Vjf :V 3di



Denatinj; the no-enr dl-.c iviav by U 0 0( we' can diivide nurne;.ateir and denarnintator of (66) by
4? F ' v, and wrt'Ie

-i 0

1,-M 4eamine the !krigle detprider.cc of A(') RCuI1I that ircontains two fattors (Eq. (2j)j?.

The factor crIn invariant with angle. The factor cr '(0,. relating to, thu Gluenen factor v~ariance
about W.~ ,A!raga value at &,, may very wilh imng] *nt may well bacome larger ae f(p) becomes
arnuiI (the e1llelobe region of the elenrent facvtor) an aeen Iii Fig. 3-41, For small phase errors,
by (23) and the small errort roprahentation of the characteviatic function, (9), wp have, io. a

0 '2 z4 2  2 Zz~d I ~ 4t z 2
0 0,6)V 3 k(0 x in 9 cot 41 +m eymna * + VznD)00&0

where a. , cr Y arci are the va 'iinioes in element raititon center I"Maion. If all tht'ue
variances are roughly tiqual, which ajamsasnbe ther the Arle depmntdence of (I vanishes:

Firatlly, the I t actor is obvioumly anqle invariant.

Tuwe see that in many uapoe ofliractical Interest, chave i only weakly' angle dependent.

0( 0 0 -r

By analogy to' the pin formula fo~r a large array [Part 3, Ch. 1, Eq. (18)), which states that

a(V0) a g(r0 ) 77 N

where G(P0 and g(P.) are the pins of the array and a typical olment in its array environnt,
roectvely. wo tian writo the no-error, ars'ty diriactivity as

O( u (v1 ) '7N

Hence, we have the simpjle result.*

Ruze gives (In I.,er~l~~

wiwe ID/X b tiv inhereent spacing tin fer tIh. =surnptlon of ai ipaclfk elontent factor.



Por thra value- or r2,/P xirsa;r for guod sideoae csiti-ol. Lh- ioca in gepin in modest It N 19

not too lerge. Foi example, fat- the previously d~acummed 100- a~nd Iiu,OQO-aemeni 4rraya, Vf
t is chosen to ho~d all £fa-ouf *vie*%b below 4fl)~ 1,bw ih P~ - .99, the Saix dgradation In al.Kit
OC,- OrA~n and 5 per cent, reopectively. Howev!PA, i.r ihol side' )bo X'equlr4,ment for 'lie
110,000-clement Arm~y were relaxed to.-_.30 Lb, it ii Zouvnd thiat an rnms-php~io t-rrcnr (onlyv) of 47.!,
149 allawable.10 b~id solehly on sidelobe !-.quireme into orsit anz 0.69. 'The gitn degradatwi in
this case iN non-ngiligible; atbout 2 db.

Thus, for ver ,t large arryam wlt'i relaxced aid riobe requiremet, pain degradatior. :,.lay be%
the Itmiting foctor or. errorm.

P 4

Ihe ~lli phosa ror opproximotion of Eq.(68) le not ijMk~i hso. h osn~rwecnu.
osaunlnq Oci'sutan ph.a errors for which # (a) i 1(oa a 2). roamterntley, by (6p~ mwn (36),

C (1) ;/ 2



F, BUYPRE'WICN o0' OIATING LOT~tES BY RLA-NDOMIZED 7rLEMF.NT SPACING

:1ummary

In hii oec~ion. th .bility to suppress gratinq lobes ' , the uup elf
v;mdoir. iaod elemient uspiui Wi e,,wminod. It to pown tat twh21sau
1--atton 4i eaprtble of suppress'nr g'.ating lohoo, however, the effective-
nrms of t1in toohniqu-t iti eon to be stronly depe-adent on the wanber of
elements in the asray'. It is showni tnat the gratIna-lobe aupprosmion
follow., a m~odi~fiedt Rayleigh distribution, tho variance of which.. for a
cubstant1 ial supprenivion of the, grating lobe, becomes only a func~tion of
the numober' of elements in the array and the array taper' efficiency.

Curvosg are presented for the probability of suppressing grating lobats

on arrays -if -. nd .500 clenrct.

It to shown that thle randomization of the grating lobes hum little
effec: on the atiolobo..structuaru of the array c:los. to the, tnin boam
(Ignoig the possible aubetrAntial errors In arrayf tIImI-anation due to
rikutual coupling ooffpnts between the ivonunilormly spAced elemients),
but in the rogion around. the grating-lobe location, the nldlobotea ae
likely, to be as large as the suppressed grating lobe,

Murnlly, onn particuizr pdf for the alomiriai spionq randomization
Is Gxamrnod in detail, and a probabilistic decriptcr is given for the
groating-lob. Aupprossinjj for arrays with i1N v IL6, 60 and BOO,

The results obtained by the raindornized oeournt. apacing xr&. coin-
pared with the reaultm of an invwitigation of aonrandum, nonuniform
element spacing in arrayo and shown to be roughly conimsnsurato.

I. Thea Normal Cotlstraint. on. Eicment Spacing

It is wvll known thnt to marginally proverit* the formatiodi of grating lobes In scanning arrays
with attendkint loss In main beam gain and possible directionali amnbigufty, the projected element
spacing it% the yilaw of inerest imust satisfy

where 4 is9 to he maximum tigle of mcan of interest in the plano, measured from broadmii-,
assuming the olemunts havea 3i1tle directivity In their awn right. 'On the other hand, if thu ole-
ments are directive, they can be space$ fArther apart, - Uh the narrow element bisinwidill at
leant partially suppressing thle grating lobes for angles of scan that are Mmall, Even In ibis
case, however, It lU evident that one will ha~ve lost approximately 3 db in array lain whq-n thle
angle of scan in outch that the main lobe and fRrat grating lobe are aymm~trtlc~ly disposed about
broadside, which oc-curs &t a span a..ngle giveii by

I'I



At is therefore aifpreni V t the Imaic limitation on elenient spalving iii tha grathill-labi fi.-
rnaticia. The quitatlcn then follewg: Cani tho grating lobes, bo suppre~.azc7 If so. holl we".l and
a~t Vihet "rcA

2. Nonuniforir Element Spactig and Somne Limitations and Cavtloma
Tne bI'lout'l tppro~et' tr) gai Ltg..lobe aspretlaLon is to remove riwe pciudicity iroin t!T arroy

fuctnr, wbjchl can be dono by %me of nonuniformi eisment -paving, Severul impers a svn been puob-
Aiffed on the use of mnnsforni apaoing, rmiginly trorn prouentiffori of formial synt'icalts tevch-
niqust to Prentatlona of resdlts of enlightened 'cut and try" proondures.$ As yot, hoxwever,
little informatton list blm~ c-btainel art thw uiltmalv lv~ettt'" of much techniques.

A Ptktistkual anialyats based vii randomizing thle- element positions according to smem pdl has
ilia virtuea, of idicat~ng sorne of vhe. Iiitutlonn of nonirtforrn ipaningiv. at the expeame of an on.
plict disaciption of thte rnevltirg field. While thia writfir would not "are to inake a flat Fitate.-
inent that it dmiocttption batted on randomized spacirig to applicable to whoat one mig~ht rxr.ect from
a oarefully rhomen systematic nonuniform topacing, the revults v.:31 be sumn %o agree reasonably
woll (in a probaumlistic menia) with the reaulls of King, tj gjL. for mstemetto nonregulaz' spacings.

l3efore undartakiing en analysis of the effect of randorn spilcing, one very Important limita-
tion of mach a tochniquut should be enmphasized. It was soon in Ch. I that in large, uniformly spaced
arrays, the effect of thle inutual impedwrnce was to nmaki. thu elenemti 14.in prvopo,)rIojnol to the :
rnent specing, fnr anples near broadvide, and (tirudely) i~ii w y proportional to spaciql for an-
Mles for which groting lobeft form for the Indicated asacing. With a monuniorsmly aipaced array,
If the nonuniformity is great (aii we shell pruently see It mnust be for effective grating-lobe sup-
pression), the mutual coupling situation is quite complex. Yt would certainly Hoem lII ily to rouse
akppreciable variption in element pattern a from element toelemcrnt, such vartation'being roughly
proportional to thr, degree of nonunifurmity present.

Sicswe -will not attempt to Inalodu tis alieotae~ iutual coupling in the following analysm,
the rmnder should beware of tafting tile results cis the last word in accuravy until such mutual
effects are evalunted.11

3. The Far-Field Description.

In this section, -we will Investigate 1,41 u&4 of one particular ochoine of rtindornized spoaring,
i.e., we will etart with a linear array of equally spaced elements, so Indicated in Fig. 3-60, and
parturb each element from Wt4 'no-errcir" position according to morne specified pdf,

In mathematical formulation, the ;ad ateen 1: 1 1mei -M~ inat D 41 dn, where
dis a mitmple of a random variable having a pdf p(dni whifh is Independent of n, aMid WIA 106

saumed to have misan zero.
F'urther', in order to insure that the error effects are euiaenially zero (eimluding the mutual

liqmctm) nestLi nu in~im beam, the elemient phn.c will be chosen to be correct for the perturbed
ponitiont

1-. Una, 'Llinear Arroys with Arbitrarily Distributed Clemtents," Report R-36 JU), Elitctivrilca Reseeroh Lab-iatmry,
UnlyIvety of Cal Ifomia, Berkeley (2 November 1956).
t id'. g ""o,'Ideicba Reduction by Nonuniform Element Spacing," Trans. IRE, PGAP 187 (1961).
t* . King, R. F. Pac kard and R. K . Thomaos, "Unequally Spoood, Broad-Band Antoawet Arrays," Trane. IRP.,
PGAP Af4 i~(1960j.
' A test array for noininfommi paings Is presently under construction by iiii pirajeict but will not be u.aeepiaid
fit time for 1is rer't,
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where, we ehoose to u"n f, e tte Ioxinpleme-'[t of ) as ind ated in Fig, 3 6u. ao our ungular var-

iabl; . 'nir, .seiuml'1 no ol|uir eIrora, tnc far field of the array will be Iven by

ri€.t ,, , a t. r  y + J n ) (flia a in >l P-

In the nain lobe, all e*r,)rs vani*h, aP,

F( o. ) :j f(0, to) a n (93)

In the absence of other trhoes, wo have, rorn averaging (9%). that

where C dIa') Is thi, c.Uaraoteriotic function of the .ardom varlbleAt dr, in tho .xting-lobu r.-

gions, Min sir I 12ir/D, wherai L l an integer. Thus,

F fg1)nC1 1(t21r/1)) f(O , 4, jN all .(~

Further, from 136) ani (37), fur this cotia

AUt) ,I . Z [k(*LrI - sin ) (96)

d2
ERI) -cdl(an I - sin 10o)] - CZ I(stn % - in 4 0)]. (97)

Cornobivyng (95) ,nd (9) with ti'i vf~rIanro expremaians in (47%) awl .", ytolde. in b.. ,ra.ting.
lobe reltion,

2 " 2 ) ft + CA(10w/1)) -. 2(l'w/1,)i 8 ,

ZQ(4 ) 2 1,, 4 1) 1i - Cd(4w/D)I , a (99)

From (91) and (94), it is soin that the ratio of the expeted power danmity at the grating-lobe
peak to the main beari power rteneity, R e, in given by

, C ,"i",i ,
gl

Thun. for *igniftrani rdiurtion boyond that obtainable by the elemeont factor alone, it ti obvious

that C,, (r/D) must be smnall; e.g., for m.n oxpeted t0-dh reduclor C.(Zw/fl; 0.1, Thus,
Cd(4,/D) will usually be qulite small also, and

x ( zoi

Thue, from previomi nimlyaia, R,, will be distributed in the modified Rayleigh dt~inibution ln

the forrm of Eq. (5't)I

P(R ,) R = -  R R A  [ 
R 2 I +  z]

al /( C t)L 1. g l  I/. i (tOll)
p(R ~ ~ 1 R )-. !_F'-

1(4 j 20-
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\Whare 110j)

Fnid. by (AUti and (50).

€,g . I tz  - (SOfl
¢, i..H .) ON

A ,' C iZw/D) (iO)
lf

Thi culrves of Fig. 3-65 are thus applicable by replacing H 0 by RA and aR by 'Ia s Ioing an

Cd.l/lr/D) is small enough to justIfy the approximation of (101).

From Fig, 1 -6%, it is seen that l.f it is desired to suppres! the grating lobe below some level

HT with probability P, the ability to kin so is a strong function of N, the nuynher of elements in

ihe array. SEc

...... V A lag~1 RT + 10 login 2jN 0 lo 0 No

we can re-labul fhe kbuciags of :Fig. 7-65, for a given 7NK to create curves for grating-lobe isup.

presison,

Thr resulting curves for Z,N w 3Z and ZN a 1000 are ihcwn in F'gs, 3-67 and 3-68, reepec-

tively, Ono of the most striking: features about the curveR or Fig. 3-67, for ZilN - 32. i thnt the

vai'ilan'o prednminateir the distribution to the point that even if Cd(2'/Dj Is made vanilringky

small, the grating lobe will be suppressed only about 13 db in half of the oases (P a 0.5), and on

one piteirit out of ten w3 shlould expzt the grWO'ng lolvi to be as high as only 5 db down. Thus,

it is apparcnt that for an srray of 16 or so elments, ono is not likely to accomplish muoh grating-

lobe supprneior, by tnost ol the simple dimtributlions chosen from p(dn). Prom Fig. 3-68, it i

apaent that the situatiop improve3 as the number of elements increases, but not with great
lapidiiv.

4, The Effects of Randomixed Opacing on Sidelobs Level

From iUqs. !67) anej (96), we have that in the no-error sidelobe region

d .- ( ' A (blil g - sil l 4 12)

(R (lob

indicating that v.R vai'ies from zero (o-error) at . to the value of a of (ilU), near tht gratingRnd0.t gi

lobee.

By (67a), the parameter or R, or, th sidelobe distribution is

F Fo Q
0)

/95
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indicating that for this type of angle-dependent error, R0 (Y) is rot dhe no-error sidelob c-

Near the grating-lobe location,
F Fo( I i )

Ro[) Cd(i?.'/D ) Fo(uo) ,(4 
)

indicating that R will be suppressed in this region along with the grating lobes. Thus, we sould

expect errorr to p. : dominate the sidelobes in this region, and the curves of Figs. 3-67 and 3-68

for Cd = 0 should closely predict sidelobe levels.

5. A Numerical Example

To examine the implication of these results, let us consider a specific c.se:

' I '  d n < d 1 d D

p(dn) = ,d<T IdbI)1 0[dnlI >d

as indicated in Fig. 3-69. Then

Cd(iZr/D)= : n exp jZwi n d(dn)

sin d (lO)

Zid

The resultant probability of suppressing one grating lobe, ,or arrays of various sizes, Is

given in Fig. 3-70 for the assumed p(dn).

It is apparent from the figure that large grating-lobe suppressions are obtainable only if

nearly all the "no-error' interelement spacing is available for perturbing the element position.
Therefore, only elements whose physical size is small compared to D are of potential usefulness

with this technique, unless one is willing to attempt design using elements of different sizes,
with attendant complexity in providing proper element drives to obtain satisfactory patterns. It
is also apparent from the figure that the average grating-lobe suppression is of direct significaice

only for very large arrays.
The curves of Fig. 3-70 can also be used for sidelobe level information for the regicn near

the grating lobe by locaating the proper value of R. as given by (108) and the no-error sidelobe

level in question on the curve for Cd(Zw/D). The curve for the desired prcbability and number

of elements will yield the range of sidelobe levels to be anticipated in the region near the :qating

lobe. For example, if the no-error array were uniformly illuminated, the sidelobe imm1 diately

adjacent to the normal grating-lobe location would be about 13 db down. The curves inde.'ate that
if a Trating-lobe suppression of 40 db Is desired wv th a 99 per cent probability on a 500-41ment

array, d/D - 0.4 would be chosen, yielding R = -1Z.5 db. Thus, 2- 2 5.5 db, and any oeiegl o
adjacent sidelobe would be down ;; least !7.5 db with a 99 per cent probability.

It shculd be pointed out that the pdf assumed for dn for this example 3: obvio-:7 ', not Ohe be0.

A distribution more peaked at the edges would yield a characteristic function which would prn-

-. 4ce nulls for smaller d/D ratios. Theoretically (at least in the sense of the existenct of po:nt
sources), there is probably little reason to be restricted to lessthan D/Z, and we could randotaize
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,r se e' .... ;. However, for small numbers of elements, .t Is apparent that

.ift'le wou'.d uf 'he predominance of errors over averages. For large arrays, the
.tat '." ... ,.... )c the physical size of the antenna elements which limits tne allow-

6. Cor .- ' .. , N -N-andom Spacings

King, et i e .i a.rray factors for five nonuniform spacing schemes applied to arrays
of .bot' U e.o- :r.. t ri idos of minimum to maximum spacing chosen were of the order of
1.5 to J up tc . I- ,, ). - .'- nding to values of d/D of 0.1 to 0.28 (the "correspondence" is ad-

mittedly r gt~h). o.Al J-.'".,P s tended to have lobes near the grating-lobe region that were only 5
or 6 db be.Low t" ", , although the pattern with the most "dispersion" had only two iojes-
out of 25 abcrie *.... - db ;n the region out to and including the first grating-lobe location.

Gr:anting t!,e por ,: A t he methods chosen for element spacing correspond roughly to a
narrower cl';i.r , .. f un, '.ion, it is .onetheless apparent that the results are being limited

basical y by the s. .4 1..' ' c e'!-mento used.

)D.0. O i, et al.., Una. ,ally-Spoczd, Broad-Bond Antenna Arrays," Trans. IRE, PGAP AP-8, 380 (1960).
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('-PACE TA.PE(UNG" OR WIRMNITY TAPE.' Nir;)

Summ~iary

Ni~e queatiu.n of arr'.. pM,-irn qheping by vavyixig thv a tr; of ?tive
elemmita rtther whan th- ,,nplitttlou of the element OrIvt,. ui . &31,u ~'
probabilistic amulivs.tn. 4.e ohrnivn treat the density ttp&r i. b. com~ply-,;

to an nrrm, "'ith an RMnp'ttudO teper of the sameo chist otar, tu thui ',he
main benm ttmctureo vf the two arraya are aa c;M;A~lt deiotLc. The~

c:#-nkity taper'ed axrr..y will have lesF pgn1;. tlian the ajnplltur!,z ta$V-l
array for the caine arrqy ai'ea. b~it the differunce mad he mvade qw;. ponlait
if the woaximum~ density ef xttive elements Is mnalutained. ~T". doct-,*

x.1rrty gain roiiqua ihe far-out oldelobt, loed' of the dcjl-\ y irvowvd irray.

Simple fnmui! !k" tit'vnnom for tht expected (leuhity tapared l
diLreo;tivity e id lelobv. rKni in ternia 4 the equivalent anupliLlrAQ taper,
and curves and exainpli ae given fir "co sine.eurd.n--~etl
tapeils for both linear and ci.'r'nlar planar arraysa.

1. Introdurflk'n

1i limm Liun krwwn rve ouaie lrn~e that it -1 1-nnMblo to shape thp beaw, of an array bxy 3vidiviaus

deletion of the drive from olemantu c! .. -;gutariy spad grid, combined with paaivo termina-
tion of the antennas from which the drive hao boeen removed (the l1attor to ragulakrive the environ-
merit the element antennas nseelt to avoid pattiorn deterioration dule to mnutual Offeetn),

Although the above 2statemnrt I&; made In s. tra.immitting array? frame of reference, it applies
by reciprccit;' tn' r"nsiving arraya using a receivev' behind feach O~emnt. , It is, however, per-
haps most imnporI aknt when, vie wed frorn a trunanaitting contaxt, Wice there at'. several methods
for uynthanizig rmceiving arrays without the use o& individual elwnent receiverp. Hfowevcr,
for, achievi~ig the full promise of ikrrayg for high puak power ipaeration, Waers appearu to be no
itstitute for a large number' of tranoamittors. Purther, to avoid pt'oblaena of switching high'
powers at microsecond rates, it appears advisvble to put the individuai tt'anaritters behind the
radiators In many system&.

It Im well known thavt for efficient operAtion. transmittors should bc oi1~rhiaed Iun a i'aturitod
mode. Thus, amplitude trApering such a transmitting arr'ay for low sdal',lvi or a shaped besam
requires either a co u'.devable sairificc- in .afficiuuy or a fabrt.ai.nn of d&e~l'ifV,!'ant trans-
mitters to operate efficiefftly at different power levels.

It is known by "out and try" appruachen * that if one coneptitklly cuniruce kun array k;!.hat
amplitude tape." and then deletes cemnent dvives In much a tnbnnter that a plot of ibo, IdensityA of

F active eleme~nts becuiniz simflAr in sihupe to some desirable arnplitkide tuper, ono achieves pat-
torn ntrurcture which, at lipast clooe to the main lobe, resembles that of the cozi'eaponctlng smioi-
tude taper. L, facet, it has been lound that much a technique eaRn he used to drosticially raducm the
numL6,. f actve eniento In sin arra~y of a given 'tea while still rettining a bamta shape rolaShly
equivnlsnt to * Iful.1l" array. flcwevetr, the gain, and consequently the t.erae ivideloba level,
in still dictated by the number of' active elements,



In this sec'tion, we pr'eaeni a Iprobabillatic hrnalyIsir of ik&A 'denBAty tinp )ingll t~loiukk
,,bh, whlik not remoAvIng thio nrc.-saty fi~r a go~ of "e-it no try" In tbe dosign of such

larO S Line nhUrl (JUMIiiUittiv l1jht -- t -ii of tih.- aoft ,mentiomwtl *zihPr-;.,,.;., .. ,

of such elomouto. Tlhe an~alysts wail kugge.1dod by a 'skitflur 4xtalyMiF uoaj1 vut by Cog'1011 Oil

The wialyin will be cai'ried aut fur~ a linear array to sim-plify ftoution, but the results are

directly applif-ablo to phunar aray.- nnd -v~il bo s0 applied in tbe examulles.

2,The fttistces of the ftr -Floild

Wi be~tn by postulatinU an equally spaced~ array, with tin -'%mpiitudo taper, in which the

tixobn)i1lity thpt 0 th& n lement, is active is aso thst obviouuly

We will )Snore till o~ther errors, which assumes fi Anskc.tiva '-nents are toxiliftnted in a pas-
A~ve impedlene equal to the drivingi impednniu of the active elemenita, Ro that all element pat-
terns are nomninKly~ equial.

Thus, the drive ourrent, in.. to thyl nth c'lemient can be) *tated probabilisteall.y as

wharo r,, 1-i unlivy 'wth probn't.Ality ah" and zei'c otherwise.

r n
n

'Ibz avertege power dirvi1ty lij

M n

The distribution of r n tos uch that

n n

and conheqk' enti, perfm'ming th IridicAV~d -nraiging of (012) gives

flj)(a) a exp, jjknDja v v 1 j - f(p)A , a. (I - a 1 (113)

J. R. Cagdsll, prvavte inamnvn'ncation.
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l~taj, the pdj, 4):. t21L' Ttl,lifl 1: Cjj .. t;,.to I" J N * vdihie t.nti accond t of

order N.

T1hus. It is saer. ttvr rsoar *hit pairi 7,1 the ma in beat.m. the flint te-vio pt-esdomitacas. Th$io
terra to~ seen to br itt t"~ pocr u,.i i.. y; frnr r~ 4',r'ay with. arlplitu. tapcr, an

To e.,;a-lnr- thte effat I.1 th . (3-s~ity tiir on the uldobe region, wo notu that if (il ) in

ninlz" to t, peak value of unit - we Itavv

where po1p) is -the no-error p~ditw normalized so that po(s~0 ) u . Vic aiesunk thaQ x1iio-.b. VMtic
to be mc~difiad URuylalgh diatrihuted u3 In Sq. t65) syih RmC' ) the no-error aidelohe r'atio 4csoct-

M .2
ated with ain amiItude taper a .. Thw viirlanca tit aidalobe reaW', cv.w is easily obtainvid by ra-
Qm1Ing that the inean square '.ado" r'f a Rioyfollh distributed IRm a 0) variable isI 2. Thux,
fromn (114),

I f.At~"*a~ Ia

We Ykcts that the tiar officienny of the equivalent ampitkide toper ?t is given by

where NT Ws th* totel jacivto pluo lijActia) number of elemeGnts, By use uf (iiiS), we cvt,i wirito

(110) in the form

whicah, by compiarlson wiLLs Eq, (6i91, Inadicates %huit for a dvsity taper, the Widalobe behaviur Is
ahaL at an 'Ni olament array with .Aquiivotde am)plitwls taper an, with nn error varianu analogous
to o1,P(f j6%) giverd by

In

Noti, thwt, toy (117)

E n A

whorg NA. a le the fijlimcLod number of active -tinininntr In the~ cry.
To evaluste the SffejC~t Of SP&CC sup~jrIng on sidelobe levels antd gain, the vultie of ('118) w&ua

comsputed i fr on array dconi; y of U~f' hoainr.qia do apdaaV l

it -ejuaid ona peestal O.B



for R 'ejntpred arti #Y, whec-r' .1 '(n1.'). .1nd P 4,*ilm'~n 'heL inwirnwr danaity (11 4 1) iin the 4vtll-

ter o)f the a~rray. where th6 torm in~ brac~ets m Lt nity. Th~u#,:- 4,cpr&.Sn,b an~ tii'.eig

By the- upe of iitegrals a ther thon owniattio,~ it Is found that for a largte srr.-3

n L
n~ 3 + 2h A

Thue, the colid ct rves c.f MYg. %-71 can bt computed for 12/1) for yaroum vp~uqis of 1'. Tll.
ratio of the niumber ol active ehlnaentu to the. total canr b ! rfcterinintid fromn tho~ owet of MIg. 3-7 1

by 0118) and ( 419) to bti

T 1/+

I.0---.--------- - - F19.3-71. CGte"of 2 /p Ir werntY u~wfor
GaaneC~srd-c-speasu(tqw.

aI Oi .



Ftor coinipnrinan. Mg)8 v-&iw ijv &Aap~y 1,4) cil4 .il ph4.xr A-rr~\y:

a n m n

or coriparison to the linear array c.ase, it a c sine-squa 'ed ta jer ' -.AXt,;,d fC,, A cictd.%r

arruy..

O , p> o

It is fo-and tha

(4 -7) (4 2

fror whkh the dashad curves of Fig. 3-71 are cmpntoid.

2, T he Efeat of DIensity Tper un Airay Far-Out S1delob* Level

In the regions of the pattern where errors pi odominata (ft /ar << 1), the .urvq* of rig. 3=65

indicato thitt the 0 per cent probability sidelobe ratio in about U.2 ,nd the 9 pet eem proba-

bility ratio is about i a? . If we ignore the element foct.r in (11A), ar! "n.nhto 0t00MM1,
on 1i 1/3. which yields a first sidelobe level of about -.23db for both the linear arid airouhir

array, it is amen th tv

(a) For the linear areay, it Is eamily verified thut .- t/9 wu 0.89 and for
this value of h, nd if the density of elements near the center xernaxiinum CV' 1 ),

Indicating the average eldelobe ratio to be sbout ?db below 10 hgloN ,
and a 99 per rent sidelobe ratio about 3 db above that value.
If P- becomes apprcItably luan than unity,

and

or, for' r= 1 5,

O7 Jtt t

Por ar. avoraf e !IdOeoblm E, o ,,l:niur 3 db lolow 1 ) I g NP, and a 99 per
cent ratlo about 7db b.kve,



(hi ."or thn ,iroular arraY, for h -'/3, ) N' .8. in , . i,

. 0.4

Idndivctig an yevrage eidelobn ratio iihout 4dh pbvlow 0 iogi 0 N, etc.

Fok, P << i, the value .pproache i apprc)xiMtteAy the eanme *tq fo,
the linear cise,

'htus, i% ', s )v haL detilly tpiring tcnda to render tie ?tar-out .idelobe tivol 4eemntially

depenniml upo.u' t', t,: nf active olrinionts In the arvay, particularly for P' I ad/ i. for

4. The Zffect of Degnty Taier on Dheentlvity and Nunmbr of Active 1P.14mctnte

By analogy to "-q, (89). t e ratio of thu directivity nt a doiealty tapor., array Ud(po), com-
pared to kn array with the equivalent amplitude tapexr Us(p ic

Ud(vo) I

a 0 + -1_
E a,,

n- by (i1 ,i

Ud( ';O) NA

11 or, T,_1.. .:?'t) antni fho rurvma of Fig, 3-71, it i. aon that if P 1 , the diffetvnlc ,n direotivity
iior an OPI.IttW1r0 iap#:red and an equivalent denlty t-pered .rray is lees than I,,db for a linear
frray 2nd about Z.2 dl for a plaitar array. For the value h 1 1/3 of the previous example, for
P t, it [10 foand that

ia) For n lI:nar ,rray, NA/.vT " fr'),

(hN Por a P.Irculxr array, NA/NT O0.51,

indiWiting that one &inwvoJ ablifit 4/3 or 1/2 of the rmquirad number of active elements for thJ.
toper, Note that (M1b) Also Implies thai roi- a fiMad number of active elements, one May Inoroaxe
the goin of the array for a fived sidclobe level by 'spreading out" tht elements in a space taper
Iflttt;id of nmplitude tp ertainf,

B, Concluclona

Th' anyylt of thin section has verified from a probabilistic standpoint the genersl prop-
ertlen attrihuted to 4ensity or space tapering, and haik placed qualitative eatimaten on these
properties,

It s soan that the denity tptring tecnmique does offur a convenient method of ehaping thn
Phttarn cf an array without amplitude: tapering Oho no.i biuax) struture ia eovi-rltially the same
an would be obtained with an amplitude taper having the same ahapale s the nletnent dannity over
the atrray, If the vetive -lements are maintainsd at unity density in the senter of the arrity (all

.evet near thc eitetr e'tivs). it has bntan uVji,, wi4 in Aiaetlil,itt lag!fr

all inactive antenna elements In pi-ee and pselvely terminated) between tfte ampl.tudte . .ap,
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'irraxy iand the ceI-II&LI1A' denstly taperedi array iw, himeil (tunij t.1hi 2,5(1 b for' -25dA firat oii

andi de.I~ndort U120. IVIV idageo *vf 'Lape:vig. wiih the LAIn'prtuck taprtx *IC1 thc' ftaator gnin for

a fixedi Array' sircia. whitc thu density taper hum greater gain ror a fixesd rvnber of active ca-

rktInre, It the denity in the urray conter is not rninxirnllr, ttif, array djirectivity tot rwditked mi

roprfnto the '~i* ~il~ The der repme i Raa wi the ru~owty taper is ria afaawed ill

Phighvir far-ou~t aidelubea, On~ height of whiloh nre escentiiy dictated hy mne nurnhpr or -Antivje

tileni.entis, om is the directivity.



H. YHL EFFE~CT Or' RANDfNM ERORS ON THE~ POINT1Ne- ACULaACY Or AR-*LqAVV

Summary

The f-i1'towing xp--naion4 for the vrnfi poitngi error of the~ numa*nd

Ofeec btiiii of ani V-t~bminnt azray- fO.' lkyvgrp N .poirl rmalrl ero.

kr art

x a M%) Jj

where
1, a ND is the urray length,

P vtfaction of optvrcting eiarnents,

xrmm Phase oraor. (sahum~rt (7 radtan),
m' .1 um beam npillJudI mper, an oven function of n

for a cen~teredj armay,

SWx - ont~imus 'vrttunfo tr which an HminD),

4, to N s ven,

A,/N the equivalent of a Oat&anrAd' beemwidth
of 1atIVX) r'adians.

For the differene utiam undivr ffe assumption that the torivek con-
tributed by aaaah elemeni to thi mum and to thr iferinn patt~rvim 184

i~tloful (unity norrmItm~) the mi m r-or

N, cfp

Z~ nd,

f I xd(x) dx

wiierp dnim the '1ffate.tm'e heftm ar.,plttjada tapo'r, an .dd tunction of im1
Alld d(X) in? a ccmntimmu'nz, hunction fo~r which On ' d(nD),



on th ha rm tranzadae neenetcf9 ~ Lupl~itdt var..

(t.iZi tor th~ i.-a benrn arnd from (147) for the ifffsronvo beam.

F~r common Illumination functiono, them ration5 of summatl.nns 0' 1ho
above equutiuit.. atic of Eie ordor I/N i/a. indicating that the cependen:ce 0'

1. Introduction

In& th'i section, we will atittlier the afo.ct or randaom orrors on the pointing avui~aoy of ar.
r~yii. Since the t~tu of rn ol).i1,qo for epr-iato anguirir determainatiorn has become common, we
wil Investivate the effects of these randcoin errors onl both the sum and difference beamtr atiso-
eiated with a maopulsc atrray. 'rho reultit for this suim beam are, of courlse, applicaler to
the caBa! where monopulse information in n.-t ut~ed.

Thoi etkctr of pointing accurkoy of beamn corresponding to tho num beams of this discussion
havl heen isnveatigmed~ in published papers by Hondinot),114 and LeiehtorO

aindine:ili, whose invitstigationi wasi limited Wu Gs raw specific cvww~ o array aie % few
specific eorror va&riance values an~d uniform Illumination only, rievurtheless providedl the key for
both Loichter's investigation -ind for, tbet following In pointing out the applicability of the Taylor
Series Expansion technique used below,

1eichter ajpprimachod the Orobleni from the standpoint of line souroes end inferred the aIrray
perfar-manict fromn thiri analys.1m. Altheiugh his final results were sted specifically only for uni.,
form and Taylor illuminations, hi. reauit can be generalized to give a result of this uait. form
Aj tho irI4ult obtained hureq fur tho sum boami pointing orror, riiffcring by ai ftetov of NIT, . hlvh
can bzu accounted for.

To the boat of this authoil's knowledgo., no onf has invatigm.ed thae questiin of the aocuiaov
of thei null position for monopulai; difference patteryns. Such will bo p.,uuented horoin, in a form
applicable to generalised difterenoo illuminations.

2. The Poining Error of Monopulse Sum B1rams

in' this dection, we will consider the effect of oirrors on the potruing accurney of thea work
basin of the monopulse pair. Wii will assumie hut tlia sura beam la given by

where

I .A. Rendinill, 'Lffevt r.4"Icnidorti Eyvars on the. Perform. nce of An~'nno Aiiopz of Nkloy Et'mwfot,"
19MP IRE Nutl,ii Conytmw 2%ftcwd Peri 1, pp. 174-4t9.
t M. Leitivr, "Emm Pointing Ermrs rf Long L Iis Sowns," ?rato. IRE, PCM APj, 264 (1960).
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allL -"z l,-rw;: ;japituo 01 tie nt Woment iUllmniratim.i tor tranimitting a aurn pettrn
(th ' rrWip mt~4 '-iiivior In than in!,rrred by :'~t~

F'or convnienco, wil t iow4ui.' id~w, arr-- tu iic centol 3d on the~ 16.atKI 0 tI'rl c(i,0i'1ii~tt
o-ytiteli& arld iaktv Zs n u t ' n 'L'%, vot ncticii (if a for a, P rnicg. pattrrnr .

'u"'b: .C.. VI L*; iv , ail" uajA willa 'I; flu~± ~tt anjgb. at, wichl the aurn grwer

ILE18 nf:.'o 91UPL'. ill uirtdr to a-rve at anyv re.oniaba aitmw4r. it 03 rilcbeaay to noilect

e frect; of th~k it erage eleme,'it piltrn, s.itomghtrin varlarnce in the el~emni pacterrn fan be con-
m irired. T]he, ef ',!cr oi thw, clement facto,, miaV hv: vici meane.be trivi-Al and, as ai Vferel vitLN, Prob -
ahl outweighsi Lie effect of the r'andom, errors %.viiees the nrray is very large.*O Knowing the

clemnent factor, however, tis eafftct is~ a riyiiternatic or" amd amenable to aystern..tti- calouLtton.
Thus. nrulectiniz the~ eeqint fau.tor, the far-field Viower density am ak fujAW11iL).n of Y Cali be

written as b9 ( x{~mI)- (4}ejjn n ' 'f .ja)

In order vji find the Aa.gle of zcro slope. wf .wot:.ld like to not the first derivative of the power pat..

tern equal cc, zevo. Thin dziL'native, which. we Will denote 5, to given by

Tudb. j (r - n bovtt Bqatr a P) bOn ex[1 M- T p"' ;%)W' - n) (V - 100)1 - jN
To~~~~~~~~~~ d~otyrov hsiqalo.frazr ntr;o the diren~ce, At-, between the destred

ponin rarglo and th culpointing ageseems impoosibhe. However, an apprcmimate molu-
%,n!nbe obtained, -nn Randinelli .'olned ouit, by reemrttng tni Ttnyini, Sorns approximation:

&Aftiwo fL uva, setting Si(,) eqimi to zero, a

'11w quantitics Involved are givan by

S0" Y, Z ,r - n)i b~ am 1. m
mn n

find

N IfL P Im -- 1 4 9

from Eil, (1?.54), where alU anglo-ve viable quantities (b1 , 01) art ,~"eo understood to~ be
ovitluAted akt it ,.

In order to irfer tho O~f for the quiknkity AV, we again rediort Vj the Cei~trmtl Unitt Thoorani,

aw poiinted alit by L.+Weri, raince for large arraya thn totai pointing error im th, mnim ef o-moill
eatroue In the vuctov direction of' the contt Ibutioti of eiNcl ulornent. Mnder this assumption of &

*ro-. m a W.P. Dlci.%y in J..,A.lfan, o 1 a., op.41t., pp. 33-30,
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H vvr ii ne~ilat dtff1,%1Atias ar., Inr ~xre. due to 0-, f.vttr f~t ';'(,,, I hc -h donainnatc'r

of Eq. (127), sne tile e-vonage of quotionle is not aitay to vornf: by. Tr~l ra:tivr, tuagi'i?1 0 of' -
and S' howev{er, .an bm ef'fectively itiilo, to ci'cu.,vulit thia dtflickiltv for z- lrrty. Prot"

Fqe (123) and (14-0, It is in that the nn-i-lror valuk! 'f S(i' will bp 7avro, Pir-~ the atl 'a arT

u ,¢n functionm ot n. On thp utLner h nd, the vaihe o1! S i', ,ll tile aberlue of ei'-1or' In

it .ar f l2 (m" . Zmn I n) am 8n

i n 11 n

In n

etnce imina of t.e form r m sm Vanl,=lt. i} to the avanness of c ' The tndloited produk; of munmsn

to of the Ordier Qf N4. Further, S' to a aaand Jrivative of the power pattern and. aine the
firmt derivative Is zero in thu reginn, P. la'ril,) vriano in S' woulfi ImplV considerabla distortion
in vtn main bem uhupe of the pattern. 8ut, from the previous analyes of the effect of random
-; a' o;. the far.afic)d In thei regton i' 1r the main lboam, It to apparent that the vartane in the

main beam region iUi ameU. Thii, mine the averkag value of 'l.&o) is large and Its varierwae
small, reploing 5' 1)y its average In tho denominator of Eq. (t2l7l will have little effect on the
accuracy of the result. Thue, we %inn write Aw, as

0( )

nA VahIU 01 W;i'J) is fon rm( )to t. from (129) that t,.rms fox, in n vanish, an
well cc th orosi p'oduat Jai x n) term&):

97" z ~ P 1 ZM m m MalZ

Tho mean value of the pointing ahile will then begeivn by

From Eq. (. I), and the fact that ni r n terms of the summations are msea, an the fact that
L in art, n t(1e to the evxn naturo of on. We have

Thus, Van average put.inting error wi} h" arr'o as one wou, physically axpeot. Tocompute the
- rtyint.. in av, noting Ohw; by (131) we Nrt nrnputt the vartanoe it 8 given by V D a 5 (Vol/
(g'(w, l4)

in" -p

'rho actuali aumiation as (ndictted repr-ients a 'or i Lble 0.11d hidiAu ttak, mime te avaragesi
dcpend upon the vq,_ 'aI_- -rt krouslitia Umon_ -ho Ind..e.. Hawer, g good deal of the work

cain be avoided by notlng certain characteristics if the gurn deperdent upon ths~ma equialities and

inc,.palitius arnong th, Y..rityus indiuce,
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flrat t~ho umn is okvjouinly izern foi- IT n or P q Or all fou~drt equal. Ait-o, If tI ae
guirl can Le isepnrmted kta tW s apiroble dot!).i slinliativypt; involvivl~ 11'e clumntitie ra -- n) andi

Q)-q) floliartely L1he reault Will be zero due to tho evozz character v.k the no-r-o arnplitujr.
iVurnriatbin, Thumi, one it hIit lh *aly e ' diottiact panqlble combu-rAtiona of in;r'q whfeh will

If one further investigate a iiv~rl v~iO aunts of the abova oha-c'iwt. it soon beooeits ag..
)zrant that th-e mwmrn; wfIp b,, of the order N wh, ra I Is Vrpartnal to the mnubr of non-eipial
Inicev. Thup, for large arraye, significant contri'xition will only be obvtainad U',am the firat
four icnrt- cited atove. Th"" wp ema aproxiznatte the rr.E,&n sqilarecI valuve of 6 for large arwItys

its Mitere *aId. signifies rQ. jIrvicnoa 4isoit)
_Y_ 4 4(v I -P C f ) (m - )( )a11

i n it P

Z r'2Z-Pi I a) CCIM C (2) (mn- n) (m q) It a~ a

+ Z Z (M n) .P I .) 2
M q

.P( 4 12 C ()Z~ Z C m - n) In - q) m 0 o

+ e FZEJn-n p-;)I T

where we miust include they nj&z1,9 OIL all indices diatinnt, -athatuh the tout-fold sum is zero, due to
iormn of Ilk@ tridioes which must ho ou~traoted off in the manner of Sq. (Iv tit $*a,. f ina, we
are free to Interchange indirto to deeired, It to apparent that thtre are ilytwa distinct sums rep-
resenited in the last fti' teriahU of the above relationship, %nd theC roecilt oan 1w.~ ftrthor red,wo-el to

-7 ' 4 4 y, 17, '.

+-t' 'z-P - n) -auA M~m n q

. UJ It + ~ 2 11 C i n C q) a a a *

m n q
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Ifweperforms~ the Incivaled jurnmationtlai oiz~btLA'ia out the Oriden t~ux3 bilflt~onm iremn

the acuia, it Isi found that thej forbcylon Loxn Anadmui tire Al. pl of (,'rvIr M't N 7or leit aepka
'or the fire, teryn whore theo extlustons of tt. are the combination of Indices tthat npor ir.
he lasnt two terrn" Thmit, ona ;-an Uwg~v '.ixuflvr t'xvufl n iid vvi tl I lk h t1-0111 (the~ ex -

clusinrp- of the first term ot or-der N C, nicot exactly) Whion to:

Then, ieing (it) hL v'eriarwe in .Av bcka.

-.- t+r (I - C (2 )]1

For ornali phave errors, iming Ow~ approximation

we can makte the approxianation that

(1 a [1 4 a 2.r_&~~v u - ~- 2a~

indoatng hatthe reoull, as poin~ted out by Leohter, I.inder )n of amplitudef Orrork to a
JLito ordar.

It it; 4~ interest to cic1prenm the fractional pointing error in smai sort of a meaningful. stand..
tard, The hRmrwidth ,)f most high.-gain antennas In terms of radians is apximmly

which in tnrms of w' yields tha standar'd beamwIdth

lie M . p39

Thus, nrrraiWi the varlwnce 'it Av by this quantity, We liavie the ramult that thd rms iorror i
utanditrd beernwidthas is

a , n 2

a rms Z1 '

wti~rt- ,t,~ surnie etd ovor is ronA or ni symnmetrinia about loro. go thAt N1  N/Z for even N
rindl (N .- 1 i/2 for odd N.

It appearrs fro-in (140)) that the rins ruointiag ei-ror in: rae with incrtaxizW N. flowevor,
ihim in iiot tho caao ai; ca z aeoat by LOI-Hrtin eSnotW VAIWo for the llluv~irnatln fttort. Fo
exwpipe, for the caiiA, of unliformn Illumination, m ! I fcir all n, the ratto In-tol.virg the 9W

apt u~heefor liargo even N',



A 
2

v rrns ;

indintinU that the~ rmpi bemiri tng error actually die~vrs wit), t*t aqiiare rocti -t U num~ber
of ohcvrenta, or eqivsi.,iiT1y the varianre kit twain p~un tj %v'vrjui pro%. ',rtci1at ic, -in tnus

bar of ciaairnts as Mo~ beet-, seen to he the Last where other %van ktcoc rolied to the effect oif
ranmom tr-ua out arraLys.

For tl~w aue of la~rgo w'ith i1htzmn~tion fune-tionm cthe.imi an iftrnplos of aorne eanttri.
uo-As function, uox3

it to more uueful to have the result expressed in integral notation, In m,;Hnff the zhsnje frra

srnmation to inttegraI., it should be n'.tod that an ctra factor eA D We razl~ared to give thea so.
ITfntiofl the dimenvion3 (it %re equivalent to the Integral:

N 
1 .

1.4 e.pAy cmtX sin I~ I L%(*evp jtc Olin I(I42)
nw-N 1

and by successive differentiestion with respect to mini

oN

The reult umn then be oompressed In eithc of the two equivalant forma

N1  1/2

nwl.N,

~ (41j% ~ 2 dic)

2d~ f-L/2 (~d

for IstruI N.
Lechlo~it recolts can bec shown to be exprem.10 in thiln forms, -Axaept Chat his rerslts pro!.-

1.1 Wt gin ris orror Ii~'rC- bY N' for the samo 0,. NA and P. A clocii exsamination of Lciolier's

dtivivelton fwlhich vm -*-tualiy cars-led out ffm line sousrces, no indleatorf by 11he title) shows that

12



Rpp~~~ication~ ofter)#t oAWafe o the aimment spting. Howievev, wlr

zP110 wtW 41 of te r ... of lik bpcn If on reputi-ed crrar. In it

thft t1se ittitig u.mirrptian A imA. qv~v) tent roa~iit ~R,7 ohtjik~in't .

3. 1rhi EfeevI i)d RiLidgn, %rr;)ru oil wem voui:r ,kccutriwy vi hivmirita* NJul*

In this~ suotIon %v will r-.. n;v- thir efftul ut xud;arn errar uin th, n~u poitimo~f -t mont-
pulasec differiiiei, p~cU&r jirt:% by (iteglecting the aernmnt feeetcr)

whert.,

SPd 06d n 4 1

whern 1 is the no-error Illuminattic of 10-n t elevmmnt wheon transmeitting a difference pttlern,
thfu r~oc#lving r~ftee bafing idontinal ty rwl'rnciy. In ordair to place a null In the deu1t'ed r~iivatin,
tho d n'a will btc odd !mtiom, m! r. when tt- ira! is rantorud on 4i coordinate sy~tam a _d)

Thn 'emaion meethoda of obLikintiwn the so-cialle.id "sum" anti "diffaraoo" patttrtis for Inano..
pklsanua detemination Are:

(a) Adding and mub-rih1?tIr. thm outputs of two halveg of an airray as irtdfated
in Fig. t..7Z,

(~Adding and xubtractinI wo r~ djacrni bnarfl from ait array cepable of
forming ef lnlti.t"il -- %~ In

In~ cI ';-ar cuse~, it sot*nis likely thpt the error in the tilumiualus, aensociated with the sum beam
and tUc lllu1MIuzaIM10 1A~d"1ttU~t With thu, O~ffertie iiohmit In ony one cament to likilly to be highly
curraIted. The nmeiunption will t~v inl thxrougahvut this station tilt the errors are identical,

If the analysis of the artror In the cdifferance pattern pointir.S accuracy in Muraueai in the osam*
mI&Mkor am that tov the aunt boam (on the bamtu of deternitinn the charaote),pltice of the pavrer
lAtterui), thn riisult will run Into diffioulty due to the feel that tl tho pruaeai of errors the, porI
pattern "null" will not bu tao. rutlron the power, pattern does not norxtain "ses infor-
muatein" in that It :.aanof givo informoaton# about the direetio'n of thie taret fOrow the beam ecnter.
7Thun, insteld of pursuing this analysis in 1he ninnavel of the pravlus one, we wi&I analyse the
iltatisticm of thie funntiori usually uIIedl to dstvirmine inonopulas ilccura24y, which we will desiptt
the "ungle Nahi~t)~I(Aa'). Thius Ititlon Is obtained rivthsniatically by taking tht ratio of the
difference pattern toi the complox conyignte nt the sum pattorn!

In the nbzencoe of ervora, the fermy In bracikets Is a real function, since F% (o) Wn pure irmainatu
mid %,P ~4in pare real, ond In aliniR linear function of itrg~et dinjilaoomnent from~ the null (it

vs i'e g.3-21' fa, an Ids%* it c~ulf fbf fomieng MY).i~
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Ttam j ~ii~1o rLxx*al t. null), An idtinmv'( cleuit for i'xerrininn F. Is ohown la Vii, 3_-73,
whoce the xii U~dnotom vf enroh 'ic,0"i )r~d112teC,.

Aw wrto tanu for tnt! smn bean). we w-. attervi;4 to find] ttuL val-, i~ Ap whv iciih v'edhcea the
eathunator 1:(Apy 0o -,x.Da b;y Om Aot of 1'aylor expajuston. Prarforininth lis exiprnaion U~

Heice,

In evauauiting Fl(vo ), lo avol diffitciiettiue to the "real part"1 restriction, we nxote that F'd(D)
&a a~ rapidly changing function of m nxear Y while F_(3) vawoa vomparati~iwly slowly; henuae

jF1~ )P

H K1,p ( (

Writing (141) m~itlarly, wo have

By theext remultri and the facti thalt MRfle1 -Im(%j. w41 can write (149) in the formi

Lot us oxamine Ope denominator of the shove q~tion in the hope tha Vic can~, with little,
e1ror, rmplaoe the donomirwior by ts avarage tki waa done 'mi the examination of the amum hoairn
ecu.e, thus aircumvtnting formidabl~e difficulties in coinputatiori. From Eq. 1146) for tho difesr.
atice far-fieold, 1111d Eq. ("?) from the previove %ealton for 1he murn fet,.field, the nApmmtnator
Of the exprisxtitn rfAm ho written nox

Hlencoe, the average value of the denomitiator can bei writton an

I ni (TVj~ pi d- e i
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The second sumnation is zero due +.t ",- e.en and od-4 characteristcs of the sin n.. e

,min "* :,respectivelh. Consequn'."ly, v, e t ,he avci'AC "iue of the denoniratn.. -i

=P PC (1)1 m C: 0 n+ 1(i +. 1o Z- C rr c;dm . ,54'.
j' -1 n J, m .

m . r1 - I

To develop a feeling for the order of this e-cy -. sion, let us assume a monomilse syctsr of

the first type cited earlier in this section .,ihzrc- the sum illumination is ,niforrn and phaac

errors .ire small. In this case, the average --al'e of the denominator is simply (for large N)

15~~~ As P (. -2 N3, + 2a - 00' N

Thus, the average value of the denominator is of the order of N3 and will be quite large for iarg=

N (and it in also apparent that the second term can be neglected for C '±} N >> 1).

Thus, the first requirement for replacing the denominator of Eq. (15U) by its aver-Ige ,-'lue

is fulfilled.
With regard to the variance of D, it is seen from Eq. (151) that D is the sum of N ter's.

each of which is assumed to have snall variance in phase an.1 amplitude. Thus, by the (.enr'.J
Limit Theorem, the variance in D should be the u,:' MN2 variances much less than unity. Since

we have demonstrated that the average value of D is of order N 3 , it is apparent that the variance

will be small corpared to the square of the aerage value. We are indeed justified in replacing

ihe denominator of Eq. (150) by its average value for large arrays and write

Im[Fd(VO) Fs(vo)]
2 , NI N1 (I55)

P C 2 (1) Z m dm E s n
nm=-N, n=-NI

With this question resolved, it can then be stated that the numerator, Av, is the sum of
many independent contributions from the components of Fd(Vo) and F* (v o) and therefir - b-

the Central Limit Theorem, will approach a Gausc;i t; d!istribution. Thus, as with the sum b :.'1u1

error, we need only determine the mean and variance of Av.
The average value of the numerator of Eq. (145) is given by

Sd(Vo  S(Vo ) = b b e e

m n

= P CZ () I dm s d si
m n m

+Pf1+ y] CP1(2) 2 dm s (156)

m

By virtuc ,f the even and odd character of the sum and difference illmna.ion, it iG scen that
all sums vanish and, as one would physically expect, the average val.ue of av ;.s zero.

The variance in AV is therefore given by

.4 4 Y )7

- C { ) Z; m d ')Z (1 s n)2

mBest Available Copy
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The variance of the numerator, L, of this equation in t--..; of ti- il.mi- - 3i 1 7 the sum and

difference pattern is given by the quadruple sun

L2: sin( m +~ . n3 s rip 4 q t5'L =Z Z Z Z bd bn bdpbdsn(q asi

mn p q dm ndpdq m n

which can be written, by use of trigonometric identities,b db [Cos (0m + 0 -% " '
L-!IZZZ>bd m b bd bd m n

A m p q n p q

-cos(0m +-. + ,

As was the case with the sum beam error, the complete summation, % Cicated would be ex-
tremely difficult, since the statistics vary with the degree of distinctn e i -V,4tween the .iif' t'M

indiceii. However, as with the sum beam error,, we can greatly short ., rcutL ia process "or

large a.-rays.

FLrst, it is apparent, due to the odd nature of the difference illurt , l t6o1v terrms

for which m and p are equal (those containing d n) will yielu ,ion-zerrt :nrr..,. Ftarthertnore,
the absolute magnitude of each of the component sums arising frem dif:-.. ..... -, to

indices will be of order N1 , where I is the number of distinct .ummatic i as indi.cz. i 0.

pre4Ious section. Thus, wte are basically interested only in terms wh- 1i yield at least three

distinct sums. There are exactly two conditions which yield 3urs of tn: a ype. One such tern

can arise in tise computation in the case where all indices are distinct f: oni the svbtiraction proc-

ess of Eq. (10) of Sec. B. Tiis term is zero hy virtue of the cosine tern average". heIng equal.
The other highest-order sum arises directly from the case for the . and p .dices equal

and all others distinct, in which case we have

L= Z Z b'dmbsmbs [cos( n- ) c os (2 + I* )

mn q
(a.i.d.)

where, as before, (a.i.d.) indicates all ini.ces distinct. Since the like .'ri.mex terms which must

be excluded are all of order less than the threefold summation,

L~dyP[ ]C0()-Li- C W I I-"  S P
in n

Hence, to a first order, we.have a variance of Ay given by

N,

E dn

-PC + (1) 1ZPC 11 ( n d.

n=-N i

The terms multiplyingthe summatic-.s are Identical tothose of (13), ".r,:e, f' .
we can write the rms fractional error for the difference beam estima- 6'

Best Available Cop,
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n; d n

n

.~ .n= -N,

As was thc. case for the sum beam error, it appear" rom the above equation that the rmz

pointing error increases: with the nuimber of elements. However, the ratio of jhc su. rndon

lters thin val lation Fo:" example, if the dn'S are der!ved from uniform illuminmtion, d I = 1,
r >', 0 .anddn r-, i- n.O

n . 4
4 (1 62)

Z dn Z n N -. mN 1 2

n
for large airays, indicating that the variance actually is inversely proportional to the number

of operatin; elements, PN.
Using ths relationship between eunmmatnns r nd integrals given in the previous discussions

on Lht s'r) beam error, Eq.(i ) can be expressed in integral notation see Eq. (164) below).

4. A Summary of Results and Some Conclusions

We :Aave the following expressions for the rms pointing error of the sum and difference beams

of an N-element array for large N and -mall errors.

JAY a 0 N kn=-Ni
sumN 

2E n s n

n=-N i  (163)

a I.,- t L z. z s (x) dx /2
0 kj fL/

2,%NJ .L/Z x s(x) dx

where
L = ND is the array length,

P = fraction of operating elements,

rms phase error (assumed: aZ << I radian),

sn = sum beam amplitude taper, an even function of n for a
centered array,

s(x) = continuous function for wh-ch sn =(nD),

- , N is even,

Ni j !, if N is odd.

V = 2/N, the equivalent of a "standard" acnw' of I/(ND/A
radians.
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For th? differ.3-ac b:-,,, , . s cfror Is

z dj
II

-,. fL-?'" I
I 

"

a=-N .

- J-L~z d(x) d, , '

where dn is tl. difference ie: aui ptude tc.per, , t0, tr of n, and" i"

function for whe: d n - d(nl),

It is seen that both arr. : wc -e,ndert (for smull phare errors) ., - ,-- A. .

variance, and are indew n'.eat of -. , -he arpiitudc vari'nce. More ex,. .ixt s,

phase errors aregivn b; -35) fr- t:e vt bet-- !--d by (160) ",7r tle d fC ,t.:'

equations give Av, rathcr than &P/vs'.

For common illumina:ion flictic.', , the rttos -f sti",nators .-,f (46-3, and (160) "'re z :h

order 1/N3/, indicating :he true dep, .dence of 4'v ,: N ;i

%rN1

For specific illuminrlions, the reslts can be simpiy xpres~ed, Fo, example, ,vt .

the following results for ;came simple ca. 3es:

Monopulse Ry.e .'s Sum Bea.m. Error Rmr Differnce Pe3 n ,.

Sum and diffe',;nce c,' two halves
of array (miform si.n taper, 0.55 , .4 .-
step difference taper)

Sum and difference f two adjacent cr%
beams (cosine su. taper, 0.67 0.56
sine difference tapr) -:.

It will be recalled fr.n: our previous exarnples of th.- ?i:,xe error .Uowable f.)r &ood

lobe control that in the ..ase of phase error3 only, the sid r.tio v&'-ian-':e, giver by Q.

lecting element factors'

2

was required to be aboirt 10 db below the desired far.r,"t sidelobe le'u'., ,.y -30 to -40 .,

dicating correspondinR ptLtinting errors of 3 per cent c .ow' to 0..out ." pe -ent. T tu., ii

quite likely that if go, 1". :idelobe control is maintaineed, the lrn~aiu rror iie ,1%, ",-z

error effecit will be e mall; and one should carefally exam'.zzz cht-,e ,uutrc ,, of iat,

error (e.g., the elem,.t fartor).
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